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UNITED STATES .ACADEMY oF PEACE ACT

, U.S. SENATE,"-
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCAAN, ARTS AND HUMANITIES,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HITMA.N RESOURCES,
Washington; D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:08 a.m., in room
6226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Robert T.-Stafford
(chairman of the subcdmmittee) presiding:

Preserit:Benators Stafford, Randolph, Pell, and Matsunaga.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STAFFORD,

Senatox STAFFORD. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts an4
Humanities will please come to order.

For the subcommittee, we welcome all of our gueas in the com-
mittee hearing room this morning. This is an important hearing on
S. 1889, to establish a U.S. Peace Academy. I am particularly
Sappy not only to join with my dear col! .Ea_*!,.e, Senator Jennings
Randolph, but ,to welcome our distinguished colleagues who are at
the witness table.

The subcommittee is interested in determining whether a focus ed
Federal investment in international peace and conflict resolution is
in the national interest.

It is clear to me, as I am sure it,is clear to those testifying here
this morning, that a largeirnuniber of Americans are deeply con-
cerned with the maintenance of..peace in the world. 'therefore, in

I this era of mounting tensions, it is entirely approPriate, indeed,
necessary, that. Cortgress take time, to considerAis issue. The
United States has no greater interest than tha international
and national peace,

This concept is a part of our I;istory, and the slieciflc proposal of
an academy for peace can finci its rocits in the founding of our

sounfry. George Washington in a 1783 circular lo the newly formed
States, wrote,, "There can be little doubt but Congress will recom-
mend a proper peace establishment for the United States."

Now, almost 200 yeais later, this subcommittee is considering
legislation for the creation of a National Peace Academy.

There have been earlier legislative proposals- embodying the
notion of establishing a peace academyincluding a 1945 proposal
by my esteemed colleague, Senator Jennings Randolph, of West
Virginia. Senator Randolph has been tireless in his efforts over the
years on behalf of a National Peace Academy.

.
(1)
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Today, we are faced with the business of responding to a recom-
mendation by the Commission on Proposals for the National Acad-
emy of Peace and Conflict Resolution to create a National Acade-
my of Peace.

The Commission recommended the establishment of a Federally
funded nonprofit, independent corporation 'to assist in the attain-
ment of the Nation s goal of proinoting international peaca through
-developing know)edge of conflict resolution techniques. .

Our hope is to learn from the witnesses recommendations if a na-
tional academy of peace should be established and, if so, wh t form

' it should take. . 1
At this juncture, I would like to intioduce our most disti guished

colleague from the Hawaiian Islands, Senator Spark Matsunaga,
who, served as the Commission Chairman on proposals for the Na-
tional Academy of Peace and Conflict Resolution. Senator Matsun-
age will be our leadoff witness this morning. After his testimonY, 1
would, invite my distinguished colleague from Hawaii to join us
ilre on the dais as an honorary meniber of our subcommittee.

Senator Randolph, I am sure that in view of your long and deep
interest in this matter, you have an opening statement.

Senator RANDoLPH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I will try to be brief.. . . .
When a Senator makes such a staterlient, no mfe believes him.

But we do haire witnesdes from many walks of interest and also
Members of Congress who will testify.

I think it is a historic thing for us. We are in a pilgrimage which
"Vegan over 45 years ago when the first of the serips of measures at

the congressional level, that we create the peace( arm .of our Gov-
ernment, was introduced in One form or another by the Membefs of
the House of Representatives and the Senate of the United States.

Now, our*bill, S. 1889, has 53 cosponsors. There are 17 Republi-
cans-and 36 Democrats. ,

Even though there are less Republicans than DeMocrats, they
are in charge,of the Senate, although I listed the Republicans first,
not because there are fewer on this measure. There should never
be any partishnship; differing views, of course, I understand those.
But when people of good will come together, these differences will
never divide us, because that would break apart all of the coopera-
tive effort which we have, I think, developed through the years.

There are those who will testify, who are former members of the
One-Year Study Commission; that Commission had, as we kiiow, a
congressional mandate, to,,determine whether the creation of a
peace academy is feasible or practical. We, must remember these
two very iniportant words. , .. .

This legislation is a result of the recommendations of that Study
Commission and, of course, we will hear in a few, moments from its
Chairman, our dedicated colleagueuse the word "dedicated" advi-
sedly, to this program, nator Matsunaga of Hawaii, there will be
witnesses which we wa to listen to very carefully, from the insti-
tutions of higher educati n in our country, because this is a matter
of an educational format. '

There will be church groups, and there will be:service organ4a-
tions of many types that have conducted, over a period of time, Mr.

..
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'Chairman, their peace study programs, separate from what we are
doing today.

The first legislation in my\time which recommended an institu-
tion with* the Federal Government struCture dedicated to peace,
rupil I step back to my colleague of those days to the man I succeed-
ed-in the Senate, Matthew Mansfield Neely. He was a U.S. Sena--
tor; he was in the U.S. House of Representatives and he was a Gov-
ernor of the State of West Virginia.

In 1935, he introducedand I have checked it very carefully
the first Department of Peace proposal of this country.

There were bills I introduced in the 1940's, 1945 and I947and I
do want the record also to show that the then Representati-ve, Ever-
ett McKinley Dirksen, of Illinois, and Senator Alextrider Wiley, of
Wisconsin, were active at that time.

In that same year, 1945, as a Member of the House, I introduced
.the bill that for the first time incorporated that idea, that tip in--
ternhtional exchange of people and their thoughts and ideas, back-
ground, is an effective meaZs of promoting peace.

I want to sriy, Mr. Chairman, thal that concept is includedin S.
1889. I intraduced that bill in the House, and if you will forgive me
I will quote what I said at the time: -

It would be utter folly for us to believe that we can keeg secret the atomic bomb
and other devices of warfar.e, because it would only raise a suspicion among other

e countries and cause them ta develop for more deadly substitutes.

These were fears that I had then, fears that I remember now, or
even truths in greater degree.

We have come to a dreadful-accuracy of what I said in 1945. We 4

live in a time -when people of differing viewpoints are wondering
how we gan launch a limited nuclear war and even win that war
from the standpoint of the United States of America, provided we
were to initiate a first strike against real en4mies or perceived en-
emies, particularly the Soviet Union.

In 1959, after I was absent from Capitol Hill far 111/2 yearsI do
not want to tell you that I retiredI was defeated in 1,946. I want
the record to be very correct. Then I came back in 1958. In 1959, I
again introduced the bill, S. 2332, to create a Cabinet-level Depart-,
ment of Peace.

In June 1961, in 1968, and in 1969; I was to reintroduce Or co-
sponsor legislation t6 create what I called a peacearm, an arm fOr
peace within our Government, including U.S. disarmament agency
for world peace and securitr,

In 19,76, why I had the responsibility to cosponsor S. 1976; that
was introduced by Senator Vance Hartke, serving at that time
from the State of Indiana, to create a U.S. Academy of Peace, com-
mitted to the dream, that somehowopeacekeeping ganAvork.

So over this 45-year span'in both the Holise and Senate, I have
been but one of those in the Congress who believed as others
throughout the world believed, that necessarily we must have a
strong defense structure, but-we must also be committedand we
can do it at the same timeto pursue what I call peacemaking.

I reemphasize that our commitment to peace needs to:he as.visi-
ble as our promotion ,of defense and that we should instituriarIglize
that cOinmitment as surely as we have institutionalized defense.

9
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Wars figure prominently in the course of international relations.

War has been both vilified and glorified as We know. Unfortunate-
ly, war seems to beto too many. people, the accepted means to an
end when...conflicts finally erupt between nations, as apparently it
-is on the rdgged edge of erupting bRween great Britain and Ar-
gentinat e

dw, we have seen the statewide'coalition coming together and
argu1ng against nuclear arms buildup. This h s occurred in several

tes. eak of it as not an isolated inci ent. I know that hun-
dreds of thousands of people, perhaps the Majority, say that peace
is everybody's business. .;

I think, Mr. Chairman, it is time we make it sourbOdy's. job, not
everybody's business. Certainly here in th7 Congress we can act af-

- firmatively.
Let us examine, let us debate our foreign, policy. Do not misun-

derstand me. I want to say to Senator Hatfield, who has been a
leader °id this matter, I recall that Franklin Roosevelt, when he
talked of policy, never used the term "foreign policy' . He talked
about worlid policy. Go back and study his words.

World policy. Not foreign policy,
'So the democratic process has been in motion in one way or an-

Other in a motion that has not reverscil itself since 1776. That
letter from the White 'House dated April 13 expresses the Presi-
dent's regrets that he cannot endorse S. 1889 due to "bidgetary re-
stfaints." The letter, and I am not 'critical, goes on to Mae that
"The President belieies that peace alternatives will be best served
by his military budger increases, and by those peace studies proj-
ects nOw funded at institutions of higher education."

I believe, Mr. Chairman; and those who are testifying, our guests
today, that the American peopje have the fairness and the courage
and the Strengili, and that air Government shares our commit-
ment to peacemaking.

We haye seen fa reawakening of the horrors that may comk from
a nuclear war. ram no' one to lead a crusade. I just want to be a
part' of a prograrn ithieh I think deserves the attention, and up-

. holding of hands together, reaching out from one to another.
We begin in this.very small way to enact S. 1889. We will be

mote visible; we will be more believable; we will have alasting
effect as we attempt to work for peace through conciliation and un-
detstanding.

I do not want to be misundestood. I have been somewhat upset
by people and I do Opreciate being upset by people who constantly
are saying that I am a person who is Very tolerant. Ladies and gen-

, tlemen, tolerance is not enough. That still permits you to walk by
on the other side. But if you say you are a persont5that wants to
understand, why then I think you would be supportive of a pro-

, gram of this kind. rt will call for disciplihe and determination, it
will call for intelligence; it is a new movement, although perhaps a
long, lrime behind us; it has a worthwinle history.

But e are all concerned for the human family of which we are a
part. Somehow or another, I hoPe that before J leave the ,Con-

.gresswe will have a bill enacted ,to begin a Government-support-
ed peacemaking effort that includes research, education, and train-
ing in conflict resolution. ..

,
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[Discussion off the record.]
Senator RANDOLPH. We need to have harmony and so-this is the be-

ginning of an effort that has been going on, for many years. I think
that history, when it is finally written and understood, will remem-
ber those of you who testify today. Hopefully, Mr. Chairman, you
and all of those who are in this room will be a part of history books
relating to this very, very critical, matter in a time when, in a
sense, the world crumbles.

[Discussion off the record.r
Thank you very much.
[The opening statement of Senator,Randolph follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RANDOLP

Senator RANDOLPH. Today marks ani histori i estone in a pil-
grimage which began over 45 years ago, when e first of a series
of meastfres that would create a peace-arm of our Government was
introduced.

The bill before us today, S. 1889, has a total of 53 cosponsors-17
Republicaps -and 35 Democrats.

A number of witnesses today are former Members of the One-
Year Study Commission created to determine whether the estab-
lishment of a Peace Academy is either feasible oupractical, S. 188
is a result of the recommendations -of the U.S. Sltudy Commissio
and its Chairman, Senator Spark Matsunaga.

Other witnesses are from institutions of higher education,
chuiches and service organizations that have, for some time, con-
ducted peace study projects of their own.

Inour time, the first legislation seeking an institutiolkwithin the
Federal' Government structute dedicated to peace .was in 1935

:troduoR ,1
when aliolorliWetit VirginianU.S. Senator Matthew M. Neely in-

providing for the establishment of a Department of
.- Nue.

- Other bills were introduced in the fortiesspecifically in 1945
and 1947including one by then-Representative Everett McKinley
Dirksen of Illinois, and Senator Alexandei Wiley of Wisconsin. In
that same year-1945I introduced a bill as a Member of the
House of Representatives that would have, for the first time, incor-
porated the idea that the international exchange of people and
ideas is an effectiye means of promoting peace. I am happy to kly
that that concept has been incorporated into S. 1889.

At the time I introduced bill in the House, rsaid that: "It
would be utter folly for u elieve that we can keep secret the
Atomic Bomk and other d ces of warfare, because it would only
raise i suspicion among other Countries and cause them to develop
substitutes .

Our once-held fears are becoming dreadfully accurate. We live in
a time when responsible people have actually been heard to say
that we could launch a limited nuclear war and win itprovided
we initiate a first strike against our perceived &Iviesparticular-
ly the Soviet Union.

In 1959on my return to Congress as a Member of the U.S.
SenateI again introduced a bill, S. 2332, to create a Cabinet-level
Departnient of Peace. In June 1961, in 1968 and in 19694 I again
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introduced or cosponsored legislation to create a peace-arm within
our Governmentincluding the U.S. Disarmament Agency for

AVorld Peace and Security.
In 1976 it was my privilege to cosponsor S. 1976, a measure intro:

(laced by Senator Vance Hartke okaIndiana, to create a U.S. Acade-
my of Peace, committed to the ideals of peacemaking.

Our efforts over 45-year span, in both the House and the
Senate should-help to assure other countries, including the Soviet
Union, thatIalthough we necessarily pursue a strong defense struc-
ture, we are also committed to pursue the art of peacemaking. I
wanted then as I want now, to emphasize that our commitment to
peace needs to be as vi6ble as our promotion of defenseand that
we should iiistitutionalTze that commitment as surely as we have
institutionalized defense.

Throughout our history, war has figured prozThently in the
course of international relations. As a tool of nations, it has been
both vilified and glorified. UnfOrtunately, war is the accepted
means to an end when conflict occurs between nations. For too
long this has been so.
.We have witnessed many peacemakers in our timefrom all

walks of lifereligious, pOliticid, academicand some have worked
for or within established governments, or through international in-
stitutions such as the Old League of Natio9s. They worked*to deny
that warfare has any legithbacy anywhere. Other peacemakers
came not from posigbns of power, but from positions independent
of ruling governments and elites, as individuals and organizations
deeply committed to the development of alternatives to war as a
means of settling conflicts between nationsand their views oftten
ran counter to those held by governments and their policymakers.

We have recently witnessed statewide coalition coming together
and arguing against nuclear arms buildups, and this is occuring in
several States. It is not just ode isolated incident. -

We are aware that the &end toward- greater worldwide militari-
zation suggests that current procedures for peacekeeping and inter-
national understanding need to be stepped up and improved
uponthat new alternatives must be found and initiated in order
to silence the rattle of sabers.

We need to recognize, and accept, credible and prominent contri- .
butions from the nongovernment community toward American pol-
icymaking.
:Grad, changes haVe taken place over the last 20 years that are ,

the direct result of like-minded citizens getting together and work-
ing for their cause. Such coalitions have given us the civil rights
movement, the women's movement, environmentalism, consumer-
ism, the antiwar movement- of the sixties, and now the "nuclear
freeze" movement.

We need to train competent s...clinfirs whose views are not neces-
sarily those of our established national policymakers. We could use
a cadre of trained personnel who are uniquely suited to an impar-
tial, objective role in the Nation's affairsforeign and domestic.

That is one thing we hope to achieve through establishing the
National Peace Academytrained cadres of individuals who want
to establish a nationor a worldthat is not dependent upon
weapons for Maintaining order.
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,They say that peace is lerybody's business. Isn't it time .we
made it somebody's job?

Through small expenditures of Federal funds, we have subsidized
everything from ways to improve the readipg levels of children, to
creating a new strain of wheat for better yields to feed a hungry
world. It may have taken years of trial and error and more and
mote researchbut the resqlts are documented success stories.

We can.do no less for petted. .

War prevention research. It's not a vvell-known research field,
and it is seldom funded. It is seldom fun ed because it is necessar-
ily different from most things this.countr is famous for research-
ing. Those institutions and organizations who are wfling to do
such research are considered by the Government and by most firi-
vate grantmaking foundations as high-risk investments. Too often,
'the groups that are Committed to peace education, arms control
education, and research, or exploring nonviolent conflict resolution
techniques; are considered eccentrics. .

Despite the labels they bear, we still have a core group of orgaiii-
zations out there with staunch followers that are growing every
day.
. Locally, we have the National 'Peace Academy campaign, direct-
ed by Mr. Mike Mapes who will testify today, that has spent the
last few'years keeping the idea of a National Peace Academy.%live'
in the minds and hearts-of the Congress as well as the 30,000 mem-
bers of that organization from all over the country.

Other examples of long-time organizations committed to peace
are The Fellowship of Reconciliation of 1914, along with the

fished in 1915.
Women's International League for Peace and Freedomboth ytab-

.
-N We have the American Friends Service Committee, represented
here today by witness Dr. Jerry Elmer of Providence, R.I. It was
-established in 1917.

The War Resisters League began in 1923; SANE, a citiiens orga- "
nization for a sane world, was established in 1957. 4

These are the names of only a few grassroots, citizens groups
who support a Federal commitment to peacemaking alternatives,
and to the specific establishment of a Peace Academy.

It is time that we begfn to view, as at least being possible, npw
initiatives to promote alternatives to our Nation's present military
posture. It's time that - peaceful alternatives to war stop being
viewed as controversial, suspicious, emotional, or downright unpa-

jljri isceems to me that to encourage the examination and debate of
ur foreign policy is merely a continuation of,what we hold most

dearthe demperatic process set in motion in the year 1776. .

A letter from the White House, dated April 13, expresses the
President's regrets that he cannot endorse S. 1889 due to "budg-
etary restraints." The lettei goes on to say that the President be-
lieves that peace alternatives will ,be best served by his military
budget increases, and by those peace-studies project.; now funded at
institutions of higher educatidn.

To be sure, there are exemplary programs oil peace stadies being
conducted by colleges and universities in the LJnited States. But
they are few and far between. We need to expand those in exist-

j
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nce, and start new ones where none exist ntil the e is such a
study program in effect in at least every Sta in the nion where
people have access to them.

Let our citizens realize their own capability of producing fresh
ideas and political courage to direet change in a positive way,
aimed at teachihg the science of peace and conflict resolution that
will bring hope insteed of terror to humanity. Let's stop squander .
ing the talents of all our most gifted researchers and technicians in
America on the sterile activities of producing warmaking weapon
ry. Let's give those fine minds a chance to address other, more
pressing ways and means of resolving global problems that are now
smoldering on a back burner. ,

Lbelieve in the courage and strength of the American people and
our Government. But in recent weeks I have seen a greater awak .
ening to the threat of warand particularly the horror associated
with nuclear warand so I call upon our citizenry and our Govern
ment officials to at least let us begin to move in this small way;
through enactment of S. 1889, 'toward a ,more visible, believable
and lasting effort to learn to negotiate a lelting condition of peace.

This country has the patience, the determinations, the discipline,
and the intelligence of its people to succeed in this new mission
and to make a worthy . contribution toward working out the
common concerns of humanity, and to do it together in harmony.

We milk take this stand in the midst of world unrest over the
arms race, and take a stand now, before we are thrust onto a
course in history from which there is no return.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Senatol. Randolph, for
a very moving statement.

Now, it is our pleasure for the subcommittee to ask the Chair-
man of the Commission on Proposals for the National Academy of
Peace and 'Conflict Resolution, our most able end distinguished
friend, Spark Matsunaga, to deliver his statement.

UPENING.STATEMENT OF SENATOR MATSUNAGA
<

1:inator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Sen.
ator Randolph. ,I %hill to thank you,"Mr. Chairman for
arranging this early hearing on the measure' and I Must say l'wps
most pleaied at the pr,ompt l'esponse I/received upon making tlie
request. Because one ef the original three sponsors of the measure
is .needed at another Meeting, at this point, I yield to the Senate?
from Oregon, Mr. Hatfield.. -

STATEMENT OF HON. MARK 0. HATFIELD, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF,OREGON

Senator HATFIELD. Thank you very much.
Thank you very much, Senator Matsunaga.
Mr. Chairman, Senator Randolph, first of all, I want tO exprey

my very deep appreciation to this committee for holding this hear
ing, and to Senator Matsunaga and the other eight members of the

Jommission for theil' very cogent annlysis that they gavv in the
'final report to the President and to 'the Congress on the establish

ment of a Peace Academy.

. 1 4
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Senator Randolph llas indicated over the ybars, in fact, since

1793, tbat there have been over 100 proposals made for either a De-partment of Peace, or a Peace Academy. So we are not talking
about some new idea that has just emerged on the scene, but some-thing that has very deep roots in our Republic.

I would like to ask unanimous consent to have my entire state-ment placed in the record, and I would like to make abou l. three
very brief highlight points.

Sanator STAFFORD. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The prepared statement of Senator I latfield.follows:1r\

4. .t
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Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege to testify in support of S. 1889. I Am

convinced that the bill you are considering could he ono of the sost important

pieces of legislation of our' tiny. I am proud to ho ono of its principal

stionsors, and I continuo to urge each of my colloagues in Congress to givo it

his or her unequivocal support.

,

I mist also say that it is gratifying to liii bore to see this bill

which setvas to havo a goo4 chance of passage - roach this stage. becauso

I have been .involvod in this effort for a long time. The idea, of course, can

bo traCed all tho way tmck to 1793, And legislation chating a Dopartent ;or

Acadmiy of Po-aco hAs been introduced more thAn 100 times ban' Nation's '

history. 24y valued Colleague, Senator Randolph, knows this story well

ho introducod legislation that was a prdcursor of this hill in 1945, when he

sorvell in the House of Representatives, Other groat mimes associated with

the forerunners to this bill include Mathew Moo ly, Alexandor Wi loy, and

ilve?ott Dirksen. Today, we are indohted to.my good friend and Col longue,

Spark Mitsunaga, who did an outstanding Job as flu therm of tho Coomiss.

diet has provided us with this proposal. I know thnt Senator Mitsunagn.,. .

remarked many thaw thitt ho has had great difficulty during his years tn

Congross selling peace to his colleagues. I know ho is gratified as 1 tva

to roan= tfint today finally It appears that Congress tray ho in a ,

buying mood. We have hoforo us A praPosal backmi not only

:
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by a Congressional Commission, but by S3 U:S. Senators and over 100 Members of

tho !bust? of Rrpresentat Mel. More importantly, though, wo have soon In

recent weeks that tho prople of America have heccao vocal in their fear and

concern dor the. dirktion In which wo aro headid, and we aro witnessing

A growing awareness all around tho country that wo need to find alternatives to

war as a moans of lottl big disputa'. I think it Is a fortunate coincidence that

thoso hmirings aro taking place during Ground Zero Week, when lunericans aro'

being educated on what ;my lmppen if we porsist in relying upon violent moans.

Of conil ict sot t lament . .

The U.S. Academy Peaco will be both a living symbol and a practical

instrument for advancing world ptsace.. I have felt for years that there Is

an urgent nora to counterbalance die bureaticratic'momenttn behind war.

Revoril,ing that rasseniuts has been compared by some to trying 'to mike a clock

nun backwards by pinching on tho hour hand it isnot an easy task at all.

Creationof the Academy will not solve tho prohloms overnight, but aelZast.

wo 411 have mule tho decision to change our current pit toms of dedsion

making, Risk is a filt of lkfo these .Liys, and while we have acoomidated

to thArisk of war; I submit that it is time be became sorious about

Ilevoloping creative means with which to risk ponce. The United States has

always been a coma", deeply dedicrited tO this cause, and I know that otir

President is n man of pence who Is driven hy'his desire to bull4 o'n his, anti

on our nation's commitment to.world peace, sWo cannot cease exploring

alternatives, and tho Academy proposal %mid mom; our history of Innovation

with our dedication to conflict resolution to mike that consitment real. 4

The Commission has provided us with a vary clear picture of what tho Acadmy

should look like, and what it should do. All nine members of the Comiasion

01.95t! 0-82-2



are to be congratulated for their fine efforts. Their Vinal Report to the

President and to CongET represents an.cven handed and cogent 'Analysis of

the pm)blem, and their proposed solution serms to me to he tho most offisient

and sost effective directioft we crin.take. Par the record, it in important

to coOmsite dint the Asadcmy As not meant to supplAnt or compete with wo.rk that

is Already being done in this field. On the contrary, it Is intended to

complement, s4prdinate, and acLelerato that work. We need to embody our

nutioicil coiluitment to peaky in a natibmuil institution an institution

which simply does not exist today. I have no doubt that without tho reAce

,)Acadmmy, the 1.ork currently being done in the field of pease making will

slowly he infused Uito our society. The fact is, though, that weak) not have --

thy luxury of time. We nerd to Act now.

A tsual aboin cosi. I. AM, of sourse, quite sensitive to the budget problems which

fAct. us. A remind my Colleagues, though, tlmt we Are currently implied in

sutting waste from the federal budget. There are.those whciaro charging thae

this proposal is extravagant, but I submit timit the opposite is true. this

is no extravuganCe it Is A nmossity. Mille I undeestand thatthere are

piOposnls aflorat that may.lowor the initial costs of sreating the Asademy,

my feeling is thai the marialwls are not ns important as the basic question of

whether or not the'American tnspayers imq.jit to invest in this project. llio

potential ieturns on out investment in tviwm of lives wind, propprty preserved,

aiki money saved nro unbounded. hlmt's more. I suggest that it would be A tremendOus

lwrcersion of our priorities if we were to detlaro ourselves tarvilling to invest

, this new opportiality for peace. that may be ono way to

do thing..., but Americans.have.always prided themselves Jn thefr knack for

Innovation. ibis it a new direction, and we ought to pursue it, if only
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because the price of failure may bee too high. We have before us a chance to

enhance the possibility of world civility. 4If we pass.up this chance, and

war continues to rage around our 4woxid,as it will, 'our lack of resolve and

imagination in ihe effort to keep the peace will be inexcusable.

I refer'red earlier to the mood of the country today; the freeze campaign,

Ground Zero Week in general, a growing awareness of the gravity of our

situaron. People are invnlved in this movement because they are frightened,

and they don't see any tangible evidence that we are doing anything to' '

avert.ihe growing nuclear and non-nuclear dangers in the world. I am, of

course, a sponsor of the freeze resoldiion, and I continue to think that a

freeze would be an important first step. We need to recognize, though, that

if we did freeze the level of nuclear armaments, or even someday succeeded in

doing away with them completely, we would still have conflicts.of all sorts

around the world. The nations of th; world have at their disposal endless

non-nuclear ways of warring with one another, and the Peace Academy's creation

would provide the people of America and the world with a bold new step

tangible evidence that the United States is addressing itself to the more

fundariental and long-term challenge of finding constructive and nonviolent

'ways of resolving all sorts,of disputes.

In conclbsion, Mr. Chairman, I would say this: I am a veteran of World War

Two, and I wilt never forget my horrifying walk through the rubble'of Hiroshimi

just days after its destruction. I cannot imagine how any mother, brother,

friend, or countryman of any young man who has risked his life on the battlefield

could be opposed Co an idea that would lessen ihe chances that any of our brothers,

sisters, children, di grandChildren would have to risk their lives again.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot impress upon you and my colleagues enough how strongly

I feel Al3out this legislation. We have before us4a bill of limitless

potential. I sulailt,that we, as United States Senbtors charged with

proiecting.and advancing the well-being of cur coUntry and, to a large

extent, the world, are duty-bodnd. We simply cannot let this historic

opportuaity pass us by.

Thank you.

1 Z.)
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Senator HATFIELD. First of all, I would like to say that unlike the
previous periods in which such a proposal' has been considered by
the Congress, we are living in a new and more complex world that
demands the skills, techniques, and all other resources that can be
mustered to resolve conflicts before they arise, or to anticipate con-
flicts.

I need not tell you the differences of opinion that have arisen in
our own institution, the U.S. Senate. In the period that Senator
Randolph has served in this Congress,,on either side of the Capitol,
there is a growing utilization of computer technology that has come
into our offices; to answer mail, to handle casework, to do all of
these things. We only have to look at our own households to un
stand that fhis world has become much more complex, and o of
the great challenges we face in our own activities, I thinkjis to
avoid letting computers depersonalize our relationship th our
constituents. When we talk about conflicts, when we talk about
peace and war, we are talking basically about human relations,
and as a consequence we must recognize the demands to match our
technological, scientific advances with human ,undertitanding and,
the more skillful handling of human problems and human relation-
ships:

. Second, Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that we' have te more ef-
fectively, addieSs the question: What az4 the causes of war?
, We have dealt with preparation for wars and we have taken
risks for war. It is about time that we 'take risks for peace, and
strive to understand the causes of war and deal with those causes,
rather than only dealing with the results that will ultimately come
when the causes are neglected.

I speak of the growing gap between the haves and the have-nots
of this world. It is not narrowing.

That gap is widening. People talk about ignorance, poverty, and
injustice, all of the things that breel conflicts between human
beings. I am persuaded in my own mind that if God forbid, there
should be a ma,* war in this world, it will not be between major
-ideologies, but it will rather, be a conflict between superpowers for
access to diminishing raw .materials of this Earth. 'Nig is one of
the things that we ought to address now in anticipation of prob-
lems that will arise to haunt us in the future if we faR to do so.

Thirdly, I ,think we must recognize that unlike any time in the
past when these proposals have been considered, time and space
are no longer luxuries that we can afford. The spaces between
.people have indeed greatly decreased. The varied international ca-
viabilities of destroying the entire planet', all of humapity, is no
longer in the science fiction books, but is reality. So time and space
, are no longer on our side. We are living on the edge of the abyss;

It seems to me this is the time to mobilize the greatest skill,
technology, and creative genius that is within the Amerie,an fabric
for peace and I think tliis proposal becomes a focal point, a rallying
Point for that kind of activity.

Let us not quibble over the cost or the format, of the academy.
There will be tur evolutionary consideration of such things, and I
think most wbuld admit .that we wpula probably begin with a
clearinghose relationship, and later see a proliferation of curricu-
lum around this country, with universities drawing togethel classes
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into a peace-type program that can help train young people into re-
solving conflicts, not only at the international level but withinour own
Nation, as between people of different races, religions, and econom-
ic status. We have much to deal with in the United States to make
peace. We cannot go into the world talldng about peace if we, have

t resolved conflicts within our own country, and I. think the
aca y is where we would train a corps of such people, not onrly
for world peace but where peace begins; and that is in the hearts_.
and minds of individuals as they live with their -families, and in
their communities and neighborhoods.

So the academy will in'no way compete with the diplomatic corps
or other institutions who are involved hi the activity of making
peace,. but rather will complement such existing activities.

I am prcrud to be associated with my colleagues at the table here,
the Congress&en arid Sen'ators who cosponsor this legislation, and
I want to say once again that Spark Matsunaga certainly was the
wagonmaster of this whole effort as he put this Commission togeth-
er and drove it through to the completion of this fine report. I want
to thank him especially, and all the other members of the Commis-
sio , and you, Mr. Chairman, for calling this hearing today.

hank you.
nator SAFFORD. Thank you very much, Senator Hatfield.

Senator Matsunaga?
Senator RANDOLPH. J'ust before Senator Matsunaga speaks I

want to commend the Senator from:.Oregon, Senator Hatfield for
his compassion in so many matters that we face up to in connec-
tion with legislation on this Hill. Also, his deep sense of a personal,
rather than a political, commitment to an idea or dream or even a
crusade.

I want the record to indicate my constant affection for him as a
pan, a manly man, a great colleague to work with.

Thank you.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you.
I wish to thank the Senator from Oregon for his statement and I

must say that had it not been for his efforts as chairman of the
Appropriations Committee or member of the Appropriations Com-
mittee at that time, the leading, ranking member, the Commiision
would not have had the priiFilege of the $500,000 appropriated, for
its functions.

Mr. Chairman and members of the' subcommittee, the pending
bill S. 1889, is basedon the findings of the Commission, ,which con-
cluded its study last year and presented its final report to,the
President and the Congress in October. However, the concept of a
national institution devoted to peace is as old as our Republic. In
fact, the fiTst "Plan for a Peace Office" within the Fekral Govern-
ment was published in a popular almanac shortly after the Ameri-
can Revolution when the newly independent colonies were consid-
ering profiosats for a Constitution. The original proposal has been
attributed, both to Benjamin Rush, a prominent physician and
signer of the Declaration pt Independence, and to Benjinin Ban-,
necker, a black mathematician who was fhe publisher of the alma-
nac in which it appeared. Since then, for over 200 years, Americans
have continued to view world peace as,a vital part of our national
heritage and as an essential component in our national secunity.

2i
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Proposals for a Federal agency devoted specifically to Lhe pursuit of
peace have been advanced by men and women of vision and stature
both in the Government and in the private sector. During the last
50 years, more than 140 bills have been introduced in Congress
calling for the estabnshmeRt of such an agency. The first of these;
introduced in 1935 by Senator Matthew M. Neely of West* Virginia,
provided for the establishment of a U.S. Department of Peace simi-
lar td the Peace Office proposed by Rush and Bannecker. A Bureau
of Peace and Friendship, to be located in the U.S. Department of
Labor, was also proposed in 1935 by U.S. Representative Fred Bier- ,
man of Iowa. The Bureau, to be headed by "an eminent sociolo-
gist," was to carry out sociological research on matters pertaining"
to peace and war. Research was also the focus of two resolutions
introduced in the House in 2945 and 1947 by then-Representative
Everett McKinley Dirksen of Illinoi. The Dirksen resolutions
Would have established a "Division of Peace and Friendstip"
within the U.S. Department of State.

In later years, the concept of a Federal institution devoted td
peace was expanded. In 1945, Senator Alexander Wiley of Wiscon-
sin introduced legislation to create a small, high-level Department
of Peace, with the Secretary serving, among other things, as the
US. Rwesentative ofisthe United Nations Security Council. That
same year, then-Representative and now Senator Jennings Ran- i

dolph of West Virginia, now a distinguished member of this sub-
committee, introduced a Department of Peace bill that incOrporat-
ed for the first time the concept that the international exchange of
people and ideasiis an effective means of promoting peace.

In 1955, President Dwight D. Eisenhower pointed with concern to
the unprecedented destructive power of the new weapons,and the
international tensions which powerful 'armaments, aggravate. He
appoihted a Special Assistant to the President for Disarmament.
That individual, Governor Harold Stassen of Minnesota, was given
Cabinet rank and was often referred to as the Secretary of Peace.

Also in 1955, Senator Mike Mansfield Montana'and Congress-
man Charles Bennett of Florida proposed the creation of a Joint
Copgressional Committee for a Just and Lasting Peace, and Con-
gressman Harold C. Ostertag of New York introduced a bill which
included the coneept of a national peace college.

Between 1959 and. 1961, the proposal which eventuallrfiecame
the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, took shape in Con-
gress. The two.most, prominent sponsors of the 1960 bills were Sen-
atm: Hubert H. HuniPhrey of Minnesota, who propOsed a national
peace agency, and Senhtor John F. Kennedy, who proposed the es-
tablishment of an arms control research institute.

If anything, the war in Vietnam and the escalating arms race
added impetus to these efforts. In 1977, I introduced, along with
Senator Jennings Randolph and Senator Mark Hatfield, legislation
providing for a study of thee various proposals for new institutions
devoted to peace research, training, and operations. Our bill was
attached as an amendment to the Education, Act Amendments of
1978 and passed the Congress in October 1978. An appropriation of
M00,000 was provided in the latter part of 1979 and a nine-member
study Commission was appointed. Three members of the Commis-
sion were appointed by the President p.m tempore of the Senate.

0.
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myself, former cohgressman John Dellenback, nd Mr. Johri P.
Dunfeyrthree were appointed by the Speaker of the House: Con-
gressman Dam Glickman, who sits to my right, Cngressman John
Ashbrook, and Mr. William Lincoln. And three w re appointed by
tUe Iiresident of the United States: Dr. Jimes Laue, Dr. Elise
Boulding,,and Mr. Arthur Barnes. Some of the for er Commission
members are present today and will testify later d ring these hear-

, frig's,
In the coarse qi,its study, the çcinunissiori he1d 12 public hear- -

ings in as many American cities, from Boston, Honolulu. gp-
proximately 10, 00 individuals. were contected idy the Commission
and invited to participate in these hearing's, including many expert
witnesses chosen because of thef special knoWledge.of conflict res-
olutibn Witnesses included reprisentativeNof labor, business, State4.
and local 'government, community and ethnic organizations, educa-

a
tional institutions, and tivil and human rights

Th e Commission also). accepted unsolicited testirrion , both writ-
ten and oral, from Americans in all walks of life.

In addition to the public hearings, the members of this Cointhis-
sion held more than 50 pieetings with other organizations. We vis-
ited three military service organizations and met with officials of
the Foreign Service Institute, the Mins Control and Disarmament
Agency, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, the Com- II,'
munity Relations 'Service, and many other.private sector and com-
munity organizations. Existing literature relating to peace research
and conflict resolution was extensively revieWed by the Cornmis-.sion members and its staff. 7

The Commission's final report, entitled "To Establish the United
States Academy of Pgace," is based upon its study and recommends imam%
the establishment of a U.S. Academy of Peace. Ile proposed Acad-
emy would be a private, nonprofit, nonmembership corpdration
with headquarters in the District of Columbia. It Would have three

'Major functions:
First, it would perform research and support research at other

institutions.
Second, it would provide graduate 010 postgraduate educational

programs for which students at institutions of higher education
could receive credit, and it would provide continuing- education
services such as workshops and seminars for public and private
sector organizations and individuals, aimed at strengthening their
conflict resolution skills.

Third, the Academy would establish an information service to
gdther and disseminate information related to the field of peace
learning.

A Center for International Peace would be established within the
Acadetny to which leaders -from this Nation and abroad would be
appointed to study, and the Academy would establish the award of
a Medal of Peace to be presented annually by the President of the
United S,tates.

a In support of its principal recommendation, the Commission
report ontairis eight major findings of the Commission which, I be-
lieve,,4nswer the question: Why an Academy of Peace?

First, the Commission found that: the U.S. Academy of Peace
would advance the national interest by developing peacemaking ex-

4
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pertisd that can reduce the chance that this Nation, or any other,
will breach peace and risk nuclear war by escalating conflicts into
violence,

.

Second,.the Commission found that the United States has a spe-
cial capacity to prontote peace in the world as well as throughout
the Nation, and that the U.S. Academy of Peace would build upon
and bxpand this heritage.

Third, the Commission found that _the U.S. Academy ch. Peace
would strengthen national security and reduce the cost of interna-
tional conflict through its research,and training in a range effec-
tive options to'conflict, in addition to military capacity. .

Fourth, the Commission found that through its education, tr m-
ing and information services, the U.S. Academy of Peace uld
sharpen the peacemaking capabilities of Americans in Govern-
nient, private enterprise, and voluntary associations, thereby ad-
vancing this Nation s world leadership in promoting internaticmal
peace. , .

Fifth, the Commission found that the U.S. Academy of Peace

tention on pea e research, educe-
would amplify the field of peace learning and peacemaking
'expertise by focusing national at
tion, and training. . .

Sixth, the Commission found that the U.S. Academy of Peace
should use both internatiorial and national peacemaking and con-

. hid resolution experiences in designing its education and training
and information services, and should give priority to research.on
cultural differences in peade and conflict processes. . .

Seventh, the Commission found that the absence of a coordinated
national commitment to research, education and training in the
field of peace learning has caused_ neglect of peacemaking knowl-
edge and skills to the.detriment of the .Nation's effectiveness in pol-

. icymaking and policy implementation in international affairs, con-
flicts and war. .

Eighth, the Commission found broad public and Government in-
lerestiiii a Federal institution devoted io,this Nation's peacemak!
ing caWcities that would haye complementary programs of re-
search, education, trRining, and information services, would serve
people in and out of Government; and would be sheltered from
undue Government or private domination.

S. 1889, Mr. Chairman and members of the subc mmittee, em-
bodies these findings. In addition, the bill would aut orize modest
appropriation( for the Academy's first 2 years. F nds in the
amount of $ million would be provided for the Aca emy's first
year of operations, and $10 million would be authori d for the
Academy's second year of operations. A one-time appro iation of
$15 million would be authorized for the acquisition of t e Acade-
my's principal facilities in Washington, D.C. S. 1889 ii tier pro-
vides that the Academy's board of directors -could acCept ,private
contributions and gifts to supplement the Academy's core k'ederal
funding. The Commission strongly recommended that the cede-
my's board of directors work with existing institutions to es

i
blish

research, education, and training programs fit other loca ions
throughout the country, and it is anticipated that this woulci be..
done through grants and contracts awarded by' the Acadenlao
other institutions.
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Mr. Chairman, the Peace Academy is an idea whose time has
come at long last. Personally, I believe that there is a need for
training the best and brightest Americans in the processes of peace
and conflict resolution. We take many of our most intelligent-high
school graduates and send them to military academies to iearn the
art of waging war. Why-can't we make it possible for them to learn
how to wage peace? ¶10 those who say that we cannot afford to have
an Academy of Peac ven a modest one as proposed by the Com-
missionI would respnd that we cannot afford not to have one.
For if there is one thin that I know, it is that wars are started in
the hearts and minds jof men, and if we want to prevent future
wars we can, only do it y promoting peace in the hearts and minds
of men. I strongly urge the subcommittee to give favorable consid-
eration to S. 1889.

Mr. Chairman, I have been asked to request the subcommittee to
include several' written statements in its hearing record. First, I
understand that Senator Dave Durenberger has provided Ale sub-
committee with a statement for inclusion in the record.and I ask
that it be inclu4ed as if Senator Durenberger had delivered it per-
sonally.

Senator STAFFQRD. tWithout objection, -it will be.
[The statement referred to followsj

2 5
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR DAVE DURENBERGER

ON THE,

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF PEACE AND CONFLICT

RESOLUTION

I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS

AP
MY FIRM SUPPORT FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ACADEMY OF PEACE

AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION.

THERE CAN BE NO FINER TRIBUTE TO SPARKY MATSUNAGA THAN

TO ESTABLISH SUCH AN ACADEMY, HE ABOVE ALL OTHERS) HAS HAD THE

FORESIGHT AND DEDICATION NEEDED TQ MAKE THIS IDEA A REALITY.

BUT ITS NOT JUST FOR SENATOR MATSUNAGA THAT WE SHOULD

ESTABLISH AN ACADEMY. .IT'S FOR ALL OF US AND OUR CHILDREN.

% I STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT IF WE ARE TO,TURN THIS COUNTRY,

AROUND) MEET THE NEEDS OF OUR'CITIZENS1 AND MAINTAIN A STRONG

DEFENSE) WE NEED A POLICY OF NATIONALZSECOITY,
.

WE NEED TO STRENGTHEN OUR GENERAL.PURPOSE FORCES AND TO

WORK WITH OTHER NATIONS TO REDUCg OUR NUCLEAR,ARSENALS, BUT

NATIONAL SECURITY REQUIRES MORE THAN MILITARY MIGHT. IT REQUIRES

THAT WE UNDERSTAND THE SOURCES OF CONFLICT IN ORDER TO AVOID

IT) AND THE RESOLUTION 00 CONFLICT IN ORDER TO END IT.

THE ACADEMY OF PEACE AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION WOULD HELP

TO MEET THESE NEEDS BY.DEVELOPING EDUCATION AND RESEARCH PROGRAMS

IN THE AREAS OF BARGAINING AND NEGOTIATION) MEDIATION) AND

ARBITRATION. DIPLOMATIC HISTORY HAS *SHOWN THE VALUE.TO SUCHi

SKILLS IN CONTRIBUTING TO THE PEACEFUL.RESOLUTIONS OF DISPUTES.

THE MORE WE CAN' LEARN ABOUT THE ART or .6N5LICT RESOLUTION) a

THE MORE OUR NATION AND OUR NATIONAL IECURITY WILL BENEFIT,

4
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OUR POWER AND PRESTIGE GIVE US THE OPPORTUNTTY TO DAKE

AN ACTIVE' PROMOTING COOPERATIVE RATHER THAN COMPETITIVE

RELATIONS BETWEEN NATIONS, OUR NATIORL-licrrirarDEMANDS IT,

1 BELIEVE. THAT AMERICA HAS A RESPONSIBILITY TO ENCOURAqS

NEGOTIATIOS BETWEEN,TROUBLED NATIONS IN tENTRAL AMERICA,

THE MIDDLE EAST, AND THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, WITHOUT SUCH

PEACEMAKING WE CAN ONLY CONTINUE TO WORRY1ABOUT OUR NATIONAL

SECURITY,
30-

1 HOPE'THAT ;cm WILNJOIN ME IN ENTHUSIASTICALLY ENDORSING

THE ACADEMY'OF PEACE AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION,

Senator MATSUNAGA. In addition, I ask that the written state-
ments furnished by Dr. Philip E. Jacob, professor of political scir
ence emeritus at the University of Hawaii, and Dr. Glenn D. Paige,
professor of political science at the University of Hawaii, be includ-
ed in the hearing record at,the appropriate point. Dr. Jacob and
Dr. Paige both testified in support of the proposed Peace Academy
during hearhigs on .a supporting resolUtion adopted by the Hawaii
State legislature earlier this month. In addition, Mr. Chairman, I
Ssk that the written statement of the 450-member Pasadena, Calif.
chapter of the United Nations Association be included in the hear-
ing record. And, fmally, ask that a letter,from, MOUT .0Bartou
from Balton University, be included in the recordat this point.

Senator STAFT'GRD. Without objection, the several requests will be
granted.. ,

[The information rekerred to follows:].

A

A
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.

sTaBlwashnc.cAPATatiggs FOi INMINATIOAL PFACFNAKINO

Distivony pretiented by,Philip Jacob at a hearing of the State of Hawaii

Senatn Committee on Covernsent-Operations and Inter-Covernmental Operations

in regard to S.C.H. 42 supporting establ;shme,00 of a United States Academy of Peace

Harsh 25, 1932

Xy name io Philip 17.. Jacob. 1 have been,a pro fessor of Political Science and

4 .
International Relations at tge Universities of Pennsylvania and Hawaii for the

last thirty years, studying particularlOthe development of international organ-

mations. Two of my publications deal directly with issues related to the

present resolution; The Pysamics of lnarnational Orraniz'ation and Th'i Int ration w

of.Pbliiical'Ocmmuniticc.
,

41,11irts statement focuses en what the proposed A4deAr of Peace cap do'to

- .

strengthen three kinds of idlernationsl peacemaking capabilities.- 1'

(1) It can recruit and tnain mediators who can help resolve international

disputes.

(2) it can prepare persons for the ext;pmely_delicate tasks of "peacekeeping4

in zones of international tens.ion and imminent hostilities.

(3) It can develop creative statesmanship to prompte.peacefia change:

1...ttliation.in International Peacemaking
-.-

Resolution of international.conflicts demands a very special kind of eipqrtise.

qns-mediatins third party usually"must function within the context of collectiva

responsibility, accountable to an inteihational organ, as well al; relating

dim-oily to tho disputing parties. Often the third party ii itself collective,

a ,A2.22 of poroon: rathe: than an individual. TiliMY'aust.then work out their owil

soo",:osus'ao thy try to Acura consensus among the disputants.

rffectivcnono hinges on the ability of these persons to comdand tho confidence

Pod respect of nll the various govornaontc which have authoriztd their intervention.,

f

44,

4
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2.

Aside fros personal qqslities, the mediators need astute political sensitivities

.basod on knowledge of the political cultures or the countries to whose governments

they nave to relate. They also need practical experience in processes of consensus

lormatiob which oross social and ideologioel boundaries, eiiter in publio or

:non-governmental activities.

The presont corps of personnel qualified for this exacting and absolutely

'vital...peacemaking role is extremely limited. Thie.prosents the Academy with

three challehics. First is reoruitmCent. it should try to ilentify a select

group of persons with the potential for sarviae in the mediation of international

conflicts. Scoond, it shOuld,facilitate emoIsurs of such perqons to the problem,

of international mediation, preferably through direct association on limited-

time ansigrimcnts with agencies erigaged in'intcrnational conflict resolution: ,

Third is.continuous cross-national evaluation of the international mediating

proce'ns to develop Icreater'insight concerning its pitfalls..ti well Is'of guide-

lines lo achiCvement. litlecoans that the Academpshould constintly draw-on

non -Americaris to' participate with Americans in coming to understand batter,hott

to doal with countries locked in conflict. It should becoose a cantor for the

clobal exchange of experience aaong practitioners in the mediating arts, thereto:

bromooning and deepening tho basis 'of their cómpetence.

2. Peacekeeping ,

46 1
It is widely recognized that Intorposing an international peacekeeping

"prenonce" has been inStrumental in preventing or restraining hostilities in

,
r

tie-tuddle F4ist% Cyprus, Africa, the Caribbean and other timdor.box situations.

Muse havo called foi exceptional courage and professional skills in highly

sensitive diploeacy and multi -natiorial field oporationb. 'gore is a second

aajor area in wnich the tcademy will be able to make an important contribution

to world pence.

41h.

ra
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Thorough knowledge of tbe problems which have confronted peacekeeping

operations is esnential to titrengthen their future effectiveness. While

considerable research has already been devoted to such activities, it has

not been integrated into th# policy "think-tanks" of key governments. Here

tno Academy can bridge the gap between policy -maker,and scholar, bringing both

olden-together in evaluating alternative models of peatemaktng as applied to

different scenarios of international hostility.

'SelootiOn and preparation Of perSonnel for the masy difficult tasks of

peacekeeping is equally important. Ihe Academy should,be able to produce a

ready pool of persons qualified by sensitivity, self-control and technical

skill to fulfill these taxing dangerous roles, attrapting the cream of

highly motivzted fOreign aa well as American students. In this process, it

should te able,to design tectiriaProcedures to identify persons with a high

probability of survival under the tensions peculiar to these missions of
. -

non-coercive intervention in the midst of violence or near-violence.

3. Strategies for Peaceful Change

What,makes international conflicts so intractable is tho inflexibility

of the pnotagonists. Within the context of the existing political, economic

or strategic eituation, compromise appears to demand concessions by each side

hhiuh undoimitic vital interests. Me central problem in reaching a basic

fv,ttlement of,the oontroversy is to create a 'different situation uhersin both

nidun can reasonably expect to securr thcir interests, or where the prospects

of uo doing look more promising than what might happen in the wake of vichcnce.

'Nis calls fox far-reaching imaginative socio..political engfneering in which

alternative situations may require ventures in cooperative action by many

ontions'in addition to those in confliot.

It

30
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Peaceful rhanje usually takes a long time to nurture. Inputs from Mar**

;mimes, public .and private, need to bo bhanneled into the preparative procens

b4rorewan,acceptable strategy can be discovered. False starts, following

'trial and error, Lenerate disappointment and skepticism which frustrate would-be

peacemakers. and heighten t'e appeal of extremists to turn to violence. Somehow,'

&Alone must be devieed chich carri the promise of peaceful chhnge - which have

an immeliate "demonstration effect" - while not raising unrealistic expectation?.

of quick &actions to fundamental problems.
I .*

Eare.again, the Academy will be in a position to become a center for

creative statesmanship. Nore solid research is needed on previous experOtents

in peaceful chang'o. Computerisation now makes possible effective cross..referencing

of these experiences, isolatiag and measuring factors which affected their emcees

or failure, much as is currently done in 'two-medical researth on the effects of

a;ternative.the -epics. On the other hand, them studies need to be informed by

the qualitative judgment of persons who were involved first-hand in designing

and executing peaceful.change strategies.

OA the ha:Au of ito expanding body of information, 'the Leademy might then

put fo-ward alternative approaches to resolution of pending conflicts, and

pesaibly drsign preventive ch.:..nge ntrategies anticipating conflicts befOre they

ivach crisis paint. * .6 f

AlI three of these functiona call for the mering of aaademic-Waikwith _

orletical experience in crone-national collaborative action.

Actually, thore.are very few people whq have been able to:secure this.dual

r, pultion Yo'r international peacemaking., virtually no institution is equipPed to

ir.vith. it. lt Imps is that the Academy, under imaginative direction, would be able
t

in fad part of this vacuum. The international community would than have at ith

diarosal a Corps of persons - varying'in age, ter, ethnia background and prefescion,...,

but all of wharyould have had experience in norking si4eZ1v-side wilt concaves

frets otherAmnstries on problems critical to'lbeipoaceoaking process.
. .

31
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For a National Peace Academy

Glenn D. Paige
Professor of Political Science

, University o at Eanoa

Thirteen years ago, in tIle spring of 1969 I participated

With about 50 other scholars in a meeting with President Nixon

. andDn. Kissinger in the Cabinet Room of the White House.

I still recall vividly what 'the President-told ui at tfiat

-"Ilhe United States is no longer the world's leading

. military paler. We used to be, but this'is no longer the case."

Then he explained_the now familiar aRvances in Soviet nuclear

arms ihat'had ended:the era of American atoMic monopoly and

described the formidable present and.projected buildup of Soviet

land,.--sea, arid air.-forces.-

He concluded, "The task of .the United States at the end of
.

Jtbe 20th century is to find a way fo live in a world in which
- -

IN are no longer the dominant military power. If you have any
,

.

ideas es.ta howtbis can be done, please let us know."

.UnfortunRtely I. was.not perceptive enough then td appreciate

,
the full implications::of what he m'as saying or to understana the

requi06nts:for creafive *light and action that they entailed.
A'

,With hindsight, it.:*scems;that it,yould have been appropriate
,-

to urge 41011.14 the combination of (1) h nonvl:olent version of
. . ,

_the Eanhattan PrOect to disoOver.how tareiease the enormous

: .,..

. , c. %'. . -,

.Remarks in.Anfport of:42.'7Requesting the President and
4'..

Congbess to 'establish a National Peace Academy," presented to
'... the Committee on.GOvettment Operations and Intergovernmental

Relations, chaired.11y Penetor 044e.Kawasaki, Hawaii State
SenStqUarch 24,2.4482.:.'.

- . .

,
'
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- 2 Glenn D. Paige

OS donviolent human potential, ana (2) a non-

of NASA to apply si4ch knowledge to make the

journey to a completely nonviolent worla

iree expression, economic justice, and human

dignity are strong and secure. *-

The resolution before this committee to.urge the President

and Congress to establish a National Peace Acaaemy is not a

commitment of this magnitUae. But though moaest in objectives,

scale, ana cost, it is a Constructive step forward. I support

Cne of the less well understood truths of politZcal science
,

is that leaders can lead. Of course leaders p is impossible

without colistructive followership "but someti- s persisient

leadership can succeed in seemingly unfavorable conaitions.

It is entire* possible that,Ha-aii's distinguished Sendtor

Sparkl% flatsunaga, supported by bipartisan, partitan and

nonpartisan leaders and citizens in all walks of life throughout

the country, will succeed in realizing the historic goal of

many Americans foma national institution s'pecificaAte aedicated

to peace.

As participants in this effort, the leadership of the

chairman and members of this committee, theíSenate as a whole,

and the entire State Leiislature,,supported by Hawaii's people,

can make an important contriebution.

Despite the ,fearfulness of our times, we should not act

out of fear but because constructfve work for peace'is an

expression of the best that is in us, and the best hope fol:

humankind at the end of the,20th century. ,

97-958 0-82--3 3.3
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UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION of the UNITED STATES OFAMERICA

vagkzug kgethrr fro Prtur.hredm anti Juslip

'ftumlemrCheow
'71 Lest Green SP*,

Pasadena. CsAlimme9110i
'SUScommittea Hearing Date: April 21. 1962

TonOwme 440795 oe 481.9244

STATEMENT 70 THE U.S. SENATE SuBCCOMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HuMANtTiES

IN SUPPORT CW S 1669, ESTABLISHING THE U.S. ACADEMY,OF PEACE

a

Tte United Nations. Association, Pasadeha Chapter. Is In support of the establishment of
a u.S. Aoadomy of Peace. 00- concepts include..

I) An adecuately funded, federally -chartOred, non-profit corporation,

D'A non -oterverrhoh agency oriented to education, training, research, and intormatlon
Services serving peogie in government, private enterprise ant voluntary associations,

3) An institution accessible and useful to scholars and nalysts, policy makers and
those who implement policy; Americans and leaders of other nations: and decision -
makers in international affairs, conflicts, and war.

Because the present state of military technology rakes war unsurvivatto and disaster
Planning meaningless, we must develop and teach techniques to resolve disputes peace-
fully. FrOM a fiscal standpoint, preparations for war are ruining our social programs,
and financing conflict resolution techniques Is Infinitely cheaper. in sum, it is at -
solutely ossantial for the United States to changa its focus from armed capacity for
international ylolence to one of peacemaking among nations and people.

The 450-member Pasadena Chap , United Nations Association, urges passaga of S 1689.
implomentation of this bill would be an important and practical Investment in pasce,ro-
darch, ducatica and training abcei internationil peace:and peacemaking sfalls, *S wall

as information seryiceS in the field of peace learning. '

34,

.._ ,..4.7,2. (,

-.---"--."-.-...,- - "-.. N rs,r7

Mrs, Evelyn Pickarts, President
' United Natioas Association

Pasadena, California, Chapter
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Boston University
Saw. Id LA%
765 Conunonwelld. Avenue
lnuco, Mnsachuseits 012 Is

The Hon. Spark Matsunaga, Chairman

Commission on Proposals for the National Academy
of Peace and Conflict Resolution

United States Senate' 4
Washington, D:C. 20510

March 19, 1982

Dear Senator Matsunaga:

The Commission's proposal is warmly to be Aupported4for many reasons,
not the least of which is the Commission's accurate observatfon that "the

type of miati- and interdisciplinary research'hece'imary to aavance the
.

field (of peace learning] will not groceed adequately in the private.sector
as now constituted if there is no Aeademy.: Peace learning, as the Com%
mission has used that term, quickly moves across establishtd proftesional

or disciplinary lines to ask far more of the peace researcher than is nor-
mally obtained through traditional scholarly iesearch. A few examples
will underscore the great pots:Wel inherent in the proposed Academy of
Peace.

Contemporary scholarly thinking about international law has emphasized
the role of law in serving the needs of theinternational community.' This
implies a dynamic process: as'the needs of society change, law must change.
Internatiotal lawyers insfdeand outside of government often describe Iiihe
law" as though it were a static body of ruges: however,iseesing to divorce -
the law from the realities of the'society whose needs it serves. Where
such a view is more than semantic or stylistic, it diminishes prospects 1.
for using law in the service of peace. In.this viiw law becomes irrelevant:

. since legal rules do not ipflect the needs of society, they will not be
observed; law is thus incapable at shaping conduct. Viewing law as a com-
plea process of developing, applying and changing norm in tandem with the
changing needs.of society returns to law its dynamicaole in shaping conduct.
Although in this view law will ahange as societal needs change, strong values

t embedded in the law will help to shape and guide.both societal and legal
change.

4
The dynamic view ofelaw places heavy demands on legal scholars and

practitioneri. It is not stffficient for ths lanyer to look backwards to
past expressions of legal doctrine. It is even not_sufficient to rest one's
case upon present practice-articulated as law. lOne must also seek out the
values embodied in priSent practice, and show how that practice will con-
tinue to serve international community' interests.

;
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To work effectively with the dynamic model thus requires a broader

view than has traditionally been available to legal schola7 or practitio-
ners. Depending upon the area of law, and the particular fssue at hand, the
lawyer will need also to work with economists, historians, diplomats, mili-

tary men, and others having specialized knowledge and experience relevant to
an understanding of the needs of the international community. Since resour-
ces of this scope and diversity,are rarely available either in,government or
in academia, present international law research often both fails to be fully
responsive to community needs and values, and falls short of its potential
to develop law as an active force capable of shaping conduct in the service
of peace.

Firmly believing, as do I, that a just and humane international law ii

a necessary foundation for peace, I enthusiastically welcome the Commiss4on's
proposal. Tbe United States Academy of Peace will provide4an unprecedented

opportunity for the kind of interchange needed to make international I
force for peace.

Daniel G. Tartan .0

ON\
Professor of Law

Senator STAFosto. We thank you very much, Senator Matsun-
aga. .

We understand that Senator aepsen has a ,critical time situation
and With the indulgence of our colleagues on the House, the Chair

, at this point would recognize Senator Jepsen.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROGER W. JEPSEN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF IOWA

Senator JEPSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank my col-
leakues for their indulgence. Sehatoi- Randolph, I favor continued
increases in our defense budget and I favored such increases long
before it was fashionable to do so. Surprisingly some people have
found this stance to be at odds with my cosponsorship of the bill
that-authorizes the establishment of the U.S. Academy of Peace.
Nothing could be further from the truth. My support of both stems
from my abhorrence of war and my understanding of history. I
come here today to talk about two wars and the lessons that they
hold for us.

Since the beginning of recorded history, we have had wars ,that,
could not have been averted by negotiation. For instance, over
2,000 years ago, Rome killed 450,000 of the 500,000 citizens of Car-
thage in the Third Punic War. At that time there were two major
cities in those days: Rome and Carthage in the area of Tunisia.

For many years when the Roman Senator Cato, :appeared before
the Senate, whether he was talking about the city's sewers or
building roads he always ended his speech with these words, andJ
quote: "And besides, CarthEige must be destroyed."

Senator STAFFORD. Carthago delendum est.
Senator JEPSEN. That is right. Rome did not declare war because

Carthage was not Willing to negotiate. Carthage did negotiate.
Rome did pot make war because the citizens of Carthage were not
willing to make unilateral sacrifices tb avoid war. They did. In fact,

36'
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Carthage not only agreed to completely disarm but they sent Rome
dozens of their sons, daughters, and their top,officiais all in the
hopes of avoiding war. But even this great sacrifice was not
enough. Carthage disarmed. Rome then wanted to evacuate the
city and burn it to the Found. It was at that point that the Cartha- ,
ginians said, wait a minute, we are riot going to let that happen.

- And they decided to fight. But by then, of course, it was too late for
them to rearm, tgO late for them to effectively fight. -.

Rome subsequ6ntly killed 450,000 of the 500,000, Carthaginians,
1. uidated Carthage, and burned the city to the ground.

Stith historical lessons reinforce my support for a strong defense.
I never want to see the fate of American lives depend on the good.
will of our enemies. But history teaches us further lessons as well,
Mr. Chairman.
. There are many instances when massive bloodshed has been

avoided by negotiation. There are many instances when initial
agreements have been kept. Such savings of life through diplomacy

. art, the bright spots in our history. Yet negotiations, however sin-
cerely entered into by both sides have not always triumphed. There
are instances when they failed when theY shogld have succeeded.
These moments are among the most tragic in history. The statt of
World War I may be a classic example. The famed historian, A. J.
P. Taylor once wrote:

Men are reluctant to ielieve that great eventh have small causes. Therefore, once
the Great War started, they were convinced that it must be the outcome of profound
fkrcei It is hard to discover this when we examine the details. Nowhere was there
conscious' determplation to provoke a war.'Statesmen miscalculated. They used in-
struments of bluff apd threat: which have proyed effective in previous occasions.
This time things went wrong. ,

Another historian, Michael Howard, wrote about the start of
World War I in a similar vein. He wrote, "It was precisely because
nobody took this crisis seriously, because so many far more serious
had been successfully dealt with in the past, that it so quickly
became unmanageable and involved all Europe in ruin."

So a war was started and millions of casualties rdulted, millions
of casualties that need not have occurred. -

Thday, the stakes of war ,are considerably greater ut the
chances of a needlessly lost peace remain. The U.S. Acadey of
Peace, Mr. Chairman, is designed to train people *for reducii the
risk of such a lost peace and this is why it is important. This is a
modest claim.

You will hear many reasons and justifications, for an Academy
oT Peacd biit this modest claim alone, in my opinion, is enough. To
enthusiaatically supPOrt the U.S. Academy of Peace, one need not
believe that one can negotiate away all the wars or that the strain-
ing given at a U.S. Academy of Peace will enable its graduates to
prevent every war that is theoretically preventable, !lather, if it

,

brings focus to the peace process, if it gives training to our future
el negotiators, prevents even one small war, the Peace Academy will

rank among the best and th'd finest endeavors of this Government.
In closing, I want to put the cost of the Academy of Peace in per-

spective. I am often asked, and the question will be asked more. often in the next 60 to 180 days: How much defense is enough? My
answer is: We must maintain a level of defense that will keep the-
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peaces prpvent 'war and bloodshed and enable us to go to the negoti-
ating table, sit down, eyeball to eyeball, and talk effectively about
reducing or eliminating nuclear arms.

Now, I favor a strong defense posture. But the amount requested
in this bill is $31 million over 2 years. Half of that is for capital

Junding.
For the sake of perspective, I would submit to you, Mr. Chair-

man, that we are talking' about the purchase price of one F-18
fighter, $30 million. I think that if need be, we could find that
money some way or .another, maybe by just ordering one less F-18.

I support the Peace Academy 'because I think it will make It $30
million contribution to peace. . .

I will say the same for peace as I said 'in response to the question
of how much is enough for defense. We must do whatever neces-
sary to maintain national defense. The proper amount that we
should spend to foster peace is whatever it will take. Thirty-one
million dollars is a bargain.

Thank you for yaur leadership, Senator Matsunaga. I appreciatd
the missionary work that you did by sitting doWn and visiting with
me about this proposal.

Tliank you very much..
.Senator STAFFORD.. Thank you very much, Senator Jepsen, for

your very good statement. ID c

We are vary pleased that the ranking, member of.the committee
has joined us, Senator Pell. Do you' have a statement at this point?

Senator PELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do. First, I would like
to congratulate you on holding this important hearing on S. 1889,
the U.S. Academy of Peace Act. I am very proud to be one of the 51-
cosponsors of this legislation which was introduced last year by my
good ffiend and colleague, Senator Matsunaga.

This legislation is an outgrowth of the work and recommenda-
tions of the Commission on Proposals for the National Academy of
Peace and Conflict Resolution. This Commission was provided for
in the Education Amendments of 1978, Public Law 95-561. At that
time, I had the privilege of chairing the Education Subcommittee. I
am exbeptionally pleased today to see that we have come so far
from idea to study cOmmission and now to the proposal of a perma-
nent.National Peace` Academy.

In this era of international turmoil, the need for Peace Academy
has never been greater. The situation in which the United States
and the Soviet Union now find themselves reminds me of a sailboat
race that I say last summer. As two large, powerful vessels con-
verged on each other at an alarming rate, people on observations
boats sounded warnings. To my amazement and dismay, neither
helnismen heeded the warnings and, consequently, the boats col-
lided. One of them was demasted, and the other was severely dam-
aged. Just like those two sailboats, the United States and the
Soviet Union are tnday moving on a collision course that could lead
to nuclear war.

My colleagues and I spend azreat deal of time thinling about
peace and about ways to avoid a nuclear conflict with he Soviet
Union. The prospect of nuclear war is the most importht issue in
our society today, and makes all.others, even economi and social
issues, irrelevant. It is imperatiVe that we focus our attention on
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this issue and direct our efforts toward the prevention of a confla-
gration which could, in the words *of Jonathan Schell, "create anabyss in which all human purposes would be drowned for all time."

This is an appropriate time to hold a hearing on the Peace Acad-
emy because it is Ground Zero Week. During this week, Americans
are demonstrating their determination to halt the ,nuclear arms
race and to prevent the outbreak of nuclear. war. As a nation dedi-
cated to the establishment of peace, we must prevent the outbreak
of all font's of war. I believe that the Peace Academy can help usto achieve this end and, as a result, make the threat of nuclear warnonexistent.

Further, the creation of this academy is even more important in
view of the massive increases in defense spending urged by the
present administration. When one considers that we spend billions
every year on weapons of destruction, it would certainly seem that
we could wisely and intelligently afford to spend a few million an-
nually on peace and conflict resolution.

<

Finally, I want .to welcome Mr. Jerry Elmer, field secretary of
the American Friends Service Committee [AFSC) of Rhode Island.
Through his serVice with AFSC, Mr. Elmer has been extensively in-
volved in developing programs of peace, education, and community
conflict resolution. As lecturer, educator, and adviser to schools,
churches, 'and other community groups, he has played an invalu-
able role in educating Rhode Islanders about the nonviolent .peace
movement.

.

Mr. Elmer brings not onyv national but an internitional per-spective to his work. In 1977%e spent 4 months traveling through
South and Southeast Asia on behalf of AFSC. During this time he
met with governmental officials, religious leaders, Western diplo-mats, human rights advocates, and others to assess the status of
human right§ and the impact of Western economic and military
aid programs on the nations of this area. In 1981 he served as co-
director of a, factfinding mission to Vietnam and Kampuchea.

Mr. Elmer now works primarily on issues related to nuclear
Aveapons, disarmament, and foreign policy. Under his effective di-
rection, the AFSC office of Rhode Island works extensively on the
proposal to freeze nuclear weapons. I know thatThe always brings
enthusiasm, competence, and expertise to his work. I look forward
to hearing his testimony and to the important counsel that we can
receive ftom the many witnesses who will appear today.

Thank you very much.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Senator Pell. The

Chair will note, like you, the Chair has two other committees*that
are meeting this morning but we will live through it somehow.

Senator PELL. You are chairman, you have to stay.
Senator STAFFORD. The Chair is next very happy to recognize an

old friend from House days, Congressman George U:rown. Gongress-
man, we are very happy to receive your statement next.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE E. BROWN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

. Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr: Chairman.

3,:i
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I must say that I amjhighly gratified this morning to see this bi-
partisan interest in this ad lional initiative of peace and to see
the creation of a record which I believe will more than substantiate
the need for such an institutionc

I want to pay particular tribute to the leadership of Senator Mat-
sunaga and Congressman Glickman in the House who have done
such a great job with the Study COmmission which made the rec-
ommendations to establish the Peace Academy and I know how
strong their own interests have been in this subject.

I have been involved personally for the full 20 years since I hatre
been back here in an effort to develop initiatives of this sort and I
know that Senator Matsunaga has likeiNise and I think that we
probably have reached the time when this gestation period is ready
to bear some fruit.

.
.

.

As Senator Pell indicated, I am sure it is no coincidence that this
hearing is being held at a time when the Nation is engaged in a
study of the problems of nuclear war, when in California we Ilad-
yesterday 750,000 signatures on a petition for a nuclear freek filed
with the appropriate officials and when all over this country we
have a growing concern that we may be goirik down a. path which
may lead us to destruction.

I think this is perhaps best exemplified in the interest being de-
voted to that really outstanding book by Jonathan Schell, dealing
with nuclear war in this country, which is attracting so much at-
tention and may become the bible of a new generation of parents
for nuclear w*. And I was struck in Senator Hatfield's statement
about the need` to move ahead with any reasonable action at this
time and then to build upon that structure which woqld meet our
needs in the future. This is exactly how we have proceeded-in the-
area of defenk; we started out with one miaitary academy and it
has grown to a network of academies.

We have not only a network of academies for the Young but a
network,pf academies for the old, the war colleges and the liarious
command schools which exist in the military. Vie have grown from
that to other kinds of similar reoriented academies, the FBI has
their academy dealing with crime and more recently I have been
invo ved in the initiation of the Fire Academy which really has
som interesting parallels with the Peace Academy, because it was
set u with about the wile level of funding proposed in this bill,
basically for the purposeof preventing fire, although peripherally
for fighting fires. But that basically is the local job of the fire de-
partment. .

So these illustrate the way in whicii a complex structure devel-
ops over time and in my prepared remarks I have indicated that I
see this Peace Academy as evolving perhaps in a similar way with
a network of regional and ,perhaps national academies in other
countries and I drew the parallel with the network of regional re-
search facilities that we have in other areas, particularly in agri-
culture, which I am most familiar with, where just within the last
few years we have developed a regional network, agri-research
facilities aimed at solving basic problems of mankind, of providing
adequate food for the multitudes ,of the world. These networks are
really the promise of the future in that they allow us to tie togeth-
er the best minds of every part of the world for the purpose of at-
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tacking tire most" serious problems of every part of the world and \
this is the kind of approach that we must take with the Peace
Academy.

.In this book of ;Jonathan Schell'A which I referred to, dealing
with nuclear 'war, he quotes Plutarch and while I do not have-the
quotation in +front of me, I remember, the gist of it very welloPlu-'
tarchkspeaking on politics and the fad that you cannot deal with
the political problem in the 'world in an episodic way. You cannot
focus on them, for a shoit period of time and then think that you
have solVed the problemf Plutarch says if you are serious about
politics, yOu must go into it for a lifetime basis Similarly, if you
are serious about the most importt problem of modern day poli-
tics, the problem of peace, you Oust make it a lifetime concern. As
an individual you must be motiVated to devote 'that kind of effort
to it and you must devote it to the chation cif the institutional
structures which will exemplify that kind of concern.

This, Mr. Chairman, is 'what the creation of the Peace Academy
would do. I consider it to be, as I said before, an gfgrt whose time
has arrivedAtcduld easily become a part of the record of this ad-
niinistration,:yliich they will point back to with the greatest of
pride, of almost anything that was accomplished during this period.
And I would hOpe that We can see it in this way and move forward.

Mr. Chairman, I ho.ve a brief prepared statement which I would
also like to have inserted in the record.

Senator &thou:That will appear in the record in full.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Brown follows..)
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MRt_CHAIRMAN, I COMMEND THE AC ON OF "SUBCOMMITTEE ON

HOLDING HEARINGS ON THE IMPORTANT LEGI ON TO ESTABLISH A U.S.

, 'ACADEMY OF PEACE AND CONFLICT RESOLUTJON, AND GREATLY APPREiIATE

I.

.

THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRES MY SUPPORT FOR THIS ENDEAVOR.

I AM.SURE I NEED NOT TELL .THIS SUBCOMMITTEE HOW VIOLENT ANC!

AGGRESSIVE WORLD HISTORY HAS BEEN. DESPITE VAST DISTANCES AND

VARIOUS CIVILIZATIONS, THE THREAD OF WAR,AND VIOLENCE HAS BEEN

PREVALENT. THIS VIOLENCE HAS OCCURRED PRIMARILY THROUGH

ESCALATJON OF EONFLICT.-MISCALCULATIONS, AND MISUNDERSTANDINGS.
. 1

TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY, HOWEVER, HAS SHORTENED DliTANCES AND TIME.

INSTANTANEOUS COMMUNICATION, INFORMATION, AND THE POTENTIAL FOR-

TOTAL NUCLEAR ANNIHILATION HAS MADE WAR OBSOLETE AND INEXCUSABLE.

7

THE QUESTION WE HAVE BEFORE US TODAY, HOWEVER, IS HOW TO
4

RELIEVE.THE MISUNDERSTANDINGS AND MISCALCULATIONS WHICH LEAD TO.

TH ESCALATION,OF'VPOLENCE.' I BELIEVE THAT THE.U.S. ACADEMY OF

PEACE AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION IS ONE COASTRUCTIVE STEP TOWARD

THAT GOAL. PEACE IS NOT SIMPLY THE MERE ABSENC'E OF WAR. THAT IS_ _ -
A TRUE OR A CEASE-FIRE., PEACE IS ATTAINED THROUGH FRIENDSHIP,

'WWICH COMES THROUGH RESPECT AND AN EXCHANGE OF VIEWS,,OULTURES,

AND PERSPECTIVES. A PEXCE ACADEMY, I BELIEVE, CAN BRING NOT ONLY

AN UNDERSTANDING BUT AN ACCEPTANCE OF.,DIFFERENCES WHILE LEARNING

How BEST 10 RESOLVE POTENTIALLY EXPLOSIVE.SITUATIONS. IT COULD

ACHIEVE THAT MOST EFFECTIVELY IF IT WERE TO BE THE FIRST, THE
. .

"%

S'

4



4 .PROTOTYPE,fOR A GROWING, taiMBEA OF REGIONAL AND NATIONAL PEACE

ACADEMIES, PERHAPS SIMILAR TO THE GROWING NUMBER OF REGIONAL,

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH I STITUTES, OPERATING UNDER,THE GENERAL

FRAMEWORK OF MAR (THE ONSULTATIVE GROUP FOR INTERNATIONAL

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH)r

I WILL NOT RAISE EXPECTATIONS OR OVERSTATE MY CASE BY..

MAINTAINING THAT THE,ESTABLISHMENT OF A FEACE'ACADEMY WILL

RESOLVE ALL OROBLEMS.-AND WITHJN A.SHORT TIME PROPEL US ALL INTO

UTOPIA: BUT IF WE INSIST UPON MILITARY MIGHT AS OUR -SOLE'

RATIONAL SECURITY POLICY, THEW Wg.WILL BE IN THE "PRE=WAR AND NOT.

A POST-WAR WORLD" DESCRIBED BY EUGENE ROSTOW LAST-YEAR. THE

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PEACE ACADEMY WILL BE A CONCRETE STATEMENT

THAT THE CONGRESS DOES NOT CONCLUDE THAT WAR, ESPECIALLY NuNiirK

WAR. IS INEVITABLE. IT MAY ALSO HELP US OBTAIN THE TOOLS TO

DIFFUSE THE "PRE-WAR' BOMB WE ARE SITTING ON.

I'VE USED THE.WORUCMAY. DELIBERATELY. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF

A TOKEN PEACE ACADEMY, ,WITH LITTLE RESOURCES, MINIMAL SUPPORT AND

RESPECT FROM POLICY-MAKERS, AND A RESTRKTIVE OR POORLY DRAFTED

CHARTER WOULD BE A SYMBOLIC VICTORY ONLY. I HAVE CO-SPONSO ED

LEGISLATION WHICH IS A REASONABLE BEGINNING. HOWEVER, EV N THIS

LEGISLATION IS LESS THAN MOST OF THE SUPPORTERS WOULD LIKE TO

SEE, AND IS, IN,FACT, A SORT OF BARE.-BONES APPROACH TO THE iSSUE.

FOR.AN EMBRYONIC ORGANIZATION,THIS IS ADEQUATE, BUT ONLY IF WE

ALL UNDERSTAND THE NEED FOR LETTING THE TOOLS OF 'PeACE-MAKING"

BE USED AS MUCH AS WE USE OUR TOOLS OF WAR.

44
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SPECIFICALLY. I BELIEVE A U.S. PEACE' ACADEMY SHOULD BE A

CATALYST FOk.ACTIVITIES ACREADY OW-GOING IN THE.U.S. TODAY. IT

SHOUPBE AN1NCHOR FOR DEVELOPING FIRSTRATE RESEARCH AND

ANALXSIS OF THE CAUSES OFIWAR. INCLUD,ING CULTURAL DIFFERENCES.

TRADE RIVALRIES. TERRITORIAL CLAIMS AND OTHER FACTORSe EVEN

ACCIDENTS--.AND THE MEANS TO ACHIEVE PEACE. THERE SHOULD BE A

FIRM AND'COMPREHENSIVE UNDERSTANDING OF THE HISTORICAL REASONS

FOR WAR,AN6 HOW SOME WARS HAVE BEEN PREVENTED.

THE FYSCHOLOGICAt AND SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE ARMS RACE

AND HOW THEY LEAD TO WAR NEED ALSO TO BE EXAMINED: SURELY, WE

CAN DO BETTER THAN THE 'POP PSYCHOLOGY WE'VE BEEN HEARING AS. THE'

BRITISH WAR FLEET MOVES CLOSER TO ARGENTINA. THE QUESTION OF

SOVIREIGNTY. CENTRAL TO THE FALKLAND ISLANDS DISPUTE. CANNOT BE

IGNORED.

FINALLY. THE WAYS AND MEANS OF DETERRENCE ALSO NEED TO BE'

EXAMINED. THE FRIENDS COMMfTTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION. fCGROUP

WHICH I HAVELONG RESPECTED AND ADMIRED. RECENTLY PUBLISHED A

NEWSLETTER DEVOTED TO THE TOPIC OF 'DETERRENCE. THE TITLE'.

'DETERRENCE BY FEAR OR BY FRIENDSHIP?' SAYS IT ALL. A U.S. PEACE

ACADEMY WOULD BE INVALUABLE TO THE CONGRESS AND OTHERS IN

DECISIONMAKING POSITIONS IN ANSWERING THIS QUESTION..

MR. CHAfRMAN, I KNOW I HAVE NOT ANSWERED ALL OF YOUR .

**QUESTIONS. .1 KNOW I COME BEFORE you AS AN ADVOCATE OF THE.

LEGISLATION ALREADY INTRODUCED. I KNOW THAT MY OWN VIEWS-CAN

ONLY BE CONSIDERED BIASED. YET. I TRULY BELIEVE THAT PASSAGE OF

THIS LEGISLATION. IN THE CONTEXT OF GLOBAL DISCUSSION OF THE

NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST, WOULD HAVE A BENEWCIAL IMPACT. AFTER ITS

ENACTMENT. IT WILL BE UP TO.US TO MAKE SURE THIS IS NOT A HOLLOW

ACHIEVEMENT.

I THANK YOU FOR THIS OFPORTUNITY.
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Senator STAFFORD. And the Chair at this point, with the concur-
rence os Senator Pell and I am sure of Senator Randolph, is going
to announce a markup, date for this bill of ,May 12 and assuming
that we can move expeditiously on that date we will be able to.get
the bill ready1V-meet the'May 15 deadline..

I thought Senator Matsunaga would like to lpiow that.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you. Thank you ever so much.
Senator RANDoLPH. I would like to join you in the effort on

schedUling timely consideration of the bill prior to May 15. I think
it is an excellent idea. i

SenatoYSTAEFoin., Thank you very much, Senator Randh.
The next witness will be a member of the Commissip , Congress-

man Dan Glickman.
Senator 'RANDOLPH. Betore the Representative begihs, it is not a

cursory comment, but I want fo say something for the ?ecord about
those witnesses who come here and testify. I will not take the time
to go into the points they make but Senator Hatfield is so right in
saying, not once but three times, that time and space are no more
and that is 'exactly true. It has been true for a long' time.

And Senator Matsunaga, we owe to you a debt of gratitude and
.pderstanding. We will say more about it in the recorcl. You under-.

aand how I feel about your leadership and the same way of course
with Representative Glickman as he talks with us. These hearings
are not just another hearing on Capitol Hill. Not for one moment.
This is 6 new day on Capitol Hill in reference to peacemaking and
,we must, make it a day of progrebsand in no sense are we retreat-
ing. We do not have to retreat this year on Capitol Hill. The mo-

smentumis -on our-side. .

What:Ave need is the feeling that.we are on a crusade for peace
in whiCii ,many, Many people of both parties and persuasions can

f work together.
Thank you, Mr.Chairman.
Senator &Amin). Thank you, Senator Randolph.
Congiessman Glickman.

STATEMENT OF RON. DAN GLICKMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF KANSAS

Mr. GLICKMAN..I would also ask unanimous consent that iny
entire'statement appear in the record:

Senator STAFFORD. Without objection it will Ix.
Mr. GLIcKmAN. I am proud to be here as a cosponsor of the bill.

We have 104 House cosponsors. They ,span the ideological spec-
trum. I sense that is true in the Senate as well, which I thinkiv-
flects the fact that all Americans. want their elected representa-
tives to do More for peace than what,we have done in the past.

I think the constituency ii the interest of this academy is reflect-
ed in the numbers of, people and the types of people and the beliefs
of people who are sponsoring the bill.

There are a few differences in the House and ihe Senate bill that
I thought I would bring to the attention of this body. They are not
major but,they are some that f thought were important 'at least:

The Semite bill calls the institution the "United States Academy
of Peace." The House bill terms it the "U.S. Academy of Peace and

464
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Conflict Resolution." I feel the additional words more accurately
portray the mission of the Academy. The word "peace" has ju4 dif-

- fgrent meanings for everyone.
Senator STAFFORD. I was geing to say, Congressman, usually it it

the Senate that uSes more words.than the House.
Mr, GLICKMAN. I come here today to change that.
I recall the difficulties that the Commissioners had on agreeing

on the title of the Academy. While I am certain that thspeople fa-
/ miliar with the Peace Academy proposal generally understand its

purpose, others could, yiew it quite differently. The.. words "Peace
Academy" could connote the idea of an institution limited to the
study of pacificism. From that perspective, it could be viewed as an
opposition group to U.S. military way. That was certainly not the
intent of the Commission, nor is it what is intended in the .proposed
academy legislation. We have to be sure however that its name
does not leave a mistaken iMpression.

The name of the academy should reflect the fact that it is a dy-
namic institution whose studies are not conducted in a vacuum. I
hope the information and principles 'generated from thosd studies
will be useful to actual conflict resolution situations. The term
"conflict resolution," demonstrates that along with the concept of

, "peace," we are concerned about developing actual tools in the
peacemaking process that will be useful in settling real-life dis-
putes. This, can be clarified right from the start in the name of the
institution:

In connection with the budget question, we believe as the Senate
bill, that private funding for the academy and the inclusion of the ,

user fee concept in its operational budget are very important. Both
are provided for in my bill. If the academy is to work, it must be
premised on a public-private partnership. This partnership should
include financial arrangements on the part of the private sector. I
foresee a substantial role by private sector and nonprofit entities,
as well, in the Academy and would hope that both would take part
in the training sessions as well as facilitating the studies that
would be taking place at the Academy. Certainly, the practical ex-
perience of private sector and nonprofit entities in multilateral
conflicts, not to mention their potential for benefiting from en-
hanced conflict resolution techniques make their participation logi-
cal. Moreoever, to insure that the Academy would be self-sustain-
ing I would imagine that most of its services would be offered on a
fee basis.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to expand upon my statement.
Senator Randolph, I think it was Senator Randolph who indicat-

..;:,, ed the President's response to the bill. It was dated in a letter,
April 13, to Senator Murkowski, signed by Kenneth Duberstein, as-

% sistaht to the President. I would like to read you the operative
parts of that letter. The staff of your committee was kind enough
to giye me a copy of the letter just now.,

"Eilcause of current budgetary constraints, the administration is unable to estab-
lish an Academy. pf Peace. We share your commitment to world peace, however, and
hope that. a strengthened economy coupled with, the work already being done by pri-

.. yate universities and other institutions will help us to achieve this goal. .

wOuld..make several points in response. First of all, there's the
issue of.severe budgetary constraints. I think it was Senator Jepsen

. .
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who pointed out that one F-18 could cover the cost of the Academy.
But we are spending $183 million in fiscal 1983 for military bands,
and while I have no objection to military bands, because they boost
the troops moral% that is a considerable figur% It would seem with
just tM increase in military bands in the last 3 years we could
almost cover the cost of this Academy.

As .1 said before, I think bands are important but I have never
known a Soviet tuba to be a threat to the United States.

Mr. GuciiiMAN. I am not indicating that we should eliminate
large parts of the defense budget. But, I think in perspective Sena-
tor Jepsen was correct.

My second point is that I view the Peace Academy is not inimica-
ble to our defense budget. I view it as part Of our defense budget, It
was ,Machiavelli who talked about power. What is power? It is abil-
ity to influence and persuade. Certainly, part of that is how much
weaponry you have but another part of it is in your skills to
achieve and keep peace.

I think jimmy Carter did show during the Camp David agree-
ment that part of the power of the United States is our ability to
get two nations to peacefully mediate a dispute. Therefore a Peace
Academy is part of our defense capabilities. It would enhance the
power of the United States by allowing us to achieve additional
peaceful resolution of problems without resort to agression or con-
frontation. Would not it be nice for our country, the United States
of America, the most powerful nation in the world, not only to
have an Academy in all of the military services but to have an
Academe.of Peace and Conflict Resolution. Our great nation would
be the world power to do that. This Academy would promote non-
military conflict resolution techniques through working hand in
hand with., prudent military leaders. The establishment of this
Atademy could go far to abating global tensions. If the Academy of
Peace and Conflict Resolution 'were in current operation we would
have greater availability of experts And mediation to advise world
leaders in conflict.

I cannot help but think that the sensitive situation in the Falk-
land Islands would be closer to being resolved if we had mor
trained mediators and, in our dense and complex world, I
afraid similar situations are just around the corner unless act
to insure that we have peacemakers ,who can successfully reslove
potential ronfrontation.

As this country observes "Ground Zero, Week," I feel that incor-
porating nonconflict military techniques into our overall defense
strategy should begin now.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Glickman followsl

4
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Yirst, the nese of the academy differein the two bills. The Senate

bill calls the institution'the U.S. Maul of ?eats." The Mouse bill terms

it "the U.S. Academy oi Peace and Conflict ResdlutiCS," 'I feel the'additionil

words more accurately portray the sission,of tbe Academy. The word "peace"

conveys an abstract concept which has different meanings for just about wierione.

I recall the difficulty that the Coatis:locums themselves had in agreeing on a

definition of the' word. While I am certain that people faiiili-ar with the Peace

Academy proposal generally understand its purpose, others could vim it quite

diff:rently. 'site words "Peace Acadesy" couid connote the idea of an institutio-n

limited to the study of pacifists.: FrOa that perepeefiie, it coulibe viewed

as Aul epposition group to U.S. nilitary policy. ThetissWcertainly not the latent

of the Commission, nor is it what is intended in the proposed Academy legislation.

We hay: to he sure, however, that its name does not leave a mistaken imPression.

Moreover, I feel the name of the Acadesy ihould retlect"the fast that

it is a dynamic institution whose studies are not conducted in a 'tams. I hope

the information and principles generated from those studies will be useful to

actual_copflict resolution aitioThe tersv"conflict_reso/utioe," desomperstes__

that along with the concept of "peace," b ere concerned about developing actual

tools in the peace making process that via be useful in settling real?-lite "

disputes. This can be clarified right from the starein the Academy's nese.

Second, the Mouse bill does not include specifil budget figuris es the

Sena$e bill does. At 4 time whon.budget coesiderations ire pariseunt in our sinds,

I felt it was unfair to include figures which might mot accurately reflect what

an Academy eight cost. Rather than using ball park figures, I chose to omit

specific, funding at this time. As the legislation evolves, I aspect that we will

have a more accurate idea of what to budget for the Academy's start up

.50
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PAGE THREE

and operational expenses and how much cin initiallY be found from private sources.

Figures can be inserted at that time.

In cznniction with the budget queition, private funding for the
.

Academy and the inclusion Of the user fee concept in ies.operational budget

are veri important.in fici mind. sqth are provided for in my bill. if the

Academy is to work, it must be promised on a public-private partnerstlip. This

partnership should include financial arrangements on the part of the private

seCtor. I foresee a substantial role by private sector and non-protit entities,

as weli, in the Mader, and would hope that both would take part in the training

sessions se well as facilitating the studies that would be taking place at the

Academy. Certainly,,the practical experience of private sector and non-profit

entities in multilateral conflicts, not to mention their potential for benefitting

from enhanced conflict resolution techniques,make their participatia logical.

Moreover, to ensure that the Academy woad be self-sustaining, I would imagine that

most of its services would be offered on a fie basis. Such 4 public-private

partnership should also generate a wide base of support for the Academy
,

to presumably justify its continued operation.

Third, the 'texts of the louse and Senate bills differ on a procedural

considera;ion. H.R. $088 was drafted to 'emphasize the international nature of

the &edam', at least in part, to assure its referral to just one Oomaittee of the

Rowe. Whether we like to admit it ti.pot, getting any committee action at all

on a piece of legislation is very difiicult in the Rouse, given the huge"number
4

of bills referrekto each committee. Joint referral only makes it that much

harder to.move legislation successfully to enactment. The decision to draft the

bill in the way I described, vas predicatid on sheet pragmatism. I wanted to

itaximise the possibility of having some kind of action on the bill and going

41.
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the single committee route seemed to be.the wa)t to achieve that aim. I would

add that less thin: enthusiastic support in the louse for legislative initiatives

to address the problem of domestic violence presents a strong, practical argumeat

for a predominant international iocus in this legislation.

In conelusiono I'd like to emphasize that the differences I have raised

here are not aajor4,in nature. I an confident that they can be morked out in the

coufbe of Congresiioual consideration. Raising,thems here 'ip only a mesas to

generate discussion and in no vay reflect* upon my underlying commitment to the

Acadia/ proposal, which I can say in all candor, remains unalterable. I am filial

convinced that the Academy can lessen the shortage of skilled negotiators with

refined conflict resolution trainins. The studies'conducted und.er the Acadeay'M

auspices will help broaden the current scope of inowledge about peace making

technique*. In an increasingly tense world, that can only prove to be helpful.

The Academy would not, however, supplant the activities of the State Departmene'

and cosparable foreign agencies, it load only supplesmat and facilitate this.

_ Regrettably. we have no reason to believe chat current global tenoious

will abate of their own accord. The sensitive situation in the Yalkiand Islands a

certainly reinforces that point. But I, for one, have not resigned myself to a

world of infrequently used and, to a certain extent, unrefined, conflict resolution

techniques. I remain firm in my conviction that the Academy will be a significant

step toward the speedyand effective resolution of disputes, which, I am afraid to

sol, seem to be inevitabl in our tens. and complex world. Vwshould give the Acadeay

a chance to help maim the earth alittl safer place to live.

That concludes my remarks, Mr. Chairman. I will bo pleased to answer

any queations. . 411
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Glickman'. -For the subcommittee I want to express our appreciation to all of
you, all of our congressional colleagues who have testified here this
morning.

The Chair is under the impression that Senator Matsunaga
either has or is about to become a member of the full committee
that parents this committee.

Senator MATSUNAGA. That is right. -*

Senator STAFFORD. And that being the case, the Chair at the con-
clusion of the congressional testimony would invite Senator Mat-
sunaga to join us here at the committee table.

Senator RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, I want to make a comment to
the testimony of Representative Glickman, only a moment.

Mr. Glickman, I do not speak politically. I only speak factually.
The letter from which you read which I brought to the attention of
the hearing earlier today, that letter went to 17 Republicans who
serve in the Senate of the United States. It was not a letter to one
individual, Senator Murkowski or another individual. It was a situ-
ation in which the 17 Members received a letter from the Pregident
refusing to support a pence bill.

Now, I imagine that those 17, who believe in what many others
of the total of 53 Senators ate attempting to do, that they will not
react angrily to the letter but, hopefully they will continue, not
only by letter, but that they will organize themselves into a group
and seek an appointment at the White House with the President
which I believe he would grant. And ,so I have no right to say, "Mr.
Chairman, what should be done?" But, for the record, I want to in-
dicate that this would be a further opportunity and challenge to
those 17 Republican Members that have written such a letter, to
continue their support and to seek an appointment with the Presi-
dent to discuss the matter in person.

Thank you very much.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you veiy much, Senator, and now we,

come to our first panel.
The Chair would ask the witnesses on the first panel to come to

the witness table. They would be our former colleague and personal
friend, Hon. John Dellenback, president, Christian College Consor-
tium; Dr. George Johnson, president, George Mason University; Dr.
James. Laue, director, Center for Metropolitan Studies at the Uni-
versity of Missouri in St. Louis; and Hon. Moorhead Kennedy,
former Foreign Service operator with the State Departrnent and
Iranian hostage; director, Cathedral Peace Institute ,in New York.

Gentlemen, you are aware, that we have a number of other'
panels that wish to testify and the Chair would appreciate your co-
operation in limiting yOtir statements to 10 minutes.

Any additional material that you have or a full statement that
yqu have we will place in the'record as if read.

If your statement could be summarized in 10 minuta, it would
accommodate the conunittee a great deal. In the Environment and
Public Works Committee which Senator Randolph and I. share re-
sponsibility for operating, we have a timing device which we do not
'Faye up here. So we will proceed on the honor system and, Mr.
Dellenback, we will start with you.

5 3
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STATEMENT OF HON., JOHN DELLENBACK, FORMER MEMBER,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, PRESIDENT, CHRISTIAN COL-
LEGE COALITION, WASHINGTON, D.C.; DR. GEORGE W. JOHN-
SON, PRESIDENT, GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY, FAIRFAX, VA.;
DR. JAMES LAUE, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR METROPOLITAN
STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, ST. LOUIS,, MO.; AND HON.
MOORHEAD KENNEDY,' FORMER FSO WITH STATE DEPART-
MENT AND IRANIAN,HOSTAGE, DIRECTOR, LATHEDRAL PEACE
INSTITUTE, NEW YORK, lc PANEL

Mr. DRISMNBACK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
For the record, I am John Dellenbick. Lserved for 8 years as a

Member of the House of Represeutatives and served 2 years as Di-
rector of the Peace Corps. And I serve mow as President of the
Christian College Coalition. I was, like Senator Matsunaga, ap-
pointed by the President pro tempord of the Senate as a Member of
the Commission on Proposals for the' National Academy of Peace
and Conflict Resolution. I served for a year in that regaid.

Defore I make my statement, Mr. Chairman, we have heard from
prior witnesses comments on some of the individual members of
this subcommittee and the Senatk. I join strongly in commending
most particularly Senator,Matsunaga, Senator Randolph, and Sen-
ator Hatfield for the way they have continued to carry this issue
time after time after time through the years, not just suddenly
rising however strongly they felt about it and then making one
statement in that regard and then backing away from it, but carry-
ing the ball in letin,times as well as not so lean times.

I think there is one other group that deserves a brief word of
commendation and that is the staff of tile chairman of this- subcom-
mittee and the stafrof the other members of the subcommittee and
the other Members of the Senate who haVe taken this lead. So,
often staff functions in ihe ba,ckground and do not get commenda-
tion and those of us who have had' the privilege in serving in the
Congress know how critically important their roles are. We thank
them for having brought about this particular tiay.

Let me indicate my appreciation for this o,pportunity to testify ,

befoie you today.
For some reason when the good Lord created humankind, he

stopped short of making any but one of us perfect. Human nature
is such that we will inevitably have conflicts. Some conflicts will be
between individuals and some will be between nations. Some of
these conflicts will be serious. Some will be trivial and could
become serious.

There is no problem in which the United States does not have
some stake. That means since the Congress otrthe United States is
charged with the ultimate responsibility for s tting national policy
there is no such problem about which yi Senators do not have a
valid concern and in which this Nation does not, have at least a po-
tential involvement. Sometimes that involvement will be of a deep
substantive nature, sometimes that involvement will be of a sym-
bolic or perceived nature. The world has no problem today more
critical than that of international peace. 'The existance and spread
of nuclear weapons. makes such peace literally essential to the con-
tinued existence of civilization as we know it.
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Oui Nation's involvement in the world takes many forms.
Through the relationships of our citizens we are involved with the
people of other nations and with those nations in economics, educa-
tion, touiism, military matters, science, diplomacy, and'otherwise.
There will inevitabV be conflicts that arise in many of these areas
and relationships. The peaceful solution of those conflicWill
depend upon the capacities and predispositions of the peple, jh e
key people involved. With its emphasis on' research, educati n and
training andinformation services, the U.S. Academy of Pea e will
have a tremendous opportuility to help those key people quire
crucial knowledge and td help equip some of those key peple in
each of the areas to resolve those Inevitable -conflicts sitith ut de-
scent into violence. For all Of the colleges and universities t rough-
out the Nativn, there does not now exist a focas of national effort

this field, nor is there existent an instrument capable of con-
'ducting such a focused effort.

Howevel- strong our Nation is militarily, and however committed
we are not to use that military strength unneCessarily, we do mit
and cannot as a natiorovebt& alone. Our_ allies to the West and to
the East, to the North andostutW: .Vriffead the possibiltty of war,
some as mucag we do and 'sate perhaps more, because they fear
that their Jell'Ittorylemay once again be the first battleground. And
over and above and beyond, the substantivelyalues which will flow
from the establishment of the U.S. Academy of Peace-lzill be the
symbolic &ILI perZeived values of bOth ma allies and our potential
adversaries,%ensing from such action On' the part of the leaders of
this Nation how serious-ja the intent of this Nation to walk every
road Nvhfch cOtild lead to avoiding violence in the world's search for
peace and justice. Far too little in the way,, of concrete action, Mr.
Chairman, has to date taken place cal the part of this Nation and
its leaders that makes our Nation'rbasic fundamental absolute
commitment to acting and not just talking about peace, really real
to other nations of the world.

If time permitted I would welcome the opportunity to exiaand at
length on These subjects. But the time of the Senators is at a premi-

'A um and I 'shall close with these few final comments.
We is a nation simultaneously will be walking every possible

road to solve inevitable conflicts with a minimum of violence.,It
would be a major historic mistake, gentlemen of -the committee, to
reject the possibilities offered by the proposal for the establishment 4,
'of the v.s..Academy of Peace. I have no illusions as to its promise.
The acadpy will not alone create peace ar4 none 'of us think that.
It is an enabling institution based on the premise that internation-
al peace is of tremendously deep concern tit the people of this
Natio and to Others, ,regaralese of their nationality or of their lo-
cation and possessed of the potential to help harness knowledge
and expand skills for peace: The U.S. Academy of' Peace represents

i"aiextraordinary opportunity whose time s very much now. -Its
call is relatively low and an as an investment in the future its
value may be priceless.

I urge favorable and- speedY action by this subcommittee on S.
1889 and give you my thanks for. the oppdrtunity to testify before
you today.
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Senator .STArroan. We thank you very much, Mr. Dellenback, for
joining us, for your assistance to this subcommittee. And as you
heard us say, we are going to mark up the bill on May 12; I antici-
pate no diffiLlties in getting it done quite expeditiously..

Mr. DELLENBACK. May we give you our - commendations for
having cited that and the work that we are going to see on that
day, favorable action.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr.,Chairman, I would like to take the op-
portunity to thank Congressmaii Dellenback for the invaluable role
that he played as A member of the Commission and his counsel and

. dedication truly deserves commendation.
Senator STAFFORD. The Chair will indulge the audience once in a

while, but that, I must tell you, is in violation of Senate rules. We
will not enforce them today, however.

The next witness will be Dr. George Johnson, who ts ptesident of
George Mason University.
_ Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, Senator Matsunaga, as a president
of George Mason University, the University of Northern Virgins, .

located in Fairfax, Va., it is my purpose, today tb call the attention
of this subcommittee to the advantages of focating the principal of-
gces and/or model training program Of a National Academy of
Peace at George Mason University, and to offer the full facilities
and support of this university, to the Peace Academy. I wish to
renew the invitation conveyed by Dr. Bryant Wedge to the Com-
mission on Proposals for the National Academy of Peace and Con:
flict Resolution on July 23, 1980, W consider a site for the continu-
ing development of the Academy in association with our university.

en former member of the board' of visitors, Mr. Richard
Bishop, called the attention of myself and our Board to the move-
ment to establish an academy of peace and conflict resolution in
the Congress, we immediately recognized the public value that
such an institution would have and determined to provide every as-
sistance possible to its development. With a current student body of
14,000, George Mason is a relatively new and innovative university,
one of whose principal commitments is to the improvement of
public administration in our country. We believe that we could prp-
vide a mond institutional site and suppo'rtive resources tO the
Acadeniy and, frankly, that the university would also benefit from
becoming that much better able to contribute inore visibly to
public life.

With this in mind, I contacted Mr. Henry Barringer and Dr.
Bryant Wedge, who had been closely associated with the National'
Peace Academy campaign and invited them to establish a projec
to consider how we might best pr The project rapidly evolv
into one of developing a proto curri lum of training for peace-
makers or third party intervenors in dis utes. Theidid develop
such a cuniculum and it has been approv d fof the offering of a
master of science degree in conflict manag Tent by the Virginia
State Council on Higher Education. We plan to admit the first 40
students in the fall of this year and in the spring of 1984 to gradn,
ate the first class of professionals rigorously trained in the theory
and practice of conflict resolution. In short, the project which we
began quietly became, a prograni and shortly after was designated
as the center for conflict resolution.,
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The center for' conflict resolution has attracted a growing inter-
est from persons of great academig disthictions across our country
and other lama Such'distinguished scholars as Herbert Kelman of
frarvard University; Dr. John Burton, director of the centre for the
analysis of conflitt, University of Kent In England; Prof. James
Laue of the center for metropolitan studies; University of Missouri,
who sits to my right; PrOf. Kenneth Boulding, professor of econorn.,
ics, University of Colorado; Prof. Roger Fjsher of the school of law,
Harvard University; Prof. Mailfred Halprin, of Princeton; and )Dr.
Landrum Bolling, of Georgetown University, have formed an advi-
sory group. .

In addition, a very strong faculty board, composed of members of
departments of sociology, anthropoloR, public affitirs, psychology
and communications have assumed responsibility for developing
criteria of curriculum, admissions, promotions, graduation require-
ments and for speciul projects. In short, we have developed a min-
iature apparatus of a strongly interdisciplinary nature.

In the latter cophection, although we have gone about this qiiiet-
ly, our little centhr is besieged by requests for advice and service
from local, national and international institutions. We have, for in-
stance; prpvided counsel to the Fairfax County Police Depdrtment,
td the'Fairfax County public school system Iii relation to racial ten-
sjons, tp the Virginia Bqard of Corrections on installing grievance
Systeme, and to the ombudsman of that board on his fUnctions. We
have'worked with officials of the Department of Interior on ques-
tions of mediating, environmental disputesthose, for example, the
siting of dams, powerplants, and other such- installations whith in-
variably arouse strong passions On all sides.*Internationally, we
'have carried on discussions about Such major questions as nuclear
disarmanent, the Middle East crisis, and, currently, have worked
with the Harvard negotiation project on the resolution of the ralk-
land Islands dispute. As a result of.this experience,.we can issure
this comnifftee that there is a vast market for services as rapidly

.as they can be made available. '
So strong is our conviction on thiS matter, that as I advised Sena-

tor Matsunaga,when he.spoke at our university on March 24, 1981,
the university is determined to proceed regardless .of whether or
not the present legislation should come to pass or whether or not a
site for a peace academy should be established in association with
our university.

In warmup programs to test the feasibility of sihat seemed like a
good idea we have offered two major cpurses, one in conflict and
conflict communication; the second a proseminar, on conflict resolu-
tion.

They have attracted the earnest and enthusiastic participation of
a group of students who include two Fairfax County police officers,
two Senate aides, civil servants frorn the Peace Corps,. the Depart-
ment of Defense, USAID, the Department of the Interior, the De-

partment of Education, and the Department of Labor. It includes a
black woman civil rights leader. And it includes some persons who
simply define themselves as citizens committed to the improvement
of their community and theirNation.

In sum, there is a need, there is a practjcal response and there
are people available to make this academy a reality.
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Thai* you for the opportunity to appear before you today.
Senator RANDOLPH [presiding]. Thank youvery, very much. -

I would make a comment. How long have you been associated
with George Mason University? -

Dr. JoHNsoN. Four years, Senator. .

Senator RANDOLPH. And you started approximately 2 years ago
with this program?

Dr. JOHNSON. That is correct.
Senator RANDCLPH. I only want the record to show that I did con-

tact the university and endorse the program that you are carrying
forward.

We thank you for your testimohy. I had to be awaY from the
table while our former colleague Jain Dellenback was spealdng. I
Want to acknowledge my personalsrelationship with him through
the years and-his leadership in the Christian College Coalition.

May 1 ask you to take a moment if you would, Johnwhen you
say consortiumI want to know how many colleges ate included in
that consortium?

Mr DEI.T.F.NBAck. We have 63 colleges which are bound together
in this particular grouping; all the way from the North to the
South, to the east coast and the west coast.

Senator RANDOLPH. Presumably those are independent colleges?
Mr. DELLENBACK. Yes, you are right. They are independent so far

as association to the Government is concerned.
Senator RANDOLPH. I appreciate this very much.
Mr: DELTS'NBACK. I'S this a time to make a strong Pitch for the

student aid Program?
Senator RANDOLPH. Well, it seems whenever I open my mouth I

am doing that.
Mr. DELI.ENBACK. You are a strong advocate in that field and we

are grateful.
Senator RANDOLPH, I do not mean to just pass pleasantries, but I

think what I am saying here is for the record and is important, as I
indicated to the 17 Members Who signed the letter to the President.
NoW they have had the President's reply. I think they now have an
opportunity for a second step, and they should go to the White
HOMO. Sparky, maybe you could encourage them to do that?

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman, I might say before we go to
the third speaker that I had the great privilege of visiting with Dr.
Johnson at George Mason University and I was very much im-
pressed with the layout and there might be a strong possibility of ,
even recommending those facilities, if the university win agree, for'
academy purposes. .

Dr: JOHNSON. Thank-yo nator, we will.
Senator RANDOLPH. Whi e you are speaking of the site for facili-

ties, Sparky, for the physical plant of institution itself, I have done
much reading on the Academy of Peace Which will be created. Per-
haps many people are not aware of the creation of a Peace Acade-
my in Costa Rica. I am not sure whether many of you have been
studying what is bienk done in that country. I only wish to indi-
cate that-there are other stirrings in countries as well as our own,
on matters of this kind. -

Dr. James Laue, would you please? We are very happy to have
you. _
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Dr. LA0E. Thank You, Senator Randolph. I am the director of the
center for metropolitan studies at the University-of Missouri-St.
Louis. As you know, I hU the privilege to serve as Vice Chairman
of the Peace Academy Commission, chaired by Senator Dilatsunaga
and brought into exiStence with your help.

Let me also thank not only you and Senator Stafford but Senator
Hatfield, who has brought us to this point today. I would also
remark that I believe it is appropriate to ask that the entire report '

of the Peace Academy Commission, To Establish the United States ,

Academy of Peace, be made an official part of the record of this
hearing. I know that Senator Matsunaga is making provision for .

that. As Vice Chairman of the Commission I spent. many days
working on the final report, and I can,att.est that.it is an. accurate
and judicious record of what the Conimissioners heard and of their
deliberations. . .-ttI would like to spend my

Senator RANDOLPH. I think that is a very important request. So
often here on the Hill we haire volumes and volumes of_testirriony,
let us say historical documents .that, are compiled and Dr. Lauer no
'one ever sees what has-been said; nq One ever reads whit has. been
said. They are closeted aNiray somewhere. You will. make available
and see that there is a proper diStribution,

Dr: LAUE. Here is an opportunity forthera to,seeit..it is availa-
ble, as you know, through the V.S..Goveinment PrintifigDffice.

.

Senator RANDO tr. Thank ybwvery much.
Dr; LAUE. I d like fo talk tg you'about whata U.S. AZ-Odemy.

of Peace-thight de and *het it would be. What I wOtild intend to do _

is highlight parts fthe testimony..' is ;
First of alltpl- turn tolPage 5 In which I list on,thebottom pf

that-page seVera Of the of thiiika that a Peace_ Academy
'might do that aie . kinds of conOicts ond crises that
we face today. Egentially what ram suggesting here is that one of
the -alga impbrtant things that such an 4-cademy might do is,. to ,..
provide a permanent :ongoing backup capability for our foreign re-
lations, partichlarly as` it comes to trying to do peacemaking and,
Mediation in Situations su'oli aS those thatiace tiktoday

for example, ancaderky could raga* a computerized data
ban1 of alr existing treaties and the Issuesconditrons, time limits,
historical backgfound, and negofiation patgrns :relating to 'the
'treaties and the nations inVolved.

'An Acadeity could provide an ongoiitg worki4 group of specia1 :1,
ists in, for 'example, the negotiating behavior dt. the Soviets and

. other nations,' ars perhiga, the Common characterietics df successful
international meators, as theY have been,rsearched over4he
years. --, , 4.

It would'he possiiile for an Attademy to conduct-seminars for
Members of the Congress on -prisig issues ond the; backgtound_ of
those issue& and:those nations #s they come

It cotild create:tor exaMple, di" pool bf advisory groups kip ite-
factitilit and tesearchers oil 'conflict.situations such as the Iranian
hos crisiitorthe Falldands crisis going on today.

In short., Senators, suCh an Academy could create a critical mass
of thinkers 'over-ii, subst4ntial period-of time to porsue an under-
standing of the caiis;es of* sustained peace ainong nations, in con,

tt,
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trast to the rather narrowly focused crisis response nature of much
'of the factfinding and research that goes on in the field today.

I would call your attention to pages 10, rl and 12 which lay out.
.some analytical categories for understanfling peacemaking activi-
ties, and raise some of the types of questions that conflict analysts
and people preparing to go into the field as mediators or concilia-
torS or,negotiators should' ask. One of the things that many of us
haire l*n stressing is that what a nation or organization wants
,iniist it El, crflitt...situation is to have a clear idea of the options
Oat are ivaAable,hefore responding, so one doeSnt.take the hard

T

or forOfu114Ction; when it may not be necessary. Nations need to
ketp their plitions oPen anti exercise more control in conflict situa-
tions SO they 'a not siinAry respond to what appears on the surface.

' -th4ilethnt 4 ti*int'amulg an ongoing catalog, as it were, of con-
4iets mitt theit: ilegoluttansaong the nations of the worldand es-
Pecfally orth4r nek,Oti,cing,Etttems-e-we make it much less possi-

gét *awn into soMething in a role that we do not
.- reafty tvantio_plak...; :

So 'On page 1.2 of e ihnon0 jist a number of the analytical
questions thati or a tioN5ught to consider before iflf.begins

'to, play a ritediit say,lhe MhIvinas crisis or choses its
sire ' hostagelsitu Wakit is the.geopolitical and histori-
cal. ting If the ophflict? are the parties? The indirect par-

.1.ies'iVgh interests ikthe situgAti' ? Whiltare their most vital inter-
egtd and theierespectiA powêtWhat -are the major issues? What .
mtchahisms arready ekint in the'lituatfonlor peaceful resolution of
'!the Parties'difierensceeiklid on aid.on.'

Vas is aftdOisation
ont could akt i4,14y cod
more 'about' that ouict

20-page.out1ine of such questions that
sitting:1, *hiwill tell you much

iation thaitany bdt the most fanatic' =ticadenitts might to kilo Tlie' point, is that:we are making
iniportazit"Strides in the field ôônflièt annlysis,

Finay, l'yould feiv qi:nifpikp ts bli,j1Ow you would apply
-.Teem of theg ways of,thOk.ing aboUticonflictWrecent and current
...,t.o.iitlict0;t1PciAises in the wtorld,

In my testi.** diiinment.4 the WO genry Kissinger and
bis Uiddie East, Shuftle diploracyrAiia,roleitl referred to as "medi-
ation witketnuscl<'which.,I,Wouledik.actetlie as the role of arbi-

7; .ttator in ViOdiator's 1othing.. I recomftdIfar your reading the ex-- celkot book jg Jeff?* ,RulSkt-frOm wIulus analysis comes, as
.ineiOted inlMyt'estiniqhy.

I': alp Einilfte to d Uiilted e)s.t. the 'process-leading to the
Camp, David:ate:00s on and, Tdw the skills of Lord

' Cara4LO/1 iknd Other fon* at alkiifeeful transition of power in
Rhddesia/ZimbalAe...Analy;41,9t.soiile ra*cts of the: Iranian 'hos-

e4ifuifioh are. iriel4s1ed;, .4fia le Will hag more about that from
bii,issad!*Kenned4-kniajor Ike:int is :That iy.e..opre often ham-

strOg in 0dr- efforts:to re'olve thitittOntlict becluise, we could not,
through the forinal Oanri4e of dipIofiacyç offer formal. recognition
to eith.er the. Iranian reyolutinipry couficir.p,the students, two
vkty inatOrtani pai*s. We welk4;unab1e to adequately use the in-
forinal'and unefficiairsces tht. .cpuld got us thecommunication

'and prOhatgaining wefiesded thfouphout that situation.
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In Central America, we stand at a point of potential maturation
in the international dispute resolution system because of the offer
of Mexico to serve as a mediator. among the parties would be the
United States. If the United States is willing to conceive of its in-
terest as a first or second party, being mediated by a third party
which militarily is a less stronger nationif it could conceive of
our interests in that waywe will have made a tremendous step
toward understanding the variety of roles that nations can play in
peace-making activities.

Finally, then, think with me about the current critis in the Mal-'
vines or Falldands, I would comment that the shuttle diplomacy
model that was developed by' Secretary Kissinger and others in the
Middle East has been applied with some success and some lack of
success in the Fklk lands situation. As the Christian Science Moni-
tor and' other sources have pointesi out, it is very difficult in at-
tempting to get a mediated settlement when 18 hours must pass be-
tween getting a set of positions on paper by one party and then
carrying them to the other party. Party A can reconsider and back
out, and party B has all its objections well, developed by the time
the shuttling mecliator'delivers the latest proposal. It also does not
provide the opportunity for the informal floating of solutions that
can take place wan the partieS are face to face for an extended
period of bargaining.

think the Reagari administratioh has taken a highly significant
stepend a riskin dispatching.Secretary Haig to attempt to me-
diate this' dispute and aVoid violent confrontation. My view, howev-
er, is that moving the negotiations fo a mutually agreeable site
could be the best course in the Malvinas situation. Secretary Haig,
I believe, should 'contiride to be the leader of the U.S. mediation
effort with extensive on-Site technical as:sistance and a clearly des-
ignated high level alter-ego who can be dispatched with important
messages and also carry on the negotiations himself or herself
when appropriate. It seems to me a change in the process at this
point,could proVide a rationale for certain Pullbacks in the military
positions of Great Britain and Argentina, and also could get us out
of the difficulty of having one of the most important officials in an
'interested party's government serving as a full-time mediator,
which is something of a conflict in roles. .

am inviting you now to think with x.ne as we might think in a
Peace Academy. If a negotiated' settlement is to be achieved in the
Malvinas Islands crisis, I 'would say that it will have at least the
following elements in it:

First, an agreement on sovereignty. Perhaps the type of lease-
back arrangement already proposed by the British for the Falk-. lands and currently in effect in Hong Kong would be a possibility.

Second, an agreement on the distribution and duration of miner-
al rights. I think it would be impossible for Great Britain to walk
away without some claim on mineral rights.

Third, a plan for the future of the 1,800 residents of the Mal-
vinas Islands.

Fourth, face-saving mechanism for all sides.
Fifth, a timetable for implementing whatever changes are negoti-.

ated.
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Sixth a mechanism for monitoring the implementation and re-
splving disputeeivhich arise. _

In closing, want to make a comment on how appropriate this
time is for us to deal with peace and peaceinaking in a systematic,
scientific sustained way such as a Peace Academy could do.

In many ways I would say that President Reagan himself is one
of the most impOrtant leaders of the peace movement,today. On the
one hand, he has been a catalyst to, if _not_ a direct cause of, the
revitalization and broadening of the base of peace movements in
the United States and Europe through his proposed defense bud-
gets, the tough talk to the Soviets emanating from .the White
House and State and Defense, and his statements on nuclear de-
ployment and warfare in Europe.

On the other hand, the President's speeches have always stressed
negotiation in tandem with military strength; he sees fife two ap-

, proaches, as Senator Jepsen pointed out. He said on October_ 1,
1981, that he could not imagine a situation in which a nuclear war
would be winnable. And his administration now is involved in ac-
tively advocating negotiation and/or mediation in the two locations
I spoke about, Centxal America and the Malvinas or Falkland Is-

_ Ands.
I think thqse are importaht signs coming ftom the administra-

tion. Whether it may .formally support the initiative for a Peace
Academy or nbt, I think these are important signs that the admin-
istration understands many of the things the Commission has
learned, and has taken some important initiatives itself.

I think the 97th could go down in. history as the peace Congress
and I would urge you to help make it happen.
-Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Laue follows:]

I.
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Vs. Chairman, Honorable Senators, Friends.

My Rase is JAves.H. Lade. r an Director of the Center for Metropolitan
Studies and a professor of sociology at theUniversity of

Misseuri-St. Lodi*.
I had the honor of serving as Vice Chairman withCheirman

Sehator Spark H.
Matsunaga on the CoemisSioo on Proposals foc the National &endow of peace
and Cdnflict Resolution, having bean appointed to the Commission by president
Carter in 'December 157S. AA you know, S. 1435, which we ere consfdering
today, is a result of the work of our Conmission, so 5

am especially pleased
to be able to appear before yto.

It is also gratifying to appear before this Soho:smitten
beomise your

forerunner body had the foresight to conduct
the first hearings in our nation's

history on the idea of .2 Federal institution devoted
to the systematic stayof peace and peacemaking.

Senator Pell chairld those initial hearings on
S. 1175, the George Washington U.S. }We Academy Act, in May 1514 hyarings
which began the process that has brought us these *any steps.oloser to
visible national commitment to ..peace learning. Way.

FOr the record, I wish to command to your serious
attention the final

report ot the Cannission, To Establish the United States
Academy of,teace.

ft should be a part of the official record o this hearing in its entirety,
for it reports on the work Of the Commission

in Washington and in 12 cities
wherepublic hearingt.wareimill-throughout.ihe

natiOncanalymas-the need forin Academy and the Unique eXperienoe and
capabilities the United States would

bring to such an endeavor, doomenta the growth
and content of the field of

.peacemaking and Conflict resolution, and offers specific recommendations for
the establishment of a federally-oharttred not.for-profit

corporation, the
united States Apadesy,of Peace. As Vice Chairman of the ecoodsston, I spent
natty days in helping organits and edit the final report, and I can confidently
recommend it to you' as an accurate and judicious

rotord of what the Creels -stun learned.

.
115 Who*. *I Mom; 4 a ....1Wrem Oas0rwit im,
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I also want to express thanks for the eadeiship of Senator. Matsumaga in

bringing the CommissionAnttl existence and in moving the idea of a formal
national commitment to the studfmmd practice of peacemaking as clowto
becoming a reality as it is today. The Senator's staff and those wotking
with us in the Department of Education were living tribute to the highest
ideals of government service through their conscientious work on this project.

1

I am grateful for the roles played by Senatorg Jennings Randolph and
Mark Hatfield in championing this practical approach to peace for many years,
ind for the sponsorship which you, Mr. Chairman, and ()flier members of this
Subcommittee and the fell Committee have given to S. 1889.

It gives me pleasure, too,.to publicly thank the other seven Commis-
sioners for dieir herd work and cooperation in discharging the responsibil-
ities of the Commission. We were blessed with an excellent staff, and they
deserve a great deal of credit for the thorough process, the final report
and the legislation which is before you today. I am especially grateful to
William J. Spencer for his leadership as Staff Director of the Commission,
and Charles Duryea Smith who, as Special Assistant to Chairman Matsunaga
during the latter days of the Commission's life, was responsible for the
organization and writing of the final repore which serves as the basis for

your deliberations on these critical matters.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

My message'to you today may he-summarized as follows:

Interest 4 constructive approaches to peacemaking, and fear of the
threat of nuclear annihilation, ere et all-time highs among the
American citizenry today.

The United States Academy of Peace offers an immediate practical
step that caz be taken to respond to this expressed interest of
the people and-to promote the peace and.security of the nation
and the world. t -

Following a long and effective American tradition, the Academy would
conduct research, education, training and public outreach on inter-
national peacemaking and conflict resolution, Paying close atten-
tion to what we have learned about the effidicy of such techniques
as negotiation, mediation, conciliation and arbitration in com-
munity and national settings as well.

A substantial iatellectual and practical base has been biglt fgr
a field of "peace learning", whose creativity and AzacElcality
.flows from the interaction of many disciplines, perspectives and
persons with a common quest for just and lasting peace.

We can apply what we know about peacemaking to contemeorary situa-
tions and envision the role a U.S. Academy of needs could play --
the Iraniin hostage situation, the Middle East conflict, the pro-
posed mediation by Mexico in Central America, and the mediation

of the United States in the Falkland Islands crisis, for example.
Establishment of the Academy would be 4 coit-effective, practical and

constructive step -- a signal to the entire world that the Most
powerful natielreccepts its role as peacemaker with great serious-
ness and vision.

64
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I will not dwell on the need for, and the interest in, the united States
Academy of Peace, for they are amply documented in the pages of the Com-
mission's report -- and daily on the pages, screens, and speakeri of our
medla. Millions of Americans from every station and state are struggling to
find their appropriate roles in peacemaking. In dozens of city councils and
hundreds of town meetings, citizens have voted for a nuclear weapona freeze.
Physicians, laWyers and other professionals now have organizations to pro-.
mote psace. Thousands of house parties are gathering signatures for a free&
whereknly months ago the topic may have been Tupperware. Every major reli-
gious body in the United States -- and many throughout the world -- have
de peacemalsing their'highest priority for action during the opening years

_1,____210,..6f the 1980s. ;Me National Peace Academy Campaign has increased its member-
ship tenfold from 3,000 to,30,000 in a little over a year. The New York
Times reports (April 5, 1982) that student consciousness is growing around
a unique triumvirate of issues -- nuclear weapons, Central America and jobs
for college graduates. Further,'I understand that we stand today at Ground
Zero during the middle of Ground Zero Week -- yet another attempt of the
American people to give concrete form to their deep yearning for peace and
security.

This Subcommittee iS acting in the finest tradition of American govern-
mental responSiveness to the needs and expressed.will of the public, exposing
-for the Congress and the peoplesa practical anIrconstructive step tkAt we
as a nation can take to promote peace. The U.S. Academy of Peace would not
be a hasty "quick fix" reaction to the Congressional mail, but a carefully

omeeivialnstitutional structure that wOuld be a permanent and visible part
of ouenational government, and, also would provide helfful research and
advice on current conflicts we face. The bi-pariisan support for the Peace
Academy testifies to its timeliness and strength in the Congress and with the
people.

-
/n the major part of my testimony I want to emphasize three very con-

crete and practical points:

1. What the U.S. Academy of Peace would be and do.
. 2. The nature of the field of,peacemaking and conflict resolution.
3. The application'of "peace learning" to some contemporary conflicts

in the world.

1

WHAT WOULD THE U.S. ACADEMY OF PEACE BE -- AND DO?

Only the briefest summary is required here, for tbe conc,pt of the
Academy is admirably developed in the final report and the ligislation now
before this Subcommittee. Excerpts from the report provide the basic outline
of the proposed academyt

The Commission sees the United StateS Academy of Peace as
a visible symbol of th Nation's constant and historical purpose
of promoting peace among nations. The Academy will help to re-
establish the proMinence of.UnitOd States leadership in inter-
natioeal peace through research, education and training, and
inforation services. It will be.a Vigorous national institution

-

that serves people in government, private enterprise, and

97-958 0-82-75
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voluntary associations. It will'be an. important instrument for
cooperative efforts in peace learning among our people and people
from other nations.

The United States Academy of Peac proposed.by the Commission
will provide the nation with a balanced and cost-effective institu-

tion that will make the field of peace learning accessible and
useful to scholars, analysts, policymakers, and decision-makers
in international affairs, conflicts, and war.

cejectives of the Academy

The Commission recommedds that the United States Academy of
Peace have three major functions:

To perform And assist research about international peace
and peacemaking.

To educate and train -- directly and indirectly -- persons
acrOss the Nation from government, private enterprise, ind
voluntary associatias about international peace and peace-
raking skills.

\k.

To stablish an information service in the flield of peace,tiPP
lea'rning.

Research will be undertaken at the Academy itself throfigh

faculty, students, staff, visiting scholars, and residents a its
Center for International Peice and will be done at other insti-
tutions with Academy grant and contract support.

Education and Training programs at the Academy will be at the
graduate and postgraduate levelst.although the Acaderrmay support,-
undergraddate peace studies curricula-in xisting inistitutions...
The Commisiion anticipates that the Aeademy will develop a variety
of offerings, both shOrt and long-term.

Information services: 'The Commission,foresees an active informa-
tion services function within the Academy+. Linking with the Nation's
network of libriries, the Academy should develop bibliographies
and abstracts which include foreign as well as American sources
and unpublished documents of merit such as selected theses and
dissertations... Properly designed, the inforration services
will further the corporate memory of the field of peace learning
-so as to make its literature and knowledge easily retrievable and
useful.

Location

The Commission felt...aat to establish national and inter-
national visibility and remain sensitive to the Federal Government
including the Congyess, the Academy should locate its central

11.
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facilities and administrative offices within asy reach of
Washington, D.C... The Commission was urged to mandate creation
of rogional.sites, perhaps affiliated with colleges and univer-

sities,for skill training, seminars and conferences, and research.
The Academy's legislation contains authority to establish such
subsidiary units.

Structure

The Commission recommends. a 15-member Board to govern the
Academy. Four members will come from Congress, two from each
major political party from the Senate and the House of Representa-
tives, thereby directly representing the interests of the citizenry
through the Congress as well as the Congress as an institution.
The President of the United States will nominate for Senate advice

and consent the,other eleven members, although the Academy is not
, an Executive Branch instituiton.

The Commission recommends funding for two purposes...a capitaliza-
tion fund of $15,000,000 for...buildings and grounds..., [and]
administrative and programming funds [of] $6,000,000 for the first

tyear and $10,000,000 for the second year... The Academy is authorized
to receive and expend nonfederal funds, which must be accounted
for separately.

-- To establish the United States
Academy of Peat., USGPO, 1981

The Academy thus would give the nation a permanent institutional form
and a public trust for the systematic pursuit of peace learning as a major
national responsibility. Americans are experienced peacemakers, as the fipal
report fully documents, as a result of our democratic, immigrant, intereSt
group heritage. Th Academy would build on this experience inbits programs
for private citizens as well as' government officials.

The 'Academy would not be a policy-making ordirect intervention body,
just as the service academies do not themselves make military policy or fight
wars. But this is not to say that the work of the Peace Academy would not
have immediate and direct relevance for the peacemaking and peacekeeping
activities of the U.S. government. Por example, the Academy couldl

maintain a computerized data.bank of all existing treaties'and
the issues, conditions, time limits, historical background and

negotiations patterns relating to the treaties and the nations
involved;

-- provide a working group of specialists in, say, the negotiating

behavior of the Soviets and other nations, or common characteristics
of successful international mediators;

-- conduct seminars for the Congress and administration officials
about current crises;
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-- create from its pool of faculty and researchers advisorY groups On
conflict situations such as the Iranian hostage crisis or the,
Falklands conflict; drawing on.ePeciallsts-in the.partiCtlar

_political area or the intereste,at-iesue, A* will as egyerts iq
-conflict resolution in the cultureednvolvear

;.
1

-- pursue highly specialfzed resaarcOit'piacemils(ng.and peacskluiping<
through ,ongoing relationehips, tinciO4ng grants and contracts) with
such existing institutions AS the'isChoois 6f international telatione,:
the State Department's 'Foreign Salvias instipute, the /ntetoSticnia'-.
i,eace Academy and the new U,N.,Unf;rstrsity .4Pea,ce1 ,3
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--'draw together i ckitical mass_of thinkers ovek,e substantial 1'
period to pursue an tinderstanding of the causos bf sustained peate.
among nations, in contrast to tharnerrow trisisesponse naitnxi0f. . ,

'much
current fact-finding and ferirci), , .,... ',;:". 4. ,.. ,

;;:4.eThe key concept utderlying each of 'Chaise examples the.need fqr ,a SIM..
tained and systematic effort to identify the einiditiOns of conflict 'Ind the
options for successful conflat resoldtion for tgs United States, and other
nations in the world. Too often we find,oluseleii foiced t'o,reepond to sitqa-
tions without having fully exploiel4he causes rothe conflict and the,the,2
options available to us. Every sayeri'enced sikdator knossmthat e Isajox aim - .

available to the patties -.7. ake similar from confliet t,o,C,onflict,.- L am not .

of all constructiVe conflict resolUtionis to kift,thepart.iss tO,prdj*Ct - 6,' their behavioi in tents of consciouily safecting their actions, 'from options.
available --' rather:than autcartieskiiy4respondAYL*ith force or violence to
a perceived th,reat, thus cuttin4 at' yilidle ring* mc,othst, possipastAesponses..i

;.; =

. It ,does not male sena* for odr,leacters_tO.'haVseio IitirallY7fSta4,t
over" each time a conflict, art:Ss; the cauesst, igsueitos9,sell,fid**4.' ''' -devices', prOce4or ind settlement psciages -land, thekefOre;,the opt:ions.,

"'xi:westing_ tfiat
conflicts can be settled, in.a isinitdO titithibp... to/011)ot% 4444 -t...only- that tte41,.. , * , -.-, should iiite adequate systeratic date.And advice t.,o 114 AU, to eoesCiously:.,t ., ,,..
chose' ioww. want to, primed in any 9iwen,-.montlictr. nhether t)st aftectslcities,..

1is a fl.rst, sacch4;-Mrthird petty., , .,v=,'.-, ,..;. * -.' ,.: :":.'

, fl In StiOrt, Aer A modest iopst*ment 40,t.t,c'ipaqty; of the'Unitla Statss. to
respond to conflict in, the,*okid. conic], be broadened -and Atringthened. fe*, , t...,
would nhance odr ability to ratiofsally Woo. tIte, OSA cowtsect-or peace and:,
elk:1=1W. In thiltilit ,7efferionlart,senike,..ys tilirld begin SO 'oversom*,.01*,.. ;t 0
tremendou,s iapalance that tom existed. for years in the netionAs rapabilities
tor-responding to ik,i,,ttatIOns of chreator conflict.. We strii heaVily overi
balanced tOWard astitiitg confIrct'ssiell force --',-,in our ',tar budgets, insour '3

`,. itaitark academes; `and war, pari?..ges, in cur steatetic and weapone It ant D,
?iliiition of the kind. q 13.441st4 InStitution proposed inS. 11189wo614 restOre
the-intercier ,4heoke, and 'balance* Athin .eui morn:tent goreign, solatt'on* ,
epparatusVdtici we.t1.1-1414,.ate,..tbe fourilittlon, stones OS 0144 Anisio,11-14ing

' in thet:publicAkte-test ; ,' '' ' q'.- -'(,',:'.-1', ' ". l'''' _ ',,,,,-,,
t. .' Y:
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THE FIELD or PEACEMAKING AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
-

Let me go.right to the heart cethe two criticisms I have heard leveled
most olten frompy,academic colleagues and others kn the government and the
peace organizations who are in some way working on international peace and

security: "We ate already doing it and/or 'Peacemaking is not a legitimate

field of study." In my view, both criticisms are short-sighted and unneces-

sariiy self-serving. Indeed, we stand at the threshhold of a major break-

through in applying negotiatlon and mediation ilia more systematic fashion to
Interqational confrict and violence.,

1. The Commission's report documents the inadequate and unfocused
investment Of our natiOn's.resources in the serious and persistent study of
peacemaking techniques. Peace and conflict studies programs in our univer-

. sities are chronidally underfunded and marginal to the traditional disciplines.
Very few courses dnd virtually no clegree programs in the art and sciesce of
inprnational negotiation and mediation exist in the schools of diplomacy
and internerional relations inside as well as outside the federal government.
As Harvard Professor Richaid Pipes, now a foreign policy advisor in the White
House, told the Ccacissind in Bbston in June 1980:

We're not really training tiplomats.at Fletcher or Georgetown:

' training people in international relations.

..:The art of negotiating in international relations is a
great skiII,acquired partly through teaching (and) partly

through experience. Ther are certain things you.can
taught. For exale, if you're going to sit down with466

el

Mp
Russians, we *moil that certain things have to be prepared.
With Russians, 4ou have to be extremely specific. You have

to work out a [detailed] agenda. You have to keep very good

records. You'have to spell out in greatest detail every perm

you're going to use. Nothing must be left to a simple sort
of-general understanding.

This is just one of the'many rules that have been established
in:dealing with the Russians that can be taught, and I believe
properly trained diplomats can achieve a tremendous amount

defusing internationej. tension.

4
...I believe we naed far more attention to be paid to the

teaching of negotiating techni s. (To Establish the United

States Academy of Peace: 143

So, intensified and focus earcll on peacema)ing can be highly
,

practical and Of groat importance to our national interests. But it is

clear that the necessary critical mass of scholars (and policy advisors who
can translate their findings into everyday decision-making) is not present.
Existing institutions should welcome the creation of a United States Academy
.of Poic to symbolize end actualise the nation's commie:merit to peace, tot

.44 serve as a sourc of research funds and to be a michinism for exchange of
faculty members anestudents to strengthen out peace learning capabilities.

p.
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2. When faced with a proposal such as the one before this Subcopmittee -
now, the Congress has a responsibility to ask whether a legitimate field
exists around which a United States Academy of Peace could be built. The
most thorough and comprehensive answer to this question is contaihed in
'chapter Commission's final report, "The Field of Peace'learning."
Here the his bf the peace research gAild is analyzed, and the three
major fields of activity pf peaoe learning (0eace as the absence of war,
peace as social justice andpacemaking 'technique%) are.described. A 35-

' opage bililicgraphyrof books,'perlodicalS and cogpendia in the field of peace .

',earning barely scratches the surface of the growing literkture in the field.
In other parts of the report, successful applications of conflict resolution

'to such intetnational.situations as hostage negotiation and the development
of the Capp David Accords are detailed. Still elsewhere are presented the
extensive experiences of Americans in resolvihg conflicts about labor rela -

tions, tho environment, racial segregation, social servicet ahd eonditions
in prisons..

S.
To me the implications are crystal clear; In the face of limited

resources and no broad national commitment, nevertheless a field otveace-
making'kpowledge and techniques is grOwing, directli responSive to the
interests ind fears of the American people.* The Congress faces a unique
opportunity to nourish the #ield at this point in histiory.

I would argue that the "field" of peacemaking and conflici resOlution
(or peace learning) is not yeti) "discipline" or a "protession", but fa
gispliying a number of the characteristics Of each; a sense of public need,
a growing and cumulitive literature, institutions and organizations, and some
agreement on a common body of practice skills and ethics, for example.

4
A small taste of what the field it Obout.is in order before turning to

some coAemporary applications. Following are some of the definitions and
findings about conflict which guide styvork and that of many others in the

_field, in_highly condensed,form

a: Conflict is a natural and inevitable part of all human interaction.
It is'not the opposite of "order" or the same.as "chaos", for it is'highly
patterned and piedictable. Conflict occurs at all levels of society, frost
interpersonal to invonational and international. It is not dexiant or
pathological ay_ se; it.often is.a healthy expi4ession.of injustices or strains
in the social system which demand attentiOn. Conflict bay be defined as the
escalated natural competition of two or more parties whp believe they have
incompatible goals, and whose aim is to neuttalize, injure or gain advantage
over-the other party or partieS. Struggles over power and scarce resources
are at the heart of all social conflicts.

A. Violence is severely escalated confliet, where physical force.or
coerciOn is utilized (with or without formal authority) by one oroore
parties in a perceived winAlose fight. The weaker party or parties (i.e.,
those with less power and resources) generally lose such fights. Parties
usually try to keep conflicts from escalating into fights, which severely. ,

strain the resource bass of each party.,-

4111.
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c. Conflict intervention is the process in which an outside or third
party enters into a conflict to influence its outcome in a direction that

he or she defines as desirable. Because intervention Aways alters the
power confi,furation of a conflict, all intervenors ere advocates -- either
for a specific party, a particular outcome or policy, or for a preferred

process. There are no neutrals. Five distinct conflict intervention roles

.may be labeled adtivist, advocate, mediator, researcher and enforcer..

Xinally, at least 'three conditions must be met if intervention is to be

successful: finding a forum or setting acceptable to all theparties,
establishing the legitimacy of the intervenor, achieving a willingness
to negotiate on the pact of all the parties.%'

d. A positive outcome is one in which all the parties at stake mutually
determine the outcome through some form of negotiatiom (posdibly with the aid
of e third party),and a win/win settlement is achieved. Characteristics t.f

such an outcome usually include more ropresentative decision-making and a
more equitable distribution of resources.

e esolution is not the only orientation one may take toward conflict:

one's sLanc g depends largely on such variables as who is in- power and who
wishe o maintairi or gain what. Out-groups do not call for "conflict resolul

tion" or "peace";.tfey want change and justice. Thdir more typical approach

is to agitate conflict. In-parties are likely to suppress, repress, or
control conflict. 4Intervenors aim to resolve, manage, or regulate conflict,
and academics study or teach about conflict, ,

f. Not* all conflIcts can be "revilved", and not all conflicts can be

dealt with "nonviolently". - '

g. The traditional ways of dealing with conflict in modern high-
technology states are through force (warp law enforcementy, one-on-one
combat), political authority (the operation of the political process in
legitimate jurisdictions -- and between; as in formal diplomacy), and
litigation (legitimated coercion by a third-party). Development or re-
emergence of the, t!new" tec4nigues of negotiation, conciliation land mediation
is providing nonviolent ana noncoercive alterndtives tb the traditional means
in the United States, Europe, thetacific Basin, and in othei Parts of the

world.

h. A number of 21WIL.,are identifiable as Important for intervenors
who wish to promote nonviolent resolution of conflicts. They include self-

analysis, situational and community analysis, oral and written communication,
organizing, negotiating, providing information, identifying resources, broker-
ing, counseling, planning and training. While these skills may be taught, it
may be that certain personality characteristics are even more Important for,
the successful intervenor, among them flexibility, ability Ito delay closure
and deny personal gratification, emotioeal distancing, contingency,thinking
("if,thenning"), and the ability to avoid counter-dependence on the conflict

,., or the parties. *

While there may not be full agreliment among professional peacemakers on
this listing of definitions and findings, it is illustrative of the conceptual

development ok the field. This development contind6s, as a baseline of case

da.

ir
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data is accumulated from many types of conflicts,and theoretical frameworks
ate constructed to explain and predict conflict processes. Ratheethan
attempting even s partial listing of apprOpriate sources in the field, I
call your attention to the.final report's bibliography adh to-additional
less formalized sources contained in chapter VI on the field of peace learn-
rng. And the literature is growing rapidly, with increasing interest from
a 4ide range of academics, public and private officials, and citizens.
Examples of important works published just since the issuance of the Com-
mission's report last fall ere The Dynamics of Third Party intervention:
Kissinger in the middle East, edited by Jeffrey Z. Rubin (Praeger, 1981)
and Getting to Yes. giFFTEEing Agreement Without Giving in, by Roger Fisher
and William.Ury (Houghton Mifflin, 1981).

A parallel development to the growth Of a scientific literature on peace-
mak.ing and the public's interest in the nuclear question is the growth of
local peacemelang -- not peace-studying -- organizations. Hundreds of such
groups have arisen in the United States in the last five years in the form
of storefront or neighborhood mediaiion services and other groups providing
more formalized alternatives to the litigative process or to interpersonal
or community violence as means of resolving differences. The newsletter
and files of the Grassroots Dispute Resolution Cliiringhouse (operated as a
project of the American Friends Service Committee in Pittsburgh) provide
documentation for this phenomenon.

I must conclude this section by noting, then, that the critics of a U.S.
peaoirAcsaemy who base their opposition'on the opinion that there is no
discernible "field" are at best uninformed about developments and applicationd
in the last 20 years, and at worst lacking in vision about the needs and
future of America and the world. Had w waited"for a full-blown "field" or
"dlicipline" of spice transport to develop, Columbia would never, hav gotten
off the graund., or,pephaps even Off the drawing boards. But the nation's
leaders perceived a need and a challenge, and with great vision created the
necespary structures, budgets and work places -- the necesiary critical mass --
to advance our interests in space. And all_of that in about 20 years!
SUreli we as a nation den allocate a,small fraction of what has been spent on

space-to advance odr interests (and therefore those of all4the world) in peace
and security.

t

APPLYING "PEACE LEARNING" TO SOME CONTEMPORARY CONFLICTS IN THE WORLD

I invite you to consider with me, then, how this kind of thinking about .

conflicts can apply to some of the difficult situations we fage in the world
today. B§ implioation, of course, we also are considering how et sustained
and disciplined group of researchers at the q.s. Academy of Peace could
assist in thinking through tho strategies and options for American activity
in such situations. After presenting,some underlying principles and condi-
tions for successful resolution of disputes, I offer brief comment on such
recent peacemaking activities as Secretary Kissinger's middle East "shuttle
diplOmacy", President Carter's role in the development of the Camp David,
Accords, the work of Lord Carrington in the peaceful transfer of power in

Zimbabwe, and successful and unsuccesseul epproaches to the Iranian hostage
crisis. Then conflidt analysis is focused 9n the current U.S. peactmakinp
activities in Central Amitrica and the Falkland islands.

I.
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some PrinCiples Underlying Su;cessful conflict Resoluteon or Peacemaking.

1. All the parties with an important stake in the outcome of the con-
' filets must have their Interests represented in the decision...making forum.

2: "Successful" conflict resolution consists'of a mutually-determined
settlement of differences among the parties with stake, arrived at through
good-faith negotiations and no violence, possibly with the aid of,a third-
party mediator or conciliator, and in which all the parties feel phey made
important gains.

3. pl internatUnal conflicts (ind most community and national dis-
putes) are PriMirily about power and how to advanie the perceived interests
of the parties.

\
4. Parties in conflict act in ways that they'belleve will advance their

perceived interests -- i.e., they respond to incentives as well as threats.

S. To achieve a mutually-determined, yin/win outcotme, akl,Parties must
be able to bring some'segotiabre power to the. table.

6. Once conflict'escalates, face-saving devices must be fOund if pirties
are to back off hardened positions without viokence ansf reach-agreement.

7. 'If Conflict 'escalates to viClenCe, the weaker parties suffer most. .

sOme Necessary conditijns for Third=Party Settlement of Conflicts. Randolph
as provided a succinct list of necetsartand.desirable conditions for third-

Prty settlement_of conflicts iihich provlies a useful framework for thinking
abOut mediation efforts underway or proposed in which tile United State; is
involv.ed. We list only the necessary conditions here.

1: Identifiable parties, a dispute, a mediator, and thewill and
capacity-of the mediator-to terform the neeessiry tasks.

, 2. Willingness of the parties to accept'a mediator or other third -
party, either because of the pressure of an external authority or because of
their mutual perceptpon that recourse to a third party will advance their
interest,.

3. Public belief that third-party assistance will achieve or preserve
a favorable situation.

4. Confidehce of the parties that-the other parties will observe
obligations.

05. Expectations of the parties about the extynt of third-party
authority in the situation (will settlement be volhtary, i.e., mediated,
or ccopulsory,i..e.,'arbitrated?). Lillian Randolph, Third-Party Settlement
of Disputes in Theory.and PracticeOceata, 1973, pp. 9-101.
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Analytis of the Conflict. The first and perhaps most important act for

the would-be mediator or intervenor is analysis of his or her base and of the

conflict*situation. I have devqloped 20-page Case Stun Outline for
analysis of commanity conflict that yields more data on such situations

than any but the most fanatic social scientist %fill ever need. We use the

condensed version more often, and I now want to list some of the questions
it contains which must be answered before any intervenor can determine the

best role and activities. among them are:

1. .What is the geopolitical and historical setting of the conflict?

4

2. Who axe the parties? The indirect parties with interests in the
4 situation?

3. What are their most vital interests and their respective power?

4. What mechanisms already exist in the situation for peaceful itecolu-

.
tion of-the parties; differences?

S. Describe the relationship of the parties in the past, includin4

interactions that led to thi,dispute.

6. What are the major issues'?

7. In what stage is the 9nflict (latent, eme4ing, trading verbal
blows at a distlnce, direct confrontation. post-ba le, etc.)?

9. What is the base -- and therefore the potential an limitations --

of the proposed third party?
41))

9. Wtk i nformation and resoUrces will be needed resolve the conflict?

10. Ohat are the necessary elements o y Set ement7

11. What are the goals for any interventioh, and what role is most
appropriate -- negotiatot, fact-finder, mediator, conciliator or
arbitrator?

As ye proteed, I hope you will note the utility of this outline for
disputes at all levels (international, natlonal,community, interorganizational
and interpersonal), even though it vas developed specifically for community

disputes. While no one would claim direct wholesale transferability of
peacemakini techniques across system lines, it is important to note that

there is a great deal to be learned from applying approaches learned in
intranational settings to those on the interhationai level. In fact, virtually

every technique applied in international peacemaking first had to be learned

and.practiced in a smaller setting..

.In reviewing the tfstiMOny offered to the Commission at our 12 hearings,

I have noted with both chagrin and wry satisfaction that the only persons
who claim there is very little in common between peacemaking at the community
and international levels &re those who have been invOlved in only one of

74
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InterventiA in Recent Conflicts and Crisis. With ttiese ideas in mind,
let us look briefly at some recent and contemporary, conflict situations,

turning first to some brief comments on four recent examples of intervention
in international conflicts.

1. Kissinger in the Middle East.. Here is a teaser of comments from
Rubin's excellent 4000k.on The Dynamics of Third Party Intervention: Kissinger
in the middle East. This section should be.amsas evidence of,the plethota of
peacemaking principles waiting to be discovered, analyzedeand applied under
the auspices of tqe United States Academy of Peace. ALI comments are from
Rubin's summary chapter, "/ntegration and Commentary."

4
...Kissinger's primary objective in the middre East was the

: achievement of a series of small-scale, short-term agreements
rather than the more general framework for an overall peace
settlement) he may have been ifiterested in moving toward i
mor& general peace in the region, but his activity was focused
almost exclusively on a set of bilateral disengagements.. (274)

...Several contributors conclude that Kissinger was primarily
interested in protecting or enhancing the power and reputation
of the United States in the Middle East, particularly an rela-
tion to the perceived interests and objectives of the Soviet
Union.... A thiA party's intervention must be understood in
the context of that party's own particular interests in a conflict
and its resolution, (274)

...Rathar than sit back-and wait for evente.to unfold before

intervening, Kissinger preferred to help Engineer these events
.in ways that, itfilis judgment, made a negotiate4 settlement

4more likely.. (275)

In order to maintain the tempo of the negotiatiOns, the con-
tributors agree, Kissinger found it necessary to continually
press the disputants for concessions by utilizing a techneque...,-
aptly describe[d] as mediation-with-muscle. (276)

Kissinger mediated effectively because he ol understood'the
negotiations prOcess.... He recognized atd, il part, engineered
a situation propitious for negotiation) encouraged and, St part,
created i formula for settlement of the important issues) and
used elements of power, deadline, ezast, and momentum first .

to bring a process to fruition an0 then to leave it in a,situation
propitious for a new cycle of negotiations. (guot'e froo'l. William
Zartman, 279)

(continued from p. 12) these settings -- the international. There is an
implied elitism of scale. Advocates for the connections (and therefore for
the vital research to be done in this area by a U.S. Academy'of Peace) are
those who.have practiced at both levels, nobibly Ambassador Andrew Young,
Professor Roger Fisher, Ambassador Diego Asencio and the Rev. John Adams.
See To Establish the United States Academy of Peace.
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,
This last.quote summarizes a great deal of our present understanding of

ho0 good mediators work, They are not neutral, and do not claim to be.

They are process advobates rather than party or outcome advocates 21E se.

They work hard. They direct and guide, cajole and entrust, but only if

they develop and maintain the truserelationship with the parties so they

will be allowed to remain in the situation. This same process applies in

community mediation, in which I have, had considerable direct experience in

practice as well as analysis.*

. 2. The Camp David Aclords. The atireements reached A:re between Prime

Minister Begin and President Sadat with the assistanCe of President Carter

stadd as a prime example of the application of techniquis developed in
intranational mediation.to the internatibnll scene. And while opinions

vary on whether Kissinger's Middle East mediation in 1974 had a lasting and

positive effect, it is generally agreed that his "step-by-step diplomacy...

helped pave the way for President Sadat's visit to Jerusalem in,1977 and the
subsequent talks among Israel, Egypt, and the gaited States at Camp David

in 1978" (Rtibin, 278).

Fisher speaks in the Commission?s report to the use,of a technique which

had its first testing in organizational decision-making and labor-management
bargaining in the United States and dther industrial states -t.the single

negotiating text. He describes some of the'important characteristics of

the one-text procedure:

Properly used, it ignores the stated positlons of the parties
to focus Oh their 6derlying interests; it reduces the number of

decisions required of each side; it allows the parties to gener-
ate a plan before having to decide whether to accept it; and it

tends to restructure a conflict so lhat.the parties, rather than
confronting each other face to fade, are working side by side,

facing the ihared,problem of improving the draft...

1

.
The one-text procedUre Was uied by Preildent Cart4r at Camp

David.... The process of,successive non-binding drafts of a

discussion text to'which no one was.committed continued until

the thirteenth day. There had been soma 23 drafts of all or

part of the negotiating text which the Unitea States was preparing
in light of the criticisms and suggestions of Egypt and Israel.
Finally, the United States had decided this was the best it_

could do uhder the circumstances (92.93) .,

Israel and Egypt accepted this draft, and thus the Camp David Accords ,

have provided the framework for ongoing negotiations for peace in the Middle

East. The Accords essentiallrere the 23rd working draft resultlng from
the effOrts of,the parties to solve a problem by jointey refining a draft.

This technique deserves extensive study and testing -- by the United States

Academy of Peac, in.my view,

.See,Mediation and New Federalism (Kettering Foundation, t al., 1981)

And two special issues of th Journal of Intergroup Relations on "Intervening

in Community Conflicts" (9, 2 -- Surlier 1981, and 10, 1 -- Spring 1982)

which I edited.

7

V
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3. Zimbabwe. Great Britain's Lord Carrington used a version of the
single-text procedure when he helped bring the Rhodesian-Zimbabwe conflict T

to a successful and nonviolent confusion (Fisher, p. 92 of the Commission's
report). The Commission's report also contains the following telling com-
mentary by Richard Pipes;

0

We have only to look on how the British solved the problem
in Rhodesia-Zimbabwe. 'It was a brilliant example of diplomatic
skills at the highest level.. Here was a situation that to all
appearances looked hopeless, and I must say that I expected
general carnage to ensue. Yet because of the superb skill of

these people, they managed to defuse it and to achieve an all-
around peaceful resolution. Now, this is the skill of negotiators.

, I doubt if we could have done it, not because we lack the good
will, but because we lack the skill (63).

The az/mission comments in Elle Jeffersonian tradition of Internal
balancing;

If the United States lacked the mediationand conciliation
skills exhibited by the.British in Rhodesia-Zimbabwe but were
asked to assume such a responsibility, any failures ultimately
would lie with policymakers who had cauied arf imbalance within
the range of peacemaking options (63).

4. Iran. In-depth.analyses of the Iranian hostage crisis are dust
now beginning to emerge, and'I have not conducted a formal study of that
situation. But some comments flowinglromobservationsmade within the
conflict intervention framework may be helpful.

a. The United States was hampered in puCsuing its goals by the
canons of formal diplomacy and its inability to utilize effective non-
official or informal channels to the Iranians. Because we colactnot confer
formal diplomatic recognition on either the Revolutionary toundll or the
students holding the hostages, communication was difficult. The informal
channels we aPparently developed leaned too heavily.on westernized leaders --
Bani-Sadr and Ghotbzadeh --when on-the-scene analysts including American
news media personnel knew that any proto-bargaining with a good probability
for success would have to involve lines to the orthodox muliihI.

b. U.N. Secretary Waldheim's mission failed, at least partially,
because it was couched too rigidly within the style of formal diplomacy, the
rigidities of special commissions, and the unwitting exclusion of communfca-.
tion with one of the most important patti s -- the students holding the
hostages. I learned in conducting some informal xplorations during that
stage of the hostage crisls that the Secretary-General had no on-the-scenes
staff developing liaisbn with the students and others in Tehran during the
critical weeks leading up to the visit of the special commission. It had
been clear for some time that there would have to be some face-saving' clevice
for the students. It was ihcredible that the mission was surprised when it
faltered on the students' unwillingness to give access to the one basis Of
their power in the conflict -- the hostages. Even the most perfunctory
analysis of the situation by experienced community or international mediators
not formal diplomats -- would have yieldedthis important piece of information
to the Waldheim mission.
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Fisher's comment on some of the iMportant tasks of a U.S. Academy of
Peace, speaks directly to this situatton: the design of effective mediation
procedures, standard cease-fire agreements, and check-lists for-mediators (95).

Contemporary Conflicts and Crises! Central America and the Falklands.
I now want to turn to brief comments on the situation in Central America as

it appears to &conflict analyst, before devoting more time to the Falklands
controversy.

1. Central America. Drawing on the principles and analytical categories
outlined earlier in this section, we see the potential for a negotiated
settlement emerging,in a number of the specific situations'in which the United

States has interests in Central America and the Caribbean -- notably
,..1Sicaragua, El Salvador and Cuba. We may take the following observations as
' a starting point for constructive discussion about peacemaking approaches
in this area.

a. The "indirect" parties in Central America (the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.)
have more ultimatePpower in the situation than the direct parties (the Central
American countries themselves).

b. Accordingly, all the Central American countries see one of their
problems as maintaining some degree of autonomy from the influence and power
of the indirect parties -- or at least how to balance the Intervention of the
indirect parties in their own interests. 16,

c. The impetus for !Current negotiationsinvolving the United States
Althroffer made by Mexico in March to serve as a mediator. As recently as
last weeK, the United States and Nicaragua,had moved quite close to agreeing
on an agenda of issues,and possible steps for negotiation. Some of the typical
elements of a package nowSre being proposed: joint statements of non-,

interference, restrictions on military deployments in theyarea, a vergica-
tion br monitoring,process, eulturak exchanges, etc.

, 6

d. The most significane_single fact about the-Central American
situation for conflict analysts is the Mexican mediation offer and.the pos-
sibifity that the United States will be willing to negotiate under the
auipices of a third-party -- Mexico. If Mexican mediation or even-convening
takes place, a major step will have been taken in the willingness of the
United States to_act as a first or second patty iA a third-party settlement
situation, rather than its historically preferred third-party "mediation-
with4cu5cle" role. This would signal a major maturation of the dispute_
..tKution processes in the international system, with the United States'
kr,,ialingness to conceive of its interests being served when it is playing '

world peacemaking poles other than policeman.or arbi*ator-in-mediator's
clothing.

2. The Falklands. The Britist fleet was steaming southward as this
testimony was written on April 17th, sca my words may be moot by th, time of the
hearings on April 21st. I may ask your indulgence during the hearings to
amend this part of the text based on additional information. In the

' +,

A term coined,by Donald.Straus, former President of the American
'Arbitration Association, in his contribution to the Rubin boobon Kissinger's
intervention in the Middle East.
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peacemaking field we have learned that flexibility and openness to what the
process and the parties will bring to you is the firscrequirement. for effec-
eive mediation. But let*me nonetheless proceed with some comments on the
situation.

a. The Reagan Administration has taken A highly significant step --
and risk -- in dispatching Secretary Haig to London and Buenos Aires to
attempt to mediate the dispute and avoid violent confrontation.

.11

b The Falklands crisis provides a magnificent opportunity to
demonitrate the efficacy of the United states' use of mediation and concilia-

o tion in devising a comprehensive or negotiited settlemerlt in a major
sovereignty conflict. This contrasts with the step-by-step, series-of-
disengagements aP"proach used by Kissinger in 1974 or the "paYtitioning of
conflict" approach (i.e., dealing with only a limited number of parties and
issues) 'taken by President Carter at Camp,David in 1978.

c. There-is strong public support in the Uhited States for a
mediated settlement of the Falklands crisiS involving tee U.S. With nothing
approximating a systematic survey, I have found support for the effort (erg
An some cases for the obvious need for some ongoing backnup capability) in
such disparate sources as the St. L'oeis Globe-Democrat (April 8), the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (April 8), the St. Paul Dispatch JApril 12) and the
Christian Science monitor (April 15). This sampling is a small indication
of the country's mood, and r am sure that by now we have poll data a4firming
this impression.

d. Without knowledge on my part of the back-up and technical assist-
eve capabilities 'available to Secretary Haig, I would judge that he has done
an excellent job so tar within the limitaiions of.the situation. But prob-
lems have developed idahording the parties to commitments Made, perhaps due
as the Monitor also editori Ily observes (April 15), to the 18-hour gap

:?...

between the mediator's meeti

7ths wi, the two parties. After praising
Secretary Haig's fforts, t Monitor perceptively suggests,

4111r
1:61uttle diploMacy], popularize# by Henry Kissinger, proved

successful in the Miadle cast whereadversaries were living check
byt jowl. But experitnced negoti0OrS point to the pitfalls of
getting agreement frbm the Argentines, say, and then letting the
matter rest fa 18 hours while the intermediary is travelling and
the Argentines have time to rethink, reassess -- and change their
mind.

.0 ,

Negotiation, in other words, demands communicating quickly and
giving the,parties no.letup.

..

It just might pt wise for President Reagaeto designate someone
else for the mediation ffort:, perhapS even a whole diplomatic team

' that could be stationed in both nations' capitals and keep the lines
of communication constantly open. Or, such a negotiation effort could
take place in a third, a neutral Latin American country, with British
and Argentine representatives present. In any case, a specially assigned.
mediator could give single7minded attention to the problem and stay
with it until the issue 4i-Vetolved. Mr. Haig, meantime, would be
freed to 4ive attention to other troublgd spots, not the least of all
the Kiddie Cast...
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S. In my view, moving the negotiations to a mutually-agreealele

neutral Site Would be the best course. Secretary Haig should continue to be

ediation effort, with extensive on-site technical
y designated high-level alter-ego who can be dispatched

pant messages and proposals to the parties or indirect parties,

uct the negotiations themselves when appropriate. Such a step in the

could provide a rationale for certain pull-backs in the military

s of the British and the Argentines. Meeting in the same location

the mediator still shuttles messages between the principals), also
would provide the opportunity for the informal contacts between middle-Ievel
staff on both sides that often produce new packages or new twists on old
peckages witIch become the basis for formal negotiations and settlement in

such situa ions.

the,leader of the U.S.

assistance ea

with LC
Or CO

precis

pesitio
(even i

f. Has the Secretary's staff conducted the type of CASs study

analysis outlined earlier in this testimony?

Are the interests of all the indirect parties clearly in mind?
(Note that the Soviets are the biggest export customer for
Argentine products -- as were the:Germans for Iranian oil.

What are the implications?)-

-

-- What are the most critical underlying interests, and how can
they be separated for negOtiation from the statements of
threats and positions made by the parties?

What mechanismslor saving face xist or could be develope42

What are the essential or core elements of a settlement package

for the two major parties? What is negotiable and what is not?

What of the use of other potential peacemakers? The United

Nations is sponsoring discussions, and may iiave an important ,

role to play.

Such data should 'be readily available to the mediator's staff as he considers
next steps, offers, timing, relations of the parties with their back-home ,

constituencies, etc.

g. If a negotiated settlement is to emerge, I believe that at least

the following elements will have to be a part of its

An agreement on sovereignty -- perhaps the type of lease-back
arrangement already proposed by the British for the Falklands

and currently in effect in Hong Kong.

An agreement on the distribution and duration of mineral rights.
Great Britian cannot go away without some continuing claim on

oil in the area, however small.

An arrangement for the future of the 1,800 Falkland residents
which,they perceive as fair and equitable, including some form

otroparatiOns for those whose lives and property are severely

affected.
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Face-saving mechaniams for' both sides on at least three. levels --
for their own back-home constituencies, their allies,.and world
opinion.

-- A time-table for implementing whatever changes are negotiata%

A mechanism for monitoring the settlement -- perhaps destgn
by the International Peace Academy in New York (which has,con-
siderable experience in this area)..

The issue is joined, the parties are in confrontation, the ted State 1

has chosen a peacemaking role, and high U.S. officials are devoting ormous
as.. amounts of time and energy. But what is missing is A structure fps the.

tained commitment to peace learning and the established technical back-up
that could immensely aid our good4aith fforts in situations such as the
Falklands crisis. In the words of the St. Paul Dispatch's editorial headline
of last weak, "World Class Mediators Sought." Clearly the U.S. Academy of
Piece could provide the continuity and technical assistance to help sustain
such peacemaking efforts and make them truly world class.

A CONCLUDING NOTE

As I noted earlier in my testimony, this Subcommittee already has played
a significant historical role An advancing the United States capability as a
peacemaker. Now we stand at another critical point in the advancement of
peace. It could not be more timely for this Subcommittee to be considering
the stablishment of the United States Academy of Peace.

In manIrwtys Prieident Reagan is one of the most important leaders of the
peace movement today. 'On the one hadd, h. has been A catalyst to (if not a
direct cause of) the'revitalization and broadening of the base of peace move-
ments in the United States and Europe through his proposed Defense budgets,
thr tough talk to the SOViots emanating from the Whiti-Atouse (and State and
Defense), and his statements on nuclear deployment and warfare in Europe. On
the other, his speeches always have stressed negotiation in tandem with
military strength, he said on October 1, 1151, that.he could not imagine a
situation "in which a nuclear war wOuld be winnable," and now las administra-
tion is actively advocating negotiation and/or mediation An two major world
trouble-spots.

In any case, the support of the American public for constructive and
practical steps toward peace is at an all-time high. ,It will,be no surprise
ta'you that I believe the proposal for the establishment of the United States
Academy of Peace is a timely, practical and rational response that will greatly
advance the public interest. I,hope you also agree with me that peace As a
process and an objective that can be systematically pursued, and that appro-
priate federal initiative at this point can yield great future dividends in
knowledge and action.

Your action on this legislation could be part of what one writer has
called an important "paradigm shift" taking place in the United States and
the world -- a shiftoin tho very categories through which we.Anterpret the
world,,especially in how we view cooperative compared to adversarial forms
of benivior. As you and your colleagues deliberate on this Opportunity
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Senator RAzipoun. Thal* you ireiy,n1nch..... ';'
to you*Wish tO4naketioOr4rneht?;;;;; ,' : - .,. ' ...' --

Senator MAATRIAaA: Mr, Chaiiinan, I 'walit ti), thank W.. taue -
. :for coming, beforth gubcoantee to *iffy. His*-4,1Ni e, 1

Chairman of the CominissiOn *as:invaluable, an&lie,madenn as- ,

urable contributions, toward the succesS' of the Work of the-. ni7 ;
mission, and I take' this .OpportunitifOi 'the reklord ,t,o' thank, "trt.',":

Dr. LAUE. Thank you; very smuch, ;Senator.. It, yakty "Alealitire:
work with ypu. :

, ., ,.

Senator RANDOLP.H. Thank ,Yoti, Dr, Law. '-: %., 's -,.:.: ',.. ,' . -3 . '" '.
recall when you were inWeit VirgitiaLI kmernber ye

li7Jfea I . . !,.,: ;

. .,

.you were attenipting,in KatawhaOunty, wli6re ogi Capifgoity
, located, iiid the seat of our State, goiernmerit, to settle 4 ,tpitlYoOk ':, ''

. .
,-,.... censorship controversy...As I' revembk i4, you, w,ereone- of thOe. ., .

. _who really helped to finally ,hring about the toeso1utio4- of .:that isiob-
let* ath I right al$put that?: ,: 4' ,;,' ..; ..'..- . .,%:.':". 'Y '....': -'''-.,:..::, ' c...;..,'.

Dr. .1..AUE. Well, yogi are right, Senato.t. Buk as, mediators; we
have; to be willing tOlet the major partI:ea take Ale .credit: .,.::-.:., 4.,',,' r-

I would, say that one ot yoiir longtime residOtts,' trishOPYredert - '
.ick Wertz ,of the United:MetitOdist ,Chukh, did one of ihe best me.-; .:.,,.

, ..

diation efforts in that,dispute. He had no .formal ragionWilip. tit.
, any of the parties, hut he qprved as an effeCtiveinediaf6r IIiought

,.' 18 different peOple in ihat dispute in 1974 'together, .rangi4 frolli .: th-.
theprofessional educatOrs to atihens who lived Op thehollirsAs I*.

. believe yo:u prOnounce thern in.Weit, Yiregiia. Re krought 'all :tli,,,,:,
parties with a Stake together in several private "SessiOns, got a fOui..
or five-point agreement, and :then was able, becanse 6ftha,patienee- ' '''.
and skill with whgh; he .ppeka.teit, to help sohre that s*iation. I
thinkthat he; and that Whole counfy are to be cominencled for. the -,' '..:1, '''' '''''''
way they got 'opt of a v 'ery diffiC41t dituatiOn by the use .0- melba:. .'iti'''

: ..:, .,., f,

.,-..., tun] skills, . :,:,, ,,., . : ,:,,., . Ka

Z , . ';:::
\:"'..

' :i.
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. .... /-.., . .

My role was simply to advise the bishbp at one point on what
itext steps that he might take and to help analyze that complex sit-

4 ' uation. ,

... .

I apprpciate your mentioning it because I think it xas a signifi-
cant extimple of good mediation work on the 'part of the bishop.

. Senator RANDOLPH. We had, in that siteation a county diyided,
really.

Dr. LAUE. Very much divided. '
Senator.RANDomm. Yes; with violence. . 1
Dr. LAUE. There was violence, there wai bombing of a school,

there was shooting at school bUses. There were people on all sides
of thesdispute mho did not send their children. 1.,c; school because

. they were afraid of potential violence.
:, Senator RANDOLPH. Well, for your efforts, for your understand-

Big, I nientiOn ',this only to qualify you as" one Who has been at this
a long time. .. ,

.
.. ,r) Dr. LAUE. Thank,you. It is a labor of love.

. . Senator MATSUNAGA. I take it that country roads was neict to
Heaven-- ..

Senator RANDOLPH'. That song was never written for West .Vir-,
ginia. It was.writta for Maryland. I will giye you A dissertation on'
thatt song. ou1dsiig the. est Virginia Hills, which is our song,

' so 5Countrs, Roais. ...
,

.
, Senator MATSUNAGA. After the hearing.' , .- t

Senator RANDOLPIi. After the hearing.
. . . , .

Dr. Kennedy.
Mr. KENNEDY. I privilege to testify:before,this sit-

committee. in supp establishment of a National Peace .
Academy. ,

4..... s
. -As the committee is aware,I reiired last summer from the U.S.

J Foreiairc Service after 21 years; my last post abropd having been
our Embassy'in Tehran. My 14 months as a hostage'givfe me time

, to reflect on the underlying catises of our captivity, indeed of prob-
lems that have followed us since. Because it seems, to me that our
ikt.overnment, aswhich h tended to lump foreign happenings in^tra-

categoriespolitical, economic and militaryhad obvious-
ly not pEtid sufficient attentioi '. to the influence of religion and re-.
lated pOychological factors in international affairs.

So, upon my releqse, I decided tof4end the rest of my professiOn-. b
4

cal life expanding s*-- uiderstandings. In Septembtr:1981, I found-
. ed the Cathedral Peace Institute under the aegis of the Cathedral

a St. John theDiviite in New York City. , ....

We quickly learned that our perceptiohs of the religionsiand psy-
. .

chological factors that motivate fago igners help to' explain Ameri-
. .can cnotivationp equally well, TheTtlteraction of religion and vio-

lencd, for eNample, wasaPparent in Iran But how many of us pon-
:dered th'e paradpx of the many Americans whO entered their places
of, porship to pray for the safe return of the hostages, and then
arguedihat we'should "nuke:Irah.", :, lo

*. . HoN difficult, too, it was fbr Americans to accept that we cannot, ,

these days, Edwgys,win, In the sense of a Clear-cut victory at some-
. , ,pne eise s egpedge Was jian necessarily a national hutiliation? It

.. .., .4 certainly was notbfor tile tint tageg, who once again showed, 1 can .
. say with. piirfonabld. p,ricle, that:Americans. can take it. But, more
1.. 4 II . .., , . . -

S' '
. 4 '
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Von that, it showed that wecan keep our cool, that we can play
oil? negotiating cards purposefully and successfullyk giving away
what wg do not really need in Order to obtain what, we really want.

, We practiced conflict resolution, and won, and that is what the Na-
tional Peace Acidemy is all about. And it is a primary 'concern qf
the Cathedral Peacalnstitute, fis will.

In parallel, each in their separate spheres, _my institute and the
-academy will be working in an area which is difficult but not im-
possible, and that is attitgdinal change, sometimes called paradigm
shift. We Americans are conditioned from childhood to think in
terms of total victory. 'For'example, little Johnny comes back from
his, little league game. What is the first question his father asks?
Not, "Did iyouiilay well?" plot, "Did you enjoy. the game?" It- is,
"Did you win? ' A.nd so we learn in school about "Unconditional
Surrender Grant," anctso forth.

What is curious abopt 'all this is that we learn early on, in our
personal relations, If.vie want to stay married or keep any friends,
that there are no viêtories. Major management con§ultant firms
give courses in negotiating skills, impresIng on their clients that a
business deal is not a zerq sum game; where everything you win
someone else has to lose. Rather the -game is win-win. But when it
'comes to foreign affairs, Americaos tend to forget The lessons of
maturity and commonsense. Our leadership, responding to what

,.they think our people expect; too often feel that they have to
"hang tough" on every occasion, to promote confrontation ratherP. than purposeful negotiation.

We need a general attitudinarchange, nor is this impossible.
HOw greatly our attitudei have changed in the last two decades on
the role of women, and on the matter of racial equality. We can
infuse a greater understanding that bluster does not mean
strength, that a readiness purposefully to negotiate does not mean
Weakness, that expectations in international as in domestic affairs
must be realistic ones. Because if we do not,,there will no longer be
a world that ve have expectations of any kind.

Such attitudinal change is im appropriate and necessary task for
our churches and other religious organizations. It responds to their
fundamental view of mankind and the human oondition. Since
none of us are perfect, none of us'are absolutely in the right all the
time, We ban then sit dowrito sort out what eachillonts the most,
what each needs the least. IP responds to a clear mandate in scrip-
ture, Peaceinakers are indeed called the children of God. Conflict
resolution should be at the basis of a new long-range program for
the churches and other effective religious organizations because it
draws on the exnerience they alreadf have developed in pastoral
counseling and communitST relations. Already, a peace institUte is
in formation in Columbus, Ohio, Which, beginning with conflict res-
olution on the family level, will ,ekpand those undeistandings to
the international.

Religious Organizations cannot do this alone. The task is im-
mense and urgent. The Cathedral Peace Institute, which we hope
willAYe at the heart of thia new direction, will look to the National
Peate Academy especially to provide research,and information in
the field of peace learning. We see the two entirely separate but
traveling parallel paths toward the same objective, a world In
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which nations and individuals can fulfill.thêmselves because they
respect each other, because they retain the strength and resolve to
command that respect, btkt also the intelligence, integrity, knowl-
edge, and experience to resolve conflicts in ways that do not put at
risk the future of all humankind. .

Thank you very much.
[The following infornotion was received for the ,recordl

8

a.

"ot
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REFLECTIONS
Volume IV March 1982

NUCLEW5ISARMAMENT:
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

by Moorhead Kennedy, Executive Director
. Cathedral Peace Institute

,

We begin with the proposition that there is no more imrnegrate or terrible
,

tlyeat to the future of our planet than a nuclear holocaust Can we not extend
our thinking further? A e there no other threats to planetary survival? Even if
the production of nucl ar weapons were to be frozen, and the arsenals of
superpowers reduced tctzero, these powers have available agents of chemical
warfare, acting on thb hLiman respiratory Of nervous system or our
environment, whose des chve capacities are formidable

..
Moreover. the "nuclear club" totlay includes or will include Third World

members re I of richer riatkons. whose problems, whether the hostility of
neighbors r population pressures, or an inadequate food supply, or lack of
development capital, could as easily give rise to nuclear conflict And even tf
we avoid war, nuclear or conventional, the undisciplined manner in whicli we
undermine our life support systems give; promise of a more lingering death
for generationi yet to come

Many argue without denying the seriousness of these other threats. that
... nuclear destruction is the morq pressing, and certiinly the most dramatic By

arousing concern first in this area, a generalized higherlevel of concern would
then ultimately turn to these other problems . . /

I do not agree Too exclusive a focus on nuclear disarmament canspr rise
to the delusion that solving this one problerrewill get us out of danger on any
long-term basis The fundamental threat to us all hes in ourselves. our
propensity to conflict, to violence, self-righteousness and self-delusion, to
ego-tripping, to the avoidance of responsibility, in short to all the flaws in our
human nature that are conducive to war Too exclusnie i preoccupation with

'Weaponry leaves less time for selfixamination, for increasing Our awareness

of the world problems that give rise to sts use.jor pondering means for they

resolution. and for developing a faith which might enabli us to formulater65h

goals for our troubled planet,

t would prefer to see our church spend more time teaching what is central

t; its mission and Within its area of expertise SpeCifically.the old art and newly

developed science of Conflict resolution, as applicable to family 1.s., to inter-

national conflict, may pelt:r to develop a generation of Americans less

demanding`orvictory" or of macho confrontation from their leadership, more

equipped to lead the world in that spirit of accommodation which is the surest

road to peace

L.+

S.
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Cathedral Peace Institute
A World Center for Study of.

Religion and Thternational Affairs

The Cithcdral Peace Institute (CPI) was established in September 1981 by the Cathedralof St. John the Divine. It offers td men and women anxious to make.: contribttionto world peace an alternative approach which looks beyond the currently important
disarmament issue. Even if, CPI argues, nuclear weapons.were eliminated altogether,
mankind would still remain prone to conflict, within and between permits, among groupsand among nations. The more basic tlweat to peace, arises; therefore, not from
weapons, but from tbe flawed nature of man.

CPFs g .to widen popular understanding of the religiods and psychological forces
that generaits violence and war, and to develop ways of controlling these drives andof d g them toward fresh soals which religion can help to identify. CPI hopesthat iilleot4 organizaticas will be drawn to this approach to peace advocacy, sinteit is central to their traditimal mission and cotnpetence. CPI thus hopes to deepen
theintellectual and spiritual content of peace advocacy, to increase its effectivenessand thus to broaden its constituency.

CFI's basic tool will be symposia in which non-attribution will permit frank discussion.
The climax of each wilt be a larger session at which conclusions will be presented to
an invited audience, and published in a broad spectrum of the media.

The first symposium will pose the qutstion 'Violence: Is Religion Its Cause,or Its
Curev' Its inquiry will include troubled areas such as the Middle East& Nortbern Ireland
and the United States, asking what role religion has played in various.formy of violence,
what are the other factors involved, and how they interrelate. The second will be
concerned with the effects of violence and war upon children. The third, concerned
with man's- psychological ability (or inability) to preventAvaeld conflict, will
commemorate the, fiftieth amdversary of correspbadence, commissioned in 1932 try the
League of Nations, between Albert Einstein and Sigmund Freud. As successor to the
League, the United Natims has agreed to provide, facilities for .khis symposidm, whichwill pose the questaons, *Lsokbig back on Einstein's questions and Freud's pessimistic
resPone, do the events that followedithis correspondence tend to confirm or rebut itsconclusim? What coriective measures, if any, .can we take?"

To practitionel* of international, relations in government and business, CFI will provide
insights into cuirent developments not found in conventional political, economic orstrategic analysis. 'these will be related to domestic problems, in particular the
alienatim, malaise, disintegration of stabilizing social structures, and irrational violencearising out of the era of the Viet:Nam war.

The idea for CPI came to its founding director, Moorhead Kennedy; while he was heldhostage in Iran by an Islamic Revolution not adequately foreseen by foreignaf fairs
professionals. Upon his return, he encountered behavioral scientists as well as far-sighted

;

4
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Foregn Service Officers who were also concerned that the importance of religious and
psychological forlp was not being recognized. cin is the result of that convergence.

CPI will be collaborating with the Institute of, Human .Behavior and World Affairs
(MBWA), headed by Alfred M. Freedman, M.D., past President of the American
Psychiatric Association, and Chairman of the meeting -of the Wpeld Psychiatric
Association held in November 1981 at-the United Nations.

At this time, the CPI staff consists of its Executive Director, Mr. Kennedy, and the
Administrative Assistant, Marie Moser. As funding permits, a Director of Studies and
a secretary will be added. The Hon. Cyrus Vance, former Secretary of State who is
Honorary Co-Chairman of the Cathedral's Capital Campaign, has agreed to serve on
the advisory boird of CPI, now in formation.

The Cathedrarresently provides CPI with office space, administrative support and
operational fu ing, with the understanding that cm will gain its financial autonomy
as soon as possible. Funding cPrs endowment is therefore one of the principal goals
of the Cathedral's thirty-five million dollar Capital Campaign.

Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you.
This is a statement which I tried to listen to each word. I will

read it again. You have been there, is that not right, in a sense?
Mr. KENNEDY. Yes; I was there.
Senator RAND.LPH. I want to make an announcement now for

the interested parties. You pass the word along if you desire. We
are grateful for the attendance, very grateful. This afternoon we'
will be in room 410, not of this building but the kiiissell Building. It
will be in the Veterans' Affairs Committee. It is a room approxi-
mately the size of this room. The other rooms that were availahle
were too small. We have been .able, hopefully, to accommodate our
guests and believers who are here today by obtaining a larger room
in which to reconvene this afternoon.

Now, the time for coming back may be somewhat determined by
who can preside.

Off the recol-d.
[Discussion off the record.]
Senator RANDOLPH. We will announce now that the hearing will

continue at 21`o'clock.
Do 1,2u have questions now?
Sendor MATSUNAGA. We will take the next panel before recess a

ing for lunch, and I would be willing to--7
Senator RANDOLPH. I will ask you if you will preside then.
Well, thank you very much again.
Senator MATSUNAGA. I w,ant to congratulate Ambassador Kenne-

dy for his statement and we certainly welcome your support. 900
Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you very 4nuch, Senator Matsunaga.

And we will make sure that the cloture xotes and others must
honor.

Senator MATSUNAGA. We are very glad that you Are in this com-
mittee. You are in harness. We are grateful. Thank.ft:

Thank you very much, Senator Randolph. It is not often that a
Senator joins the committee and, mile first day, finds himself
chairman of a subcommittee.

Befcore we.hear from the next panel, I wish to announce that the
hearing record will be kept open until May 1 for any statements to
be submitted for inclusion in the record. There may be questions
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submiteted to the witnesses in writing in which we would request
all witnesses to respond in writing for the record by .May 1.

And Senator Stafford, who is the real, the genuine chairman of
this subcommittee, asked me to express his deep apologies Dr.
Conrad, for his inability to be here during your testimony.

So we will now hear from panel No. 1, 5-minute summary from
each, beginning With Dr. David Conrad.

STATEMENTS OF DR. DAVIO CONRAD, 3DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
WORLD EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT, BURLINGTON,
VT.; DR. JERRY ELMER, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN FRIENDS SERV-
ICE COMMITTEE, PROVIDENCE, R.I.; DR. JOSEPH FAHEY, DI-
RECTOR; PEACE STUDIES INSTITUTE, MANHATTAN COLLEGE,
BRONX, N.Y.; DR: KENNETH BROWN, DIRECTOR, PEACE STUD-
IES PROGRAM, MANCHESTER COLLEGE, NORTH MANdHESTER,
IND.; DR. KAREMVITSON, GETTYSBURG COLLEGE, GETTYS-
BURG, PA.; AND DR. BRYANT WEDGE, DIRECTOR, 'CENTER FOR
CONFLICT RESOLUTION, GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY, A
PANEL

: -Dr. CONRAD. Thank you.
I am honored to have this opportunity to comment upon the pro-

posed U.S. Academy of Peace. I arntiemendously impressed by the,
report of the Commission and its reCommendations. The U.S. Peace
Academy will make' an outstanding contribution to the cause of
world _peace and all Americans should be proud that at last such a
sensible idea is.close to reality.

I am especially interested in the Peace Academy as a teacher
educator and community educator who focuses on what the Corn-
mission apprbpriatelY calls peace learning. As codirector-orthe
Center for World Education at the University of Vermont, I teach
courses in global awareness and, peace education. Our center fea-
tures a curriculum resource library containing instructional units,
filmstrips, and background information.on 'global issuesincluding
peace and conflict resolution.. Materials are loaned to any educator
in Vermont whorequests them. Teacher educatidn Workshops areoffered on the university campus as well at in schools, .though we
have not been able to .offer workshops in different parts of the irState in recent yearslt)ecause our resources are so limited.

As a member of the steering committee of the American--Etiends
Service Committee in Vermont, I have also been involved in corn-
munity education centering on the bilateral nuclear weapons freeze
issue which. recently ;I,vas debated and passed as a resolution in 161
Vermont.town meetings. For seireral yeprs, the Vermont AFSC has
been helping citizens of our State deal with the threat Of nuclear
weapons. Films, presentations, vigils, 41 petition drive and, last
summer, a very sWessful peace walk from Washington [Verhiont]
to Moscoir [Vermont] have helped educate ,pe6ple about nuclear
disarmament. Vermont's AFSC's field secretary, David McCauley,
has spoken in dozens of schools, ciuirches, and townhalls through-
out the State. Interest in peace and a anutUal nuclear weapons'freeze is very grea in Vermont. The level of concern has grown
rapidly from 18 to ns gupporting a freeze last year to 161 towns
this year. Recently, group of Buddhist monks on the World Peace

I
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March in.s`upport of the Second Special Session on Disarmament,at
the United Nations passed through the State and were welcomed
by churches for supper and ah educational program almost every
evening. From tiny towns to larger cities, they were greeted by
hundreds of peace-lovihg"Vermon ters.

But I believe Vermonters and other Americans want more than
a heightened awareness of peace and disarmament issues. Many
people want to study, examine, and actively' pursue peace as the
most important issue facing the world today. They agree with the

, Commission that pea& learning is the responsibility of every citi-
zen. And they agree that peace learning includes skill. training,
early education, and self-education. It is my understanding that the
Peace Academy will support a variety of problemsolving methods
on all levels, from elementary education to adult education. Each
branch of peace-learningpeace as the absence of war, peace as
social justice, and peacemaldng-techntques,will be explored, but
application of these ideas in elementary, secondary, and communi-
ty education is critical. Support by the Peace Academy of.efforts
like ours in the Center for World Education would enable ug to
expand peace learning to hundreds of teachers around the State
thrtlugh workshops, conferences, and seminars. We could help
teachers look at history as more than a sequence of wars, and help
them eitplore alternatives to violence. Support by the Peace Acade-
thy for community education would assist young and old to be
peacecaring and peaceseeking so that peace becomes everyone's
business, as the Commission aptly puts it. I am encouraged'by the
Commission's conclusion that. The U.S. Academy of Peace will ad-
vance the natiOnal interest by developing peacemaking expfrtise
that can reduce the chance that this Nation or any other nation
will, for compelling security reasons, breach lieace and risk nuclear
war by escalating conflicts into violence.

Since I am employed by an institution of higher education, I
would like to comment on the need for polleges and universities to
strengthen their involvement in peace education and research I
believe the Peaee Academy would further this goal in 'a number of
ways. The Academy could act as a stimulus anti catalyst for peace
learning on undergraduate and graduate levelg.,Outstaniiing stu-
dents' exploring peace issues in an undergraduate college could
later pursue peace studies on the graduate level at the Academy.
University faculty wanting to improve their skills in conflict reso-
lution or engage themselves in peace research could spend a sa15-

. batical at the Peace Academy. Th2 Academy, in turn, might pro-
vide seed money to, develop a ne4 course or .start an innovative
program in the field of peace learning at a College or university.

. The dynamic interaction between institutions of higher education
and the Academy of Peace is fascinating to imagine. Both parties
could gain a great deal from this relationship:Students and faculty
would be enriched and the country served well through develop-
ment or citizen-scholars knowledgeable about and committed to
peace learnigg. in its' many forms.

The provWd creation of regional sites, perhaps affiliated with
colleges and universities for skill training, seminars and research is
of great interest in Vermont hecause of the demonstrated concern
for peace in our State. Recognition of the value of voluntary orga.
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:
nizations is of cOnsiderable interest; too. The Commission views vol- .untary Eissociations in the United States today as " * * bedrockinstitutions in this democracy and as important as Governmentand private enterprise.to the peacemaking role of this Nation."

Though I cannot speak for the American Friends Service Com-mittee, I think it is commendable that voluntary gspups like.the ,AFSC are seen as actiVe partners with the Peace Academy in workfor peaCe. Voluntary organizations seldom have adequate time to**reflect upon or do research on issues they are actively pursuing.
The Peace Academy could provide opportunities for reflection andanalysis, as well as assist voluntary organizations, in research, ef- .forts. Organizations, on the other hand, could provide internshiP,
opportunities for Peace Academy students who would benefit from -the experience of workingyith voluntary., groups on local, national,
and' international levels.

. tIn conclusion, I view establishment of the' U.S-. Acad4my of Peace. as a_ very encouraging develppment, an' oPtimistic statement aboutthe future at a time when peace seems more elusive than ever. It isgratifying to know that _the United States Is finally-giving formalrecognition to peace as a priority condern. Atrlast, we are respond-ing positively to a concern expreased so Well by Gen. Oniar N.Bradley in his 1948 Armistice Day address: "* *. . Theworld has.achieved brilliance without ' wisdom; powei ,Without conscience.Ours is a world of nuclear giants and ethical infants. We Inowmile about w,ar ,than we know about peace; more about .killingthan we' know, about living." ',' ,-.- .

I believe the tiine has come to admit, aS 'the' Commission sug-gests, that-peace. la a fundamental right of all human beings. Inde-
,pendent, cautious, and thoughtful Vermonters asserted Ads rightrecently by streaming to, town meetings..all over the' State and
Voting overwhelmingly: forrn a bilateral nucleais weapons freeze. Ver.
monters knOw the value of peace and know that national security

. must be redefined in a world overflowing with lethal nuclear weap-ons. The wisdom of these Vermonters and mitliens of othet Ameri-
cans will be confirined and 'enhanced by 'eStablishment of a peace 'acadenly dedicated to peace learning :by' and for every, cititen ofthis country.

. : t,
Thank you. -

., '-i, ,. * ' , , f

Senator MNIEUNAGA. Thank-you ark.ry inual, Dr. COnrad.
And now to speak for the Anierican Friends Servide Coupittee, ,a dfrector from Providence;.R.F,Dr. Jerry Elmer.
Dr. ELMER. Thank you vqy infich.
My name is -Jerry Elmer., I ShOuld like to thank thei inembers ofthe Senate Subcommittee On .Eatication, Arts, and Humanities forthis opportunity to testify on pending legislation to establish a U.S.Acaderny of Peace.' I should esOtially like to thank Rhode Island's

senior Senator, Claiboine Pell,,for his leadership,on this :issue- and .his assistance in making ihy testimony possible.' .4 For 'the Past 10 year%) have servettas a fibid secretary ill 'the
Peace 4ticationTliviqiiin of.,the4nerican Friends Service Coming-
tee, AFSC In that gapacity, 1 ' have had tlie'oppartunity to witnessseveral areas in which the' proposed .Peade Academy could make

'valuable contributions. One area where yon might see this is in the 'relationship betren human rights and international peace. I had
,
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the opportunity to study that relatiOnship firsthand in 1977 , when I
visited nine South and Southeast Asian nations on behalf of the
AFSC to investigate the status of human rights and examine the
impact oft western aid programs. That relationship between human
rights and international peace was recognized the same year when
Amnesty International was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, and
Congress recognized their connection in asking for status reports
from the State Department on nations receiving military assist-
ance. Yet, those ,annual State Department reports are often sadly
biased because of perceived security needs. A truly independent
agency would be in a better position to assess human rights and
undertake scholarly publication on how human rights relate to in-
ternational peace, as I am firmly convinced that it does.

Another important area where the Peace Academy could play a
. useful role is in facilitating informa*off,the-tecord discussion be-

tween nations. which might be adversaries or potential adversaries.
The United,,Nations often plays this role as do other governments
or, non-governmental organizations. As We know, solutions to inter-
national problems are sometimes easier to work out through quiet

*. diplomacy rather _than public negotiations. A Peace Academy with
gtaff luiowledgeable on reconciliation might be able to play the .

role of "unofficial" Amexicans and succeed in bridging gaps be-
tween this country and other.nations. One.could only speculate for
example what tbe outcome of die Iranian,hostagecrisis might have
been had there been such.arf agency wholly independeht of goveh-
ment.connections available to play such a role.

. Finally, let me say a word about the role of the propoied Peace
Academy in researching and developing alternatives tO military
force as a basis for national defense. While mentioning this now
only briefly, I also direet the attention of members of the commit-
tee to the lengthier discussion.pf this in the wr.itten tistimony that

submitted. .

We all know. that is a dangerous world that we live in and, for
that feason, on/. Nation nbeds a strong 'and vigilant national de-
fense. That defense is going to remain a hailitary defense until and
unless nonmilitary- alter,natives are develoPed.. Nonmilitary social
defense.is a concept which Should and must be developed EiS a pre-
requisite to truly eliminating war. Social defense is predicated, on
using nonmilitary means of struggle, including social, economic,. po-
litical, and psychological.

Dr. Gene Sharp of:Harvard University cites histolical examples
in which such defense 4as been used sUccessfully in order to cburi-.2

:teract Soviet invasion as well as a case in"which Germadjews in
World War II were saved.

A s I made clear- in my written testimony, I am not fallUng
merely about mo'ral opposition to violence but develOping a work-:
able, practical, effective alternative to'the military. Several of our
Western European, allies have already begun diverting portions of
their defense 'budget -toward nonmilitary defense. The United
States trails Jar behind in. this field. Again, developing workable',
effective, resorts to war is a necessary prerequisite toestablish true
peace. Here is an important contribution to the Peace Academy.

Once again, let me thank you, Senator Pell, and your olleagues,
for inviting me here to testify today.:-:

'4;

'

"
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'Senator MATSUNAGA. Senator Pell.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am just delighted that Mr. Elmer,is here.
I was wondering if you feel that the Academy they should deal

with international as well as domestic conflict?
Dr. ELMER. My area of exeertise and service in the AFSC deals.with ihternational relations, international conflicts. I saw no

reason, in renewing the records of the Commission findings whichI read carffully, why the Peace Academy should not also address
itself to domestic conflict resolution. An important area and clearly
one related to a number of areas to international peace.

Senator PELL. Do you. think that the Peace Acadezny can en-hance perceptions at home and abroad that we are committed to
international peace.

Dr. ELMER. 'Very much so.
As I pointed out in the written statement that I submitted, the

prOposed appropriation to the Peace Academ is a small part of:the
defense budget. One which will put the overall stance or position of
the United States in a perspective, in effect, putthe United States
on record as recognizing the importance of peace, international se-
curity, importance of pehce in the whole field of international rela-tions. And I think,that that, as you say, will be crucially important
in terms of U.S. relations with other countries and other nations'
perceptions of us as Americans and what our priorities are.

SenatOr PELL. Are any, of you familiar with the legislation- that
Senator Symihgton introduced in the very early sixties, very muchalong the same direction? Any of you recall that? Dr. Wedge, youdo?

. Dr. WEDGE. Yds, I do.
Senator PELL. Was that rather similar to this?
Dr. WEDGE. Yes, that was in the form of an attemptarrange-

ment, and the time was not ready for it. Otherwise, it would be
very similar Tields of discussion.

Senator PELL, I remember I played a role at that point andthought it was not a good idea because, one, the world seemed to be
less embarked on the cthirse of war than it is today and second, I
had very 'real concerns about how truly objective professors who,
aie drawing their checks from Uncle Sam would be. I think thatboth of these situations have changed. New legislation has tide-
quate safeguards in it in that regard, and also the need for the
Academy is much more dire today.

But, in a sense, I feel I owe an apology to Senator Symington be-
cause / was the one who played a role in holding off on that legisla-

;:-. tion at that time. ,
Dr. WEDGE. In that case, Senator Pell, we owe a vote of gratitude

'-'to you because, Senator Pell, in 1976, recommended a commission-$ayinethat' the only way to obtain our goal Was to get the noseof
tfle earner under the tent and not go for big and difficult, process4, and the Center tor Peace Academy Commission MuteSenator

'Matitinaga has headed. I have come to a sense that these things
cannot cotte to focus until a time comes to divergence with man-
power and with sentiments and with pressures in the world. TheJO. time had not coMe in'the sixties when Sen,ator Symington intro-

.

. Ancedthat
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Senator PELL. We do not have here an institutional mmory in
the Senate. This is something that happened just 10 çiongresses
ago. I think I am the only one on this side of the Sen te who re-
calls it. Apparently you are the only one on the panel hwho does. I

more permanent civil service employees on the Sen te side that
do not know, what the answer is, but we ought to hre, perhaps,

would have that memory as we politicians come and go. That does
not seem to be the case. Any staff person here 20 years ago? They
were not born, most of them. -

Thank you. That is fine.
.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thqnk you, Senator Pell. a,

We will now hear from 'the director of the Peace Studies Insti-
tute, Manhattan College in the Bronx, Dr. Joseph Fahey.
- Dr. FAHEY. I am Dr. Joseph Fahey, 'director of the Peace Studies
Institute at Manhattan College. I am honored to appear before you
today representing the Association of Catholic Colleges and Univer-
sities, a vol u ntary association of some 213 Catholic institutions in
the United S tes and Puerto Rico.

In addition its collaborative efforts with the other higher edu-
cation associations, ACCU devotes special attention to those areas*
of concern which have a particular relevance for institutions in
their need of both church and society. It is in this conte that
ACCU has been actively engaged in promoting education for pe
and justice on its member canwuses. So we appribiate the opport
pity to appear before this subcommittee in support of Senate bi
No. 1889 to establish a U.S. Academy of Peace.

We believe this legislation is not only necessary but long over-
due. As the distinguished members of this subcommittee know, this-
is a concept which has appeared before the Congress in various
forms many times during our history. Never before, however, has it
appeared at a time of greater international tension. And never
before has the field of peace studies 'and peace research shad so
much to offer toward a nonviolent res lution of koth national and
international crises. We believe that he United 'States has a re-
sponsibility to itself and to the world tb promote peaceful solutions
to disagreements among peoples and natione and the ACCU be-

-
lieves that Senator Matsunaga's hill t establis,h a U. S. Academy
of Peace provides a workable meane to that end.

I also appear before you as one who directs a multidisciplinary
Peace Studies Institute at Manhattad College in New York City.

1. Our programwhich leads to the baChelor .of arte'degreeis now
10. years old and encompasses some 12 disciplines fronrAnthropolo-
gy through Wofld Literature and consists of over 30 individual
courses. We have reached over 6,000-students *with one or another
couqe in peace studies, and have graduated over 80 majors in the
field. To a ptroon, our graduates report that their training in dis-
pute settlement and conflict resolution skills has been exceptional-
ly useful in their careers which include education, law, labg,r rela-
tions, social work, business, and government service. Our Institute
was fotYnded through-the' inspiration of Pope John XXIII's encylical
"Pacenr in Terris" which called all people 'of good will to educate
for peace. 4

9,4
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Our students, alumni, and faculty have greeted with great enthu-
siasm the Prospect of the establishment of a U.S. Academy of
Peace. The following are the major reasons for our support:

One, our own experience and r earch in the nonviolent resolu-
tion of conflict has demonstrated that there are literally hundreds
of little known but practical alternatives to violence which consid-
erably broaden ouf options to the handling of conflict situations.
But far more research needs to be done and we view the establish-
ment of the Academy of Peace as a major impetus to the pursuit pf
this type of research.

Two, we very much need an information and data base on con-
flict resolution to- advise those who fbrmulate defense and foreign
policy issues so as to enable them to ainsidei a more broad range
of options in the formuiation of such policy. A national information
and data base located at the Academy of Peace would serve not
only the interests of a more creative foreign and,domestic policy
nationally, but would also be an excellent resource for the handling
of local conflicts in our Nation's homes, businesses, schbols, and
municipalities. ,

Three, the complexity of contemporary global tensiong demands
specialists who tire professionally trained in the peaceful resolutiOn
of conflict. While peace is an art, it is also very much a science,
and the establishment of a graduate level Academy of Peace would
contribute significantly to peace by providing our Government and
Nation with scientifically trained specialists in the myriad forms of
dispute settlement.

.
Four, it is our hope that there would be a strong relationshipte:

tween the National Academy of Peace and such schools as Manhat-
tan College There could be collaborative faculty and students' sem-
inars, shared grants and research, as well as consultation on crisis
situations which demand the expertise of the trained specialist.. In
short, it should be of the essence of the Academy to have An "out.:
reach" program to our 'Nation's schools and universities to further
aid them in their own development, research, and education for
peace.

Five, the remarkable success of the American Arbitration Associ:
ation in settling literally thowands of disputes without violence is
but a precursor of the future. The establishment of. a national
Academy of Peace would have profound international implications
for the avoidance of war through diplomacy, mediation, and arbi-
tration. It is very much in the interest of the United States to sup-
port such an academy not 'only because of its practical ufility in re-
solving disputes without violenCe but also because the very exist-
ence of the Academy would be an important symbol of the concern
of the citizens of the United States for peace. How many other na-
tions would follow suit and establish their own peace academies
irith the result that international tension would be reduced and

\the work of justice fostered? ,
In summary, our Nation needs an independent Academy of

Peace to examine and develop an important body of research on
conflict resolution; to train specialists in the field, to enrich, serve,
and legitimate already existing peace studies programs, to train' po-
litical, community, and local leaders in the art of peacemaking; to
be of service to other nations in their quest for peace; and to serve
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Senator MATSPNAGA. Thank you verysiniich,..Dr. Fahey, Tor your

moSfYaluable'contributiOn. , ,.
We will flOW hear from the dirltor of tlie peace studies program?

Church.of the Brethren in ,Washington, Dr. Kenneth Brdwn.

, Dr::BRowN. Mr. Chairthan, I hig ight poines from my writ-

ten testimony.. t . . , 'n

My ,name,is 'Kenneth L. Brown, dire or of the peace studies In-

'Atitute and :Program in Conflict Res ion, Mane ster Colleg6 in e
Indianas1 speak on behalf of the bill for a U.S. aderny of Peace

for the general board of the Church of the Bre ren, :which is the

parent ,
denomination of Manchester 'College. he Brethren are

..thristians ,whose coneern for. peace and reoonciliation is at the

%heart of our historic and current self-identity. Along with Quakers

,. and Mennonites, the 'Church, of the Brethren is a historic peace

lowship: We perceive the call to be peacemakers as central to the

New ..Testament teaching of what it means to be Christians, Our

history is the story of objection to Wars for reason of faith; wars

which in retrospect seam to us not to have achieved the juStite

they sought. Theologically, warfare violates the spirit of New:As-

. tament Christianity. Philosophically, war eradicates the very basis

. of morality itself: individual chqice. Pragmatically, the conse-

quences of war are counterprodtictive, Pragmatically, the _Church

of the Brethren dos a deep and abiding commitment 'to pursuing

'alternatives to.wlir.

In 1948, Manchester College establishea an interdisciplinary

major in peace stulies. Ours was the first peace studies prograrii in

,:the United States.
Our experience at Manchester' College and study Of other peace

studies programs highlight several aspects Of the. Conimission's

report and underline the ,need for a U.S, Academy of Peace. Nene

of the >three functional areas proposed for the Academy by S. 1889

iS 'adequately encompassed in present programs. The first 'of these

functions concerns the developmentof reSearch skills and method-,

olqgies. Studies of our present.proqram sboW that %fly 6 or 7 per-
. cent, of the time is.devoted to this Area, and we are More deficient -

in aftention4o research techniques than in any.other aSpect.
. The second f,uriction, atcordinq to the bill, Js to offer graduate
and postgraduate' training Those of us who work at
the undergraduate leyel inpeace studies are aware of the limited
-options..tavallable for grAduate interdisciplinary study. Perhaps
three.or four institutions rheaningfully talk about the sfudieS pro-
gram. The U.S. Academy of Peace;as an,instittition.devoted excht-
sively to the study of conflick resolution;-wouls1 be ti'givat
filling thiS edud'ational-gap.' . 4, : ..

as a heacon of hope for all the woriirs children that theYjnay have
.a futiire ivnith ig free frqm war and Securelp justice:

This is an historic day. So many of Us whe.have often stood bilt;
:side Congress demanding peace are, nOW inside' Congress actively

',collaborating for peace. In one sense, the Academy, of Peace has al-*
ready been established. It remains fer,you diStinguished gentlemen

.,to Tarry it to Sits successful conclusion. ,Do count on'those of us at
the: Association, of Catholic Colleges and Universities and in the
peace-studies Fommunity for our continued snpport And assistance

Tharkyou.

.
n

.;
,
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Third, the Academy would be mandated to develop public educa-
tion resources and to engage in educational progyams, activities for
which very few of us who are presently involved in peace education
have staff or means. This a tivity on the part of the Academy
would be incalculably importan . Americans have learned to think
in terms oftwin/lose, as other people have testified today. Our tele-
vision entertainment, hero model and our larger mode of percep-tiqn tends to be polarized. Becaus many persons perceive conflict
encounters as a zero sum game in vhich there can only be winners
and losers, adversarial relationshiLls are actually intensified and
result in negative sum games in hich everybody loses. The ab-
sence of awareness as to the posiJty of mutually satisfactory
conflict settlement, along with applica le skills to achieve it, will
tear our society apart through domestic conflict. Lack of similar
perception did skills at the international level condemn us to nu-
clear holocaust or a similar fate.

In a representative democracy, even our most skilled negotiators
are severely hampered if there is no broad public support for thek
efforts. A problem-solving menta1ity in which win/win options are
sought, rather than exclusive national advantage, could greatly fa-
cilitate international negotiatiOns such as our present talks at
Geneva with the Soviet Union. -

In terms of assumptions there -is abundant yesearch in peace
studies literature which would challenge the most basic of all as-
sumptions in which our national defense now rests. the assumption
that the best way to maintain peace is to prepare for war. Such as-
sumptions and applicable research needs sto be brought to the at-tention of thelmblic.
'The time is right for a U.S. Academy of Peace. The legitimacy of

war as a means of solving ihternational conflicts has broken down.War's objectivevictoryis no longer applicable in a world pf
50,000 nuclear weapoDs. War's moral intentprotection of the in-
nocent and prosecution of the guiltyis impossible, given the tech-
nology of modern combat. People overwhelmingly agree on the un-
attractiveness and ineffectiveness of warfare. What is still lacking
are viable, realistic alternatives. We have not developed a Coperni-
can theory of`peace to replace the Ptolemaic view Oft-War. Until
such models are explored and developed, no shift in world opinion
and corresponding national behaviors _will take place. The role of
the Academy of Peace should be to exiilore .and develop and dis-
seminate new paradigms.

A U.S Academy of Peace would be an important expression, of
will on the part of our Government to seek new solutions to qld
problems It would be an expression of faith in human ingenuity
and the refusal to accept the unacceptable. annihilation or submis-,
sion to injustice. An Academy of Peace would convey tO the world
unshakable conviction that there are third and fourth and fifth
possibilities yet to be explored and utilized in our behalf.

The Academy, finally, would symbolize our striving for unity
with all the peoples of the world. Conflict techniques, however
much they are researched and d'eveloped, are inadequate without
an underlying change in world vibw. Success in conflict resolution
resides in the extension of respect which stems from prior attitudes
of global interdependence and unity. The Church of the Brethren

97-918 0-,42--
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believes- that all people are God's children. From a global perspec-
tive, all wars must be viewed as civil wars. And, as Martin King
proclaimed, vie must learn to live together as brdthers and sisters,
or die together as fools. Ho Weyer despicable the actions of others,
we remain bound to them in our common destiny of this moment.
The biblical ideal of social interdependence has become, in the
shadow of nuclear war, a necessity. The ultimate test of the United
States will be whether we recognize that necessity and in so doing
choose life rather than death for our children. The establishment
of an Academy of Peace would be a concrete step in the direction of
life.

Mr. Chairman, I think it*was Bertold Brecht who pointed oul
that the city of Carthage fought three wars. After the first, she was
still* strong; biter the second, she was still inhabitable; and after
the third, she was nowhere to be found.

Thank you very much.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Dr. Brown.
We will aow hear from Dr. Mattson from Gettysburg College,

Gettysburg, Pa.
3

Dr. MArrsgitk. Thank you, Senator.
It is my Dleasure to represent Gettysburg College and, many

other Segments of the Gettysburg communityincluding the ad-
ministration of the Gettysburg National Military Park, many Gov-
ernment and business leaders, the Eisenhower Society; and the
Lutheran Theological Seminaryand to state our enthusiastic sup-
port of the legislation to establish a U.S. Academy of Peace and
Conflict Resolution.

There are many reasons why we support this legislation. Gettys-
. burg College, the oldest of the Lutheran Church related colleges in
America, originates in a tradition inseparable froth nonviolent con-
flict resolution and the search for "the things that Make for
peace." We believe in the strategy of "mobilizing the forces ot truth
and peace in the oppressor as well as the oppressed." Our work
with students makes us particularly aware of the need for bold ges-
tures of hope in areas of conflict. Recent studies indicate that the
flight of Tally young people from responsibility to iknpulsive action
and sensory stimulation stems, in part, from the feeling that there
is no future, because atomic cataclysm ie inevitable. Gettysburg
itself is eloquent argument for the establishment of a Peace Acade-
my. The town is surrounded by hundreds of monument& to the
more than 10,000 men who perished in America's bloodiest battle,
a daily reminder of the fearful consequences of violent conflict.

A unique part of our support for the Peace Academy is the close
relationship of Gettysburg College and community to the life and
memory of Dwight D. Eienhower, Gettysburg resident and college
trustee, who for the last 8 years of his life had his office on the
Gettysburg campus. In 1959, there had been discussions between
Lt. Gen. Willard Paul, retired, then president of the college, and
President Eisenhower about tlie establishment of a peace ,institute
at Gettysburg College. As EisenhOwer said in a 1950 l cture on
*peace:

There is something almost shocking in the reahzapon that, thoug many Millions
'have been voluntarily donated fur research in cancer of the individu body, nothing
similar has been done with respect tu the most m hgnant cancer in he world, war

6
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In 1953, he stated:
Every gun that is dade, every warship launched, every rocket fired signifies, in

the final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold
and are not clothed This world in arms.is not spending money alone. It is spendingthe sweat of its laborers, the genjus of its scientists and the hopes of itschildren ,This is not a way of life at all, in any true sense. Under the cloud of
threatening war, it is humanity hanging from a cross of iron.

Another part of our enthusiasm for the proposed academyand
one, we think, that argues for an institution established by the
Federhl Governmentis the hope that, once established, the acade-
my will become a vital part of the career process for many, both
civilian and military, who live at the places where conflicts ocCur.
Thus 'interjecting new dynamics into immensely threatening situa-
tions.

Furthermore, we see the proposed Peace Academy as an appro-
priate response to the increasingly evident fears of the smaller na-.
tions of the world about potentially cataclysmic conflicts between
the super powers. The establishment of the Peace Academy would
be a sign to the world that we are trying to be responsible stewards-
of our immense power. .

We would like to suggest that Gettysburg would be an appropri-
atetplace in which to locate the proposed academy. I hav4.already
mentioned the college's unique relationship to President Bsenhow-
er and his strong commitment to peace studies. Gettysburg offeis
relatively close proximity to Washington, 80 miles, and to other
major centers of population. The college itself would have adminis-
trative, faculty, and librafy resources to supplement and assist Get-
tysburg in' development of such an academy, particularly in its
early stages Preliminary conversations with leaders in the commu-
nity indicate that good land could be made available for the new
institution.

Perhaps most important of all is Gettysburg's symbolic value.
The act of planting an institution for the peaceful resolution of
conflict on or near the mOst famous battlefield of the Civil War
the high Water mark of American violencewould be an act of
great significance It was also at Gettysburg that Abraham Lincoln,
probably the American President most profoundly troubled by the
tragedy of war, delivered his immortal Gettysburg Address at the
site of the National Cemetery. It was at Gettysburg 75 years later
that Franklin D. Roosevelt dedicated the Peace Light whicht as
Governor Earle said that day; is to be a sign to ourselves and the
World "that we have bound ourselves together for the cause of
peace."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Dr. Mattson, and I

am sure that in due time perhaps Gettysburg will be considered as
one of the satellites for one of its stations..

Now, we will hear from the Director of Center for Conflict Reso-
lution of George Mason University, one whom I personally know as
having been very active in this effort to establish a U.S. depart-
ment, not only U.S. Academy of Peace, but a U.S. Department of
Peace, Dr. Bryant Wedge.

Dr. WEDGE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask your permission to
have my statement entered into the record. It said some things

..
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which I think are significan$ to you, but I would like to speak to
something which, as an adde dum to that statement, about where
we are now in th4 Falkland 4slands dispa., if that is agreeable to
you.

Senator MATSUNAGA. All o your statements will appear in the
record as if delivered in full. IUnderstandably, because of the limi-
tation of tinle, we have asIC4 the panelists to limit their testimony
to 5 minutes and to summ ize their statements. But you can rest
assured your statement will be in the record in full.

Dr. WEDGE. Thank you, enator Matsunaga.
I would have started in my stateinent by saying that until De-

cember 17, 1903, a lot of people had a dream of men flying through'
the air. OR December 17, 1903, at Kitty Hawk, one Orville Wright
flew 120 feet in 12 seconds, and we knew that man flies and could
fly and something has grown from that, a great system of interna-
tional cornmerce and communication, and airlines "and technology
have grown from that first 'moment of truth.

At George Mason University, I left the Peace Academy campaign
to work on a little bicycle with wings, a prototype for the Peace
Academy because I know that they will never arrive in being until
we'can say we have tried it and, by God, it flies. Well, I can tell'
yoll today the training program for peacemakers flies. We have
had enough experience now, enough teachers meshed together,
enough faculty boards, enough Senatorial aides attending courses
and learning from them and acting as peacemakers, and surprising
their professors all'eady because no prpfessor can teach this be-
cause lone of them have identified it. Wi.ware trained in some dis-
cipline or some theory. Now, we have a new kind of catthe first
peacemakers in the history of the world professionally oriented.

But I want to talk about the7alkland Inland dispute in relation
to the Peace Academy..Because on tho 7th of this monih, Judy
Mann wrote in a column in the Washington .Post that It would
have been useful if the President "could have announced that the
United States was making available a cadre of the best mediators
in the world to help Britain and'Argentina reach a peaceful solu-
tion."

If we had the Peace Academy, things might have been different.
I want to suggest to you that although the Peace Academy does

not exist formally, it is in being in some way and we should not
lose Judy Mann's point and I suggest that her suggestion is a prac-
tical one.

In any'case, responsive to that thought, Mr. Eric Cox of this city
said "Why do we not send the world's best mediators?" And he did
two things. He said who are the world's best mediators? He decided
that Roger Fisher of the Harvard Negotiation Project, and I,
coming from psychological discipline, could probably make the best
team. And he called us and asked if Harvard and George Mason
would associate themselves together. And he started calling up
people and people started putting up money to put a project togeth-
er. Very pleasant. Let me tell you what came out of that. =

I contacted the working group of the State Department, the Brit-
ishimd Argentine Embassy, and I found out in State particularly,
they wanted everything to hold very, very still because of the deli-
cacy of balances and the danger of the circumstances, and that be-

).-
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cause State never moves when its Secretary is involredin a negotiz
ation, and in fact cannot even pass messages up the channels. very
easily So things freeze as they did when Kissinger was orchestrat-
ing'things. A lot of good solutions went by becauge Kissinger .was
orchestrating, and they came from one head. The same thing hap-
pened in the Falkla . We did not go public with the 'press. We
balled the Foreign elations committee, and they said Senatar
Percy had been asked by Secretary Haig to freeze. They were'con-

. sidering alternative approaches and not competitive, parallel ap-
. p,roaches; basically they have liberated rice and themselves front
.the alternatives due to the fact that the visis seems to have been
contained by the diplomatic procedures that Secretary Haig has so
magnificently carried out, given the limitations in which he was
working.

Almost simultaneously, with Eric Cox calling pp and organizing
Rog4 Fisher and me, another colleague, John Burton, who was
once the head of the Australian Foreign Office, but snow is in Eng-
land running a Centre for the Analysis of Conflict in Canterbury,
England, called me up, and lie said, Bryant, I think People have got
things crosswise And I want to tell you another view. The disputes,
the' quarreling people in thig, are nqt the ones who everybody
thinks. They are just the Falkland Islanders and the GoVerritnent
of Argentina. IN.lovi Great Britain is involved and the United States
is getting greatly involved when the problem lies between 1,800
people in an isolated place and the Argentinian Government which
is somewhat shaky. So, if that is the case, why do we not go to the
heart of it to where the infection is starting? Why do we not get
those folks together, and he...recommended that we invite thiee per-
sons from the. Governing Council of the Falklands to come together
in Wash*ton, D.C., with three members of the Argentine Govern-
ment wilt' can speak for it, and we placed them in a kind of forum
that he had developed in dealing with plates like Cyprus or North-
ern Ireland, in which they would carry dn discussions,in the pres-
ence of three of his colleagues whom he would bring from nigland,
and several American professors like Chadwick Alger of Ohio State
University, and Herbert Kelman of Harvard, who are experienced
with the method that allows people to sort out issues and find out
where they were misunderstanding each other. And he believes on
those grounds, by those methods, the central dispute could be possi-
bly moyed toward resolution..

So lee put this forward-to the working group and particularly the
Argentine Government. I will have a breakfast or morning invita-
tion with the Ambassador from Argytina in a few days ahd also
with the State Department, or the oreign Relations Committee
principal aide in a few days about this kind of alternative.

Just as I am sitting here in this room, however, here I get an
envelope handed me from the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C. Somebody else in this Department of Defense is
interested in some possibility that it might engage in peacemaking
activities in the Argentinian circumstances and is offering other
proposals.

Now, these are seriously backed proposals in each case. What I
am saying here .is that there have been vast resources available,
not used, not organized, partly because we do not have a Peace

'
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Academy. If we ha a legitimate body, I know that Stary Haig
would have tufned o us. Sidce we do Rat have a legitirnath Erody,
we cad make an file 'timate one and structure a group. "4 .w

The final commen on this is that this is getting rather co
cated, and I am not very good at complicated things. I have as
Jame§ Laue if this thing comes up and we can mobilize these
ious people's capability contributing to a peace process toget
James Laue will cdime-to Washington to sort out the options just as
he did with the Methodist Bishop of West Virginia when they had
a schoolbus crisis.

I want to show you die immediacy. These are war, peace, life and
death problems for a lot of people. They are very, very costly, and
if we could contribute to them, supplementing normal diplcmatic
activities, I think it is our purpose, it is *Ur dut)fr to put it forward,
and it is our duty to point out that the Secretary of State or any
high official carries terrible liabilities in attempting to mediate.
First, his job requires him to represent the interests of the United

. States. First of,all, if he does not do it, he ought to be fired. So ev-
erybody knowi-lhe is not an impartial mediator. He is a person
pressing his inrests; he is a wolf in lamb's clothing from their
point of view.

Second, ha carries great power, so whatever proposal he puts for-
wakd, the element of coercion is in it. And as soon as coercion is in
it, people get their backs up, they- lock in on their complex. If you
want a system to lock in, you would send the Secretary of State.
We did that systqm and it is fortunate that a good deal of skill and
effort and good will helped us pass this. But there will be alterna-

. tives when the Secretary of State knows that something is avail-
able and he could better send some harmless school teachers. But,
in sucga dircumstance, they will be worked with. Then,I think we
will be.in a far better place add the world will be in a far safer
place.

Thank you, Mr Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wedge followsl
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Testimony of Bryant Wedge, Director, Center for Conflict

Resolution, George Mason University.

Hearings on the United States Academy of Peace

Before 44 Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities,

Senate Committee on Labor and Human Welfare; Senator Robert

Stafford, Chairman%
,

AprIl 21;1982
. 41.

FROM ORAWING BOARD TO WORKING MODEL OF THE PEACE ACADEMY

/.. .

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Melbers and Friends, my name is

Rryant Wedge and I am Director of the'Center for Conflict
-

Resolutión at George Mason Un ve sity, the State University pf
. .

Northern Virginia. I have been a sociated wiIh efforts to find

better ways to mesh our power and_p rposes since I was a Uni.ted.

States Eisenhower Exchange Fellow in 1959, and. have been assoctated

with the National Peace Academy Campaign, (N-PAC) from its inception.

Honorable Members, until December 17:1903 a lot of people -'

thought that skttiday man might fq. that date% Orville
,

Wright was lifted from the ground on a cosup1icated bicycle with

wings and flew 120 feet in 124seconds. Gentlemen, since 1789

when Benjamin,Rush and Benjamin Bannecker first proposed a Pe:ce

Office for the United States,.a. number of Americans have thought

that such a contraption miglit fly. I am here today to tell you

that we have taken .the first trjal flight in tr ning professional

Alipeacemakers at our Center, and that tne bless hing flies.. The
. .

,

4
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signs_are that the Peace Academy, enterprise is headed.for.as'

exciting a future as was aviation after that first trial flight.

Even-better.`this.new developmenpmay help see us safely into

'the next Centur'y.

In 1980 the President and Board of Gebrge Mason University

invited Mr. Henry Barringer, an experienced diplomat,'Ind me to

establish a model program in the. training of peacemakers with

the purpose of testing out whether an old and,plausible idea

could work in practice and to provide a prototype far .th'e Peace

Academy.

Sogether with a number of faculty members from Departments

such as Politics. International Relations. Sociology, Psychology,

History., Philosophy,,Communications, Business, Language,

Anthropology, and others, and together with over 50 practitioners

in mediating'industrial, labor, ;community: family and inteninatio;a1

dfsputes, we htve convtructed a curriculum which will begin in

the Fall of.this year, and will' lead to a Master of Science

Degree in Conflict Management. In 1984 we expect to'graduate the

fritst 40 rigorously trained professional peacemakers in the

__history of the world.

Honoqble Members, rathen than burdening you with the

N,academic details of. curriculum levelopMent, I rill append te'

mttestimorly.a paper on "Conflict Aanagement:- A new Venture into

Pr.ofessionalization" which describes our program. Mire I will

,

tell you that the reason we know that this bird flies is that

we have given warm-up courses entitled "Cohmunication. and Conflict",

and a "Pro-seMinar in Islies in Conflict Resolution", and'have

fouAd that students a;-e ready to engage in serious, sutistantive,

eft
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,practicel,*intellectwilly respectable learning. ,Some of them

are already ahead of\their professors,. As President Johnson

indicated, these stUdents include police officers, school officials.

Federal officials, aitorneys, two Senate,aides, and others, each

committed to applying their knowledge.t0 problem-solving in the

real world. .4

I will briefly address two,out of the many issues that have

. arisen and have yet to be.threshed out as.the Pelace Academy evolve4.

+ The first is "Where are the Jobs?"..The answer is short - there

are none. There are no Federal posts that are not occupied

. &treacly. There are fen municipal or state centers which might

employ our graduates. There ate some private practitioners

. in industrial and family dispute services, but the earket is

net yet large. Whit we tell our students is that their first).

.,,prolfessional act will necessarily be to negotiate entirely

new positions in the structure of our society and that if they

need security they should look elsewhere. A few arx deterred

and go off fOr MdA. But mbre are challenged by the risks and

opportunities involved in establishing a new professional service

in a world that needs it.

.The secone question that eften aviNses is how students can

afford this tra:iniv in the Peace Academy. Should they, as in

the military academiest'be on the public pa"yroll in anticipation

of pub)ic service? My preliminary response is to suggest that

they should not. If we are training professionals sad. if there
. ,

is indeed a professional future for this field, it seems to me

that the students can mortgage thaVutufe.by borrowing against

4.

3.
, ;
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it. Whatlis essential is a revolving stutient loan fund capable

of meeting the fntire cost of participaling in the program,

. 1,oan'funds such as those made aviilible tmedica1 students.

This should tie administered by title Peace Academy itself and is

justified by the public service which wil be rendered on a

flexible voluntarx basis rather than ass gned positions. For

'example, I imagiile that a majority of the first grquating

class may become employed in Araining othkr students' sinCt I

have estimated the tharket will reach over 200,000 by the year

2000. My suggestion is that one miNlion-dollars be contributed

°to this fdnd each year for five years with private sector'contrtbutions

providinq.half the capital; i.e., that $500,000 a year be appro-
,

priatedto be matched by private donations. The private sector

has a stake and deserve's some ownership of this enterprise.

Tilere is one other issue that ['wish to brdng before this

distinguished Committee. Alpoqgh the Peace Academy legislation

has not yet paesed, it is timf to gear up for th!t eventuality.

One way to do this - and it has been done before : is to pass

a resolutionlor amendment which 0,11 Permit departments of.the

Federal Government to assix. employees to this function. Under

Sectfon 7(d) pf. S. 1889, U.S. Academy Of Peace Act, "The

presidelit ,Jof the,Peace Academy) may request the assignmekt of

iny Federrl officer or employee to the Academy." ' I believe that

this provisi"6 could wisely be anticipated. Already'members of

the Departments of Educatlonee:qnterior, Defense and the yeace

Corps have indicated strong personal interest in such assignment.

4.
' 0
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'On behalf of the Center for Cqnflict Resolution, I would be

very pleased to offer our facilities to such a gearing-up

project without any cost to the Government beyond continuing

salaries of Government employees assigned to this function.

We would.ask the National Peace Education Fund, which was .

formed for such purpose, to support the costs of organization;

again on the principal of joint public-private action.

o A very fety years ago no one would have tho hat this

Committee miglit be sitting on this suggest % believe that

the Honorable Member% are considering an ction As significant
r

v

d

for the welfpre and security of our country as any piece of
-

legislation since its founding docurdents.' I believe that

' ma-nkind is turning a corner in the conduCt of its business

and that eace Academy idea is.the_very spearpoint of this

change Future generations:ai.e.certain toO'be grateful to

the M mbers of this Committee. I will be pleased to respo

to any questions that the Members may have about our flying

prototype.

4
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CONFLICT MANAGEMENT: A kg1 VENTURS.INTO PROFESSIONALIZATION*

Bryant Wedge and Dennis J. D. Sandole

Center for Conflict Resolution
and

- DepArtment of Public Affairs
George Mason University

Fairfax, Virginia .

Prepared for presentation at tht Annual Convention of the
Political Studies Association, University of Kent at Canter ury,
England, 14-16 April 1982.

* This will appear in PEACE AND CHANGE (Summer 1982).
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CONFLICT MANAGEMENT: A NEW VENTURE INTO PROFESSIONALIZATION

Bryant Wedge and Dennis J.D. Sandole

During the last 50 years a new field has been'emerging,

primarily among the social sciences, but also invo)ving-the

natural sciences. Part of it is concerned with uncovering the

conditions and determinants of conflict behavior, particularly

aggressive or violent conflict, at all levels of human

organization -- e.g., int onal, intergroup, internalf,onal.

This part variously.known as Conflict Analysis, Conflict

Studies,.or just plain Conflict. Among its pioneers are

Quincy Wright in the United States and Lewis F. Richardson in

Great Britain. Though Wright and Richardson were stimulated

to pursue their studies primarily by the systematic, sustained,

and near-global slaughter associated with World War I._ the need

to continue the work pioneered by them has been reinforced by

Wor4-4-War II and the nuclear age whose potential fOr Olanetary

destruction -- what we might call .*globicide" -- continues to

escalate unabated all around us: Reiforcement has come from

less dramatic quarters as well, in the form of actual or threatened

conventionil wars and domestic incidents in various parts,of,

the world.

Obviously enough, it is one thing to uncover the4eauses

and dynamics ofaggressive conflict and quite another to avoid,

prevent, contain, or resolve. conflict. Consequently, Conflict

Analysis -- depending upon one's conceptual or terminological

'Bryant Wedge is Director of the Center for Conflict Resolution
(CCR) at George Mason University. Dennis Sandole is an
Associate of the CCR and an Associate Professor with George
Mason's Department of Public Affairs.. ,
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preferences has,come to be either joined by, inclusive of, or

subsumed under what has been variously labelled as Conflict

Resolution, Peace Research, Peace Science, or Peace Studies. It

should be clear, then, that the new field, which, fop purposes

of simplicity'and convenience, we shall call Conflict and Peace

Studies (CAPS), is comprised of two distiwct'but in'terrelated

tracks; one concerned wiih uncovering the causes oeaggrassive

conflict and the other conCerned with preventing, managing, tnd

resolving aggreisive cooflict.

While a considerable body of theoretical and empiriCal
4

literature 'las developed out-of CAPS, enough for the field to.

be viewed as an emerging discipline,oshatever corresponding

professionalization has taken place has involved those Who study

the causes and management of conflict ore than it has thOse who

actually attempt to resolve aggressive conflicts. It other words,

professionalization has tended tofeature more among the

theoreticians and researchers than it has among the practitioners

(even though the latter probably outnumber the former). Indicators

of professionalizatiOn in this regard include the Peace Science

Society (International) And the International Peace Research

Association (IPRA). Both of these convene conferences worldwide

as well as publish journals, e.g., PootrS. Peace Science Society

(International) and Journal Of Peace Research, respectively. Also

---
included here, and predating the two internktional associations,

is the Journal of Conflict Resolmitiom.

2%
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But the balance between the theoretical and practical

dimensions of CAPS is starting to shift: so that tho

professiOnalization process is emphasizing not only practitioners

as well as theoreticians but also an integrated theoretician.

practitioner. A good deal of the responsibility for this

shift r%sts with the 35 or so members of the Consortium on

Peace.Research. Education. and-Demelopment (COPPED). COPRED's

membership Includes the University of Waterloo in Canada. the

University of Haifa in 1srael.'and the jpiversity of Bradford

in England as well as some 32 colleges and universities in

the United States. Pence, though predominently North

American. the COPRED-contribution to the balenced professional-

ization of CAPS dies have an international dimension.

International Professionalization in this regard has

been given a significant boost by Costa Rids and the United,

Nations. On 27 September 1978. the President of Costa Rica,

Rodrigo Crazo, proposed to the U. N. General Assembly the'

establishment in Costa Rica of a University for Peace within

the context,of the U. R. University, On 14 December 1979.

the General Assembly approved the idea of the University and

establisheU a Commission which, together with the Government

of' Costa Rica, would explore the Idea further and set the

stage for bringing the University into being. On 5 December 1980,

after the Commission presented its Report to the Secrettry-

General. the General Atsembly approved ananimomsly not just

3,
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. the idfa but the actual establishment of th( University itself,

And on 7 April 1981, the International Agreement to create the
7

University came into force after the requisite 10 member-nations

from more than one continent signed it. As of 9 December 1981.

22 member-nations had signed the Agreement.

The University for Peace would be a "specialized

international institute fdr post-gra.duite studies, research.

and the dissemination of knowledge specifically aimed at

training for peace".1 The rationale for establishing the'

'University for Peace within the context of the U.N. University.

and offering it to' the international community through the

United Nations, is that. ideally. the University for Peace

would contribute to the realization of the goals for which

.t4ie.United Nations was created. An interesting questioh is'

why Costa Rica should have made this offer. Perhaps for the

same reasons that it, via en amendment to its Constilutioh,

abolished its armed forces in 1949. In any case, as of this

writing, land for the University for Peace has been made

available about twenty minutes from downtown San Jose. . the .

capital of Costa Rica; ceremonial groundbreaking has taken

place, and construction and curriculum development are underway.

At the same time that the University for Peace was

being explored at the global level, a similar development was

taking kflace in the United 'States. This concerns the'proposal

to establish a Natio041 Academy of Peace and Conflict

4.
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Resolution. an Zierthich goes back to the time of George

Washington. After years of attempts to establish a-peace

academy department or institute -- including over 140 bills '

Introduced into the Congress botween 1935 and the late 1960s

alone -- the Congress passed legislation in 1978 creating

the U. S. Commission oh Proposals for the National Academy

of Peace and Conflict Resolution. After more than a yer

of investigating theories and techniques of conflict

resolution, hearing testimo4 at 12 public hearings across

the country, participating in other meetings. And writing up

thtir findJngi. the Commission presented its Final Report

on 20 October 1981 to_President Keegan and both Houses of

Congress. In its Report. the Commission recommended that

legislation be enacted to create United States Academy of

Peace and Conflict Resolution which would conduaxesearch.

' provide education and training, and pcovide public information

with regard to peaceiaking and conflict 'resolution at all

levels of society -- international. national. and community. 2

..

,

Shortly after, legislation to.establish such an Academy was

introduca into the Wouse'of Representatives (HR 5088) on

21 November 1981 add into the%Senate (5. 1889) on

24 Novemter. 1981. .

The U. S. Academy of Peace and Conflict Resolu ion shares \.....,

with the U. N. University for Peace an emphasis on rile rch,

education, and public information. The Academy is. however.

5.
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broader than the University in its terms of refcrenc't because

it is concerned with communal and national as well as

international conflict. Also, given its location at the

national level, the Academy is more likely than the University

to be a role-model for other nations with similar concerns.

In Britain, for instance, the Conflict Research Society (CRS),

together with the Dispute Settlement Research Group.(DSRG)

at The City Univertity, in 1.0.0don and the Center for tilt

Analysis of Conflict (CAC) at the University of Kent in,

Canterbury, art eiloloing the possibility of a similar

development there. But these statements of minor differences

shoUld not detract from the felt that, at the global er.well

as national level, Important developments are ta%ing place

which augur well for the further balanced professionalization

of CAPS.

Mt approve of these developments because we believe

there exists a need for further professionalization. Why?

In the first place, such a need is implied 'in our opthIng

remarks. Indeed, as we go to press, mass movements in

Europe and in the United States or.* stridently demonstrating

their resistance to policies which appear to be leading nowhere

except to globicidt -- to the increased probability.thrt the

"Big Bang Theory" may take on another meaning'. But in the

second place, though the elements of 'a CAPS professional

community (e.g., a literature, rt.tearchers and theorists, and

?

6.
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practitioners) have been emerging for some time now, CAPS

tends to be something which does not exist in the public

or decision-making consciousness as an option, as a resource

which might be called upon. By and large, when conflicts

threaten to become nasty, there is a marked tendencyAat all

social levels to "call out the Marines". One of the reasons

for this is Ahat the eliments of the CAPS professional

community have not yet been integrated into a coherent whole.

Inc of the essential tasks of the National Academy of Peace,

.and Conflict Resolution, as well as the fiiversity for Peace,

would be to address this need. In othe ords, further

balinced professionalization of CAPS is necessary to pulling

together the various strands of the community, and vicar versa. This,

In turn, is essential to institutionalization of the community

-- for making it a salient option in people's minds.

,

Conflicts are certainly salient in people's minds; now we

1'

just have to concentrate on making salieni the kinds of

optlons which CAPS represents.3

Processes to achieve this saliency are alrtdy in

motion. We have oontioned COPREO, the U. N. University for

Peace, and the U. S. National Academy of Peace and Conflict

Resolution. Each of these is concerned with education and

training as well as with research and public information.

By producing credentialed conflict managers, by creating

an ever-expanding pool of ski3led professionals, these programs

7.
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are or would be contributing to the institutionalization of

CAPS.
o

So, there is 4 need for tbe further professionalfzation

and, therefore. institutionalization of CAPS. Momeover.

the existing elements of the field appear to be

ripe in this regard. We only have to encourage existing

knd. hopefully, soon-to-exist processes which can facilitate

further professionalization and institutionalization. One

way to do this is to emphasize, argue, and lobby to the

effect that CAPS promises to render 4 distinctive service

of value to society and that the available Wody of experience

and knowledge can be organized into a rigorous proiram of

training of professionals to render that service. The acid

test here, of course, would be the ability to dtkign and .

carry through an appropriate curriculum. 4
Iltfort discussing

'the organization of such a curriculum, however, let us first

identify.the professional service being contemplated and

then specify some of the components necessary to perform

the. service.

The service is clear and simple: it is the capacity

to intervene in circumstances Cf Conflict between social

entities to facilitate their arriving at arrangements, to

the advantage of each with a minimum 'of violence and other

costs. Such a definition of service leads immediately to

several elements of thc curricular knowledge base.

8.
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First is the defihition of role. The conflict

11

resolver cannot be a party to the dispute4 he/she/they must

-be impartial and able to relate evlhhandedly to the parties.

The_cpcIlict rotalker tamales Wilde of the conffict_system

This may sound simple, but it actually represenfs.a

fundamental advance in distinguishing roles in conflict inter-
.

vention. In this regard, it should be apparent that neither

lawyers nor diplomats can, in their roles as advocates,

simultaileousty occupy the impartial and mediatory thiri-party

role.

It follows from this that the yery firsl eleme t in

training aiust involve gaining an appreciation of the t eory

of roles in conflict. On the technical side, it must

involve training in requireme:ts for establishing and

maintaining roles'as credible outsiders who are able to

appreciate the purposes of activists and pdvocates involved

in the conflict system.
5

Thus, we can establish the initial

and basic curricular elements, i.e. training in the theory and
i

Ikattite of cross-cultural communication and role definition-

1 so

, Nov perhaps, we can specify some of the specific

knowledge bases .for this new discipline. While the practices

of conflict resolution are as old as organized societies, the.

means -for their analysis, are all recent developments. These

include an appreciation of non-zero-sum game theory, theories

of comm.unication, steering and feed back; value analysis and

'political:cultural and social-psychological theories of group llfe.6

"
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Thts does not imply that the new profession will require deep

scholarship in ach of those bodies of thought.)Only that.tbis

range of concepts-provides tools for problem-solving

an'alysis-of.social transactions. In this way. it becomes

more and ebre possible to identify sources of co'nflict and

to facilitate the discovery of alternative solutions that

sattify the disputants. This also indicates the need for .

multi-disciplined inputs combining stores of knowledge and
, .

ideas in new technical methods.
t

Complmmenting theory-based analysis of disputes are tbe

empirically developed skiills o communication and negotiat-lon

that have rapidly evolved over ho last throe decades.

Experience in labor mediation wi h special techniques for

formulating bargaining positions. fact finding. representativi

bargaining with mediative facilitation, caucustne and other

Aochniques for finding solutions in the collocti4 bargain-
.

ing framework are'to 'some degree transferable to management

of community, and oven international conflict. 7 The burgeoning

field of environmental mediation provides.a pew body of

experience in facilitating multi-party consensus development!)

The even newer field of divorce sand family%mediatibn ha% '

benefitted from both of these developments and in turn

is contributing to the development of community dispute services

that provide alternatives to court action in such trees as

custody disputes, civic quarrels and millor criminal cases.9

.t
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Ultimately. ihe integrative stimulus is provided by

the professional function.itself, the pr:ocess of actually

intervening in disputes with the Purpose of assisting in their

seitlement. It is this function that brings scholarly

analysis and theory to bear on actual problems and that

requires appropriate skill developmtnt for effective inter-

vention.' Hence, the.complete training requires substantial

field experience and the curriculum includes definitive

application to ictual social issues at every pgase of training.

Here, we can state the distinguishing feature of a

professional approach to conflict management as 4ni'festing

a generic quality. Th'e focus is on conflict and. the conditions

of Its solution; tt is not on specific issues on levels of

analysis.' this generic qualifty lends itself to transfer of

social technologies between levels of analysis and types of

problems; it provides a wider range of mpthods of approach

than do more structured riechapisins. For.example. some methods

of mediation have
/
been gaining ground in approaching inter-

national problems. ,starting froA the management of terrorist

episodes.
10

Legal approaches to family disputes are rapidly

being transformed b; the technologies of family mediation."

And we predict that industrial productivity problems will

soon be approached by multi-parry.negotiation methods. on

the mOdel of environmental mediation -. the first exgeriments

are now taking place as negotiated investment strategies for

urban communities.
1.2

.
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Implicit hero is a distinction but also a relation-

ship between, on the ono hand,otochnIcal skill already

substantiallydevelopod in relation to specific conflict

issues such as, for example, labor contract nogo lotions,

and on the other hand, a general professional ca acity to

mobilize a range of analytic and technical resources in .

. .

the diagnosis and management of a variety of confli v

Those aro Rot competing but supplementary approchcj both

the specific and tho general, aro urgently needed if the

field is to flourish and provide a truly now element in the

arts of association among pooplo. In *approaching a given

costly conflict, the professional should bo less apt teask, .

"How can I mediate this dispute?". If some form of mediation

is indicated, his que;tion should become, "What sort, of

mediator would*bo most effective?". A brilliant example is

provided by the Hanafi siege of WashIngt'on in 1977 when the

ideal and successful mediators proved to bil throe Ambissidors

from Moslem societies.
13

We aro now in a position to say something about hol
,

. .

tho body of knowledge snd experience in CAPS can be organized

into a.eigorous program whose objective is to produce .

professional conflict managers. In this regard,%to will

SIscuss a program Which has been developed by one of the
N

more recent mombors of COPRtD, the Center for Conflict

Resolution at George Mason Univarsity (CHU) in Fairfax, Virginia.

L
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We have selected this program for discussion not just because

we are associated with it, but for three other, more important

reasons as well: 1) the GMU program promises to be a
_

comprehensive one, leading to credentialled conflict managers

who can 4nte vene in processes at the family, community,

national and nternational lcvels; 2)' it appears to be the

first full-sc le program of its kind; and 3) it has been

offered as a prototype program for the National Academy of

Peace and Conflict Resolution.
14

The GMU program is designed to lead to a Master of

.. Science degree in Conflict Management, beginning 1# the Fall

ot 1982. It'will eequire two years of full-time or about

four years of part-time study. It.has emerged from *a two-
,

year multidisctplinary dialogue among faculty of GMU. This

dialogue continues at present because the curriculum has not

reached any final form; it is still eyblving. Nevertheless,

we have identified some major elements which are represented
)

in the most.recent outcome of our deliberations (see Figure 1).

The GMU program has four major dimensions: .1),Flass-

room instruction, 2) laboratory and simulation workshops,

3) fieldwork, and 4) an inteThship. The classroom experience

will expose students to relevant information-via the

traditional media of lectures, seminars, and readings; the

, fieldwork experience will then provide them with opportunities

for applying that information in dynamic real-life settings;

..

I
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,)

the laboratory and simulation workshop experience will
A

constitute a. "half-way house" between tho classroom ii::-1)1ft

field, providing students.with opportunities for relativet)

safe "dry'runs" Wore they actually go out ilo the field;'

And the internship :),4111 link them up with the world of

professional conflict management.

The classroom experience includes cOurses in

philosophy, cbnflict theoryand cross-cultural communication.

PhiresophiCal Aspects of Conflict and Conflict Management

has been included because of its concern with fundamental

questions about the"realitiss" withsin which peopl operate

plus the way 'they acqUire knowledge and what kinds of truth

they perceive within those worlds.
15

Also involved here will

be an intensive examination of the ethics qf social inter-
,

-vention.
15

Theories of Conflict and Conflict Management, both

tho general Course and the courses specific to the various

levels, have been included because of their concern with the

ieterminants of conflict, particularly of aggressive conflict;

lus the ingredients of effective entry into, and management

of conflict systems. This will involve a survey of theories'

from biology, history, psychology, sociology, political science,

economics, and other fields;
17

plus a survey of conflict

management mechanisms as these aro actuatly or might be

utilized at the interpersonal, community, societal, and inte'r-

14.
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national levels.18 One objective here will be tc; establish a

tins4d-based knowledge of the field by reviewing the theory and

practice of conflict resolution through history, including

-case studies from each level of social organization, For

example, experience in labor ediation, the emerging field

of environmental medjation, community conciliation and

international peacemaking will be considered.

Cross-cultural Communication iS included because of

its concerns with the relationships between culture, per-

ceptions, and behaviour; plus its concern with effective

verbal and nonverbal communication within and between

cultures.
19

We have already mentioned that the basic position

of the conflict manager requires a role outside the conflict

sysiem" Heverthelels, he/she/they must be able to establish

and mintain credibi-l-tiy with the parties to dispu'te. Hence,

a major objective here is the establishment and mainttnance

of such a role.

The laboratory and simulktion workshops will involve'

i series of structured experiences and experimental demonstra-

tions at' all levels whtch will 'be relevan't to various forms

Of third-party intervention including enforcement and,

mediation in bilateral and multi-parky negotiation. The

objectiie here is two-fold: 1) to provide students with an

opportunity to experience some of the realities associated with

the concepts they will be hiaring and reading about in class;

15.
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nd, as we have already mentioned, 2) to provide Ahem with a

relatively safe'Opportunity to apply their learning before they

go out into the field. 20
ThJ;workshops, therefore, will be

a 'transition phase between the classroom and field

experiences.

This take's us into the fieldwork, the first 6

session of whith will involve the .students in establishing and

carrying through a dialogue with a °contrast-community" -- i.e.,-
communities which are different from stu4nts' previous

experiences.
21

Subsequently, the fieldwork will involve

participation,in actual conflict intervention, wiih the students

required to identify a community con.flict (thcre,are thousands

of open or latent conflicts in any thetropolitan area, from
,

school to prison to neighborhood disputes), introdude Km/herself

in an impartial intervenor role, conduct an analysis' of conflict

1issues, and at,tempt to engage the disputants in a conflict

resolutiom effort.

The Internship in Conflict Management will take place

for six to eight' weeks during the Summer following.the seCond

semester, with students being assigned to Niorking centers

for mediation in labor, family, community or international

relations. The internship will provide not only opportunities

for students to explore the world o'f professional conflict

management, but also,additional opportunities for relat4ely

. safe applecation of learning before they'are required to

attempt actual conflict intervention on their own. This is
t

r
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one reasop why the tnternship is offered at the end of the

first Year, between the first and seconi fieldwork sessions,

rather than at tfie end of the second year.

Returning,to the classroom experience, the fourth

and final semester is designed to provide students with an

opportunity to integrate the information.they will have heard,

read and discussed; plus the.processes they 01,1 have

experienced. In-this regard, the Pro-seminar (i.e., professional

seminar) on Conflict and Conflict Management will include

intensive offerings by visiting scholars and didtinguished

' practitioners from a variety of backgrounds. It will also

involve student presentations at a thesis level a analyses

of selected conflicts.or conflict resolution strategies. Since

the field is newly emerging, special attention will be paid

to the-requirements for tts further professionalization and

institutionalization in the remaining ccturSe, SOcto-Cultural

Analysis and Pr4oblemSolving. This will include visits to

established institutions and consideration of development

strategies to establish new career bases.

Apropos integration, it may be clear from Figure 1,

in conjunction wtth the above'course descriptions,that the

GMU program will begin and terminate with an emphasis on

classroom experiences involving broad aspects of confltct and

conflict management. In between, the classroom experiences

will relate to conflict and conflict management at specif,ic

levels .interpersonal, organizational, community, and

17.
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international -- with fieldwork opportunities to apply the

knowledge at corresponding levels. Again, the laboratory/

simulation 'workshops will be employed as bridges between

the classroomAnd field. By structuring-in the laboratory/

.., simulation workshop in this way, it Is hoped to achieve

some sense of horizontal coherence. And by structuring-in

progressive movement from the interpersonal to the 4

international level, it is alto hoped to achieve some sense of

vertical coherence. Given these structural as well as the

foregoing substantive contributions to integratiop, the

teaching as well as the learning of the subject matter should

be facilitated.

Given the above, it should be clear that the hallmark

cif the training program is itswcapacity to call upon any, pf

the disciplines of the unIversity to provide models and

tools fOr the problem-solving analysis of conflicts, couPled

with utilization of the knowledge and skflls of institutions

and practitioners of third-party intervention. Such a

'combination is unique, to professional approaches; *title the

focus and integrative framework is a problem-solving service,

indispensible models and methods are the product of scholarship.

The payoffs of a successful integration promise

to be substantial for both the academic and applied policy

commuOties. From the academic side, at least, wehave found

considerable support from scholars and viintists interested

18.
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in testing their insights and seeing them applied to socially

useful purpose. And practitioners appreciate finding a role .
)

in profess4onal training within the university family, one

that permits them regular and
legitimate access to scholarly

developments. Further, just as theory can benefit from

practich, so practice can benefit from a good dose of theory.

What atiout employment opportunities for the new

professionals in conflict management? At the global level,

there is the United Nations and the International Peace

Accielay. At the remaining levels, the United States provides

numerous examples. There are, for instance:Federal agencies

such-as the Communiiy kelations Service of the U. S. Department

of Justice,the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service,

and the U. S. Geological Survey which are concerned with

community, labor-managementt'and environ;aental conflict

management, respectively. There are also agencies at state

and local levels which are concerned with conflicts within

or otherwise involving school systems, prison administrations,

police and security agencies. And there are private-sector

organizations as well, such as the American' Arbitration

Association and the Special Committee on Resolution of Minor

Disputes of the American Be; Association which are concerned

with dispUtes which otherwise,and
traditionally, wind up in

the courts (egg., contractural,
divorce, personal injury

disputes, etc.) Indeed, according to the DIRECTORY OF DISPUTE
,

al.
..
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RESOLUTION PRO0RAMS, published by tRi Special Committee on

Resolution of Minor Disputes, there are "over 125 operating

mediation, conciliation, ind arbitration projects throughout

the country". 22

In short, there appears to be at least a beginning

with regard to the establishment of relevant professional

institutiohs, at least in the United States. If we are

correct in believing that these serviCes will be recognized

as useful.and cost-effectiVe as they become established and

better, known, then a new profession will have been born and

further curriculua will evolve. And given COPPED and its

international dimension, the establishment of the University

for Peace through the United Nations, and the role-model

implications of the National Academy of Peace and Conflict

Resolution, this promises to be a world-wide, and nbt just in

AmeriCan phenomenon.

..
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1st Year

Semester I

123

FIGURE I

George Mason University

Center for Conflict Resolution

M.S. in Conflict Manamement

Curriculum Outline

Philosophical Aspects of Codflict and Conflict Management (3)
Theories of Conflict and Conflict Management (3)
Laboratory and Simulation in Conflict Processes I (3)
Cross-CUltural Communication (3)

Semester II

Interpersonal Conflict and Conflict Management (3)
Organizational Conflict and Conflict Management (3)
Laboratory and Simulation in Conflict Processes II (3)
Fieldwork in Cross-Cultural Conflict Processes I (3)

2nd Year 119

- Internship in Conflict Ma ement (6)

Sem ster III

Community Conflict and Conflict Management (3)
International Conflict 'and Conflict Management'(3)
Laboratory and:Simulation in Conflict Processes III (3)Fieldwork in Cross-Cultural Conflict Processes II (3)

Semester IV

Pro-seminar on Conflict and Conflict Management Strategies (6)
Socio-Cultural Analysis and Problem-Solving (6).-

,NOTE: Numbers in parentheses refer to semester.hours of
credit.assigned to each course.

97-958 0-82-9
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Addendum to testimony by Bryant Wedge*

April 21, 1982

CONTRIBUTION TO RESOLVING THE FALKLAND ISLAND,DISPUTE

On April 7, 1982 a column by Judy Mann appeared in the

"Washington Post" suggesting that it yould be useful lf the

President "could have announced that the United States was making

available a cadre of the best mediators in the world to.telp

Britain and Argentina reach a peaceful solution." I wish to

suggest that although the peace academy does not yet exist, Judy

Mann's point should not be lost tend that her suggestion is practical

and helpful.

e

Responsive to

c

his same thouglit, Mr. Eric Co; of this

City, took a personal i itiative in suggesting that Professor

Roger Fisher, of the Harvkrd Negotiation Project, and I at te

Center for Conflict Resolution at George Mason University,

form an association to offer privately based mediative services

to the disputants. Mr. Cox also began raising private funds to

support this activity and we have advisid the State Department

wor
e.
grougland representatives of Great Britain and Argentina of

our availability if they should wish such assistance.

Almost simultaneously the distinguished 40, John Burton

of the Centre for the Analysis of Conflict in Canterbury, England,

and formerly the permanent Head of the Australian Foreign Office,

called me to suggest that in his analysis the principal parties

to the dispute were the Falklan&Islanders and the government of

132
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Argentina, while Great Britain, the Unitpd.Stat 4B. and possibly

other powers were being drawn in. He offered to bring several

associates from Great Britain to work with some of his American

colleagues, including Professor Herbert Kelman of Harvard and

Chadwick Alger of Ohio Staie University, together in WashingtonU
to provide a highly tested forum to which would be invlted

three members of the governing council of the Falklands and three

responsible Argentine officials in a problem-solving framework.

I have also conveyed this offer to the parties involved.

Whether or not such services are called upon in this

particular dispute, the events permit a comment on the relation

between diplomacy and impartial peacemaking or "honest brokerage"

among disputing partios.

Official mediation is almost a contradiction in ierms

in that the article of faith of the emerging peacemaker is that

the function of mediation should be to facilitate parties.in

analyzing their4Own interests and arriving at their own solutions

between themselveS. When an official, particularly a high

official, offers mediative services, he is faced with two inherent

limitations. First, by mandate, he cannot be impartial as his

primary function is to represent the interests of his sovtreign.

Second, because of the official's power, it is almost inevitable

that any proposal will be seen as containing an element of coercion.

These characterits so6etimes cause disputants to lock in to

their conflict rather than to examine alternative solutions.

What I have said cannot detract in any way from the

magnificant and successful efforts of Secretary of State Haig in

2.
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pursuing interim arrangements. Rather, the function of the modern

conflict manager is supplementary to diplomatic management of

relations among states. I believe that had the peace academy

been established, the Secretary of State would himself have

recommended what Judy Mann has suggesied, that 'is that capable

mediatorupossibly'includEng some fromother,countries, could

be made available to help flitain, Argentina and the Falkland

Islanders to arrive at a peaceful resolution. I believe that

very frultful partnership will evolve between the profoundly

expert practitioners ot trading diplomacy and the newly verging

disciplines of conflict resolution.

I hope it will be appreciated that those of us inte'rested

in these emerging approaches have avoided any public comment

that might intrude into a most delicate and dangerous

circumstance, and that if I come ,fonlard now with these tentative

suggestions, it is because the diplomatic process has contained

the immediate danger. It would be contrary to aur ethical

code et4Iprofessional analysis to press for any role in such

matters, but we do have the duty to make the availability of this

new kind of resource 'known and to ask for consideration of the

propositions on which it is based. I consider it an honor

to present these considerations tO the distinguished members of

this Committee whose function is to support emerging healthy

developments in education and our understanding of how the world

is and what it may become.

r.
% (A.
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you, Dr. Wedge. .Normally we would have the panel testify and then questions41' would follow. But we have limitation of use of this room up to 1o'clock. We have to surrender it. It is now a minute and a halfafter one.
However, you may expect questions from the onembers of the

subcontnittee if they wish to question you after they have received
your testimony. As you know, all of your testimony will appear in
the official records of the hearing. So that the fact that the most
junior member of the committee is the only one listening to youshould not discourage you in any way; that your testimony will be
read by members of the full committee, .as a matter of fact, beforethe bill is reported* out. And the fact that you have come instrength today I think contributes materially toward the setting of
the markup iession for May 12. This is the first occasion wherein
the chairman announced a markup date on the hearing date. Be-.
lieve you me, I have been on the Hill 20 years. This has never hap-
pened before.

So I think you who have taken the time to come before this sub-
committee deserve a lot of credit. You have shown that there is
definite support for S. 1889. I thank-you very much.

We will recess until the hour of 2 o'clock at which time we will
meet in room '410 of the Russell Senate Office Building. It is theolder building.. At which time we will haye panel No. '2 appear
before us, consisting of Dr. Elise Boulding, Mr. Colosi, Mr. Freitag,
Mr. Mape, and Mrs. Miller. Then followed by panel No. 3, Mrs.Purcell, Mr. Cousins, Dr. Andrews, Dr. Cloud, and Reverend
Barton.

Are are hoping thht other members of the subommittee will be
there. But the normal things is that, as in my case, I have three
other places to be, but my interest is primarily with S. 1889, so youcan bet that I will be there. ,

Thank you very much.
,The committee stands in recess.

[Applause.]
[Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-vene at 2 p.m., the same day.]
[Whereupon, at 2:21 'p.m., the subcommittee reconvened in room

410, Russell Senate Office Building.]t Senator MATSUNAGA. The subcommittee will come to order. That
means I am calling myself to order. I am sorry about the delay. An-
other member has indicated he would be here but evidently some-
thing held him back. I was at the Senate restaurant, and I thought
why are people making a surge to shake my hand? Lturned around
and they were ,all heading for Charlton Heston.

We will begin this afternoon with panel No. 2, consisting of Dr.
Elise Boulding and Mr. Thomas Colosioh, he is not hereMr.
Bernie Freitag, Mr.-Milton (Mike) Mape, and Mrs. Roberta Miller.

OK. So w4 will begin with the Chair, department of sociology,
A

Dartmouth, College, New Hampshire, a member of the Commission,
E(nd certainly an invaluable member who kept the Commission on
keel many a time and who graced the paradise of the Pacific withr her presence during the hearing in Honolulu.

Dr. BOULDING.

W 1
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STATEMEN1t OF DR. ELISE BOULDING, CHAIR, DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIOLOGY, DARTMOUTH COIAGE, N.H.; BERNIE FREITAG,
VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, WASH-
INGTON, D.C.; MILTON (MIKE) C. MAPES, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, NATIONAL PEACE AcADEMY CAMPAIGN, WASHINGTON,
D.C.; AND DR. ROBERTA BALSTAD MILLER, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, CONSORTIUM OF SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATIONS, WASH-
INGTON, D.C., A PANEL
Dr. BOULDING.. Thank you, Senator Matsunaga. It is a real pleas-

ure to come and testify to the urgency, relecrance and top priority
status of the National Academy of Peace.

I am glad to add my voice to others which essentially are saying
that the maintenance of peace and security for the United States
in a peaceful and secure way is a political and social problem and
needs political and social solutions. And the National Peace Acade-
my, as it has been visualized and described, is very important for
that political and social problem solving. The role of the military in
that type of problem *lying, is rather limited, and military prepsr-
edness taone increasq our insecurity because,each of our secunty
enhancers in the military sense becomes our adversaries' security
destroyer. And theoReace Academy can deal with the problem of
putting the security of nation states in A different frame.

We have, in fact, parted from the traditional use of the military,
I would sat, over the last few decades in this country. The military
has always been used as an instrument of last resort in interne-
tional conflict, but we have become increasingly enamored with
our sheer delight in the interesting and incredible types of military
technologies and have let that Aiistract us from the last resort role
and have allowed military solutiOns to appear to be a first resort
role.

What we are now doing, as I see it at this moment, in what Bar-
bara Tichman calls the "Terrible 20th Century", is that we have
reached a point where we can write off the battles and start bring-
ing in once again the social and political and sociopsychological ex-
pertise to create a type of defense, a type of security, which actual-
ly will save the lives of the children, the men and the women of
our country and the world now that we have incredible resources
in the United States.

My fellow witnesses have spoken to those resources, each from
their own setting. My own 40 years of watching the developments
of the research skills and the training skills in the conflict resolu-
tion and peace research area makes me very confident of this type
of approach, this technology, if you will, of peacemaking which has
developed very quietly in parallel with the technology of military
defense. We have now, as you have heard people testify from peace
studies' programs on college campuses, and you will hear from
those associated with professional arbitration and mediation associ-
ations, all of this put together in a country which has an eAraordi-
narily highly educated population and extraordinary knowkdge at
our fingertips as a Nation: In addition to the kinds of people that
we produce in our country, the kinds of research and process skills
that we have and the kinds of traditions that we have in the
United States, we also have the traditions of negotiation, the tradi-
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Sions of fair play, the tiaditions of making good liargains. I believe
that now is the right time to put all these together in a National
Peace Academ'y and to acknowledge what we, have that has Been a
less visible part of our heritage, a less visible part of our culture.

I think we are ready for the United States as a Nation to move
to adcept the position of respect and dignity in the world communi-
ty that is based on those other competences, and not only on min-.- tary competence. And I would suggest, for example, that we have
countries in Europe who have made a shift from a major military
to a problem solving and peaceful resolution stand. Sweden is a
country that is widely respected and has made major resource allo-

y cation into conflict resolution. Tiny little Finland, right at the edge
of the front line, you Dtight say, of major East-West conflicts, is a .
tiny country, which h&developed extraordinary skills of mediation,
and communication in lieu of military weaponry. So this iecond
f ront of technology, the conflict resolution technology as contrasted
to the military defense technology, is becoming a visible, viable
presence in the international community and one that commands
rest And Japan, after being forcibly disarmed, having a peace
conditution, hat gained respect because it has developed the skills
of coriflict rtsolution, both in Asia itself and in the international
community as a whole. Costa Rica has chosen to take the leader-
ship in being a country without a national defense force and to be
the home ora university which will be very important for basic un-
derstanding of the possibilities of peaceful conflict resolution in the

ternational community, as our Peace Academy in the United
tates can be in the United States and in the world.
So what we have now is a growing sense of a new way of gaining

respect and status and a leadership role, of a new-basis for leader-
ship in the international community. And this is one that is a
rightful role (or the United States and one that we should acknowl-
edge with our resources allocated for maximum effectiveness.

The military academies have curriculums that are way ove ur-
-dened and cannot aossibly add, all of the new kinds of skills aly-
sis skills, process skills of behavioral training and the li they
cannbt possibly do it, as their, superintendents told the Peace Acad-./ emy Commission. We peed this visible concentration and we need
ft as a Federal venture that can draw on all the resources of the
research and training and education institutions in our country.

So I welcome the chance to say that the mciment is really ripe,
the resources are there, and we in the United States are ready, too,
I think, to assume a new role in the international community.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Boulcling follows..]
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Testimony On.a U.S. National Peace Academy

tli8e Bouldihg
Sociolog Department, Dartmouth College

It is the business of Congress to set policc priorities

for the nation, based on its best understandings of the interests

of the peoples of the USS. It.is clearly the view of a very

large number of Americans, of all ages and walks of life that the

maintenance o; peace, in the face of a potentially catastrophic

nuclgar arms race must be the top priority of our nation today.

Military force has traditionally been the beek-up'system

for any state when its international diplomatic and problem.-

;golving skilks failed in a situation of grave conflict of interest.

Military force has been,seen as the last resort, never the first.

Now, in 1982, our nation ought to be in a better position to

exercise diplomaiic and problemsolving skills in the internation-
110

al community than ever before, because we have resources available

that were :Inver available before ih history. We have an educated

citizenry, and provision for coniinuing lifelong retraining as new

skills are needed. We have life-enhancing technologies to meet all

human needs, and the mechanisms for creating"access to thee Most

valuable of all, we have a significant accuMulation of social

knowledge about the world in all'its economic, political, culturkl,

linguistic and-religious diversity.and an unparalleled access to'

now knowledge tven as it is being generated, in many parts 1 the

world. We also have a.trdifion of fairness, of whioh we gre

justly proud., and almost legendary skills of bargaining and mediation.
e.
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All these resources and skills are being rendered useless ,

,because of a relatively recent fascination with military tech-

nology. It is understandable that our own technological capabil-

ities should fascinate us. Tinkering is always fun, and our

society loves new models of almost anything. We have gotten caught

unawares by this fascination, to
the point where many of the top grad-

.
ustedsofcme best engineering schools go directly into one particular

type of technology: weapons design. Thus few resources are left

for the systematic organization of all our problemsolving knowledge

for the purpose of keeping the.peace between ourselves and-Ihose -

we view as mur competitors.

.A4 a result we-have been relying for our security on a

capital-intensive military defense system which4has no stratepy

at its. di#Osal except confrontation diplomacy and the threat of

using a mutually destroying weapons complex. A labor-intensive

security system by contrast would consist of conflict resolution

and peace maintenance strategies utilizing vast numbers of media-

tion and probleb-solving teams in crisis settin4s,'focussed'on the

multiplication,,not the redliction, of action possibilities. The

deployment of such teams would leave adversaries less hostile and

more capable of meeting the needs of their own societies without

having diminished the need-meeting capability of our own nation.

The most precious resource in ebolu.s. is its human beings,

whether they be soldiers, the President of our country, members

of Congress, miners, teachers, scientists, children, Or parents.

Since there is no mflitary technology that can* or in the future

secure the lives and safety of these human beings, we must move

PA,
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as speedily as possible to the deirelopment of a new Peace-

maintenance capability. This means the establishment of a

National Peace Academy, and making it operational before ac-

cidental or int-entional warfare breaks out.

Such an Academy could begin at once, in a mattet of weeks

if we so desired, to train sizeable groups of people in critical

sectors in the armed services, in the diplomatic service, in

relevant government departments, and in the 'private sector, to

begin to utilize all the unused conflict resolution knowledge

and skill we have available in this country. The availability of

schelars, teachers and practitioners to help make the Academy .

operational his been amply documented in the report ef the Com-

mission on Proposals to Establish a National Peace Academy.

We have striking examples in the twentieth century of nations

that have made use of conflict resolution skills in.the face of

nearby deployment of great military force. In Europe wa Can ,

point to Sweden,' an aggressive military power in the seventeenth

century but today one of the worlds leading peacemaking countries

and home of that important world Center, the Stockholm Inter-

national Peace Research Institute. There is also its neighbor'

Finland, which has maintained a powerful independent mediating

role between Eastern andlieWXnn Europe on the basis of conflict

resolution skill alone ever since the 1950's, in spite of grave ter-

'ritorial threats.

Two other important examples of the deliberate choice to

develop diplomacy and problem-solving skills as an alternate means

to national security arefound respectively in Asia and Central

ifo
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America. Japan, whose"Peace Constitution abjures the use of

fo.:ce in the settlement of disputes with other nations, has

to date consistently preferred to emphasize mediation skills

and keep its military force at a minimum, in spite of continual

pressures from the U.S. to increise its arms levels. Costa Rica,

witnessurftbsuse of military force to deal with social turbulence

in its neighbor-states, has reaffirmed its own commitment,to gain-

taining'security without.a standing army by investing its re-
. IV

sources in the world's first University of Peace. This Univer-

sity has just held its inaugural ceremonies in San Jose with the

blessings and support of the United Nations General Assembly, and

will train students from all countries in the skills of non-

military conflict resolution.

Mediation, conflict resolution and the peaceful settlement

of disputes are highly labor-intensive skills which exist in

small pieces here and,there in the U.S. in different federal and

private institutions, including to a degree the military academies

and the schools of diplomacy. However, they exist in such

-fragmented form that the critical mass needed to give our nation

new international peaceful settlement capabilities is totally

lacking. Only a federal Peace Academy can draw together the

strengths available to make them usable for national needs.

I have emphasized training because that is ollr primary need

at the moment. However, research on longrun trends and emerging

alternatives in the international system that will enable tke U.S.

to contribute leadership in developing more effective mechanisms

of international cooperation in the face of persisting conflicts

141.
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of interest are another important fenction the Academy can play.

rurthermore, as a member of the Commission that reported to

Congress on the feasability of a National Peace Academy I am

.aware of the widespread interest among institutions of higher

learning in developing campus units of a National Peace Academi

for on-campus research and training. This would greatly multiply

the effectiveness of a National Academy and create new regional

capabilities for conflict resolution. I am also aware of an

equally widespread interest on the part of local communities in

developing local conflict resolution resources through the good

offices of a naticnal clearing house that might be operated by the

National Peace Academy.

The people of this country see a connection between the

use of mediation and peace-making skills in their homes and

communities, and in our nation and the world. Our citizenry

is suffering because local, as well as international

violence is on the increase. The skills to reduce violence exist,

but the initiation of peace processes in the midst of conflict

is difficult and demanding work. This country needs a strong

federal institution committed to the development of skilled peace

pratitioners if we are to have a viable alternative to the in-

creasing use of force in our time to deal with Qor human problems.

,The resources and mechanisms for establishing a National Peace

Academy are available tO this Congress, and I urge thet positive

'action be taken very soon.
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Dr. Boulding.
We will now hear from Mr. Bernie Frietag, vice president, Na-tional Education Association, Washington, D.C.
Mr. FREITAG. I am vice President of the National Education Asso-ciation. I am very pleased to be here today, on behalf of the 1.7 mil-lion education employees throughout the Nation who are NEAmembers, to express strong support for S. 1889 to establish the U.S.Academy of Peace. As educators whose charges, our students, areliterally the hope and the resource of America's future, we feelwith a special poignancy the responsibility to help assure the sur-vival of our charges' world.
If I may be permitted a personal aside to embellish on that. Inthe high school I have been teaching in since 1961, there is a lobby'where the photos of 51 young men are displayed who gave theirlives in the- Vietnam conflict. I taught about everyone of thoseyoung men. Each one of them was a person of great vitality and

talent. I think this is repeated around the country, and we teachersare aware of one of the most bitter prices we pay when we seek toresolve conflicts with war. .

That is why our representative assembly, the organization's high-est policymaking body, first adopted a Resolution on World Peacein 1973, under which we testified in 1978 in favor of the establish-
ment of the Commission which recommended the legislation we en-dorse today. Delegates to last year's representative assembly re-fined and reaffirmed that earlier resolution and included language
specifically supporting the U.S. Academy of Peace. A copy of thecurrent resolution is attached to this statement. I want to thank
you, Senator Matsunaga, for meeting earlier in March with thecommittee to brief them on the pending legislation.

[The information referred to follows:]

,
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14-8. World Peace
. The National Education Association recog-
nizes the interdependence of all peoples and
urges that the United States make eers effort
to strengthen the United Nations to make it a
more effective instrument for world

The Association supports the 1948 L'nlied
Nations resolution relating to germ( ide nd
promotes the rights of all people IA exposing
the horrors of war, racism, and genocide.

The Association urges its affiliates and
members to implement its commitment to
world peace founded on genuine espect for
and understanding of individual and cuhural
diei shy. and to develop programs. including
the study of additional languages. which pro-
mote the ideals of peace, freedom, and
human dignity.

In addition, the Association suppotz the
concept of a U.S. Academy of Peace. The
Academy would provide programs. timing,
and research data in developing peacemak-
ing and conflict resolution skills, and would
conduct and provide for the publication and
dissemination of information in this field.

The Association believes the methods of
peace are superior w the methods of war
and, in this nuclear age, may be basic, to the
survival of civilization.

The Association urges that the nations of
ihe world, through cooperative talks,
develop treaties and Akarmament agree-
ments that reduce the danger of nut lea war

' and free resources for important domestic
problems. (73, 81)
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MT, FREITAG. There is no need for me to lecture as to the delicate
fragifity of that survival in a world of frightening nuclear capabili-
ties and a plethora of ideological, cultural, and linguistic misunder-
stfindingsor worse. We all know the potential for mass mutual
destruction which abounds in our world. The daily newspapers are
depressing in the information they bring us which points out the
altimate vulneKability of the human race.

We need onit look at the situation today in the South Atlantic,
whicb has our oldest and closest ally engaged in a serious dispute
with a newer ally. An editorial in the Washington Post last week
illustrated the need for just the kind of training which would be
available through the Peace Academy. The editorial cites the insuf-
ficiencies of the conflict resolution mechanisms of the United
States. It commends Secretary Haig's efforts to negotiate a compro-
mise which saves the faceand the existenceof the two Govern-
ments. \[The a r le referred to follows.]

97-958 0-82-10 14 5
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TUESDAY, APRIL 13, 1982

touwagton pot
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

Peacemaking
IN A PERFECT world, the United Natioos would

have snapped into actice in the dispute between
Britain and Argentins a asemingly perfect caseslow-
moving, legalistic, involving two reasonably friendly
countries at a safe geographical removefor intenia.
timid medation. There was, however, no intemationid
=hinny reedy, and the United States, the country
best placed to command a respectful hetring in both
BMX Akes and London, has filled the breach. There
will be no small cost if the secretary of statis shuttle
ft& To let two friendly states drift toward conkonter
don, however, would have been a ditservice to them
ancl to American interests able.

Two friendly states the president has been criti-
cized for decking, "We're friends of both sides." as
though be saw no difference between the democratic
war and, in this dispute, Britain's status as victim
and Argentines authoritarian ways and its status as
violator. But he simply reflected the truth that Wash-
ington is in se position to mediate. Was it, then. neces-
sary for hit ambessador to the United Nations to at.
tend an Argentine Embany dinner in her honor on
the very night of the invasion? Of course not.

The purpose of Mr. Haig's thuttle is to brmg about a
peaceful solution of a dispute provoked by what die

t

administration calls, not aggresacet but "an armed
military action of which ae disapproved" He will
presumably be trying to do ttus m a maimer retpecting
two principles, both violated by Argentina: terntoty
is not to be acquired by force;21 the wishes of people
living on that territory cannot be ignored
...Behind the diplomatic problem is a political
problem. In a real sense, Mr. Haig's mission has
made him the custodian of two governments, Prime
Minister Thatcher's and President Galtiiii'a How
can they both survive a settlement? Yet Mr. Haig
can hardly appeal for the cooperation of either if it
believes that the price vnll be its fall from power.
There is something galling here, for Mrs. Thatcher's
government, being electedis unquestionably better.
President Galtien's represents a military establish.
ment which, partly to work off the curse of its ap-
palling human righfs -record, has been cultivating
the administration by backing its policy in Central
Amencaand, implicitly, by threatening to collapse
and usher in a leftist-Peronist horror.

There is a purpose, however, to working with gov-
ernments as they are. In this case, It is to resolve a
nasty dispute that threatens to get badly out of
hand. That is where Mr. Haig's focus must be.
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Mr. FREITAG. We sincerely hope for the success of Secretary
Haig's mission. However, one cannot but be struck by the irony
that the chief negotiator, who reflects the education available in
our country, is a military man trained in confrontation, not conci-
liation Training in the skills and techniques of conflict might have
shortcircuited the problem or aided an early solution. Such train-
ing would be provided under the aegis of the proposed Peace Acad-
emy,.

As an organization we are experienced in the value of negotia-
tions. Many members of this subcommittee are aware that one of
the major legislative goals of the NEA is the provision to public
education employees of the same type of collective bargaining that
has been available to our colleagues in the private sector for 45
years Collective bargaining is, to oversimplify, merely a process of
negotiating to resolve conflicts. It works with commendable effica-
cy, as is evident from any study of the organized labor movement
in this century. And it is incontrovertible that the incidence of
labor-dispute-related violence hs been dramatically reduced by the
provision of this mechanism for avoiding it.

Can we not learn frOm experience? If provision of a mechanism,
and the cadre of trained bargainers, mediators, and arbitrators
that has developed over those 45 years or morehave so greatly
smoothed labor-management relations and served to cool the emo-
tions that run high, surely such a model could be adapted for the
purpose of peacemaking or peacekeeping. At the very least, it must
be tried. The costs of establishing the Academy and of operating it
are minimal in these days when talk is generally of trillions or bil-
lions, not millions. The costs of not seeking some means to preserve
humanity are beyond contemplation.

Peace and reduction or prevention of violence are fundamental
and moral goals Of our Nation. This modest bill, S. 1889, takes a
giant stride toward achieving that goal. The U.S. Academy of Peace
must be created. No arguments about governmental costs or bur-
geoning bureaucracy can be brooked. Nor can there be any rational
disagreement oveY-the Federal Government's legitimacy as the
sponsor of the Peace Academy. The Federal Government's responsi-
bility for national security is indisputable, and nothing is more con-
ducive to national security than the waging of peace. Likewise, the
responsibility of the Congress is to establish good public policy, and
nothing could be more in the public interest than the waging of
peace.

The immediate establishment of the Academy of Peace is the
moral thing to do. It is perhaps the brightest hope for our children
and their children and grandchildren. We urge the Congress to es-
tablish the Peace Academy, and I pledge the full cooperation of the
National Education Association in that effort.

Thank you.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very 'much, Mr. Freitag.
I am grateful for the fact that the National Education Associ-

ation was one of the first organizations, if not the first, to endorse
S, 1889, and I think you have paved the way for other national or-
ganizations to come forward. And I thank you very much for that.

Mr. FREITAG. Thank you, Senator.

A
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Senator MATSUNAGA. We will now hear from the executive direc-
tor of the National Peace Academy Campaign headquartered in
Washington, Mr. Milton "Mike" Mapes, whose personal effort has
been indefatigable and whose help and cooperation was a tremen-
dous boost to the Commission.

Mr. Mapes. .

Mr. MAPES. Thank you, Senator. We also thank the committee
for this hearing today.

I have submitted a formal prepared statement for the record
with three attachments, and I would like to ask that they be in-
cluded.in the printed record of this hearing.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Without objection, so ordered.
As .a matter of fact, all prepared statements will be inserted in

the record.
Mr. MAPES. The National Peace Academy Campaign was founded

51/2 years ago, almost 6 years ago now, and up until a year ago Jan-
uary had achieved a membership of about 3,000 members. Since
that time, January 1981, our membership has shot up almost verti-
cally to nearly 30,000 members today, and that I think this is a
sign of our times. And it is still rising rapidly.

I want to speak briefly to the urgency, the symbolism, the practi-
cality and the cost-effectiveness of the Peace Academy. As I sat
there this morning and listened to the witnesses, I had the feeling
they were saying everything that I could have ever thought to say.
I do not think I ever sat through a better hearing in lily entire life
but it left me at this end of the line feeling a bit empty of addition-
al ideas to addbut gratefully so.

Senator Randolph, Senator Hatfield, and Seimator Matsunaga,
Senator Jepsen, and Senator Pell all spoke of the urgency ,of the
Peace Academy. I think Mr. Kennedy made the point well when he
said we need a general attitudinal change. Well, that is what the
Peace Academy, of course, is all about. To change the way that our
society deals with conflictsto change from win/lose to win/win
solutions, from the eyeball-to-eyeball approach to conflict to a
rational search for problem-solving solutions. Conflict is not neces-
sarily a zero-sum game, not necessarily a super bowl with a winner
and loser. A conflict need not be a zero-sum gamewe can achieve
positivesum solutions. We can have win/win solutions where ev-
eryone achieves a large part of what he or she seeks. The long-term
effect of this kind of approach to conflict is to lower the levels of
conflict and violence all across our society anti eventually all across
the world. This is not just possible at this time in historyit is ab-
solutely essential.

The symbolism of the Peace Academy, the worldwide symbolism
would not be missed. Jerry Elmer commented on itthe establish-
ment of the Peace Academy would be directly seen as a statement
of intent by history's most powerful nation to devote at least a part
of its resources to a long-term search for the ways and means of
peace and active peacemaking.

I can only say this would have a tremendous impact on the U.S.
image as seen from abroad. We have been told this by manyby
dozens of visitors from abroad. Some from South America have
sitid, "You mean the United States might establish a Peace Acade-
my? Why they would never believe it south of Mexico, but if you

148
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did it, nothing you could do would be better fo'r your image south
of the border." It is simply a fabulous opportunity for the United
States to exercise world leadership.

The practicality of the Peace Academy has been spoken to in
detail. The effective training of our citizenship from all walks of
life for permanent peacemaking and non-violent conflict manage-
ment, as well as training selected foreign students from overseas,
would eventually have a tremendous cumul iv effect toward cre-
ating a more stable world society at every le el.

As for the cost-effectiveness of the Peace Academy, as stated by
Senator Jepsen and Senator Pell, if it should h p.prevent just, one
small war, it would pay for itself many times over. Probably the
most cost-effective program for our world toda is the Peace Acade-
wy*and all it represents. Conflict is the most costly element in our
society todayyou only have to look at the military appropriations
bill today. Look at our court system, overloaded, and years behind
in the scheduling of cases. Look at our social welfare organizations.
To all of these, an oiganization for training in conflict manage-
ment ould make a tremendous contribution. For a few million
dollars we can establish a permanent institution which would
lower the levels of conflict all across our societywhat a cost-effec-
tive investment that. would be. We only need to look today at what
is happening in the Sinai where Israel and Egypt are entering the
last phase of one of history's really outstanding examples of con-
flict resolution, which Occurred at Camp David. Think what has
been saved by the ending of the hostilities just between those two
countries for the price of a short 13-day negotiation at Camp David.

I would like to speak to one other thing, especially about the bill
and the Peace Acadein'ir and the role of the Federal Government.
The issue has been raisedis this a proper area for the Federal
Governthent to get into? Well, I think the role of the Federal Gov-
ernment in this area must be leadership. Senate bill S. 1889, in sec-
tion 2(aX6), states: ,

There is a need for Federal leadership to expand and support the existing inteina-
-,

tional peace and conflict resolution efforts of the Nation and to developnew compre-
hensive peace education and training programs.

I think that states it very well.
Our State and private institutions are not alone in preparing us

for war and they should nOt be solely responsible for preparing us
for peace. We have four military academies and five very excellent
war colleges. But it makes no sense to limit the responsibility of
the National Government in the field of peacemaking solely to di-
plomacy and the preparation for war. The untapped potential for
progress through other means is just too great, and the cost of fail-
ure is too high.

We must adopt the two-track approach to foreign policy. We
must reserve our military capability, at least fir the present, as we
strengthen our peacemakingkeapability.

I always enjoy quoting a Senator to his face, and it was you, Sen-
ator Matsunaga, as Chairman of the Commission, who said it as
well as anyone has said it: "Without the focus and stimulation that
only the Federal Government can supply, it is unlikely that the
promise from refinement and broad participation in peace knowl-
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edge'and skill will ge.realized. Unless the Federal Government ex-
ercise its leadership in this area, peace will not flourish fully, de-
spite its Profound basis for our Nation's heritage."

One other thing I woufd like to add, and it involves the necessity
for some'redefinition of our basic terminology. National security is
what we all seek. We have been seeking it in this country since the
formation of the Republic. But the time has come to redefine na-
tional security to ,conform to the realities of the nuclear age. For
200 years,'National Security meant the ability to defend ourselves
if attacked pr when attacked. Suddenly, with the nuclear ageand
it happened 35 years ago, so jt, is time we were adjusting to itour
experts that we have ttained, the best military People that we have
been able to develop, now tell us zio defense is possible. If nuclear
war descends upon us, there is nothing thaf they can do to defend
the Nation. All of a sudden, national security no longer means de-
fense. It means only one thing: It means peace and the ability to

I maintain it, and if that is not cause enough for the Federal Gov-
i ernment to get into this field at this stage of the game, I do not

know what it takes.
For 2,000 years, we have been searching for peace and we have

been going on that false assumption which was mentioned earlier .

today, the old Roman wisdom: "Si pacem vis, bellum para7If you
wish for peace, prepare for war."

For 2,000 years, we have been wishing for peace and preparing
for war and, by soine strange coincidence 'we keep on getting war.
Well, in the long run, a nation almost inevitably gets what it pre-
pares for. 'If we are going to have peace, we had better start prepar-
ing for it, and that is the precise purpose of the U.S. Academy of

.Peace. -
Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mapes follows:]

a.
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PEACE IS OUR PROFESSION

An Address. by Hilton C. Hapes, Jr.

Executive Director
National Peace Acadeuy Campaign

at

All Souls Church

Washington, D.C.

ichruary 28, 11982

Hany of you mill recognize that the title of this address is
borrowed from the ?lotto of the Strategic Air Command:

"PEACE IS OUR PROFESSION"
I chose that because of its implications for sll of U3:

To the Air Force, it states.what they
deem their purpose in

life to be --. and although I see no way to defend our 4,000.per cent4
overkill capacity, or our continuing produttion of three additional
nuclear warheads each day, I think we must accept that deterrence as
a concept still carries some measure of validity.

To my more'idealistic friends in the peace movement who believe
the proper alternative is complete and unilateral disarmament, I am
sometimes moved to comment that it is still a nasty world out there--
and would they really want to run New York City without a police force?

-4
But in a wider sense, Peace is a part of the life calling -- the.11

profeNsion if you will -- of all of us wIlp profess to be followers,
believers or merely involved in the Judaeow.Christian ethical tradition
and the humanisewhich is part of its finest flowering.

ik And the final sente in which this title is significant is the
geed which it expresses; one of the great ladies of the Peace Academy
Campaign and one czf its earliest founders and strongest supporters
is Mary Liebman, of McHenry, Illinois,'who wrapped it all up for me
years ago When she wrote:

"PEACE IS EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS -- LNT'S HAKE IT SOMEBODY'S JOB!"
We NEED a new profession whose jiplis

active, dynamic peacemaking at
all, levels of society, and we caiNaow provide it -- and that is what
the Peace Academy is all about!

My overall topic today is PEACE,and hole to obtain it, but
it's no simple subject. Well, of course if it were, we might have
done better in achieving it in the pest. But first you have to.
±define it, and for the purposes.of talking

about.the Peace Academy,
I usually use the definition of

Kenneth'Boulding, former president
of the Amertcan Association for

the Advancement of Science, who said
that peace is not the absence of conflictit's the non-violent

, management of conflict.

But it is so very complex -- perhaps the most complex human
endeavor ever undertaken, and as I shall point out, one of humanity's
longest undertakings. We often say that'VeicS is to war as chess is

qo checkers -- tIley're both played
on the.same'board, but Peace is

Phfinitely more complex than war.
-

THE GOOD NtWS -- I have good news for you today -7 We are going
to build a Pease Acade'my!

Unless I hm verrhadly odstaken, the U.S. Congress is going
going to pass legislation in 1982 to eitablish the United States
Academy of Peace and some of You may be able to help!

r
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-and if I know anything aboutynitarians. They KUWAYS want fo help!

WHY A PEACE ACADEMY?'

Now to my first question: Should we build a Peace Academy, and why?

There are basically two sets of reasons,one negative and one positive --
why we need aPeace Academy at,the present stage.of history, and it is
perhaps a commentary on our times.that the most obvious and desperate
reasons are the negative ones,s0 I shall discuss them first. I think you
know what they are.

Certainly the Medical Profession has become acutely aware of these
reasons, partly beciuie of the superb work being done by.Dr. Helen Caldicott
in organizing the Physicians for Social Responsibility. w/be poctors in
this organization -- and they are alrea4y many thousands strong and growing
at a rate of about 250 per week, I understand -- have done a remarkable
and yet fairly simple thing:

!

1. They have faced what a nuclear war would mean, from the point
of view of their oun1profession; .1 .

2. They have analyzed the problem -- diagnosed the disease, if
you will.;

3. The have 'concluded there is no possibility of treating the
'disease if it strikes; and

'

4. They have concluded aley have no choice but to commit themselves
to preventing the disease, and eventually to wiping it out as they hive
wiped out :dull pox.

Other, perceptive thinkers, like George F. Kennan, have similarly
analyzed the problems associated with modern warfare and concluded that
the great powers are on a collision course with no alternative to a
tseamental and sweeping departure from it; Kennan writes:

"It will also be argued that there would be risks
involved. Possibly so. I do not see them...but
if there are,,so what? Is it possible to conceive
of any dangers greater than those which lie at the
end of the collision course on which we are now
embarked?"

Of course these are the most perilous,times /n human histori!
We face the real threat -- some say the likelihood -- of total
human annihilation and complete destruction at our'civilization. In

the words of Martin Luther King, "We must eitBer learn td.live
together as brothers or we are going to perish together as fools!"

But that is not only the view of our great men of
peace -- it is shared by many of our greatest military leaders. It

was General Douglas MacArthur, hardly a parlor liberal, who spelled
it out for all time on the deck of the USS Missouri inlokyo Bay,
Sept. 2, 1945, when he said.

"Military.alliances, balance! 'of power, leagues
of nations--all in turn failed, leaving the only
path to be by way o the crucible of war. '

. t's
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The utter desit*iveneitof via now blocks out
this alternatiN.A.. We, have had our last phance.

we do not devise soMe greater and more equitable
system, Armageddan will be at Our. door;"

,

"Some greater and more eq14table system"--It's a'thought-provoking
phrase in.its implication/. Professor Boulding's definition of Peace
as the nonviolent management of conflict points the way, because it
accepts the reality of the continued existence of conflidt throughout
human society. We meat learn to deal with that reality end to date
we have hardly begun to do so.

0

Yet we must. Professor John Burton of the Centre for the
Analysis of Conflict in,Great Britain believes that every international
conflict is voted in the internal conflicts within the nations
involved. If he is correct, world peace and racial survival may
well depend upon how rapidly and effectively we can teach the proper
management and resolution of conflict at all levels of societyadd we
shall, be making a mistake if we focus solely on problems of international
relations. 'Peace may well be one of those seamless webs enveloping

every level of society--and its witp and woof may be threads of
conflict management.

We are, to put it mildly, in a mess! Well, how did we get there?

I submit that we are facing here, as much as
anything, a genuine crisis of science, and analyzing how we gothere
mywell point a way out. '

0

The truth of it is that we have done a supeib --
literally an awestme--job of applying science'to the arts of destruction.
Our new weapons systems are magnificent, superlative scientific achievements.
But what have we done about applying the very real accomplishments of our
social and behavioral scientists to the art of survival, to teaching us
to live together on this shrinking globe in peace? The answer is: almost
nothing, at least until the last decade or two, and too little by far
even now! General Omar Bradley said it all in l948,yspeaking in Boston,
when he told us:

"Ve have grasped the mystery of the atom and rejeCted
the sermon on the Hount. Ours is a world of nuclear
gionts and ethical infants. We know more about war
than we do about peace--more about killing than we
know about living,"

Can you imagine a more wrrible indictment of any society? ''We know
more about killing than we know about living!"

And why is this? Well, you know why. Any urchin on the street
could tell you why, and it's very simple:

153
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YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR! And since General Bradley made that
statement we have invested over three trillion dollars (That is a "3",
followed by twelve zeroes) in a vain search for Security through military
arms -- and spent almost nothing to develop a science of peace.

If ever in world history there was a need for new ideas, new
institutions, new breakthroughs in the field of peacekeeping, and
new systems of conflict management, surely, this is the time. Yet
the last great institution welcreated to contribute to world peace
was the United Nations -- aud,that was over a third of a centruy ago.

To restate my negative hypothesis, it is this: We have allowed
a terrible gap to develop between the application of science to war
and its application to the cause of Peace. This has occurred in part
because we have created the insatutions, the systems of war, to
utilize unlimited amounts of moneybut no equivalent channels to
divert investment funds into the search for peace.

The solution lies in the analysis. How do we close that terrible
gap? By creating institutions to direct resources into peace research
and education. It is a truism that humankind creates its institutions
and those institutions shape its society--and go on shaping it long
after the creators have passed from the scene. We need institutions
whose goal is Peace!

Father Divine, the great populist preacher of the 30's said it
with characteristic simplicity: " The trouble with our, world is we
got too many metaphysicians who don't know how to tangibilitate!"
If we want our grandchildren to have a chance of surviving to know
their grandchildren, we've got to get about tangibilitating peace
in the fastest and best ways possible. ,

And today it is possible. It's possible because our social
and behavioral scientists from a dozen different disciplines have
finally begun to apply their accumulated wisdom to the construction
of a new field of learning -- almost a new social science -- of con-
flict resolution.

, From the fields of sociology, anthropology, psychology, history
and psychiatry have come theoretical constructs which, when combined
with our seventy-five or more years of empirical experience in
arbitration, mediation, negotiation and conciliation, have gone far
toward creating a valid new social science field of conflict resolution.
This promises to provide the basis for a solid curriculum of training
and research which can make the Peace Academy the most constructive
and cost-effective institution of our society in the 1st two decades
of this perilous century.

110

.

Here I want interject an answer to the question which many
people have asked "Conflict Resolution sounds great, but does it work?"
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The answer is that if you have followed the news in recent years, you
know it does.

*it worked during the Hanafi Muslim takeover
here in Washington, where experts in conflict

resolution got involved early and probably
saved fifty hostages' lives;

*it worked at Wounded Knee, where expert intervention ,

prevented the already violent FRI-Indian confronta-
tion from developing into the last great Indian
war in what could have been a real pitched battle;

it worked at Camp pavid, where President Carter's
use of advanced techniques of mediation led to the
accords and eventually to the Treaty which everyone
said couldn't be written - a er all, the hostilities
between Israel and Egypt went ack 3,000 years;ind

*it works in hundreds of communit disputes handled
annually by the Community Relatio s Service of the
Department of Justice, andoin literally tens of
thousands of igdividual disputes handled each year
by the American Arbitration Associatfon;

So much for the negative reasons for the peace Academywhat
about the positive ones?

Here it is my thesis that it is enough to go with
the flow of history, becaUse we are intimately involved in the
longest-running paradigm shift in history. In 1962 Thomas Kuhn
described a paradigm as a framework for thinking about a problem,

and I am referring to our framework of thought about conflict.

Kenneth Roulding, in his great little book Stable Peace,
has written:

"There is a long, painful, slow but very persistent
historical movement from stable war into unstable war
into unstable peace into stable peace. The main
object of peace policy is to speed up the transition
by deliberate decision."

The Peace Academy is, quite simply put, an institution designed to
speed up that transition from stable war to stable peace by deliberate.
decision.

-
';
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The paradigm.shift to which I referred is the long-term context
of history as it relates to the handling of conflict, and one can go
back 5,000 or two milllon years in considering it.

It began with the age-old law of claw and fang, when, in the
words of Langdon Smith:

"We lived by blood and the right of might,
Ere human laws were drawn;
And the age of sin did not begin
Till our brutal tusks were gone."

Ancient primitive societies institutionalized the blood-feud, and
a scrupulous lex talionis, the law of retaliation,enforced by and
among tribes and families.

The Code of Nammurabi in 1750 B.C. and the Mosaic Code
made "An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth" into State Law,
which continued until about 1950 years ago, when Jesus Christ
produced the truly radical breakthrough--a total revolution in,
thinking about conflict. "No," he said, "Do not do unto othere
as they have done unto you, but as you would like them to do unto
you."

Whether that was divine or human inspiration is moot for this
discussion, but it is probable that the breakthrough was in part the
product of the cross-cultural fertilization of East and West, the
Ease of the,Essenes and the West of the Roman Empire.

But Christianity went west--and we proceeded to apply some
of history's most nonviolent teachings by force and violence,
simply because that was the only way the cultures of Rome and
Europe knew to achieve enforcement of an idea. Thus we had religious
wars of unprecedented violence, history-bending crusade* of bloodshed,
and the crushing cruelty of the Inquisition-,all in the name of
Christ's teachings, with no serious awareness of the almost
unbelievable incongruities involved. A greater incompatibility
between the means and.the ends history has seldom witnessed.

kut the spread of empire brought continued crosscultural
contdft, and once again the East came to our rescue, and Nehandas
Gandhi gently removed the British Empire from India by passive
nonviolent resistance.

This provided the method, but it took the genius of Martin
Lutfier King to take Gandhi's techniques and show us how to apply
them so as toeconform our methods to our goals--to achieve a
nonviolent society by noniolent means.

The Peace Academy is merely the next step in the flow of
history as seen in this context, but it is a critical one, for it
will commit history's most powedul nation to a long-term program of

4
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devoting at least some of its resources to resear0 and training-in
the ways and means of peace; it is hardly coincidence that rwo of
the early founders of the Peace Academy Campaign were James Lame
and Andrew Young, who were Martin Luther King's representatives in the
white and black community respectively whenever he was in jail.

WHAT WOULD THE PEACE ACADEMY BE AND DO?

The U.S. Peace A emy Commission, whose Final Report and
Recommendations we ended to the President last October 20, has
recommended that e Peace Academy, located somewhere in the vicinity
of Washington should have three basic functions:

esearch; Education and Traintng; and Information Services,

RESEARCH - The United States Academy of Peace would perform and
psaist research about international peace and Peacemaking through
research by iti Iaculty, students and visiting scholariand residents
at the Center 'for Iniernational Peace to be established at the
Academy and through supporting grants and contracts for research at
other institutions.

EDUCATIOXAND TRAINING - Education and training programs at the
mademywill 81 at the graduate and postgraduate levels; both short
and long-term programs will be,developed to educate and train persons
from government, private enterprise and voluntary groups in peace-
making skills.

INFORMATION SERVICES - The purpose of the Academy's information
services will be to, spread the field of peace ledning as rapidly as
possible across our society, linking with the Nation's network of
libraries and academic institutions.

In the long run,..4 is to be hoped that the Peace Academy will
change.the basic assumpeions which our sotiety has applied to conflict
for 2,000 years. Since the Romans first said it,-the most basic
assumption every nation has applied in its.policies is "Si pacem vis,
bellum para"--off you wish for peace, prepare for war!" For 2,000
yCars we have been wishing for peace and yet gone right on preparing
for war, with almost slavish devotion to the most demonstrably false
assumption of history. Our basic folklore has told us: "Don't listen
to what he says, watch what he does!" Yet for 2,000 years we have said
we wanted peace and done preparations for war--and we wonder why we
keep on getting war!

Well, if we are ever going to have peice, we are going to have to
start preparing for it, and now IS the time.

The other basic assumption, which we must change, is our definition
of qational Security, and here the Peace Academy would also help.
Throughout our history National Security has meant the ability to defend
ourselves if attacked, so we prepared and trained the best military men
we could find--and now those same experts tell us no defense is possible
in the event of nuclear attack.

1.57
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Suddenly our four military academies and five war colleges are
inadequate, because the old rules don't apply. If defense is impossible,
then we must redefine,National Security--and somehow the definition always
comes down to Peace. Even banning nuclear weapons, however desirable that
would be, is inadequate, because in five-years' time our.scientists are
perfectly capable of developing six other ways to wipe out the human race.
What we must ban is war itself.

The.point is that war is no longer just anachronistic as a method
of solving human problems - it is truly obsolete. There is no ptoblem
great enough to be solved by nuclear weapons.

The problem was stated best by the man who more than any other
inaugurated it and understood it. Albert Einstein said,"With the

-splitting of the atom, everything is changed except our modes of thinking,
and thus we drift toward unparalleled catastrophe."

Yes -- Everything -- EVERYTHING ischanged, and unless we can adjust
our thinking and adapt bur societpto those changes we shall not survive.
Can we do it? I don't know, but I do kpow we must start somewhere, and
the United States Academy of Peace is the best starting point I have yet
heard of. It can combine the best efforts of-science with our widespread
educational system in,major attempt tm turn the course of history away
froa the destruction which looms just ahead.

And now our final question: .WIlat can we do about it? How can we
make the Peace Academy happen?

I've had people all across the country express their feeling
of helplessness to turn the aparehttide of history: "What can I do-- I'm
just one little person."

Yes--of course.. Everybody is "just one little person." But we can
be effective by combining our meager powers with those of a lot of other
"one little persons" who also care. The National Peace Academy Campaign
began five and a half years ago as a handful of persons who caredand who
realized that there are many tides of history Naming parallel through
our times, and that some of them offer great hope. By last January, a
year ago, the Peace Academy Campaign had laboriously grown to 3,000 persona.
It had also acquired the endorsement of almost every major church denomination
in America, including, I im glad to be able to tell you, the Unitarian-
Universalist Association.

But one of the major tides of history running stronger each day is
the trend toward--yes, the urgent.demand for--peace, and to those in
a position to vat closely, it is a source of great hope. Today *le
National Peace A. Campaign--one year later--has grown to 25000 '

members, and w expect .at nuMber to double by mid-summer.

Legislation was introduced in both Houses of Congress in November
to establish the Peace Academy, and it now boasts almost 100 cosponsorat

158
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in the Rouse of Representative!,
and 53 in the Senate--a

majority ofall the Senators.
We expect hearings in both Rouses this spring, andfloor actionwhich we hope will be favorablethis summer. Onlythe support of the White House is needed to increase this

legislationlschances of enactment to at least 90 per cent.

The Peace Academy is riding
the historical tide of hope andfaith in the future of humanity.

The United States Academy of Peace IS the wave of the futureif there is to be a future for humankind.

I would be doing less than my duty to you and myself, to
our descendants, and to our civilization if I did not invite youall to join with me in helping

to build this great and good institu-tion into the fabric of our society.
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The History of the Peace Academy Idea

The idea of establishing a U.S. Academy of Peace can be traced as far

back as 1792, when Drs. Benjamin Banneker and Benjamin Rush met in Fhiladelpbia

and discussed their disappointment with the lack of some sort of Peace Offfce

in the new United States government. In the next year, Dr. Banneker would

publish an essay in his AIHANACK titled "A Plan for a Peace Office for the
United States.", There is some question as to which of the two men actually
authored the essay, but there is no doubt that both men deeply believed in

its message. It read in part: "Among the defects which have been"pointed out
in the Federal Constitution by its antifederal enemies, it is much to be lam-

ented that no person has taken hotice of its'total silence upon the subject
of an office of the utmost importance to the welfare of the United States,
that is, an office for promoting and preserving perpetual peace in our country."

These two men, one a signer of the Declaration of Independence and the other

often called the "first black man of science," were the first Americans to

actively support and promote the creation of a proper peace establishment,

an idea that has taken almost two hundred years to be realized.

In the 19th century various publicists and legislators put forth proposals
for a Department of Feace, peace agency, or educational institution, although
little progress was achieved. Since World War II, however, calls for alter-

native efforts to make and keep the peace have increased dramatically. What

follows is a summary:

1935 Sen. Matthew Neely of W. Virginia presented a bill recommending a

Department of Peace.

1943 Sen Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin revived Neely's plan in the midst of

World War II.

1945 Immediately followini V-E day, Sen. Karl Mundt of N. Dakota addressed
his colleagues in a proposal, "Needed: A Department of Peace." Also,

Rep. Louis Ludlow of Indiana and Rep. (now Senator) Jennings Randolph
of W. Virginia introduced legislation calling for the establishment of

a Department of Peace.
'*

1947 Rep. Everett Dirksen of Illinois introduced a bill for a "Peace Division

in the State Department."

1955- Between the 84th Congress and the 90th Congress no less than 85 bills
1968 were introduced in the House or Senate to create a Department of Peace,

including provisions for an education program.

lt
1975 In June, Senators Hartke and Hatfield *produced in the Senate S. 1976

"to establish an educational institution in the United States...to

further the understanding of the process and state of peace among

nations and cooperation between peoples; to consider the dimensions of

peaceful resolution Of differences..."

1976 In May, hearings were held before the Education and Labor Committee of

the Senate, chaired by Sen. Pell of Rhode Island. These were the first

ever held in Congress on the concept of the Peace Academy. In July,

the,pigher Education Act of 1976 was amended in the Senate to include
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a 12-month Peace Academy Commission Study. In August, the Senate re-
ceded on the Peace Academy provision in the Higher Education Act of
1976 in conference wtth the House after House conferees failed by
one vote to approve the measure.

1977 Rep. Andrew Young and multiple co-sponsors introduced Peace Academy
legislation in the House and Senators Hatfield, Hatsunaga and Randolph
introduced identical legislation in the Senate. After hearings in
April on this bill, the Senate passed it in June.

1978 After hearings in January by Rep. Dante Fascell's House Subcommittee

on International Operations, Both House and Senate in October approved
a conference report on the Elementary and Secondary Education Bill in-
cluding a provision authorizing establishment of the U.S. Commission
on Proposals for the National Academy of Peace and Conflict Resolution.

1979 In October Congress appropriated $500,000 for the operating costs of
the Peace Academy Commission, and in December, ?resident Carter made
the last three appointments to the Commission.

1980 The U.S. Peace Academy Commission of nine members conducted public
hearings in 12 major cities around the country from Hawaii to Massa-
chusetts and Florida, compiling a record of aver 7,000 pages; in
September the Commission submitted its Interim Report to President
Carter and Congress recommending that the U.S. Academy of Peace be
established.

1981 The Peace Academy Commission submitted its Final Report to Pres-
ident Reagan and Congress in October. Enabling legislation is
introduced in November by Senators Spark Hatsunaga (D-HI), Jen-
nings Randolph (D-WV), and Hark Hatfield (R-OR)--along with 49
cosponsors--in the Senate, and by Rep. Dan Glickman (D-KS)--
and 55 cosponsors--in the House.

1982 Cosponsorship of the House bill rises to 106 by April. Hearings
are held in the Senate on April 21, in the House in May.

97-958 0-82 -- 11
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To Move the Whole Future

NOTE. This article is based on an address delivered by Milton C.4pee, Jr.,Campaign
Coordinator for the National Peace Academy Campaign,at the Church of the Redeemer in
New Haven, Connecticut, on Sunday, October 29, 1978. The text has been az4gmented by
additional material, including currents from an address that same afternoon at the
Yale Law School.

Over the paet Christmas.holidays, T had the opportunity to meet Mike Mapes and
discuss with him the purposes ami,plans of the National Peace Academy Campaign. The
"ollowng address, delivered Lrith the rhetoric of adVocacy, outlines the concept of
such an academy within the contemporary context of world peace and human survival.
White Mr. Mapes is an attorney and political scientist by training, his remarks have
consequences for Juenanistic anthropol..yy, especially when we consider the practical
ideas and actians necessary to work tward building a better world for humankind.

On October 15, 1978, the U,S.Congress authorized creation of a Cvmission on Pro-
posals for the National Academy of Peace aml Conflict Resolution--a necessary P.ret
step toward the realization of a national center for training and research in the
area of conflict resolution. Active supporters of this concept include eitch scholars
and statesmen as Semator Julian Bond, Professor Kenneth Boulding, Buckminster Puller,

Senator Mark Hatfield, We. Coretta King, Dr. Earl Henninger, Dr. Jonas Salk, and
Ambassador Andrew Young. --BYuce T. Grindal, Editor

Alton G Mapes

*Portal Peace Academy Camalyn

Wc have paved the mystery of the atom and
relected the Sermon on the Mount Ours is a
world of nuclear giants and ethical infants We know
more about war than we know about peace, more
about killing than we know about luvinZ

General Omar Bradley, Ch ief of Staff,
U S Army , Boston, November 10,1948

In the preface to his recent book, StaPle Peace,
Kenneth Boulding, President of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, writes

'Thc problem of peace policy is stew not as how to
achieve immediate and certain success but as how to
introduce a bias into the system that moves it
toward stable peace at a more rapid rate Policy is
soCial agriculture lust as a farmer both cooperates
with and distorts the ecosystem of the farm in the
Interest of certain human values, so the policy
maker must cooperate with and distort the overall
dynamics of society

In those few woi ds, Professor Boulding has sum
rnarized the moblern of achieving A lasting stabk pease
better than anyone since the Sermon on the Mount or at
least Paul's letter to the Corinthians And it ,s in lust that
dual context that I want to commune with you today
the duality ol our sci optuial heritage as Nought up to date
by the latest developments in the social and behavioral
...me. To i estate it in Pi ofessoi Boutdin ei Ms Of
social agriculture, I'd like to ask you to plow a few
socio-theologica1 fun ow. with me

When I run into old New England friends these days,
they ask me, ,

"What you doin these days, Mapesr
'I'm Workin' for my grandchildren."
'Oh' Didn't know you had any granBchildren
"Wen. I don't, but I got hopes I ain't lost hope yet
'Oh Wen, what you doin' for your grandchildren,"

tryin' to make it possible for them to get to knqw
thew gandchddren

"That so' How you doin' that'
"Well, let me tell you about it "

For several decades riCiw I've wondered whethe the
human race is to have a future l'rn not comP tely
convinced, but in the past year or so I've begun to aye a
littk hope Basically, I'm here to tell you why M subiect
is the National Academy a Peace and nfloct
Resolution I'm here, fust, to inform you about the
concept and to try to explain why I found it the most
exciting idea I've heard of iiiihirty years and why it has
changed frorn lust a wild dream to an attainable goal

Secondly, I'm here to ask your help, your assistance
pei haps even youi participation in the attainment of
that rat

And, thud, I rn here to urge that you give serregas
consideration to some other very thoughtful.words of
Professor Boulding, when he wrote last year. Speaking of
the National Peace Academy, 'Such an Academy would
move the whole Mule in the direction of greater capacity
to cope with organized conflict, both domestic and
mternat lona!

10 ANTHROPOLOGY AND HUMANISM QUARTERLY
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Such an Academy would move thy whole future
Yes, I believe it would, anctil want tid tell you why

and why a Peace Academy bas suddenly, or recently,
changed from the category of 'sweet ideas (but a bit
dreamy) to a hard headed, practical and realistic
possibility, and an attainable goal If we work at it But I
want to emphasize that when I. say we ', I mean brOth me
and I hope a lot of thee s

he Peace Academy, of we can create it, will be a serY
hard headed, realistic and worldly institution, but I must
ask your forebearance it I sound surnethat evangelical
when I speak about it The Set mon un the Mount still
stands as the ullimate prescription for world peace, but in
terms of our soca theological approach of tbday, it has
°Ile weakness to be fully effective it would require human
beings to achieve a far more perfect hu nanity than they
have attained in a mere two thousand years But the
trouble os, we don't hove the time With the release of the
nuclear dragon the cluck has iun out un human evolution,
and it is only too apparent tnt or the survival of the race is
to depend upon its perfection, then without divine
intervention it Is very probably doomed

Such benche cast., it behoove, those of us who believe
mankind s past iustifies at lost sone chance at a future to
seek alternative mean, of survival which do not require the
potectron ol the human race quote set but which will gist
the Gospel further time to work rts wonder, The newly
developing sowl science of conolict resolution is lust such
an alternate approach, and this is the basis for my
evangelical fervor Yuu see I rather hold to the view
expres,ed by ihe English doctur theologian Una Kroll
during the Nairobi meeting ul the World Council of
Churches, when she said, My undostandong ut elan
gettsm is first, helping people live long enough to hear thc
gospel you want to preach

The Monument of Peace - One Bnck at a Time

My broad subrect today is Peace what is cwhat can
we do to help achieve it what wilt be required to moniamn
a But if anyone expects me to lay out a nice neat formula
to solve that Wr es of problems I want to disillusnin you
immediately Becau,c yon We peace o a very complex
sublect War these days os complicated enough but
Peace Perhaps the clearest way to express it is to say
that peace os to war what chess Is to checkers they arc
both played on the same board but peace is int initely
enOre yolnplev than war

And these day, I often find myself wishing some of my
fellow workers in the c acne of Pea, would somehow
come to grip, wtth this cornplesitc cif the problem,
because the acceptance of that yoniplesitS o the first stet)
toward its solution I understand then are over 2,000
active ped, organizations in tho country, and each of
them has ts own agenda What pains nx ii the overly
umolom thinking on which many uf Moss igenda arc.
based I stibma to you, forpLamph that program based
on the dogan Full Ind criMnIcti disarmawnt now, is
hardly An eceicioc in redlisni, si,isen the very dangerous

world in which rale live, It is simply a fact - again, in the
absence of divine intervention -Mat peace isnot going to
spring forth fullblown, like Minerva from the brow Of
love, Peace es going to be built like any great Sturdy
monument, one brick at ime, each brick resting on those
lard before by builders al

It is r kind
Peace Academy co

w1T through the ages.

f thinking that has produced the
Once the immense complexity

of the problem of peace is accepted, then we can ptack it
like any other complex problem by breaking it dOwn
into simPler parts and working out solutions to thedkarts
one at a time That is the approach which produces the
answers that In time will solve the more complex problem,
and thoSe individual answers are the bricks which will
eventually build man's most Ionrsought monument - a
stable peace for the world

The only claim I would make today for the Academy of
Peace and Conflict Resolution is that it is far and away the
best Ix ick which anyone is opering at present tobe laid In
that Monument of Peace -°and it is practically the only
brick which it is realistic tOhOpe to get set in mortar on the
near future 191y point is this the Peace Academy is
realistic, it is practical...and with the help of a few thousand
gooil people it is attainablenowi

But There Is No Peace

Now I think we should t.! a 'look at the status quo
with respect to peace, and I admit the prospect
immediately may seem almost over whelming In a recent
sermon, Paul Kittlaus, Director of the National Office of
Church in Society of the United Church of Chrrst in
Washington, D C , referred to a phenomenon which he
described as 'scale paralysis" that feeling we all share
which can be summarized in the words,"My powers are so
small, and my problems Alt so very large' that growing
sense of powerlessness which seems to permit our
society So this feeling, I suggest two antrdOtes. First. I
think we should all put up on our walls the ancient
Oriental quotation Better to light one candle than to
curse the darkness And second, I think we should do
those many things which wt., can do on a gradual, patient
basis to build the foundation for a permanent peace and
assist those who are workrng to do so, always keeping in
mind President Kennedy's statement to the United
Nations when he said, "Peace is a daily, a weekly, a
monthly process, gradually changing opinions, slowly
eroding old barriers, quietly building new structures "My
point is that we arc involved in literally changing the
world, rn changrng our whole cultural bras and heritage,
and It Is no lob for the faint of heart'

Peace all nations seek it' The search for peace is at
least as old as the ludeao Christian ethical tradition All
religions exalt it and cherosh if amongtheu Imghest values
Remember the fourth chapter of Micah "They shall beat
their swords into ploughshares and prepare for war no
more," and then of Course comes the New Testament,
much of it dgfed to proclaiming the message and the
search for pe a on earth
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Peace all people yearn for It. every public opinlon
poll shows it n at the top of everybody's "want list", yet in
the words of Patrick Henry."Gentlemen may cry peace,
but there Is no peace," init. we might add, no visibly
progress towards.any lasting peace, We have had 150 wars
since the end of World War II in 1945 Today in the world
there are somewhere between 40 and SO wars in progress.

Let me repeat at the present time we have made
no visible progress toward any lasting' peace, The only
exception to that which has occurred recently, is the
Camp David surff mit meeting, where President Carter gave
tit. world a superb example of the effectiveness of conflict
resolution techniques at the highest level

But aside from that, why are we milting no progress
towards a lasting peace, What goes on, Why the
stalemate, Is peace really that hard to come by, Wall,
maybe it is. Or, perhaps could it be that we reaffy
don't know how to wage peace, to rssolve our conflicts
peacably , But you may say, not even now, at the end of
the twentieth century, What about the work of all our
social scientists our behavsoral scientists, Well, yes,
VAlat about that, I

We have all marvelled at, tunesiotteflechon at the vigor
and dynamism with which we apply the findings of our
physical scientists to material purposes and especially to
the purposes of war Haven't you ever wondered about
how little we have done about applying the work of our
social nd behavioral sckntifts to build a sciente or a
te gy of peace, .

Year after year, decade after decade, we have sung the
praisas of the Prince of Peace and blessed His name Every
year with the passing of the winter solstice, we have
celebrated with soy His birth, and soon we enter again the
Advent season of that time of year

Yet tomorrow, in America alone, some 200,000
scientists will be working to apply scientific findings to the
development or improvement of dur war potential and

less than 200 scientists will be working on projects to
develop our capability to wage and maintain peace

Since 1945 since the end of World War II militant
spending around the globe has exceeded six trillion
dollars, that is, 6,000 billion dollars, That is about $ 1500
for each human being alive on the earth today, man,
woman and child And since 1960, world military
expenditures are up 60%, and despite mushrooming
firepower capabilities, the numbers of the world's Armed
Forces are also up TOW

We like to think we are a peaceful people, but the U S
nuclear arsenal Contains enough destructrve power, to
equal Z00,000 Hitoshimos, or the equivalent of more tr, an
three tons of TNT for each person on this planet, 3 tons of
TNT for each person, I think that's probably enough,
because some of those persons are really very small

We are a peaceful people, yet we have four excellent
military academies and at least five war colleges, all
dedicated to maintaining peace by armed force Is it
unreasonable to suggest that we might have one national
institution devoted to teaching and research in how to
aeate the conditions of peace by affirmative means, It's
not a very comforting comment, but it was a wise man

who recently wrote, "In the normal course of events,
nations get what they prepare for " At this point I would
like to propose that we make a brief historical survey, to
get some idea of where we stand in the development of this
entire problem

A Rosepy Any Other Mime

Confucius, while visiting in the state of Wei, was asked
what he would tio first if he were requested to head the
government of that country, and he replied, "As a first
step I would see to it that things were called by their right
narnes, for if things are not called by their right RIMS then
the statements are misleading, and when the statements
are misleading then nothing can be accomplished."

So let's start off by calling thiligs by their right names.
For example, "national security" what is it? Well, for
200 years "national security" meant the ability to defend
ourselves and our friends in the event of the next war
bursting upon us. So we built up our armed forces and
trained the world's best military leaders and eXperts. But
the world has a way of changing the scenery *bile we're
watching the show, and suddenly those same experts tell
us that no real defense is possible in a modern,
thermonuclear attack. If modern war is forced upon us,
there is no defense to be made And thus, suddenly
'national security" called by its right name means not

PrePorIng for war, but orohling it.
But what is the next step in that logic of rigbt.naming,

Obviously, if "national security" means developing ahe
ability to avoid war, we should be It ainin$ not only,
military experts that is, experts in making war but also
experts in all sorts of peacemaking, in avoiding war Thus,
we should be training experts In. nonviolent conflict
resolution in nonmilitary crisis intervention in

creating the conditions of pea& in analyzing social
systems in terms of their peace potential and the is
exactly what the haft Aeldemy would provide, .

Do you see the analogy here, Remember it is almost

part of our folklore that "we always prepare to fight the
next war with the last war's weapons" Well, we're doing it
all over again Our national government is going right orP3'
training military experts to fight the last War, or perhaps
the next, and doing alMost noth viral:out training experts
to avoid it, even though any rational analysis shOws quite
dearly that our national security involves not lust
preparing to fight the next war but taking every possible
step toavoid itt

What we are actually'doing is preparing for the next war
with the last war's ideas and that, for a nation with our
intellectual capability, as not. lust shameful and short.
sighted; it's asinine and quite possibly catastrophic'
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The Institutional Approach'

But lees go back a few years artd attempt some
institutional analysis of,where we stand today Itwe're not
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using new ideas, new concepts like coil ust euilut.un
surely we're using the old ideas better Well, let s see if we
are Let's 'aback to; 1939 when Quincy Wright and hallo(
the Univeo sit,. of Chicago staff produced A massive study
entitled, A Study of War The concluuons of this two
volume work were that wars aie caused basically by
changed conditans in society and the fadur of human
teings to adapt their institutions to those changed,
conditions. There's great deal of wisdom coMpeessed
into those concepts, but are we applying it And while
we re talking about institutions, there's another related
concept which is very applicable heie It s almost a truism
that people build thei institutions and those onstitutoans
shape then society and goon shaping it long after The
buildere have left the Rene

ais

Ow military &id:et next year ;ill be approximately
126 billion dollars That's about 350 million dollars foe
every day of the year Well, what ere we getting for that
126 billion dollars° First, we are, of course, getting
deterrence, or detente, the theory being that the ability to

utacceptable damage will prevent ow opponents
on the wotld scene from attempting to inflict it upon us.
But fundamentally, we are lust buying time In the long
run, we ale merely staving off the inevitable and doing so
one day at a time at a late of approximately 350 million
dollars a day We are buying time But time to do what' If
we re buyortg ta'ne at such an exorbitant rate, it is

irroperatree to ask, "How are we using that time,"

Are we using that tome effectively' How are we
reshaping our society to ensure its sdryrval, What new
institutions are wecreatingto infuse new ideas, new hope'
Are wevally doingonything to give our grand children a
hope of survival' If ever in world history there was anent!
foe new ideas, new institutions, new break throughs on the
field of peace-keeping and conflict management, Surely,
this is the time But what are we accomplishing, The last
great institshon we created to contribute to world peace
was the United Nations and that was over onethird of a
Century aso'

a

S.

To Change OuiWays of Thinking

The World Federalists recently sent otit a little
1 brochure which raid on its Aver, "There was a tome when

only God coa end the World Well, In this sense
mankind has now4c3nosts to play God, it has developed'
the ability to end.the world, and that decision once made
is irrevocable But having made that commitment we are
row face to face sinth the fact that we can't play God half
way d we are gomg io Marne Hisoowers, then we must
accept some of His responsibilities and the first step
toward survival is a massive change in our ways of
thinking,

It was Albert Einstein who saki, 'the splitting of the
atom hasetianged 'everything save Our modes of thinking,
and thus we drift towarel unpagalleled catastrophe Let

r.

ar le emphasize that the splitting of the atom has changed
everything Yet, we go meriily on, still preparing for
the next wai with the last wal s ideas That is the challenge
we face here today and it n the challenge which the next
two generaHons, at least, will face tomorrow Either we
change ovr ways of thinking change many of ow basic
assumptions or the future is terrifyingly poedictable,
and out grandchildren won't have much chance

What assumptions am talking about, Let's take one
example Remember that good old Lap wisdom If you
wish for peace, prepare foe war ' Well, for 2,000 years
we've been wishing for peace and preparing for war, iS if
there were some innate wisdom in that statement And for
2,000 years the preparations have ruled reality and the
wnhes have remained fond hopes. But why should that
surprise us' The most bask folk wisdom tells us "Watch,
what a man does, not what he says" To paraphiase that,
"Watch what a nation (or the world) prepares for, not
what it hopes foe" If Ire .unt peace we've got to SAO ft
eepoting for it,

Let's lake anotheo, and more immediately cuirent
example Detente Detente expresses ou hdpe, glur
wish, but what about the preparations' Last year at
Christmas time Richard Barnet, one of the world s real
authorities on U 5 Soviet relations, writing i; the New
York Times, concluded that after us years of the
Nixon-Breshnev detente "Detente hgs not produced any
change in the institutions Of Iliblts of mind in either
country that ketp tensions high While the diplomats'
haggled at the strategic.arms talks, stockpiles of nuclekr
/weapons on both sides doubled, and moor advances in
molitary technology were introduced lust as aft aside, to
call things by thee right names, perhaps I should add that
the'phrase advances in military technology" Means
better way !ling more human beings,

Both Amok-ins and Russians are peaceful people,but
as Father McSor ley's new book asks "What are the moral
implications when^ a nation haws its hope) for the future
on vast and complicated plans to kill large numbers of
people"

And,Senator Mark Hatheld says in hos latev
erhotled Beiween Rock and a Hord Place, To establish
Peace by a balance of SCI101 IS Ike building a houk on
sand The more you work for such a peace, thg more
people believe that nuclear missiles prevent a holocaust,
that armies keep us from fighting, and that peace can be
achleved through war Welt perhaps 1984 is closer than
re thought

Hardly a day passes that I clon t find myself wondering,
Are we tottering along the brmk of total destruction, or

are we teetering on the edge of a bright new era; The
great anthropologist Teilhard de Chardon told us Today
something is happening to the whole structure of human

g consciousness, A fresh kind of life is starting"

Well, I hope so But if that is true we are going tOneed
many new institutions for that bright nesl. age Let's face
a, Humanity is in a tightrope walk along a narrow margin
of survival, and that fact vnll be the most basic lacteal life
foe our children and for our grandchildren and that's!!
they're lucky,

,
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Con flici Resolution - The New Hope

1 m naturally an optimist. bat in,theziast thirty yews
ve seen little cause for hope I ye stirs precious liGle

constructive thante in either our ideas Of in our
issututions which would lower the scale's on the sideof
survival And then, a httle over a year 40,1 learned about
the National Peace Academy Obmpaign and the potential
of conflict resolution to solve conflicts before they erupt

to violence and a large gap in my view of,the world and
ts ure was suddenly filled

No -1 would lite to,go back for a few minutes to an
exercise of right name,halling. What do we mean when we

'say 'peace' l In conflict .esolution terms, peace isinot
defined as the absence of all conflict. As long as people are
less than perfect conflict is probably unavoidable and
even necessary in our society Willeed it if we are to have
any change or progress it s the yeast or the leaven, the
engine of change, the mechanism of progress. Without it
the inertia of the status quo becomes overwhelming,

But conflKt need,not lead to violence In the field of
conflict resolution, peace is &fined as the non violent
management of conflict Earber I bemoaned the fact that
we have done so little to apph the firdingl of our social
and behavdral scientists to develop a science of peace
Well, the good news is that it s finally happening, believe it
or not Under the contmued pressure of high kvpl conflict
for the` past fifteen yeart, we have finally developed
effectne techniques foe resolving conflict without
violence Psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, and
other social and behavioral scientists have in the COUne of
their worle discovered a new synthesis Conflict resolution
has finally emerged as a newfhard core discipline involving
teachable orintiples of analysis and effective techniques
for the peacable settlement of disputes It comprises a
body of knowledge and techniques drawn from many
disciplines, which can be developed into an academic
orrculum of veat depth and practicality And that's Mir'
a Peace Academy has suddenly become a very practical
arid a tta inabk goal

You see, the problem is that unresolved conflict feeds
upon itself Conflict is ;nes able as long as human beings
are imper fect It feeds on itself in a closed circle - that Is,
tension leads to conflict conflict escalates to violence-.
violence creates new frustration and tension which leads
to* 0:inflict, which escalates to violence, which creates
tension ands° the circle gotsaround and up in a ever rising
spiral But now wt can break the circle between colflict
and violence, Ind that is the good news of conflict
resolution because once that circle is broken, 'the spiral
starts a downward course and this can be continued and
accelerated to lower the level of tension and ctinflict all
across our SOCiety

We all know now that the world is being tied ever
tighter together by our comnsunications networks, vo that
what happens in one area af fects all areas What efferts one
MA affects usall eell, what's new about that'

350 years ago John Donne said it very succintly 'No
man is an island, sefficient unto himself' Well, what s
rew,is the demorlstrable intensity of our interdependence
and perhaps its nature John Donne was talking about his
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Pi:dual involvement with the rest of mankind Today we
still have that age-old spiritual involvement, wt Can still
say with Jesus, "Inasmuch as ye did it to the least of these
my brothers -, ye did it unto mc But we also have a new
physical and electronK involvement created by our new
communications networks, which I should like to Suggest
today is ever pare closely analogous to the neural
COmMuraCdtiOni network within our own bodies. Hie
inanity is literally becoming one body, and every day the
ties that bind us tO the reSt of the world are beoming
tighter and more apparent a vain hna eking in Amsterdam
triggers a plane hijacking in Atlanta two days later the,
murder of a 39-year-old Preacher in Memphis within flours
sets af Larne the hearts o f 125 American cities.

Noone can say where this communications revolution
will end But if it follows its natural Course, it will
esentually unite mankind to a devee we cannot even
conceive today But what are we doing asa nation to take
advantage of this vowing interdependence In our search
kir a lasting peace'

Something nobs push missing - what is it' First, what
believe is missing is a national commitment to a

permanent search for peace Second, a mapr effort to
continue coordinating the work of the social scientists to
develop the new scsence 01 conflict resolution And third,
a map. institutional development of some sort to spread .
the new gospel, to teach the new art and science of conflict
resolution and to spread It as rapidly as possible
throughout the society both here and abroad
Obviously, I am suggesting that the proposed United
lutes Academy for Peace and Conflict Resolution would
meet those three needs

Well, I'm asked, conflict resolution sounds great, but
does it work' Yes - you can bet it works - m fact, you
probably know a dozen cases where it has WO( ked

it worked during the Hanafi Muslim takeorer in
Washington. where experts In c0nfpct resolution got
involved early and probably saved fifty hostages lives,

it woiked at Wounded Knee, where expert Intervention
prevented the already violent FBI Indian confronta
lion from developing into the last Veit Indian war on
what could haie.been a real pitched battle.

- it worked recently at Kent State Unirepity. wherithe
violence of similar events ten years ago was avOideC

- it his woeked in Over 100 proOn riot.situations in the
past two years, which were resolved by the profesi
sionals of the Cordnunity Relations Service using
conflict resolution techniques, so that the riots never

-reached the stage of headlines in the newspapere, the
opposite case occurred at Attica in New York In 1969,
where attempts to resolve the svflict miscarried
because no experts on conflict resolution were involved,
and the result was a massacre with 43 dead and a
national disgrace

it worked in Mum, in 1972 where the violence of the
Chicago 19E4 Demos+ ati.c Convention was avoided at
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both tBe Democratic and Republican Cormentionsdue
(a the carefully orchestrated intementron of large
numbersof experts m conflict teSOluts0n,

it works in hundreds of comfnunitv disputes handled
annually aleik the Community Relations Se/stet of the
Department of Justice and in literally tens of
thousands of individual disputes handled each y ear by
the American Arbruation Associason,

it worked in the international fgld on 1965 when the
iintenrention of one mediator achieved a near miracle of
Peace-makong in the Dominican Republrc after Presi
dent /Orison s interventson there, and

we all saw it work at least an initial minor miracle of
peace rryisking at Camp David. wave President Cater
gave us a porneesample of med alive technioues and
their super-oche over traditsonal diplorhacy in
achieving progress toward the settlement of unterna
tonal disputes

In civet, there is more than adequaterreason to believe
that an nstitution ike t;ie Peace Academy could train
ex pelts in conflict revatution whoccould make an immense
contribution to the stability of our society

'The hate Academy - What Would It De

NA let us assume that the Peace Acaderns is
established What would it oo'

y Well, the ftrst thing its establishment would do would .
be to escite.new hope in the hearts ofgnillions of people
aound the world, tccause it would commit the world s
most powerful netion to a long tern starch for the means
leod Methods of world peace When the lull significance of
that is graspea I think I can appreciate no single act which
would du rrsoue tor the Arzrican image auom the world I
tennk it would also make a lot of Americans seri proud of
their COUntry

Fa into the future, the Peace Academy would serve as
a national center to teach. rehne, deselOP arrdCOOrdinate
research in the age-old art and rapidly changing science of
Peace making or conflict resolution

Present thinking calls forh the Academy to be a
aduiate 'evel institution, offering a two year Master s

peogram and additional mini souries and special shorter
lemmas to meet the needs of leaders est business On labor,
government employees, civic leaders, and members of the

s and Law cnfo. cement agencies Per haps as many as
25ic of the {ong tern, students would come from foeergn
countries

Peace Asaderny graduates would move on to Positrons
in local state, and natconal goyginment pmivateorgani,a
t ons the I orer Sets se, the Aimed f ceces corpora
tens tabor unions welfare services and international
organizations le posrtipos throughout our socitto thee
,aouates will work for creatise alternatives to violence
for the pearlkful resolution of conflict If the levels of
conflict sOntrove.I0 rise all across our soCKty and our

world if crane continues to be one of Our primary growth
industi les if terrorism remains an acto.e force and a threat
as nuclear weapons become more arid more available, the
work of Peace Academy graduates may become Crucial to
the sunaval of organized society

Again, I am stressing the importance of instrtuttons in
shaping and molding our society Kenneth Boulding wrote

'recento The most important legiNtal*n 11 not that
whigh Performs A single act but that winch creates an
instAutiOn that thrOws its weight Mc. the wescgte future
course of events

Well, I in not smelt ersough to foresee all the ef fects of
building a Peace Academy 1 m not curranyone is - but I
can look at it from several viewpoints. and I like what I see
from all of them

F nom an intellectual viewpoint Icon see it committing
the United States to a permanent starch for Peace and
can see a tot of other nations copying our example, and
that +pretty cult ng

F rorn the point of slew of ho.pe, 1 can imagine the Peace

AcaclemY helping tO prove the F reud Leakey theory that
mankind can indeed learn and adapt his culture to assure
his racial survival This I can hope, and that 5 pretty
ekciting too

From a theological point of view. 1 must believe that
God has not nursed mankind this far along the path of
hotory wthOut hasing a plan insolving some future
purpose, some destiny other than prernature racial
obliteration And so I have to belies e that sf we can lust
gne Him a chance and A few thousand trained and
ded cated workers As Fils agents, He will find some way to
keep humanity from the ultImate act of self-destructson

And, finally, from a strictly humanist approach, I
would say we must select tot> notch people from all walks
of life give them the finest trainingoossibte es the art ot
peace making, then turn them oack to society to do their
thing believing that some of them will emerge into
positions of power At the exact tone and place to shape
higory Some Of Them will be great and inspired and one
of them, at lust the right time may turnout to bc
Churchill or a Lincoln, a Martin Luther or a Martin Luther
King, vet* will hag the courage. the viWOO and the
wisdom to make the crucial correct decision at some
future watershed of histccy

Well I hear someone asking Can we lustily another
governmental insteutron in the wake ol Proposition I 37
1 think the answer here is, Yes, of course we can, because
this is the most cost elfectrse Proposal in legOlathe form
in Washington today or in recent history What a
benefit oast ratio' LrOk at what we would be risking for
an annual budges of less than one fifth of one day s
military budget. the Peace Academy could turn out
experts who sould help make it possible to hold down
hurgeoning welfare agensy Costs police force increases

system expansions and efientually the real Monster
Costs of ivan defenr preparations

And one final area deserved special mention and that is
the growing worldwide threat of terrorism and we don t
have to look AS far as Italy to find it at least in its incipient
stages
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During 1975, a relatively peaceful year, Mere we're
2.053 reported bombings in the United States, which
killed 69 people, insured 326, and caused more than 26
million dollars in property damage alone This, and other
forms of terrorist activity can be expected to me If the
next cycle of increased tension and violence is not met and
counteracted by ,greatly improved and mai widely
applied methods of peaceful Conflict Resolution.

The most knowledgable experts tdday agree the
techniques and theoretical knowledge are available but
there is a radical shortage of trained people to apply them.
The Peace Academy in some form seems to be the most
feasible way to alleviate that shortage

To Move The Yiluile,,Future?

Oh, but I say, Mapes "To move the whole future,"
Isn't that a bit grandiose?

Well, perhaps it is but I don't think so. If we accept
the fact that conflict rs Inevitable and contains the threat
of massive violence, then perhaps we had better start a
national program to tr am experts to dealwith it.

Recently, my own Pastor, George Booth, in Arlington,
Virginia, told the story in a sermon of the great Quaker,
John Woolman who by gentle persuasion rod the Society
of Friends of the Curse of Slavery long before the Civil
War Then George asked "What if there had been 500
John Woolmans," Yes, what if? Whit might have been
accomplished without the terrible tragedy of Shiloh and
Wilderness and Gettysburg and the one hundred years of
repetitious tragedy which were their aftermath in the
Smith' But now, what if the Peace Academy can be
fougcled and turn out ten thousand experts in c011nICt
Resolution between 1980 and the YU% 2000'

What if other countries not only send their best and
brightest students to the Peace Academy, but also emulate
us and start their oWn Peace Academies? They will, you
know, already four foreign countries have expressed
snterest

Whit if there developed a worldwide reserve of experts
in peace-making who were available to spat and coal off
trouble spots before they reach the point of explosion,
before thl'y even begin to contribute to that worldwide
body of tension and conflict I mentioned rather'

It can happen, you know, but it needs your help and
your support. Remember how we left mankind on that
tightrope, tiptoeing along a narrow margin of survival ftir
generations into the future? Well, I'd like to suggest that
maybe lust nvybe the Peace Academy might widen
that margin a little, and perhaps a little will be enough to

give our Fandchildren a reasonable dunce of survrval
Oftentimes recently, while speaking on the Peace

Academy cpocept in vat IOUs areas of the country, I have
been challenged by skeptics Who 10. "Oh, Winton now
human beings have always fought and always will We've
always had wars, and we always will. How can Conflict
Resolution change human nature,"

One response to that is merely to pose a couple of
equally well-founded questions, such is "Mankind has
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always structured his society to assure racial sorvrval, not
annihilation. Why do you think the atomic age will change
those rules' Survival of the species is the first great law of
nature why do you think It has now been repealed,"

But I think it is perhaps enough to point out that
although war is indeed an ancient and honored human
institution, it is not sacrosanct History demonstrates that
human institutions are normally cherished long after they
become anachronisms, but they are abandoned when, and
only when, they become either useless or counter
productive. War has now achieved that distinction I really
think we have arrived at a genuine consunction of history
when war, which has always been evil, has now become
useless, and mankind, however much it may seem to be
attracted to recognized evil, is instinctively repelled by
any institution which is thoroughly and demonstrably
useless or pse lessly destructive

So I really think that what we need now are alternative
means of resolving our conflicts so that we can profitably
resect the violence of war as an approved method of
achieving peace I believe those means are now available,
and in closing I would like to advert back to that brilliant
summary Of Kenneth &wattling's, when he said, "The,
problem of peace policy is how to introduce a bias into
the system that moves it toward stable peace at a more
rapid rate " What I am suggesting is that the leact
Academy might introduce into the system precisely the
boas it will repute to move forward into an era of stable

v but still dynamic peaceful equilibrium at all levels of
society In terms of my earlier analogy, the Peace
academy won't bu4d the whole Monument of Peace
but it's the best br irk available today

And now lust a post script to give you the really good
news. On October 15th, 197871H 10 23 a.m, the Congress
of the United States passed the legislation to establish a
one-year study comMission to valuate the Peace

AcademY concept and to decide whether the Peace
Academy should be built

That legislation (signed into law by the President on
November 1, 1978) comprises the results of two and
one-half years of hard work by the Peace Academy
Campaign, and it is the first mayor step toward the actual
quablishment of a National Center for Peace and Conflict
Resolution I don't need to tell you that the passage of this
legislation has lifted the hearts of people all across the
nation and the globe who long for a more stable society
and a peaceful world order

The Peace Academy Campaign needs the help of every
one of you who cares about peace and thkfuture of
humanity Together we can put the Peace Acackmy brick
on place and perhaps change the whole shape of the
structure of peace Such an Academy v.vuld move the
whole future and give our grandchildren new hope of
survival. If it doesn't happen, I hope it won't be because
you didn't cue enough to help.

111 ANTHROPOLOGY AND HUMANISM OUARTERLY

I

Far Arthtr information, you are in
vited to write to:

National Peace Academy Campaign
1625 EVe Strvet,N.W., Suite 7E6
Washington, D.C. 20006
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much. [Applause.]
I thank you especially for the quotes. Somehow personal utter-

ances sound more profound when quoted by others. [Laughter.]
We will now hear from the executive director, Consortium of

Social Science Associations in Washington, D.C., Dr. Roberta Bal-stad Miller.
Dr, MILLER. Thank you very much. I appreciate the opportunity

to testify on behalf of the Consortium of Social Science Associations
and the 152,000 social and behavioral scientists that it represents.

I would like to echo the remarks of your panelists about the im-
portance of establishing a peace academy, and _I would also like toadd to their remarks some consideration of the importance of this
academy for the furtherance of. research in the study of peace and
the conflict of/the resolution.

"Peace Research" is a label that has come to be applied to a
broad spectrum of research activities focused on. (1) The conditions
that produce conflict, (2) the dynamics of the conflict process, (3)
the means and conditions for conflict resolution, and (4) the devel-
opment Of procedures and institutions that maximize cooperation
and thus inhibit conflict. Peace research is principally concerned
with the study of conflict dynamics. While peace researchers canbe found in a great variety of disciplinespsychology, anthropolo-
gy, sociology and political scienceprobably the greatest concentra-tion today is found in the field of international politics.

One consequence of World War II was a massive influx of re-
searchers from other diAbiplines into this field, individuals who beNto.
lieved they could contribute their knowledge and expertise to the
study of internatiorial conflict. At that time, a field which had been
largely historical and descriptive learned how: (1) To collect data -

.on wars, crises., alliances, interaction events, et cetera; (2) to devel-
op meaningful ways to measure basic concepts like war, polarity,
power distribution; (3) to process data statistically so as to be able
to analyze such impokant hypotheses as the relationship between
alliance commitments and wars, and the interrial stability of coun-
tries and their potential for outside intervention, and, finally, re-
searchers learned to use mathematics to develop theories which ex-
plaiq and predict the dynamics of processes related to the initiation
and termination of conflict.

In the 35 years since the Second World War, these studies of thedynamics of international conflict have grown by incredible
bounds. They have grown simply in terms of the numbers of stud-
ies that are being done and the numbers of researchers that areinvolved. But the field has grown in other ways as well. It has
grown in its understanding of the dynamics of international poli-ntics and in the sophistication with which it now poses research
questions ..and thenjeeks to study them. It is probably not too
strong to assert thatywithin the social science disciplines, the stud-ies that relate to peace research are probably among the most so-
phisticated with respect to data collection procedures, statistical
data processing, and mathematical modeling.

All of this, then, is by way of saying that there is a significant,
large and growing research community that is concerned with
peace research. The establishment of a peace academy at this junc-
ture would not only be an extremely valuable *set to this commu-
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nity, but it, could also supply the impetus for major research discov-
eries.

Most researChers in this area work independently and largely
within the isolation of their own universities. Although they attend
meetings, give papers and publish their results, there is currently
no institutional framework within which they can meet and inter-
act for prolonged periods of time. There are no centers or institutes
for the study of conflict dynamics. A peace academy could bring to-
gether a number of major researchers for extended periods of time
and, by releasing them from other university responsibilities, could
provide a medium for interaction and collaboration that could be
critical for the future development of this research field.

A second area of great need is in the training of new peace re-
searcheis. When students finish their doctoral training in areas re-
lated to peace research, they must move' immediately into jobs.
There are no postdoctoral fellowships for students, in this field, as
there are in physics, chemistry, et cetera. This has two deleterious
effects. First, it means that these researchers are largely trained at
only one graduate institutionthey cannot, as is true in the other
sciences, benefit from exposure to other "laboratories," other ways
of asking and answering questions. Second, having to take a job im-
mediately upon completion of the a. D. means that these students
must lay aside their research while th;, develop courses, teach,
attend committees, et cetera. A postdoct. al fellowship program at
a peace academy would provide these st dents with the opportuni-
ty to interact with other researchers a the time to further their
ovn research.
,Tinally, but perhaps t impo tly, a peace academy would

play a critical rol fundin: : . seveloping further research. Ad-
visory committee the academy could identify major data needs
for the research community at large and fund such projects, and
could attempt to stimulate research on questions not currently re-

, ceiving adequate attention. The academy could act as a clearing-
house for the ongoing exchange of ideas and research. The research
on conflict processes that is currently being done would be greatly
enhanced, stimulated and furthered by the establishment of a
p4ace academy.

For these reasons, the research community would welcome and
work with such an institution.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to testify.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you yery much, Dr. Miller, for yOur

fine statement.
Is Mr. Thomas Colosi here?
Dr. WEDGE. He has not arrived.
Senator MATSUNAGA. I would wish to ask questions of this panel

but we still have another panel waiting and I believe, for the
,record, that we will submit questions to you. There is one question
that maybe the present panel can answer fast. As you probably
heard this morning, it was pointed out by Congressman Dan Glick-
man, that his bill would call the institution, the U.S. Academy of
Peace and Conflict Resolution. The Commission, as Dr. Boulding
well knows, decided to use just U.S. Academy of Peace because
there were some objections raised during the hearings relative to.
delving into domestic conflict resolution, that we ought to begin at
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the international level, that there were other institutions already
concerned with domestic conflicts, and there was some fear ex-pressed abbut the fact that if we added gonflict resolution, it might
raise objections from Members of Congress who otherwise wouldsupport the measure.

It was for that reason, I might explainto those-who raised the
question, that the Cdmmission decided to omit the conflict resolu-
tion part. Initially, we started out as a commission on peace and .conflict resolution, as most Of you know:*

So, if you could give me a fast answer to the question, which wayshould we go? We will begin with Dr. Boulding.
Dr. BOULDING. A fast answer. .
Well, I think my own view at this point is that it does not matter

a great deal what the label is and that I am perfectly willing toaccept the =elusion of the debates in the House and the Senate,'but I think in practice that the boundaries -between the domestic,
international, and local, and local/international are so unclear that

e

one must continuously cross those boundaries in dealing with thefull nature of any particular conflict and in dealing with the un-
.. derlying problems.

So, in facl, we will have to move across different levels but if it
makes it a difference, to Congress to feel that the international has
been given primary, which indeed Was, I belifsve, our mandate,
then I do not feel that would ha'ndicap the actual academy in doing
what it needs to do in 'the research and training way.

Serlatpr MATSUNAGA. Mike? .

Mr. MAPES. I can only endorse what .Dr. Boulding said. After all,
she is a member of my board of directors.

But I do think we all understand that much of what we know
about conflict resolution and peacemaking has come out or the do-mestic scene A prime example was the use of the single document
negotiating text at Camp David, 4ich was so tremendously effec-
tive there and is a technique which will be- used repeatedry in thefuture, I, am sure.- It 'cameright out of 75 Years of labor-manage-
ment relations experience in this country.

I think Dr Boulding said you cannot make that dividing line anyImre; between domestic and international. Conflict resolution is aseamless web that stretches cuts all across due society.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr: Freitag. .

Mr. FREITAG. Well, just quickly, I think we want to focus on the
function and we could, with any danger that would enable that
function to go forward, we surely would not want to see one who
has to vote on this bill be able to say, well, I am for the function
but I am opposed to the name and, therefore, I will not vote. We
sure do want results.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Dr. Miller. .

Dr. MILLER. I think I would add a fourth vote to Dr. Boulding
and endorse the proposal.

Thank you.mi

Senator MATSUWAGA. Thank you. Thank you all.
Dr WEDGE. Senator Matsunaga, I would point out that we have

Rose and Dan Lucy, who are pioneers, because between 1960 andp 1967 they organized a campaign for a National Academy of Peace.
It is their opinion that theirs could not, go very far, not only be-

,
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cause of the time, but because of the title and the coupling of peace
and conflict resolution turned out to be much more potent mode of
communication. And one other point, whether domestic interests
are involved, the Community Services and the Department of Jus-
tice, the Federal Mediation Conciliation Service, the American Ar-
bitration Associations, and every agency that I know of involved in
domestic dispute resolution is a strong proponent for the Peace
Academy, and the Peace Academy sees the function of peace as a
seemless web that runs from interpersonal peace to world peace.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Bryant Wedge.
Our next panel, panel No. 3, will consist of Mrs. Mary Purcell,

president, American Association of University Women.
Mrs. Mary Purcell.

STATEMENTS OF MARY PURCELL, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ASSO-
CIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN, WAS INGTON, D.C.; PATTY
BANKSON, DIRECTOR, YWA OF THE U ED STATES, WASJI
INGTON OFFICE; DR. ZELLE ANDREWS, DIRECTOR, PEACE
VOCACY PROJECT, UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, NEW YORK;
DR. JOSEPH F. CLOUD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, METROPOLITAN
HUMAN RELATIONS OF NASHVILLE AND DAVIDSON COUNTY,
NASHVILLE, TENN.; AND REV. JONATHAN BARTON, NEW
JERSEY COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, PRINCETON, NJ., A PANEL

Mrs. PURCELL Yes. Thank you, Senator Matsunaga.'
I am Mary Purcell of Wallingford, Pa., president of the Ameri-

can Association of University Women, the oldest and largest ofga-
nization for the educational achTncement pf women. On behalf of
our 190,000 members, I am pleased to have this opportunity to ad-
dress this subcommittee in strong support of creating a U.S. Acade-
my of Peace, and commend you for making this opihrtunit3r possi-
ble for me.

The promotion of international understanding, cooperation, and
world peace is one of the pldest and strongest of AAUW's commit-
ments, The principle of international cooperation. and mediation
through international organizations has permeated the AAUW
study-action programs since 1922. It is therefore fitting 60 years
Wer to be here on Capitol Hill to support a national effort to es-
thblish a U.S. Academy of Peace which would work to educate,
inform, and 'research war avoidance in the age of instant nuclear
destruction.

We believe that the findings of the Commission on 'Proposals for,
the Nationral Academy of Peace and Conflict Resolution, which ad-
vocate the establishment of an institution dedicated to research,
education, and training in peacemaking skills, and an inforniation
service on conflict resolution can only bring our Nation, and other
nations, further away from the nuclear' abyss. Without a focused
Federal investment in peace research, education, training,' and in-
formation services which we believe, as the Commission did, is an
appropriate function of the Federal Government, we believe that
thechances of our survival on this planet until the end pf this, cen-
tury are highly unlikely. .

Since our founding in 1881,, AAUW has long been concernea with
the pursuit of peace. This i§,,not to label us a pacifist organization.
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bollege educated women who joined AAUW believe that military
security alone does not prevent wars'. Only a combination of na-
tional efforts which ensure stable economic conditions and the pur-
suit of human endeavors, balanced with a strong defense can create
an environment which reduces the risk of war. Economic justice,
social. development, and political security for all people can only be
achieved by peaceful Means.

AAUW supported President Wilson when war was declared in
1916. But we also supported a League of Nations. From 1921 to
1935, the Association s legislative program endorsed the League
idea, even though the U.S. Congress never approved it. In 1928,
AAUW participated 'in public hearings sponsored by the National
Committee on the Cause and Cure of War. This committee ad-
dressed the role of women in organizing conferences on war and
peace issues. We supported the World Court idea in 1930 and
worked actively on the Women's World Court Committee. And in
1931, during the disarmament negotiations that were taking place
in Europe, our leadership spoke out about how the process of such
peace talks eliminated women. We felt women should be active
participants in the negotiation process. The inclusion of women
into the national security world is one we still must work to insure.
A Peace Academy would be one vehicle for such training..

As a national women's organization devoted to. the continuing
education of womeq to become active members of their community,
our studies on war and peace issues have revealed a close correla-
tion between the arms race, arms balances, and the outbreak of
war This evidence is validated by the world around us. In 1979, the
Center for Defense Information produced a study on "A World at
War." The report documented 37 major and minor armed conflicts
around the world involving upwards of $8 million. Total loss of
lives, roughly estimated, ranged from 1 to 5 million persons.
Among the conclusions of the study were:

Local wars are increasingly intense and t.errorism is now a fact
of international politics.

Weapons provided by the United States and the U.S.S.R. have
dramatically increased the power of smaller nations to kill and de-
stroy.

Both the United .States and the .S.S.R. are just beginning to re-
alize that their huge military esta 1ishinents are of declining util-
ity in achieving international object ves.

When irresponsible nations acqu e nuclear weapons, war fight-
ing and the conduct of international affairs will be dramatically al-
tered. World War III may easily start from a,local war.

These points demonstrate the desperate need in this Nation to
train persons in conflict resolution, to engage individuals in peace
research, and to educate American citizens about the prevention of

...war through peacemaking skills. Only through a specialized peace
'academy can such a concentrated educational effort be set forth. It

is time this Nation dedicated some of its vast resources to peace-
making rather than to the development of the instruments of war.

We urgei'yon, therefore, as an association, to favorably consider
this legislation before you before time runs out. And we promise
you our support of 190,000 women across this countu who will
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speak to it, I am quite sure, vehemently, vigorously and continu-
ously to whatever effect it may have. [Applause..]

[The following information was received for the recordj .
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tiAMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMIlt

(tit., 740, vupraAien., washwvon DC DOW

news release
April 21, 1982

FOR Immediate Release

Contacts Janice Katz

Sharon Dean Evrard
2021785-7720

GRADJATE WOMEN SUPPORT PEACEMAKING SKILLS
--

"The AmeriCan Asseciation of University Women believes the establishment

of an institution'dedicated'to research, education and training in peacemaking

skills, and an information'service on conflict resolution could prevent a

nuclear holocaust, said Mary Purcell, president of the 140,000 member AAUW

Spefking today ai a Subcommittee hearing in support of Senate bill 1889 for

the creation of a U S Academy of Peace, she stressed the need for an organization

dedicated to increasing the potential for peaceful settlement of Ghternational

disputes.

Stating AAOU'S position Mrs. Purcell said, "Since our foUnding in 1881.

AALJW has long been concerned with the pursuit of peace. Th11,1s not to label

us a pacifiit organization. College educated women who pined AAN believe

that mslstary security slone does not preVeni mars

'Only a Coibinetion of national efforts which'ensure stable economic

Condition: anf the pursuit of huran endeavors, balanced with a strong defense

can Create an Environment which reduces the risk of war Economic Justice.

social development and political security for all peOPle can only .bellited

by peaceful -cans "

"It is time this nation dedicated some of its vast resouroeS to peacemaking

rather than to the development of the instruments of war,' Purcell said.
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PRESIDENT'S-MESSAGE

Toward Peace: What' Can We :tr)o?
by Mary Purcell

One excittng aspect of the
AAUW presidency is the opportu-
nity to talk wiHr a cross section of
women about the issues thataffect
their lives Women from every part
of the United States havo discussed
with me the need for passage of
the Equal Rights Amendment, con-
tinuing inequities in education and
employment, and lack of recogni-
tion for the rights of homemakers
Their moods vary from frustration
to anger at the lack of support from
people in decision-making posi-
tions

In recent months, I have noticed
women speaking of another con-
cern, the escalating arms race
that. seems to engulf the world.
Now there is an element of fear
for the future of their children
They are concerned about the
proposed $33 billion dollar in-
crease in the 1983 U S defense
budget with its huge outlay for
MX MIMICS Where is the arms
race leading? Where will it end,

The questionwhat can we do,
Is initially overwhelming Deci-
sions made inside the Department
of Defense seem complex and far
removed from the average individ-
ual The constraints of the cur-
rent economy make it even more
difficult to see beyond the purely
personal Issues revolving around
home and lob. This issue of Gracia
ate Woman focuses on AAUW's
long history in international relit-
lions and its concern for peace It
also explores this country's chang-
ing mood about increased empha-
sis on the military

One individual has found a way
to respond Her name is Or Helen
Galdicott. a pediatrician formerly
with Harvard Medical School, She,
resigned from Harvard to give full
time to the organization Physi-
cians for Social Responsibility.
whose mission is to make the world
see how close it is to comniitting
planetary suicide through nuclear
war. She is practicing, she be-
hoves, the ultimate form of pre-
sentive medicine

Dr Caldicott believes that Amer

Mary Purcell and Supreme Court
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor at a
recent gathering

ican adults are practicing "psy-
chic numbing choosing to ignore
the danger by engaging in the ir-
relevant. She suggests our "numb-
ing" is reflected in a myriad of
activities from gourmet cooking to
hot tubs. However, she notes. sur-
veys show adolescents are not so
numb to danger and can see for
themselves that there in essentially
no future What a chilling thought'
Cald,cott is determined to educate
the American public to the harsh
facts concerning tho use of nu-
clear weapons.

Many groups are participating
in national coalitions to draw at-
tention to the escalating arms
race and its potential for the US
and the world In April. AAUW
joined many other organizations
in support or Ground Zero Week
a week of activities aroilnd the
country designed to draw public
attention to the potentially disas-
trous effects or nuclear war and
even of continued nuclear prolif-
eration.

AAUW has a strong statement
in this area in its Legislative Pro-
gram under 'Foreign Policy It
supports 121 'Continued negotia-
tions for the reduction and control
of armaments, with special regard
to nuclear proliferation. the sales
of cony entional weapons and the
production of biological and chem-
ical IA wens"

To be a lobbyist against some-
thing is one way to respond to

-look for an alternate approach is
another. The latter appears to be
the direction of the US Commis-
sion on Proposals for the National
Academy of Peace and Conflict
Resolution After the Commission
held a series of public hearings
and reviewed much research it
sent its recommendations to the
97th Congress The principal rec-
ommendation is that "The Presi-
dent and the Congress of (he
United States should establish the
U S. Academy of Peace Legisla-
tion (S1889) has been introduced
In the Senate by Sen Spark Mat-
sunaga (HI) and m the House by
Rep., Dan Glickman (KS)

The Commission determined that
the "danger to national and inter-
national peace and security from
violent escalation of political, eco-
nomic, and cultural conflicts could
be reduced by rigorous develop-
ment ohs rage of effective conflict
response options, in ddition to
military capacity

The proposed Academy. a fed-
erally funded, nonprofit. indepem
dent corporation, would assist in
attaining the nation's goal of pro-
moting international peace by

Developing knowledge of the
processes and elements of
peace among nationk
Educating end training peo-
ple in the problem-solving
skills of conflict resolution as
they pertain to international
peade.
Informing citizens and non-
citizens, including govern-
ment decision-makers et ail
levele, of peaceful methods of
international conflict resolu-
tion

It soundn so very reasonable
and sane Rut how will it be per-
ceived, lust anotheracademic so-
lution? I suggest educated woollen
should give this proposal serious
conskleration If US taxpayers
r,an support military service acad-
emies and ',;war colleges to train
people for conflict' why not an
academy that trains people to bye
in peace'

What do you think, Cw

y Ti -won(
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Senator MATSUNAGA. How many of those 190,000 are in Hawaii?
Mrs. PURCELL. I am going there, Senator, I am going to Hawaii

in June to speak to them. I believe we have over 500 there now,
and we will be having a regional conference there.

Senator MATSUNAGA. This June?
Mrs. PURCELL. Yes. This June I will be there.
Senator MATSUNAGA. That is great.
Mrs. PURCELL. We have a very activeas a mat r of fact, a tre-

mendously active organization in Hawaii.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Off the record.
[Discussion off the record.)
Senator MATSUNAGA. We will now hear rom Ms. Ptty Bankson.

She is the director of the Washington Offi of t e YMCA of the
United States, again one of the first organizatto with the AAUW
and the NEA which have come forward to endorse the Peace Acad-
emy.

We would be happy to hear from you, Ms. Bankson.
Ms. BANKSON. Thank you, Senator Matstmaga.
I am Patty Bankson, director of the YMCA of the U.S.A.'s Wash-

ington office. I am representing our executive director, Solon Cous-
ins, who had to be in Sioux Falls, S. Dak., today. We appreciate
this opportunity to convey the support of our national board for
the concept of the Peace Academy. I will summarize, our written
statement and ask that it appear in its entirety ih the hearing
record.

The YMCA of the U.S.A., consists of nearly 1,900 YMCA's
throughout the country, with over 100,000 volunteer members of
local boards of directors. The 89 members of our national board
represent a broad spectrum of political ideologyas diverse as our
local associations and the Members of Congress. It was therefore an
unusual display of support when our national board, Aro* on
March 27 to endorse the concept of a U.S. Academy of Peace, with
not one dissenting vote.

Internationally, we are closely linked to YMCA's through the
World Alliance of YMCA's headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland.
The worldwide YMCA constituency includes over 25 million men,
women, and children. A few weeks ago, our representative to the
World Alliance returned from a Geneva meeting to tell us that
other national YMCA's were very supportive of our interest in the
Peace Academy. Several asked him to convey their strong belief
that the active involvement of the U.S. Government is of critical.,
importance in establishing credibility for a Peace Academy. We )
agree.

We1now there are skills that can be taught to assist in resolving
conflicts. We know this because we have used them.

In 1972, when it became evident that thousands of protestors
were organizing for the Democratic and Republican Conventions in
Miami Beach that summer, the YMCA resolved to do all it could to
prevent a repetition of the disastrous events at the 1968 Democrat-
ic Convention in Chicago. Research on the Chicago events indicated
the chaos had been nurtured by poor communications. Both the
police and the protesting groups continually misread the other's
signals. Actions were taken based on assumption and not fact. Poor
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communications lead to frustration, anxiety, and tension, which
. often result in confrontation. .

Out of our, resolve came the project known as Miami Outreach.
Over 200 of our young men and women, on loan from YMCA's
across the country, were flown into Miami for the two conventions.
They received the admiration of police nd protestors alike, as on
foot and in radio-controlled vans the worked 24 hours a day to
keep peace and understanding and o avert potentially explosive
situations. Our project was ggared to help protect the rights of per-
sons to dissent in our society while also upholding the mission of
police to keep order and to assure the security of citizens and prop-
erty.

This is relevant to our discussion today because an evaluation
team from Loyola University who watched Miami Outreach from
inception to conclusion wrote that this was one of the most viable
crisis prevention programs ever witnessed and urged that training
of this kind continue so that crises in the future could draw on the
talents and skills exhibited by the workers of Miami Outreach."
Now there is a plan to establish an academy to provide such train-
ing with the support of over 50 U.S. Senitors and over 100 Mem-
bers of the House.

The focus of this legislation is international, and we believe cor-
rectly so. At a period of unprecedented concern in this country
about the possibility of nuclear warfare, it is absolutely essential
that the U.S. Government focus on new means of keeping peace
and, resolving international disputes. We believe there has never
been a time when there has been greater need for a vast array of
alternatives to nuclear warfare. The Peace Academy concept would,
demonstrate a commitment on the part of the U.S. Government to
seek alternatives, to nucleartonfrontation.

We have been impressed with some of the observations from our
military leaders. Gen. Andrew J. Goodpaster, former Superintend-
ent of the U. S. Military Academy at West Point, has said: Aft

I hare long felt that carefully orgaiticed study and support of the processes that
strengthen world peace can be of broad and lasting value. The initiative on behalf of
the Peace Aademy dedicated to such goals is a worthy contribution to the deeper
understanding of these complex issues that we all need.

It is our hope that this legislation receives the bipartisan support
it deserves and becomes law in the 97th Congress. The YMCA of
the U.S.A., will then be able to work with the 89 other national
YMCA's to influence their governments to do the same. The signifi-
cance of carrying this effort to the global scene is one that should
give us all hope for the future of our children.

Thank you.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Ms. Bankson.
We will now hear from the director of the peace advocacy project

of the United Church of Christ, New York, Dr. Zelle Andrews.
Dr. ANDREWS. I am Zelle Andrews. I am pleased to be here once

again before yce, Senator Matsunaga, as a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Hawaii and a long-time resident there. I know that my
former home State can take pride in your leadership on this issue.

I am cdrrently director of the peace advocacy project of the
United Church of Christ, a denomination with 6,000 churches and
1.6 million members across the country. I do not speak for all those
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members but on behalf of social policy established by our general
synod, a biennial national convention of delegates which last"met
in June 1981.
d At that convention, th* over 700 delegates affirmed our church's
commitment' to A National Acadelgy a Peace and Conflict Resolu- 4
tion. They called Uptm members or the church to inform the Presi-
dent of the United States and Members of Congress that we consid-
er the establishment bf this Academy a matter of high prioritY.\,,
This resolution was one element of.a larger proo6ssof identifying
churchAvide concerns for the,ne4t 4 years which saw world peace
emerge as the overwhelming choice of the, delegates. .

The United Church of Christ has been on record in support 'of a
National peace -Academy since 1979. It is a national policy for ad-
dressing the problem of human'conflicte to which ive can say yes. It
is a positive method of peacemaking which offers a practical alter-
native to the seemingly endless production of terrible weapons anc14
the regular exchange of horrible threats between 'superpowers to
which we have long keen forced to say no. .

, The empha"sis in this administration gn greatly increased mili-
tary.spendin , especially on nuclear weapons, makes the eStablish-
ment of a Pe ce Academy even more urgent, in hour view, than it
wa..4- in. V79 w en .our members supported' such an institution as
one way,for o ,i Government to take the lead in- turning nations
toward reversing the arms race. A national academy devoted to
teaching and ea is a necessary counter to that dangerous,
wasteful,

. ,ly`
futile search -for security thrtugh arms

and more a ,

I ani also ng today on behalf of the Confehn& on Peace
Re.search in istory, an organization of 300 scholars and teachers

'in-pqace studies primaPily in the United States: I am a member of
that organization't executive council. In 'APrir1980, the council
voted Unanimously to support the concept of ,a National Peace
Academy as a means of sharing research,and findings that have
been developed m:rithin the past 16 years. There is an ample body of .
information on conflictresolution, the council said, which needs to, -
be &tended to government and popular audiences. t

In a supporting statim6A, to the Disector of the Comjnissjon on
Proposals flar a ,National Mademy of Peace, President Charles De- ,
Benedetti drthe University, of Toledo obsefved that:

We peace lugtorians know that historycontrary to the manner in which it is
customarily taughtgellerally entails the story of wars not underthken and vio-
lence.not ttursued This reality Qeeds to be tommurmated 1.4 others at home and'
abroad And w9 know of no r ratans of communicating these truths than
through a Natonal Academy of Ice .in which others might learn that those
conh,tiohs constitute the nOrmn t the aberrationsof the human condition .

,
.

BotWorganizations that I represent today believe that a Federal
, - ,.. jn.vestment in peace,research and' trainjng is clearly in the nation-

'''--zil inteiest. Our community ofefaith and our organization ot schol-
- ars know that peacemaking.can be a calling, but it is also' a body of

knowl 'e 4nd a skill which can Be taught and learned. We believe
that i st be ttearnecl, especially by nationalIawmakers, if we are
to suEvi the conflictsSthin face, us in a nuclear 'age.'

le stronely tilige yott'to support 6.1889.
'
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Senator MATstiNAqik. Thank You very much, Dr. Andrews. It is
good to have a University of Hawaii graduate up here before.this

,subcommittee.
We .will now hear-from the exeCutive director, Metropolitan

Human 'Relations' CommisMon of Nashville and Davidson County,
Nashville, Tenn., Dr. Joseph Fred good..

Dr. CLOUD. I am deeply gratefur for thii oppurtunity to testify in
support. of the establishment of the U.S. Academy of Peace. I am
convinced that such an academy will contribute substantially to
the achievemen't and preservation of peace, both nationally and in-.
ternationally.'Its three major functions-research, education and
training, and information serviceswill, provide'an intensive expe-

' rience of "peace learning" for scholars and for persons in Govern-
m'ent, private enterlarise and voluntary associations. We are greatly
encouraged by this broad, range of citizens who are going to be .in-volved in the Adademy's programs. For we are convinced that we
must culti;tate, a commitment to nonviolerrce among our. fellow
AmeriCans at every level7-city, State, and Nabon.

Our Nation's leaders do hot a`pproach situations of international
conflict in a va&uum. They are dependent upon understanding and
support from a wiae range of citizens if their peacemaking efforts

- are to be successful. It is important, therefore, for us to recbgnize
that there are four basic "arenas ofconflict." .

You were asking, Senator Matsunaga, whether we feej that its
scope is both domestic and. international. My basic concept is thatthere are intrapsychic, interpersonal, intergroup, and international
arenas 'of conflict which tire not discrete and separate but ,which
interpenetriite, frbm the smaller to the larger and viceversa.

What does this have to do with the U.S. Academy of Peace? A
great deal: My conviction is that it is iinperatkve to have a steady
stream of graduatep moving out from the Academy in 1980's and1990's into local communities, State governments, and various
agencies of, the Federal Government with a strong bommitinent to

- nonviolent conflict resolutionand with well-developed slulls to ex-
press that commitment. Such a cadre of citizens, well-schooled in
"peace geerning," can help us o -reverse the violence which charac-
terizes all too much of our national life and.international life.

I have, been with the erommission for 16 years now, and I have
been through the /Os of the sixties; anftankly, with the high
level of unemploymelit, with the cutbacks ingocial programs, with
the'rnean spirit' thai is pervasive in...many arenas of our national
arid international life, I think the potential for violence is great.
PranktY; I' feel that the concern with ones own econornic situation
means that a lot of persdns de not have the responsiveness to injus-
tice that Characterized tt' large number of people in the sixties; so
the potential for violence'is great, and I think that we have to rec-
ognitethat.

Why are so many Americans acting.violently tnday? .There is no
single cause of violence, but one factor is unquestionably a limited
repertory of responses to conflict situations, including a lack of,
knowledge of nonviblent cbnflict resolution techniques. We believe
that the Acauemy ,of Peace will help, to remedy this' deficiency.
Over the past 80 years, a body of theory and practice haf been de-
velbped in the areargliegotiation, 'arbitration and peaceful corici;
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liation of disputes. This is an invilluagble national resource which is
not, at present, being fully utilized. Let us pull together, in an
Academy of Peace, the most insightful and experienced of the prac-
titioners of nonviolent conflict resolution, and share their hard-won
wisdom with a new generation of peacemakers.:

Mr Chairman, I believe that one of'America's great strengths is
our cultural pluralism. One of niy tasks ih Nashville is to serveas
the chairperson of the Refuge Resettlement Task, Force, and we
have a community of persons from some 60 ethnic heritages. I be-
lieve that we should build upon this strength by consciously and
deliberately including persons of many races and ethnic origins in
the educational and training programs of the.Peace Academy.

4n a few years -our diplomatic teams could communicate nonver-
belly by the diversity of their appearance and backgrounds, thai,
Arnerica affirms.the worth of persons or every race and ethnic heri-
tage. I believe that would help us a lot in our dealings with the' global family of humankind.

Obviously, we are not counting on the U.S. Academy of Peace to
do everything necessary to replace our climate of violence with one
of nonviolence. Whal-we are contending is that the Academy will
render invaluable s6rvicts in the three areas of research, education
and training, and information. These services would swell gieatly
the ranks of persons qualified to work at'every level of our nation-

4, al life for creative resolution of conflicts. As they cooperate with
indkriduals and groups in c,hurches and schools, voluntary associ-
ations, and Government agencies, we will get a "multiplier effect"
tilat will greatly enhance our effort,s to achieve a peaceful society. and a peaceful world. ,

When we consider the proposed cost of the U.S. Academy of
Peace, we are impressed with how modest it is. The initial invest-
ment of $15 and the operating costs of $16' million for the first 2
years is an investment that will save our Nation ipany times that
amount as Academy graduates help to deescalate the levels of vio-
lence, both nationally and internationally. .

My family,' my friends I talked with them about this before
corning and, I feel that our tax dollars will be well-spent to help
support the U.S. Academy of Peace. We hope that the Senate will
puss by a large majority S. 1889, and that this important pface for
"peace learning," this national academy for training persons in
nonviolent conflict resolution, will soon become a reality. All of us
are hungry..for peace, ,Mr. ,Chairman, lind such an inspired and
timely proposal as the U.S. Academy Of Peace can generate new
hope and new commitment' to working for peace in the hearts of

, millions of Americans.
Thank you.
[The following information was received for the record.] '

,
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(Senate Hearing on S.1889)
(April .,21, 1982)

ARENAS OF CONFLICT

Interpenetration (Examples): .

IntrapsychlInterpersonall

--Disturbed collegerstudent who suddenly shoots and
kills persons at random.

--AdulA, who as a child was abused, who abuses own
child/reh' (The IalEM12222LitEalubasLE2212E2E11:)

Intrapsy hic to Intergroup:

--Americ n Nazis and Ku Klux Kla re usually persons
with p or'self-images, weak fee ings of self-worth.

Int, group to Inerapsychic:

iera: Klux Klan teaching white children to fear and hate
Blacks.

International to Ineragsychic:

....American veterans of Vietnamese war with recurring
nightmares,'psychological (marital, jo8) problems
because of unresolved guilt feelingst

Intergroup to International:

-,mAmerican Jews support of Israel and its policies.
*

--American Blacks' opposition to South African policies,.
,especially apartheid.

,

International to Intergroup: -

--o'Hardhae/college student conflict.ovor Vietnamese war.

--.-Protests of America's role in El Salvador.

,
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Dr. Cloud.
Now, I have been saying to members of the administration that

the Peace AcademY can be built and established and operate at less
than one-tenth the cost of a single B-1 bomber. So build 99 B-1
bombers, if we must, but let us not build 100, and we have enough
funds to keep the Academy going for 20 years.

We will now hear from Rev. Jonathan Barton, from New Jersey,
Council of Churches, Youth Division, Princeton, N.J.

Reverend BARTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am a Jnited Presbyterian minister. In my testimony today I

am speaking on behalf of the .New Jersey Council of Churches, a
broad base o denominations, across a wide religious spectrum. The
New Jersey Cuncil of Churches is on record as supporting the U.S.
Academy of Peace and conflict resolution.

The New Jersey Council of Churches have been involved in con-- filets related to urban plight, black/white relationships, prisons
and' crime, farmworkers and labor disputes. We have also ex-

before tilt.), escalate into violencea violence we, i New Jersey,

pressed our concern for past and present national an internation-
al conflicts. As a council we explore ways to resolve ese conflicts

know all Too well. Although our primary focus is within our State,
we feel that there is no greater concern than the current interna-
tional tensions that threaten to escalate into violence, with a de-
struction our world has never seen before'.

The world is far more unstable than it was a generation ago.
This is true not only politically 4nd economically, but socially as
well Wars within and'between natiok, widespread domestic tur-
moil, growing shortages of commoditild basic to the sustenance of v
life, coupled with gross inequities between the world's rich and
poor, are all part of the dramatic growth we A in the world's ref-
ugee mulation. In the late 1950's the number of homeless was so
significant that the United Nations established a WorM Refugee
Year. Now, 25 years later, there is no such "year." The problem of
homelessness has become endemic, if not epidemic, with more refu-
gees, homeless and displaced than ever recorded in history. Clearly

lovotldwide economic& political, and social policies, with an excessive
availability of arms and the tools of militancy, haire resulted in an
age of rootlessness never beforp experienced by the world's people.
The growth in the numbers of refugees will most certainly contin-
ue unless the basic causes of unrest and conflict are addressed. In
New Jersey, we haw felt the results a these conflicts as refugees
from Indochina, Haiti, El Salvador, and Cuba have sought to make,
a new home in our State. We have also witnessed a growing cat
cern for peace across our State in the move for a "mutual nuclear
freeze" a question that will be on our ballot this fall. The New
Jersey Council of Churches, therefore, agroki_with the finding of
the commission that: "The United States Way has no interest
greater than international peace. Creating the U.S. Academy of
Peace ig a timely, useful, and necessary investment for the Natioei
and for the world."

As a Presbyterian, my denomination has been vocal in its effort,
r
as "peacemaker," We have commissioned each of our churches to
study peacemaking, and how we can become, more effective agents
of peace in our homes, our communities, in our Nation, and. in the
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world. My responsibilities in the church are in the areas of world
hunger, peace, and justice. The church has,come to see the integral
relationship between these three areas. I am, therefore, encouraged
to see that the commission, in its findings, related peace not only to
the absence of war, but peace as social justice as well.

I am not, as the list reflects, part of the youth division in Prince-
ton, N.J., but as I do travel across New Jersey I have the opliortu-
nity to talk to many young people who are junior and senior high
and college age, and we normally will begin our time together by
fantasizing about the year 2000. 'Where are you going to be? Will
you have kids?" All of their hopes and dreams.

What is the world going to look like just a few years from now?
Before that conversation goes on for very long, someone inevitabl
says, "Does it really Matter? No one is going to be here anyway.

All of their hopes and dreams are dashed on the rocks. There is
treniendoa Tension and anguish hanging in every corner of the
room. .

. Senator, if there is anything I can leave.with you today, it is that
the hopes and dreams of our youth are being destroyed * * if not
by the actual destruction of bombs, by the belief that they will
surely fall within our lifetime. All of this is accepted, and seen as
the best that we can possibly expect * * * and that we become con-
tent with it. It is a kind of sickness, a stunting that we all share
now, and we become so inured that we do not take notice.

Instead of hope being developed, I see apathy and cynicism.
There is an institutionalization of the philosophy7 'Eat, drink and
be merry, for tomorrow we may die." This can become a self-fulfill-
ing prophecy, and we need to restore a sense of the future, to re-
store hope, .and the Peace Academy can begin the process of resto-
ration.

course, the Peace Acaderny will not solve all of the conflicts,
an ce aly will not do it overnight. But it is a beginning, the
ligh g of a candle, for which it has taken over 200 years to find
the match.

The time is late, the challenges are gneat. You have the opportu-
nity to light such a candle of hope, and I trust you and I and the
people of the wortd, with God's grace, NVill never let that candle go
out. . . ..

In closing this4day's hearing, I recall the words of danger and
challenge which, ever since they were first spokenty Moses, have
reverberated throughout human history. "I have set before you life
and death, blessing and curse, therefore, ;noose 1ife, that you and
your descendants may live.' .

Thank you very much.
Senator.MATSUNAGA. Thank you very m uch. [Applause.)
Thank:you, Reverend Barton, for your most moving statement. I

'might respond by paraphrasing George Bernard Shaw in that the
4 progress of Mankind is advanced, not so much by those who see

things as they Elie, and ask why, but more bi, those who see things
as theY ou ht to be, and ask why not.

So I a glad 'so many or you have joined us today 'in respoOe to
.. that ques 'on,rwhy not. Why not?

Thank ou. [Applause.)

,
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There are others in the audience who haVe indicated that while
they are not scheduled, to speak, they would like to testify, and I
would like now to call upon Ms. Miyo Hayashi, National Peace
Academy Campaign, Steering/Action CoMmittee,:chicago, Ill.

. 1)i

STATEMENT OF MIYO HAYASHI, NATIONAL PEACE ACADEMY
CAMPAIGN,,STEERING/ACTION COMMITTEE, ILLINOIS CONSUL-
TATION ON ETHNICITY IN EDUCATION AND MENTAL HEALTH
TASK FORCE, UNITED NATIONS REFORM, NUCLEAR OVERKILL
MORATORIUM [NOMOR], WORLD WITHOUT WAR COUNCIL,
HYDE PARK PEACE COUNCLL, BUDDHIST TEMPLE OF CHICAGO

MS. HAYASHI. I would like to thank the Subcommittee-on Educe-
tion, Arts and Humanities, because I deal, with conflict resolution
with the three groups, and invoed in international relations.

I was at the last preparatory session for the World Conference of
the United Nations Decade for Women's Conference, ,1980 whicb
was sponsored by the State Department. I dialoged on wprld order
and interdependency points of view from a socialeconomic, politi-
cal, ecological, philosophical, cultural perspective.

My testimony is "Educating for Peace," using the wrong premise
... from a 180-degree opposite premise perception.

Time machine: Turning back the clock"Time is onry a clock."
% Greek philosopher, Plato (427 BC to 347 BC) at 40, started the first.

academy which lasted for 900 years.
Ever since ancient time man has been sefirching for the truth. Of.

all the species on Earth, man ha4 yet to find his _credibility on.
Earth. He has tried to conquer instead of living harmoniously with
all beings on Earth,sentient and nonsentient beine.

You might call this hearing a beginningthe second time-
around. To discover what we have not learned as beings with intel:
ligence on this Earth.

PremiSed based on military/industrial complex and having a dif
chotomy (schizophrenic-either/or) security/sovei eignty perception
of this world:

. .Right viewsocial, economic, politiqar, philosophical, ecological,
cultural interdemdency. All equal ill our unequalness junique-
ness}, vive la difference, all numero unoin interapendency..

And change will take its course as the Sun rises in the east and ,
sets in the west if oneself finds his,'her government oppressing
violently or nonviolently.

Change is the law of life moment by moment. Now is the past
and future always in flux.i

WORKING ON WRONG PREMISE

In the Western° culture thoughtY'perception/premise, we shackle
ourselves with ego/label/barrier/iflusioneither, or dichotomy.

In the Eastern culture thought/perception/premise, we un-
shackle ourselves to understand, the tothl-wholeone, as many,
many as one in interdependency. Ying and Yang:opposites are one
in Wning opposites. You cannot define north without the south
and south without the north. We do not see the forest/world as
one--only the trees/people in a dichotomy sense. Black .or white,
young or old, good or bad; democriicy or communisms, et cetera.
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During the United Nations Reform Conference at the University
of Chicago, Center' for Cbntinuing Education, Henry Steele Cam-
mager was the keynote speaker. I asked .Prof. John Logue of. the
Villanbva University, World Order ,Research Institute this clues-
ion. "In the context of continuity and change in premise, the Club

of Rome is saying 'R.I.O. (reshaping the international order in
terms of interdependency)one interdependency is international
interdependencyone and the same(social, economic, political,'
ecological, cultural). "Are sovereignty dhd security obsolete con-
cepts?" He answered, "yes,'' but qualified it, of course. When intel-
lect is ego-based oneself does not see the world as being one. in

'interdependency, Only either/or dichotomy (soveteign*/security).
One/ego or national/ego.

boring thessries of panel discussion sponsored by Japan Amer-
ica Society, "Japan Toddy" for tbe months qf April to June19:79, I
itlso asked Prof. Tasuko Asano, political scientist, International
College of Commerce and Econoinics, the same question and ask.ec.1
him if Japan would take the world leadership in terms of interde-
pendency because it was relative.to her' liosition and premise. He
answered the above question the. same, but was nonplus, and had
not thought of the Other question.

When mankind , uses ego/label/barrier/illusion as a crutch he
will never take responsibility for this world because of either/or di-
chotomysovereignty/security.

TheInner change of bneself will bring aboUt the outer change in
society in interdependency.

There is no security in this world foday, we hdve let the genie
out of the bottle. We are at a point a no return.

The rep t summer report from the World Without War Council,
United Nat oils' Special Session on Disarmament. "Pluses and Min-
uses " A sub4er and potentially. mores farreaching achievement was
that those pr ent began to think and talk abOut international se-
curity thin just national security..The nuclear threat is a danger
to all hutnanity, and no one is safe while it ekists. As U Thant once.
put it, "No man can save himself or his people unless he identifies
with grid works' for the whole of mankind. '

Einstein said whenAlie wds risked if he was optimistic for this
world, "Yes, but if nTankind fails to find a harmonious solution,
then there will be a disaster on a dimension beyond anyone's
imagination." This was in interview with' Karsh, famous photogra-

, pher of outstanding leader's and thinkers.
Roy Larson, Sun Thnes religious writer, Saturday, November 11,

1970" wrotein a redent speech Secretary General U Thant of the
United Nations declared that if human imagination and course do
dot come to grips with the major problems of the world these prob-

. lems. in 10 years will have reached such a staggering proportion.
that they will be beyond our capacity to control them.

If this assessInent is right, then neither the church nor,the world
tan atford the self-indulgent luxury ot a secure age in a time when

. the 3.4liole ,world is a security risk.
As the Reverend tidines MaCk of Chicago, a prOminent black

churchman said. "The church is deluded indeed if it thinks it can
achlue stability on a volcano."
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Man is a creature who has yet .completed his own evolution, whohas not yet succeeded in becoming fully man, and it is this strugglethat will determine .the future (if any) of the species, more thanany political, technical or military developments.
I would like to cut it here.
Thank you.

,Senator MATSUNAGA. Yes, and the remainder of your statementwill be included in the record.
MS. HAYASHI. ThaRk you. ,

[The prepared statement of Ms. Hayashi follows]
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U.S. COMMISSION ON PROPOSALS FOR THE
NATIONAL ACADEMY,OF PEACE AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION

2100 M Street N.W., Suite 714
Washington, D.C. 20037

Statementkliyo Hayashi, National Peace Academy
Campaign, SteerIng/Action Committee. Illinois
Consultation on Ethnicity In Education and Mental
Health Task Force. United Nations Reform, Nuclear
Overkill Moratorium (NOMOR), World Without War
Council, Hyde Park Peace Council. Buddhist Temple
of Chicago,

EDUCATING FOR PEACE

*

TIME MACHINE.Turning back the clock-"Ylm e Is onlyeelock." Greek Philosopher, Plato(427 BC to347 BC) at forty started the first Academy which lasted for SOO years.46
Ever sincb ancient time man has been searching for the"truth." Of all the species on earth,man hasyet to find his credibility on earth. He has tried toconquer Instead of living hannoniousty with all
beings on oarth ... sentient and non-sentient beings.

You might call this hearing a tr,eginning ...the second time around. To discover what we have notlearned as beings with Intelligence on thls earth.

Premised based orilmilitsiy/indust nal coMplex and having a dichotomy (schizophrenic- elthertor)
security/sovereigntje perception of this world.

.RIGHT VIEW - social/economic/political/philosophical/ecological/cultural
interdependency. Allequal in our un-equalness (UNIQUENESS),

vive la difference, all numero uno in interdependency.
And change will take its course as the sun rises in the east and sets in the westif oneself finds hls/her
government oppressing - violently or non-violently.

Change is the LAW of LIFE moment by moment. NOW Is the PAST and FUTURE always In flux.

WORKING ON WRONG PREMISE,
In the Western Cultural thought/perception/premise,weshackle ourselves with ego/label/barrier/illusion ... either/or dichotomy.

In the Eastern Cultural thought/perception/premise,
we un-shackle ourselves to understad thetotal-whole one as many, many as one in interdependency. Ying and Yang - oppOsites are one indefining opposites. You can't define north withoutthe south and south without the north.We don't

see the Forest/World as One only the Trees/People In a dichotomy sense. Blackor White,Youngor Old, Good or Bad, Democracy or Communism,etc...
During the United Nations Reform Conferenceat the University of Chicago, Center for ContinuingEducation,Henry &bele Cammager was thekeynotespeaker.lasked ProfessorJohn Logue of theVillanouva University, World Order Research Institute this question. "In the context of continuity
and change in premise, the CLUB OF ROME Is saying R.1.0. (reshaping the International order In'terms of Interdependency)

. one interdependency ls International interdependency.., one andthe same (social, economic, political, philosophical, ecological, cultural). "ARE SOVER TYAND SECURITY OBSELETE CONCEPTS7' He answered, "yea", but qualified lt, of course. WHENINTELLECT IS EGO-BASED ONESELF DOES NOT SEE THE WORLD AS BEING ONE IN,
INTERDEPENDENCY, ONLY EITHER/OR DICHOTOMY (SOVEREIGNMSECURIro. ONE/EGOor NATIONAL/EGO.

.During the series of panel discussion/lecture sponsored by Japan America Society,"JapanToday"for the months of April to June, '79, I also asked Professor Tssuko Assn o, Political Scientist,
international College of Commerce and Economics, the same question and asked him if Japan
would take the World Leadership in terms of interdependency because it was relative io her
Position and premise He answered the above question the same, but WS3 non-plua , arid hadn'tthought of the other question.

.
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WHEN MANKIND USES EGO/LABEL/BARRIER/ILLUSION AS A "CRUTCH" HE WILL NEVER
TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS WORLD BECAUSE OF EITHER/OR DICHOTOMY
SOVEREIGNTY/SECURITY

THE INNER CHANGE OF ONESELF, WILL BRING ABOUT THE OUTER CHANGE IN SOCIETY IN

INTERDEPENDENCY

There is no security in this world today, we've let the genie out of the bottle WE ARE ATA POINT OF

NO RETURN(

The recent summer report from the World Without WarCouncil, UnitedNations Special Session on
Disarmament "Pluses and Minuses. A subtler and potentially more far reaching achievement was
that those present began to think and talk about International Security than lust National Secunty
The nuclear threat isa danger to all humanity, and no oneit safe while it exitsAs U Thant once put it,

"No man can save himself or his people unless he identifies with and wqrks for the whole of

mankind"

Einstein said when he wasasked if he Was"optimistic"forthis world?" Yes, but if mankind failsto find
a harmonious solution, thenthere will be a disaster on a dimension beyond anyorie's Imagination
This was in interview with Karsh, famous photographer of outstanding leaders and thinkers

Roy Larson, Sun Times Religious Writer, Sat , November 11, 1970 wrote in a recent speech
SecretaryGeneral U Thant of the United Nations declared that if human imagination and course do
not come to grips with the major problems Of the world theseproblems in 10 years will have reached
such a staggering proportions that they will be beyond our capacity to control them

If this assessment is right, then neither the church nor the world canaffOrd the Self-indulgent luxury
of a "secure age" in a time when "the whole world is a security risk."

As the Rev James Mack of Chicago, a prominent black churchman said "The church is deluded

indeed if it thinks it can achieve stability on a volcano --
MAN IS A CREATURE WHO HAS YET COMPLETED HIS OWN EVOLUTION, WHO HAS NOT YET
SUCEEDED IN BECOMING FULLY MAN, AND IT IS ThkS STRUGGLE THAT WILL DETERMINE
THE FUTURE (IF ANY)- OF THE SPECIES, MORE THArANY POLITICAL, TECHNICAL OR

MIUTARY DEVELOPMENTS

CAUSE AND EFFECT

Dr Kenneth E Boulding, Professor of Economics, University of Colorado, wrote in the United
NationsAssociation Year Book 1977 (Chicago)in the two-page ad taken by Mary Liebman (former
Executive Director of the Council for the Department of Peace) for the National Peace Academy
Campaign which listed my name He said, peace is the skillful management of conflict It has to be

learned andorganized In the past generaticms, considerable progress has beenmade in the social

sciences, in spite of their starvation rations, in the development of a dfsbipline of conflict
management Dr J David Singer, professor of political scence at the University of Michigan also
wrote, Despite considerable belief to the Contrary, not all conflicts between nations results from
incompatible interests, or even lrom ei roneous perceptions of one another A mayor element is the
failure to predict the outcomes of our moves and counter moves in foreign policy We lustdo not
know what kinds of immediate behaviors and longer run consequences are likely toresult from our
policies, as we thus stimulate, all too often, outcomes quite different from those we'd hope to
stimulate Another serious element in conflict and itiesCalation is the reluctance to make certain
decisions precisely because the consequences seem so uncertain Thiscombination or error rate
and immobilization is not completely inherent in the nature of international politics"

WHEN YOU STEP ON THE TOES-OF ANOTHER FOR TWENT.YrsEVEN YEARS THAT PERSON

WILL RETALIATE AND WHAT WOULD BE THE NdrAwIAL SEQUENCE TO THIS CAUSE/EFFECT
RATIONAL OUR ARROGANT FOREIGN RELATION POLICY/EGO KEEPS US FROM SEEING

THE SOLUTION
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PSYCHOLOGY EAST/WEST

In American psychology oneself is studied from mainlytwo forces "First Force"It behaviorism
from John B Watson to B F Skinnerwith its basically mechanistic viewof oneself In this view there
is no room for such ideas as will, mind, conscience,Imagination All behavioris explained as a matter
of how people have been conditioned to respond to the stimuli around oneself "Second Force" is
psychoanalysts with its view of influence of sexuality on human behavior
Psychoanalysis sees the huma as a kind of hydraulic system, the pressure in which aredeterpned by history ' especially the early psycho-sexual experience of the individual.
There is a prevailing force in the eastern concept of defining oneself the "Third Force." Little
known Prescott Lecky, an instructor in psychology at Columbia University from 1924-34, was thewestern proponent of this "Third Force," Hewasfavorablydisposed

towards psychoanalysis then tobehaviorism however he felt that both schools of thought were in error in studying human
behavior solely from the "outside ", He insisted that oneself must be understood from the "Inside."
Oneself must be "selfish" to understand and study oneself first before one can respond to a
meaningful relationship with others. A good parent starts at this point , to develop good self-concept'

.
Edward H Levi, when president of the University of Chicago, criticized the U.S Office of Education
report that urged more universities concerned with practical application of learning while speaking
at the inauguration of Dalin H Oaks as president of Brigham Young Univeristy He added that
universities are great because they are part of the "tradition whichseeks to elevate the minds ofman to enlarge the powers of the mind ttirough the creation and possession of the intellectual
disciplines and skills to engage in the pursuit of "truth " HOWEVER, man in higher education inthe pursuit of truths has not understood the truth about himself , and so the debauchery of
man and his manipulation of his environment. He confines himself in an egotistic straight-tacket.
FAMOUS SEMATICIST, S I HAYAKAWA WROTE, "WHAT IS THE DEFINITION OF SEMANTICS?"
HE SAID,"GENERAL SEMANTICS IS NOT SIMPLY A MATTEROF STUDYING LANGUAGE, BUTOF
STUDYING ONE'S SELF AND ONE'S OWN REACTION BY APPLYING THISRULE TO THE BOOK,THE READER IS PAINLESSLY EDUCATED

At the recent Consultation of the Psychology of Indochinese Refugees American and Indochinese
Perspectives on Health and Helping (well-being and self-anagel with the Illinois Consultation on
Ethnicity in Education, Mental Health Task Force the difference in cross-culturaamderstanding
was given It took twoyearstodevelop this consultation aad to get this point across J didn't get any
help from the Japanese Americans because they didn't know what I was speaking about ms
Rosalyn Carter, her interest in Mental Health, will bo receiving the consultation report shortly
Not too long ago I met Dr Eugene T eendlin, PH D , associate professor, Department of Behavioral
Science; Committeo on Methodology of. Behavidr Research, University of Chicago He wrote a
book on "Focusing" (Zazen in Buddhism) and experientialpsychology In an article in community
paper he tilled it "approaching oneself " To this I saicl I would title it "Awakening Oneself to the
Truth " The difference between B F Skinner (animal behavior) is human behavior (intellect-
introspection) to define oneself whoam I? what ison being human? , what is lifer So now the
Association of Humanistic Psychology Is focusing OselTendzin claims to be the first American
empowered as a Tibetan Buddhist spokesman by Vairacarya, the venerable Chogyam Trungpa,
RinOoche, leading exponent of Buddhist Teaching in thoWest and 50 Study Center in ourcoluntry. If
you read the BRAIN AND MIND BULLETIN (frontiers ofresearch theory and practice) you will find
Professor Prescott Lecky was getting at the truth

"TRUTH" FROM THIS POINT (ONESELF-INTELLECT/INTROSPECTION)
IS NOT LOOKED NOR

UNDERSTOOD FROM A DICHOTOMY (SCHIZOPHRENIC) POINT-OF-VIEW
"GOETHESAID. "YOU'DON'T HAVE,TO GO AROUND THE WORLD TO SEE THE SKY IS BLUE."
THCN 'TR.UTH" IN ACTUALITY l&WHAT HUMANKIND HAS MANIFESTED IN THIS WHOLE
WORLD IN THE NAME OF CIVILIZATION, PROVESS, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY,ANDCHURCHAND WHAT DO YOU SEE/

1 91
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A-DIFFERENT WORLD

In August 1878 a.rticle written by creative, innovative, think tank, Richard Buckminster Fuller called,
"the basic state of world affairs today he says, a third of a century after Malthus, Darwin attributed
biological evolutiOn to 'survival only of the fittest species and of the individual within the species.
Though Malthus denied any economic significance in his evolution theory, the economics insisted
tha9superior physical htness obviously governed economic survival as well. (People multiply faster
then food) Karl Marx accepted both the working clasa is the fittest to survive. They kn6w how to'use
the toOls and cultirate the helds the wealthy are parasites. This inaugurated the concept ol two
worlds around political classes ,

As a censequence of Malthus and Darwin liiscovei ies, all the great political ideologies have evel
sinZe adopted prime philosophy which say "You may not like our political system, but we are
convinced that we havd the fairest, most logical and ingenious method of coping with inherest
ferrestial inadequacy of life support, but because there are others who disagree diametrically
regarding the method of coping, it can only be determined by trial oazgned might which political
system is fittest to survive." Survival of the physically fittest became the basis fOr national
department of defense and prior access to science and technology in the use of rall highest
performance material, brains, and instruments and production tools.

This is the reason Russia and the United States for the last thirty years have Jointly coptopriated
over 400 billion dollars annually to buy more effective destruction of one another.

THEN THE MIS-PERCEPTION/PREMISE CAME ABOUT WHEN PSYCHOLOGY (SCIENCE)
DION T BOTHER TO LISTEN TO WHAT CECHY HAD TO SAY .S0 SCIENCE WAS INCOMPLETE
AND THE SCHIZOFHRENrC VIEW PSYCHOLOGY DEFINING "ONESELF" FROM THE "INSIDE
WOULD HAVE PRODUCED A ''BEAUTIFUL WORLD".

Being Intellectual more than Intelligence by Charles Leroux interviewing Professor Edward Shils,
University of Chicago Recently hohoied by the National Endowment for the Humanities by being
selected to give the pi estigiousJefferson LectureSeries The Role of Intellectual In Society Has
intelligence really increased? Certainly our age doesn t have more geniuses than Athen in the 4th
and 5th centuries B,C ,

ALL THIS STUFF about getting touch with your emotions and your body is an intellectual form of
anti intellectoality There is a great tradition of the anti-intellectual, the noble savage uncorrupted
by civilization, the soul undamaged4dy reason:. says, Professor Edward Shils.,

Distinguished contributors to the BRAIN AND MIND BULLETIN like Dr. Jerome Frank, John
Hopkins, Buckminster Fullei. Association for HumanistiePsychology, and Max Lerner, historian
and author of THE CIVILIZATION pF AMERICA ante from the cross-cmItural point-of-view

Congressman DanAe Fascell, Florida, chairman of the International Operation Sub-Committee
expressed this cross-cultural point When I had a chance to speak to him about the Conflict ,

Resolution point-of-view at the hearing.

Max LerQr writes, ocir cultural crisis is disconnectedness A rapid acceleration of changes in
society and in ourselves be made By transforming burselves we transform our culture and vice-
versa We can bring about synthesis of the polarized antithesis.

Then there is a tremendous vacuum and mis-perception/ premise and we need the ACADEMY ...
where exchange of cross-cultural dialogue is free/flowing.

ACADEMY should belong.to ever.yonb.

The concept of ARCHITECTUAL DESIGN should incorporate heaven, sentient and non-senhent
beings, and earth living in harmony as ONE

Works of Haya Akegarasu Contemporary - Reknown Buddhist ScholaF
WORLD OF FLOWERS
WHO AM I

Dr Eugene T Gendlin Ph
FOCUSING - Everet House

"Why Do Psychotherapists Often Pail?" - Chicago Sun-Times 3/12/78
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"Inward Bound in Search of 'the real mar Chicago SunTimes 9/5/78
Ellen Goodman columnist 'Princess a Lesson for Both Sides Ellen Goodman columnist
BRAIN AND MIND BULLETIN Frontiers of Research Theory and Practice
P.O. Box 42211
Los Angeles, Calif. 90042

Miyo Hayashi
1320 E 48th Street
Chicago, Illinois
60615

Elected chairperson fol the RESTORATION OF THE JAPANESE GARDEN IN JACKSON PARK
Wooded Island. Historical significance Columbian Exposition 1893. Garden presented to city.
Shaku Soen (Buddhist Scholar) met Paul Carus.

"WOODED ISLAND COMMITTEE MEETS'. - Hyde Park Herald
Letter from Acting Commissioner, Department of Planning. City and Community Deveopment.
Martin R Murphy
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Well, thank you all ever so much for
comilig to the hearings. I think you have all joined in a great be-
ginning with the subcommittee, and I .am very optimistic so that
we will have the hearings printed:and those of you who wish to s,
have copies may leave your name with the clerk of the committee!

Well, if you are within easy reach of the Capitol, May 12 is our
next big day, when we will have our markup session.

So thank you one and all, and the subcommittee stands in recess,
subject to the call of the Chair.

[Discussion off the record.)
Senator MATSUNAGA. The subcommittee will briefly come to .

order again.
Some of ybu may have heard in the background during this

morning's hearing, the clicking of a typewriter going. Well, that was
in fact a Computer system hooked on to the Unix emit) of Havb aii, and
the proceedings of the.hearings xx ere being communicated directly to
the University of Hawaii, and at lea.st t o of those xx ere present at
the university, sent in their response. '

One of them from the Executie Council of the Church al the
'Crossroads, and they expressed complete supportand were very
much impressed with the proceedings. So I NA, ould a:-1 unanimous con-
sent that these communications be included in the record.
6 [The following material was received for the record:]
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STATEMENT BY-SENATOR OANIEL K. INOUYE BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES ON S.1889, A BILL TO ESTABLISH

THE UNITED STATES ACADEMY OF PEACE, APRIL 21, 1982.

' Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to submit testimony

to thAp distinguished Committee.

'Tbe issue before_us today is, whether the Senate should enact

legislation to create the Uni.ted States Academy of Peace. The ,

idea has been thoroughly explored by the Commission on Proposals ,

for the National Academy of Peace and Conflict Resolution. This

Commission, empanelled in 1979 by authority of P.L.95-561, has

carepfly researched the merits of establishing a Peace Academy.

Eight of ts nine members concluded that the.6idea was both worthy

and timely. I support this conclusten and thus will notrepeal

all of the points witich are so aptly made in the Commissioti's

ateport to the President and Congress.

Ohat concerns me is thai the concept ctf peace is taken for

granted. Rather than focus on norms, we often pay attention to

deviations froni those norms. In the field of.justice, the law

becomes evident when a rule is broken and sanctions are impwsed.

In the area of international relations, the focus is on terrorism,

revolution and war. Little attention is given to what is going

rigitt. Countries without conflicts do not appear on our agenda or

in the evening news. 0/
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STATEMENT CONTINUED

PAGE TWO
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(
Most of us would agree that there are clear and imminent

dangers to our continued existence on this planet. The threat

of a nuclear catastrophe and the horrors of chemical warfare confront

us every day. In;this imperfect world we have perforce adopted

an attitude of peace through strength. But the emphasis is

usually on strength--military technology, defense appropriations,

and our ability to wage war*. In so doing, we can forget why all

this military hardwtre exists in the first place.

The sole'dissenter to the Commission's report complained that

"peac' is not a distinct field of laarning. He, therefore, questioned

whether it merited its own academy--especially a federally-funded

.0
one, He further argued that 80 colleges and universities currently

have departments that offer peace studies. As far as I am concerned,

the very fact that peace is such a broad concept that it is taught

in such disparate settings is the most compelling reason for

dedicating an institution to its study. I thus think it is appro-

priate for Congress to establish and fund an Academy of Peace in

our Nation's Capital..,

This Academy woUld serve to define the field and focus

our attentlon on what we want--peace--instead of what we do not

want--war. It wot4d bring together individuals from a wide number

ofdcountrles, backgrounds, and experiences to address the elusive

goal of peace. The Academy would be more than just a symbolic .

undertaking. It would establish a central clearing houim for works

devoted to the concept of peace, as well as the pragmatic lessons of
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STATEMENT CONTINUED

PAGE THREE$

war dissension, and civil strife. More importantly, it would

help disseminate this knowledge to both younger generatiOns and

people from abroad. The Academy would thus be a vital institution,

I drawing together those who know and care, consolidating our knowledge,

/ and educating the wider public.

I have high hopes for the'proposed United States Academy of

Peace and trust that this Committee'will give it favorable

. considerakion.

Thank you for your time and attention.

e

*
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR FRANK H. MURKOWSKI
Before Senate Committee on Labor and
Human Resources' Hearing on S.(1889,
The National Peace Academy Bill.

April 21, 1982

MR. CHAIRMAN. It is a pleasure to express my general support
for S. 1889, legislation to establish Ow National Academy of Peace.
I have also'had the opportunity to cosponsor his bill and join in
signing aletter to President Reagan re ting that he support
St 1889.

I am pleased to join with an increasing number of Alaskans
and other Americans who,are expressing concern about the spiraling
armS race and the rise in international tension in recent years.
While I strongly believe that we must protect this nation's security
by maintaining a strong military capability, we must also not lose
sight of the importance of mainvining peace and stability the
world. President Reagan has taken important steps to modernize our
military forces after a decade of inaction. I support this policy.
Nevertheless, I cannot accept the concept of nuclear warfare on
any scale.

I believe that the Peace,Academy can provide a unique, vPsible
vehicle for the study of how to best protect this country's security
and at a cost which is small in comparison to our planned defense
expenditures. After a year of nationwide hearings and study of the
proposed Academy, the National Peace Academy Commission concluded
that a focused Federal investment in research on the causes of war
is necessary to stimulate a broad range of Government, private,
and voluntary activities in international peace endeavo&e.

I generally concur with the recommendation of the Commission,
and I am pleased that this hearing will provide all interested
parties with a chance to express their different points ot view on
S. 1889.

I
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

wal,11 DC 2osn

May 11, 1982

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This le ter is to present the Department of State's
comments on S.1889, a bill which would establish a
United Stat s Academy of Peace..

The Department supports the development of peace research
OX conflict resolution. Indeed, the Department encourages the

,work of pnivate institutions, foundations, universities,
international and non-governmental organizations active in this
field. The results of such research are brought to the
attention of, and used by, foTeign policy practitioners. In
fact, conflict resolution theories and techniques are..
incorporatep in courses offered by the Department of State's
Foreign Service Institute.

The Department, however, does not supportfthe passage of
S.1889, inasmuch as it would create a new quasi-governmental
institution and bureaucracy complete with "buildings and
grounds", to perform a function which is already being/handled
by the private sector. Although it might be helpful if '

university programs or private "think tanks" were to address
'the issue of peace negotiation andconflict resolution, we do
not believe that it is necessary for the Federal government to
establish an acadpmy such as ehat proposed.

The Department fully recognizes that a better sharing of
research results and better coordination among existing
programs would be desirable. Both these results and an
increase in the volume of such work could be achieved through a
judicious use of only a small portion of the funding

The Ho'horable
Orrin G. Hatch,'Cheirman,

Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
United States Senate.

1 9
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contemplatedto initially fund the proposed Peace-Academy.
Continued encorragement of a variety of organizations can
produce these results and keep policymakers abreast of the
latest in conflict resolution theory and practice without the
construction of a bricks-and-mortar ieptitution.

One of the prime strengths of current research in this area
is the wide variety of approaches and proposed bolutIons. The
research community's ability to educate is fa) effective and
fertile because it4reflects the diversity of the American
character. As Mr. Carleton Coon, former Deputy Director of the
Foreign Service Institute, testified before the Subcommittee on
International'Operations, .Committee'on International Relations
(January 25, 1978): "It is such an enormously wide and varied

,

field and there is so much room for creative thinking and
innovation that we feel that this creativity and innevation is
better expressed'in a ehousand.different universities and
instibutions across the fang:: of our ,coUntry than in one
cenbrally funded, essentially bureaucratic institute."

The Office of Management and Budget advises that from the
standpoint of the Administration's program, there is no
objection to the sublission of ;010 report.

With cordial regards, 4

200

Sin rely you

14671--.7
well A. Moore

As istant Secretary
for Congressional Relations
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April 12, 1982

Written Testimony of...

William F. LiriColn
Former Federal Commissioner

4 U.S. Peace Academy Commission
p.O. Box 481
29 Wildwood Street
So Dennis, Mass. 02660

'TO:. U.S. Senator Robert Siafford
Chairman
U.S. Senate SubCommittee
Arts, Education, and the Humanities

e,v7/-000

Attention: Tricia Faith

RE: S li89, To Establish the U.S. Pe4crt Academy.

Mr. Chairman,

I ask that this written testimony b6 included in the official trans-
cript of these Hearings of April 21, 1982.

My rather brief comments will be confined primarily to the monetary
considerations for the proposed academy:

. the need to increase the propoEed budget.

. the need to -1-iarlFg-he recommaded appropriations.
for the initiir-Ego year start up period.

Additionally, however, I will klso crisply address the.followingitems:

. Merits of the Proposed Academy.

. Arguments Against the Proposed Academy.

. What the Proposea Academy Must Not Be or Become.

. Strongly Urged Ammekdments to tF-Legislation. '

. a dame change of-the proposed academy.

. more attention to intranational concerns.

. an affirmative action statement.

. assurance of regional site centers.

. interplay with other federal agencies.

Hopefully, the brevity of my comments will reduce neither the serious-
ness in which they are made ndr the attention.yhich the SubCommitteeMembers and Staff wilkgive these comments.

Please refer to the Commission's
Report, pp. 217-225 for' my official

response to the findings and recommendations
of the Commission onwhich I served.

I. Mon etary Considerations for the Proposed Academy. "

May it please the 4mbers and staff to review the Commission's

)4-

.
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Report, pp. 68-69 (C0r4kdetation fki Co4t4).

The proposed budget in the legislative bill is as follows:

$15 million capita.lization fund.
$ 6 million year one for operations.

. $10 " two "

$15 " three"
$20 " " four "

IA. The'Need to INCREASE the Proposed Budget. ?
The Academy's proposed operating budgets should be increased
by a multiple factor of three in order to ptovido.and
demOnstrate serious intect and practice. Such action would
increase the Academy's yearly operating budget in,year four
from $20 million in year four to $60 million dollars IS-
eluding no less than four regional site centers to be
,effiliated with ma.rr universites. Furthermore, such action
might be honestly justified since the Academy is in the
interest of national and gobal security.

IB. The Need to DECREASE the Recommended Appropriations for the
Initial Two Year Start Upperiod.

Perhaps immediate approprfations should be limited to $1.5 to
$2 million dollars each year for the next two years igStead
of what is currently proposed: $15 million capitalization,
$6 million year one for operations, $10 million year two of
operations thus equaling $31 million in contrast to $3-4
million as suggested above. Such a recommendation would
hold down federal budget increases until the economy nears
fuller recovery, and can be honestly justified because the
necessary two year start up period for the Academy does not
warrant heavy expenditures.

This initial implementation period would include:

. Appointment of the Board of Governors

. Selection of a Chancellor

. Hiring of Implementation Staff...
site selection with emphasis upon economic

N conversion ef existing federal properties
and facilities.
acquisition contractse

. renovation planning, contracts, and exe-
cution.

. selection of faculty.

. curriculum development. ,

criteria development for student selection.
etc.

0.4.

IC. Other Matters Related to the Academy's Operations Budget.,

1. Legislatign and Appropriations should assure actual operations
of tht 'Academy in 1985:

-2-
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2. Challenges to the private sector and general puSlid for
donations should be made for the establishment of permanent
endowments for various programs, academic chairs, and
specific items related to general operations. America's
people should have the opportunity and responsibility to
assist in the development of the Academy. One concept of
U.S. Peace Bonds and/or IRS deductions was prematurely
dismissed by the Commission.

II. Merits of the Proposed Academy.

The Commission's Report must be reviewed by SubCommittee
Membera and Staff.

We of this nation currently need a two track system to insure
and assure national and worldosecurity:

. A responsible military capability 'to deter
aggression.

A diverse conflict resolution capacity which will
permit inter as well as intra national disputes
to be resolved eguitab1y7grricient1y, and cost
effectively.

Similarly we need a living functional symbol to remind us and
the world that we are sesious4 sincere in pursuing these ends
and means. The proposed Academy would be a federally charted
non profit mid creer graduate school serving all sectors of
,our society.

Such an Academy would compliment and suppliment the peace-
keeping emphasis of our military, and is so recognized by Lt.
General (Retired) Andrew Goodpaster who last year retired as
Superintendent of West Point.

III. Regarding Arguments Against the Ptoposed Academy.

\l'he rejection of the.Academy concept by friend Representative
John Ashbrook and by the Georgetown and Pletcher Schools of
Diplomacy do not hold. Such arguments have even been rejected
by the testimony of two original non supporters of the
Academy concept.

. Richard Pipes, Harvard University
See Commission Report, pp. 141, 144, 63.

. Alan Millett
See Commission Report, pp. 36-38.

. The schools of diplomacy fear an unwarranted jurisdictional
dispute when in fact the Academy would enhance their prestige.
However, the Academy would not primarily be a school for
diplomats.

3-
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The so called private educatiOnal efforts in peace studies
by colleges ana universities are minimal. Once the two or
three deBartments at Stanford, Syracuse, and Kent State are
counted the remainder of schools involved have only one or
two faculty members -- often part time -- giving attention
to this sub3ect.P

No duplication of eiforts could exist rince.the purpose
a d focus of the proposed Academy are quite different, and

arè directed to different audiences, and involve research
and practical training in contrast to theoretical teaching
via n examination of literature.

6
. Any opposition by State Department personnel is not
clearly understood since the proposed Academy must not and
cannot be either a policy setting or intervention agency.
I earnestly hope these restrictions will become part of
legislation.

. As Dr. Richard Pipes himself'testified, such an Academy
(if ever founded) should be an extension of the fedgral
government. Such federal initiative and participation would
be appropriate, right, and symbolic. See0Commission Report,
lip. 141, 144, 63.

. Conflict resolution is not synonomous with cOmpromift or
capitulation.

-

. Cost effectiveness is assured. The proposed budget is
inaeed inadequate, but a multiple factor of three for the
fourth operating budget -- from 20 million to 60 million --
would still be minimal, especially whew related to the in-
terests of national and global security. See Commission

Report,

. Senators Hatfield [(R), Oregon), Jepson [(R), Ili), Nunn
A()) GA1, Long ((D), LA), and Stennis ((D), HS) would pro-
bably be'asked specifically to express their interests as to
why they are cosponsors of the legislation. Indeed all
Senators should be asked for I trust they believe in the two
track system as stated in II above.

IV. Whet the Proposed Academy MuAt Not Be or Become.

My fuller comments on this matter already appear in the
Commission's Report, See pp. r70-171.

Here I shall merely identify areas as I did on Pp. 219-220:

The Academy must...

not be an intervention agency.

not.be gnational policy-setting agency.

-4-
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Military.
not be an adversary to the

not be regarded as an alternapive to the military
academies or war colleges whfch give emphasis to
peacekeeping activities.

-

not be an effort to create vopational elitism.

not be an alternative which we think 'rivate edu-
cation is providing or could proVide o should
provide or,will provide to the degree ecessary.

i
Again, the Academy is to

b
the e livdng funct tnai symbol

needed which WIll not on y rovide le.itima to the field
but advance it as well.

V. Strongly Urged Ammendments to the Legislation.

I. Seriously, the names offered for the proposed Aca emy might
be ammended to be the U.S. Academ of for Peace an Justice

155for suc is a more comp ete statement o America s on,
and better links the inter and intra_national conc ns

1

than
suggested-by aDy %her name. See Commiss on Report, pp.
221-222. This is more than a semantic suggestiOn an
concern.

2. A concise stateMent might be offered in order that the
legislation will assure that i4pra national concerns ar not
neglected. Sae Commission Report, pp. 222-223. The Aca my
will have little credibility at home or abroad If sdch,
coupling of both sectors is not complete.

3. A concise statement might be offered in order that the
legislation restricts the Academy from becoming either an
intervention or policy setting agency by either institu-
tional policy or practice.

4. A.concise statement mightibd offered in order that the
Academy will share a cooRerative interplay with the Depart-
ments of State, Defense, dnd Justice but stated in such a
way as not to infringe upon the operative autonomy or
academic f mreedo and-general credibility of the Academy.

5. The first regional site center to be affiliated with a
major uniVersity might be established at the same time that
the central campus is established in order to assure the de-
centralization concept in initial practice and in the future.
Most supporters of the Academy contend its pnimary site
should be located between New York City 4nd Washington, D.C.
for very practical purposes and reasons. Consequently the
west coast would be the appropriate location for thd first
regional site center. See Commission Report, p. 223.

6. Budget and appropriation consideration as already discussedin I. above.

-5-
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7. Surely it is most appropriate to urge that an affirmative
broad, specific, and complete action statement be included
in the legislation to prevent real and perceived discrim-
ination against faculty, staff, or.students in selection
to or treatment at the Academy.

vI. Conclusion.

I do not think it is inappropriate for me to mention that
such an Academy is an appropriate legacy to all those who
pursue durable and lasting just peace for our nation and
the world. Ny concernhowever, is for advocates of
international peace,wbo do not acknowledge the inter rela-
tionships between inter and intra national concerns of this
and all nations: the political as well as environmental and
economic realities which threaten the human rights of every-,
one; the threat to this nation and the world beyond a nuclear
holocaAt which mst be prevented:, the full complexities of
developing a realistic peace now and an Improved peace
continually. If the Administration is successful in
significantly reducing the number of Soviet, NATO, and
American missiles the world will still be aware that too
many other nations are not bound by such agreements.

If theathkat of World War III or nuclear weapons were not
today's issues the proposed Academy would still be needed.
The ends and means of modern warfare and social unrest are
tragically expensive in every respect for everyone. Without
cleubt peace with justice is a conservative concept in con-
trast to the radical thoughts of unjustified war and violence.

Finally, I hope these comments are received in the same spirit
in which they have been written -- for freedom, justice,
order, and peace. Hopefully the above content will be of
assistance to you in providing a recommendation to the
Senate.

WFL:pjs

_
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Sincerely,

4/./71.1.-
William F. Lincoln
Former Federal Commissioner
U.S. Peace Academy Gommitssion

P.O. Box #481
29 Wildwood Street
So. Dennis, Mass. 02660
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Senator Robert T. Stafford
Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on rducation,

Fine k Arts, and llumanitlee
...411011* United States Senate
too.* Washington, 0.C. 2010
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CLEVZSTU I **(ALAMO, 1g 12

HAD OF HAWAII SCR
12
N.D. I

a CONCERN REOMBIl

REQUESTINc PRESIDENT REAGAN MD THE CONORYSS 01 Tilt UNITED
STATIto TO ESTAI1L1SH A NATIONAL ACADEMY Or PEACE.

wilmo, the world today I. incrreasingly troubled by
international strife; and

a

WHEREAS, technological advances have enabled international
conflict to have potentially dirretatroua consequencen for all
humanity) and

WHERFAS, the symtematie use Of trained parsonnel and
applied reavarch In the rooOlution of international conflict,
hAelteo by increment piltlic awareness of practicable alternatives,
could rave thia nati6n andknbers countless billions of dollars
and untold human auffernto and -***.

WHEREAS, Senator argirk N. Mattrunaga of Hawaii with 52
bi-partiaan co-sponsors has Introduced S. ISIS to eatabliah
a United States Academy of Peace, and almilar laglalation

5000 ham boon introduced in the House of Repreaturtativeal
And

WIHEEAS, the legialation provides that the Academy should
be an Independent Inattention to specifically train haldite.n.
and other peraona in the art of conflict remoketiOn, undertake
t erroarch, rand initiate information @Envie,. affecting peacemaking)

M and

micnrAs,-th0 hoard of in:actor* of the Acadetiy of Peace
I. empownted to deVolOp an outreach program involdino public
nd private institutiono In vorbaus Stilton And toiritotiem
in Ita training, reearch, and public infovation activitivairw, therefore,

or IT WOLVIO by the Senate of the rleventh Legimlature*
of the State of Hawaii, Regular :Wanton of 19$2, the House of
Repleanntatives concurring, bhat it urges Congress to enact
logialation .mtabliahing a Unit,d Mateo Academy of POACos nod

ST-058 I1
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BE IT FuTIRER RESOLVED that President nala Reagan is
requested to give full Support to the estab hment of this
National Academy of Peace immediately following passage of
the legislation; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copies of this
Concurrent lesolution be transmitted to Ronald Reagan, Pre..dent
of the UnlLio States, the President,of pte UnIted StateS Senate,
the Speaker ot the House of Representatives, Senator Robert T.
Stafford, C.iairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Education,
Arts, and 4umanities of the Committee on Labor and Haman Resources,
Representative Dante B. Fasce)1, Chairman of the International
0.erations SUbcommittee of Ole House Commattee on Foreign
Affairs, ..nd to each member of Hawaii's delegation to the
United States Congress.

2 1 0
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COUNTY COUNCIL
Ow! 4H.

H. Comaty flak%
Flap Fkkat 96720

-

Honorable Robert T. Stafford, Chairman
Subcommittee on Education, Arts & Humanities of
Senate Labor & Human Resources Committee
Dirkson Senate Office Bldg., Spite 4232
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Stafford:

We note that you will be holding hearings on Wednesday,
April 21, 1982, on the United States Academy of Peace
Act sponsored by Senator Spark Matsunaga. Our
County Council has enthusiastically endorsed this
proposal and we would like to have the enclosed
resolution entered into the minutes.

In these days of world tension and uncertainty, we
certainly hope that the United St.Ws Congress will
a positive step in the direction of peace by establish ng
this Academy.

>

Yours very truly,

0.1 ,40'
Helene.H. Hale
COUNCILWOMAN, HAWAII COUNTY

Encl.

2 1
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County of HawaiiState of Hawaii

Resolution No. 93 si

WHEREAS, a most noble endeavor initiated by the United States

of America proposing the establishment of a "United States AcadeY

of Place and Conflict Resolution,"appears close-to reality: ana-

WHEREAS, a Federal Commission headed by Senator Spark Hatsunaga,

having heard from hundreds of witnesses during its iwelve public

'hearings around the country, that this National Conflict

r Resolution program could potentially save the American public

billions of dollars, directly and indirectly each year :hrough

increased productivity, and more importantly, it could preclude the

unnecessary loss of lives and property damage; and

WHEREAS, the Commission's report will be made pdblic in a few

months, and one of the major recommendations will be that the Academy

would have its administrative center in Washington, D. C. located in

an emitting university complex to be comiilimented with 12 to IS

' regional campuses Situated around tho nation; and -

WHEREAS, such a planned format of regional centers is of gieat

interest to the aunty of Hawaii since the University ofdlawaii at

Hilo would be an ideal ihstitute and location for the planned under-

graduate studies and professional training in conflict resolution;

and

WHEREAS, the University.of Hawaii at Hilo's assets and attrac-
a

tiveness of being in a small:less urban and tranquil community

coupled with its multi-racial.population of students and faculty,

would be the kind of envirdiment thit could help make the program

wprk.

NOW, THEREFORE, RE IT RESOLVED EY THE COONCIL OF THE COUNTY OF

HAWAII that it endorses the proposal for the establishment of a

United States Atademy of Peace and Conflict Resolution and that ong

of its regional centers be located at the University of Hawaii at

Hilo. .

1
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BE IT FURTHER RAOLVED that the Clerk of the County of Hawaii

transmit copies of this resolution to United States Senators,

Spark H. Matsunaga, Mark 0..lia;f.ield, Ienning Randolph, sponsors of

the proposal; Stephen Mitchell, Chan6e1lor, University of Hawaii at

Hilo; and Fojio Matsuda, Presi'dent, University of Hawaii, ManOa Campus.

Dated at Hilo, Hawa11,11this 6th day of May, 1981.

CIL MEM CO OF HAWAII

COUNTY COUNCIL
County of Hawaii

Hilo, Hawaii

I hereby certify that the foregang RibOLUI ION was tw the Vele tu
,the nght hereof adopted by the COUNCIL of the County of Hawaii on

ATTEST

(-own' a . K

0.

May 6, 1981

MINGOFFICER

ROLL CALL VOTE

AYES NOES A/E
Weber*

LYZ. III

larnme.

0.16

Nth
Rawalur.

Lai

khue*
Pr yarns shin

8- 0 1
*emir. I,

P

141ONSCUMON 50 ----,..-------.........
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Statement by Guthrie S. eirkhead( Deah, Maxwell School of*CftizenshiApprInid29,
198:Public Affairs, Syracuse University

. 4

Many good ideas, like seeds with tough shells, mustabe hardy insorder to

survive until conditions are right for it to.take roet and4grow. 1 believe

that the concept of a U.S. Peace Ac3dery is such an idea. It has had to wait
A

until sever;1 necessary conditions converge. Now, we are at a stege where the

need for such an Academy is particularly convening and the knowledge and skills
4 ,

that can be convey;c1 througb such an aeede ry have reached i sufficient level

that the effo;t Is worthwhile. The Commr:ston esebblished by Con9ress ha5.

studied the possible needs for services that an Acade.y might provide ihd the

possible resowces to meet those needs. The Commission has assessed a range of

organizStional structures In the light of present.resoprces an.d.fche'most

important needs. The Commission has Parformed these tasks well 4nd I support

the proposed legislation.

As Dean of the Syracuse University Maxwell School of Cilizenship an

Public Affairs. 1 can best contritiute to-these delitieretions by making some

observatices about the experience we have had in work similar to tha't proposed

, for the Academy. In the light of that expefience, I will cement Upon the way

in which.theproPosed Academy could relate to the woric_of the Maxwell School,.

.thus other universities, the nation; and the worid.

The special eivhasis of the Maxwell School, since its inception ln 1924,

has been tottudy and teach_about social Issues so that we can dtat with them

In policy Nevant ways. Our Public Adminisrration Program as trained people

for public service tri state, local, and,national agencies. The International

Relations Program, and the Program of,Nonviolent Conflict and Change have

trained people iOir orl n U.S. government SeOce, work in nongoyernmentai

'organizations, rmItinational corporations, and intrnational governmental,

'organizations. We have emphasizeescholarly research on'areas of Public copce'rn.

; 2 1 4
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We have educated.students to combine their general knowledge with particular

Information relevant to specific Issues. We know that the knowledge and skills '

so developed tan be effectfvely employed to coa with policy matters, by

policy makers, evaluators, consuftants, and critics. I have discussed the pro-

posed U.S. Academy for Peace with colleagues at SyracLise University and we

believe that its establishment would be of great benefit to the nation and

the world and also to oul Lnstitution.

For this nation and the world, the proposed Academy would help meet several

urgent needs: It would provide visibility and legitimacy to new ways of thinking

-and working in the areas of peace and conflict resolution. Even the controversy

that will result frorl some of its work will.provoke needed discussion and

further ideas: The Academy will also give support crucial to the early stages

of developmelt of lily fleld. Peace research needs nurturing in the crowded

academic groves which are already suffering from resource constraints.. .In

addition, the Academy can praexate the.kind of copaborative research th.at any

. existing institution would be unable to proiide.

There is another importaot area of service that a Peace Academy would be

particularly well suited to provide and which universities are not well
S.

organized to provide. This is the sharing of the insights and knowledge about

conflict management with the public at laTtic and with persons working in jobs

which,regularly involve them in conflicts. A Peace Academy could usefully'draw

upon the experience of universities in community outreach and midcareer training

and develop such prograMs more extensively.

Finally. I wOuld like to note that the example of this kind of Academy

may be emulated in other countries, expanding m..ty times the bene'fits we could

accomplish by oursel4s in.the United States. Here i's'A kind of model we want

to set becausethe More thae others join in this effort, the greater will be

the benefits for all of uS.

S. 215
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. A U.S. Peace Academy as proposed by the.U.S. Commission will be uniquely

able to avvide these benefits.

Developing our knowledge and improving our skills in managing conflicts

are matters too important to be IMpeded by parochial defenses of academic turfb.

Even if I thought that the interests of Syracuse University or of the haxwell

School might suffer by competition from the Peace Academy, I would support

the establishment of the Academy. i4ilat Is proposed Is of such great significance

for this country that 1 Mould not put my local or special interest ahead of

the greater national interest.

Actually, of course, the establishment of a Peace Academy will enhance

our activities, not harm them. I anticipate three kinds of institutional

tnefits for our school. First, encouraging work for peace should expand the

numbers of students in the field. this should mean more students zaking degrees

to prepare for the specialized training of the Academy. Second, the increased

support for research witl enable our faculty and graduate ltudents to oonduct

needed studies and improve the quality of information we transmit in cnn:

teaching. Third, the outreach programO of the Acailemy should alert more people

throughout the country to the possibilities of learning how to cope effectively

with conflicts. This too will help us since more persons will seek additional

education and training.

The U.S. Peace Academy can be organized so as to further its basic programs

in collaboration with eXisting institutions. I think in this way the effective-

ness of the Academy and the existing institutions will be multiplied to the

advantage of all. There are several ways in which this can be done.

I. The Academy should provide and channel funds for research, training,

and evaluation to scholars and institutes in well established

institutions.

216
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2. The Academy should thus enable scholars from different institutions

to collaborate in research, training, evaluation, and outreach. A

few scholarS could have extended periods of residence at the Academy.

3. The Academy faculty should concen rate cm research and short-term

training. I do not favor the deve'bpjent of an undergraduate

degree program at the Academy.

4. The establishment of a few regional centers, in addition to the central

offices in the Washington area would increase the usefulness of the

Academy. Regional centers could best be placed at established

institutions, where faculty, students, and experience already exist.

Such a center then could serve as a focus for linking and expanding '

S
regional activities.

I have noted a few, but not all, dif the ways in which the proposed U.S.

Peace Academy would benefit and enhance existing schools of pubtit affairs.

A naelonai Peace Academy would not only serve as an important symbol of the

U.S. commitment to nonviolent resolutionof conflicts but also serve to

advance and strengthen our national commitment to citizenship education and .

involvement in public iffairs.

\
No
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San Francisco State University .

1603 1101.LOWAY A101Ut SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 14132'

otmaprorpouTicALscmNct

Senator Robert T. Stafford
United,States Senate
Washington, D.C. 2010

, April 7, 19'82

Dear Senator Stafford:

Hay I offer supporting testimony on behalf of the creation of a National
Academy'of Peace and Conflict Rgsolution, concerning which you will be

holding hearings shortly. I have beenlactively Interested in the Academy

conNtpt for some Fullf dozen'years, and my previoustestimony apd recommend-
addle have been noted in the Report of the Hatsunage Commission on

AgFoposils.

As a professional observer of Americen national politics, 1 tm extremely
impressed by the evolution of peace academy preposels ovarmahese past

several years. The initial concept was unstructured and aidoiguous,
heavily endowed with good intentions and expressions ef the need for such'

an enterprise. The presently proposed legielatiold'appears to be the disT

tillation of the best and most concrete ideas gathered since those early

efforts: Tlie practical element:It needed for a serious educational institu-

tion with sqbh an unprecedented objective aie now incorporated in the

proposed legislation before you. I applaud.its drafters and sponsors, and

look now forward to an academy im the best tradttion of our other national

aervice academies.

I would Ilke to contribute two observations to your-deljt;ratIona. Both, I

am sure, will seem quite obvious. First, I believe that the symbolic signifi-

cance of a national peace academy cannot be oyer-stnted, In,an,ern'of mount-

ing tension at all levels of human association, the risks and coats of-tor
and violence are obvious to all, yet the usual Institutions of conflict
resolution are either absent or otherwise insufficient for the burdens laid

on them. A national peace academy, even before it offers ics first class,
would offer hope to the strife-ridden peoples of the wohd,youl4 provide a
pro-peace image to an Administration that is perceived as confrontaiional and

war-like, and would become a source of national pride among.the citizens of

our own country.

Secondly, I urge you to give careful consideration to the criteria and pro&
cedures for selecting the initial leadership of a na0ana1 peace academy.
In Most of our leading academic institutions, including,the service adadedles,
the influence of the initial leadership is invariably piofonnd land long-lasting.

218
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Constructing a campus, selecting a faculty, designing a curricUlus, develop-
ing a research program, creating public

service.activities, recruiting a
motivatdd student body -- these are difficult tasks that require a rare
combination of charisma, organizational skill, substantive expertise, and
educational vision. I hope your hearings will give specific attention to
these requirements.

With best gishes for a successful sat of hearings,

rectifullr

liffeGOI'dman
Professor

e.

21 9
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Written Testimony concerning the Peace Acadeny.for the
U.S. SenatelSubcommittee on rducation, the Arts, and
Uumsnities.

...

t

While the idea that largescale war Is Wow obsolete
because the use of atomic bombs'would result in world
obliteration, has received considerable verbal currency
in the last thirty years, it clearly has not had the
effect of eliminating the possibility of war. On a broad
historical and evolutionary scale this is very .

understandable, because war asian instrument of policy,
whether tribal or national, has been effectively utilized
by man ever since be appeared on earrh about 1 million
years ago. How, with such a long and bellicose history,
can man be expec to change in a few short years? Yet,
change he somehow Tust in order to survive.

In the face of this necessity, despite the recent
increase in the nunber of demonstrations for a nuclear
freeze, etc., there has been to date no truly pervasive
and convincing collective disposition for peace in this
country, or for that natter, the.wofld. It is ny
conviction that as far as this country is concerned, this
has been because our peace efforts have been diffuse,
fragyented, and lacking in continuity and central thrust.
It is the concept of a Peace Academy, giving a focus to
the energies directed to peace studies and efforts in
this country, that would help enormouSly in.providing
such a continulty and central thrust. The establishment
of puch an Academy would immediately capture the
imagination of the people of this country and the world,
and help then believe that this country has truly adopted
peace.as its ultimate objective. Despite the courageous
efforts of President Rodrigo Carazo Odio of Costa Rica to
establish a University for Peace under the aegis of the
United Nations,,the action of a major world power.is
needed to effectively embody such an idea.

The two principal objections that seen most often
leveled against the creation of a Peace Academy are: 1)

it could,become an institution which espOuses values and
policies that could'run counter to ,official U.S. foreign
policy; 2) it is not clear,where its graduate could be
employed. In answer to the first objections it should be
pointed out that the three service academies hive

220
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functioned for years without being considered as
dangerous challenges to U.S. policy. An.appropriatelydesigned program at the Peace Academy could have the sameresult.: The second objection is also invalid. Asidefrom obvious occupations in insitutions such as the
Peace'Academy ltselfv other universities, the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency, and privately funded
,institutions, the spectrum of

employment dppgrtunities isas broad is is inplie i1c an interdisciplinab, curriculumincluding political sciences economics, anthropology,
history, and languages. \)

There has never been the sense of a unified cohesive
focus for peace in and of itself either in this countryAiin,the world. The chance that tbe Peace Academy mighta step toward providin's this focus should not be
6issed.

w7r
LaWrence We-Tagg
Research Professor
Department of Physics
Catholic UniverOty of America

2 2 1,
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Testimony on S. 1889 in the Senate of the Unittd States to
Establish the United States Academy of Peace, and for

other Purives.
by Wilma Scott Heide, Ph.D.

Hy name is Wilma Scott Heide. Currentlx, I am Professor of Innovative

.and Experimental Studies and Women's Studies at Illinois' Public Affairs

University, Sangamon State, in Springfield, Illinois. Hy other 'credentials'

relevant to the proposed Peace Academy are included in the References.1

Since the beginning of my public activism in the late forties, and

particularly during the fifties, I have both supported and advocated both

a Peace Academy-and'a Peace Corps. That advocacy has been shared in my

publications, at public forums and in my leadership in various social/

political movements, and in my roles IS educator and broadcaster. Thus,

S.1865.and similar prior legislation vls-a-vis a National Peace Academy

are welcomed. I
favor the establishment of a National Academy of

Peace and Conflict Resolution on certain terms. In legislative language,

this means the following additions or amendments to S.1889 are recommended:

1. In Section 2 of 5.1889 (Part (4), line 21 of page 2), is noted

"the national need to examine the disciplines in the social, behavioral
and physical sciences and the arts and humanities with regard to the
history, nature, elements and fypire (if peace processes, and to bring

together and develop new and tested techniques to promote peaceful
economic, political, sOCial and cultural relations in the world."

I would urge adding the transdisciplinary processes of the values
transfOrmaiion of feminism, perhaps the most profound and most peaceful

movement for change the world has ever known. Feminism not only values

women and our centuries of commitments to peaceftil proctsses, but values:

affective as well as cognitive learning: experleintial'as well as
"intellectual knowledge'. Further, feminist perspectives move beyond

the either/or, pro/con, win/lose dualisms of androcentric disciplines.

2. Part (5) of Section 2 (line 5 of page 3) advocates "a national

institution (proposed Peice Academy) devoted to/Instructional
peace research, education and training, and' information services:"

Surely, that is needed. I would amend that to include community and

interpersonal, as well as international study, because the former is

where post of us live and learn (or don't live and leai'n) the pre-

iequisites for peace that will provide the world leadership for peace.

At my own Curren4 institution, Sangamon State University in Springfield,
Illinois, Is successfully addressing "The Struggle for Peaceful Conflict

Resolution."2

7,*

3. On the makeup of the Board of Directors of the proposed National

Peace Academy, Section 6 of S.1889 (beginning on page 11), I would insist

that the appointment process itself inCiude genuine affirmative action so

the Board of Directors does not become (one more time) a white male club ,

with (perhaps) a token woman and/or token person of color. The commission

that recommended a National Peace Academy nd generated S.1889 itself,

acknowledged that genuine peace Is not possible without Justice. That

recbghition must be more than nominal or token.

42-
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Therefore, 1 recommend that the Board of Directors:

a. have no hore than a majority of one of either sex,

b. be demographically representative by race and income level,

C. that the appointment process not play glmes by e.g.
counting one person lor 2 or more population categoPles such as e.g.,
a woman who Is black and/or poor. It would be fine to have such a
person but that alone would not be sufficient to count as 3 minority
requirements but count as one In one category.*

, d. Other, related recommendations are ln Testimony of Eleanor
'Humes Haney and %alma Scott Heide vis-a-vis proposed commission to study

whether or not to propose a National Peace Academy. That Testimony is
appended to this Testimony and I ask that it be included as an Integral
part of this Testimeny and be part of the written 6cord of Harings on
S .1889.)

f
4. Language of 5.1889 - present language is sexist. Sexist language

is, 14dted, male only language and is sex biased in favor of men. Thus, it
is unjust and Incompatible with justice as a prerequisite for peace itself.
Therefore, the language on page 15 (of 5.1889) stating that the President
shall name the first chairman (sic) of the Board should.be changed to read
Chair, Chairperson or Chairone. The position has no sex, therefore, the
title should have no sex reference. Ail necessary other changet elsewhese
need to reflect the reality of a 2 sex World. Thus, where he is used, the
language should read she or he; his or him should be changed to her or his
or to her or him. See Appendix statement "He is Not She."4 hales 4re not
and never it e been the sole or primary spokespeople or peace leaders for
all people of both sexes. This legislation must explicitly acknowledge
both that reality and poteptiai in this important 5.1889.

5. Finally, for this Testimony, while am pleased to see sone
funding propoied for the capitalization and administration of a National
Peace Academy, the amounts proposed are incredibly modest, even miniscule.
Even, if not especially, in a time of recession (1,f not depression), even
in a time of deficits up to $180 billion

dollars particularly caused by military
spending in the billions and even trillions, the $15 million for capitaliza-
tion and $6-10 million for administration is obscenely low. liore $ bo/h
appropriated and authorized for peace imperatives may be the most cost
effective leadership this or any other congress ever has or will take(n).
No Congress, no President, no nation can be a credible influence for
peace with such a budgeechasm between military and peace expenditures.
A budget (any budget) is, after all, a statement of, values.

I ask that all ;he references and appendices attached be included
as an integral part of my Testimony for the Hearing Record of 5.1885.

.

*Note -'Staff for'S.1889: .please be sure congress people who work on
this legislation are informed of these and other recommendations.
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References: also appendices to be included as integral part of Testimony.

Wilma Scott Heide "'credentials:"

a. Member of Ubmen's International League for Peace and Freedom;

Wbmen's Strike for Peace;
COPRED, Consotrium on Peace Research, Education and Development:

Organizer of Feminist *men for Peace;
Member, National Peace,Acalemy Campaign.
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Testimony: H. R. 8356 TO Establish a National

Peace Academy Commission

by Eleanor Humes Haney and Wilma Scott Heidel

We are contributing testimony in.support of the idea of establishing

a Coiimission to explore the possibilities of a Nat al Peace Academy

and other alternatives for conflict resolution. cember I, 1977,

Congresswoman Helen Meyner introduced H. R. 835 o the House,

calling for the creation orsuch a Commission,

We.are convinced that this nation cannot move toward peace while

it prepares for war. A nation and a world get what they prepare for.

While we are not so naive as to advocate total unilateral disarmament,

we do vilue even uni)bteral peace4lipnitiatiyes. The present "peace"

discussions in the Mideast depend significantly on U.S. behavior. Yet,

the United States is the world"s greatest arms merchant and these dis-

cussions Include what arms will be added to those already supplied to

several of the partners. This is insane. There is no "magic" way to

peade. Peace is the way.

'Similarly, the United States cannot move toward peace by budget-
.

Int $114 billion for Defense and by supporting four Service Ac'ademies

and five War Colleges. A national Peace AcadeMy is at least one step

away frgA concentrating on preparin war toward preparing for

peace.

However, if such an academy is to rdise any significant

leadership for peace, it must do more than teach methods of conflict

resolution, data collection, and traditional academic disciplines related

to the study of peace and war. It must alsehelp to illumine the ethos in

which we all.live to some extehl and which fatefully informs the policy

decisions that are made about wae and,peaCe. We say fatefully becauSe,

within this ethos, ii is almose impossible, genuinely, to prepare for

peace. Until that ethos is-challenged, refuted, and changed, a Peace

Academy or any other institution o.r program, individually or collec-

tively, will not represent a significant step toward pdace. Unfortunately,

indeed tragically, this ethos is not only not addressed in the bill to

establish the Commission; it is aSsumed. The Commission as currently

4!'

97-958 0-82-15
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pr6posed in H. R. 8356 - good intentions to the'contr'ary notwithstanding-

will perpetuate an ethos of violence, not of peace. This is not to'say"

that we should not press for the estatlishment of a peace academy until

oure.thos is transformed. , It is to say thgt we must'integrate into the

consideratiOn for such.an academy the beginnings Of a transformed

ethos, one that wilt be reflected in the leadership and membership of
i

the Commission and its St.aff. -

The wOrd ethos.refers to the roots and,fu'ridamental moral char-

'acter and values of a community or culture. The national ethos is

hierarchical. It sanctions dominance'and subordination, with differ-

ences'in responsibility and privilege. Dominants are to, lead--in

cu4ture, business, polities, religion. Their responsibilities are to

create and maintain "civilization." Their privileges are those of

freedom and equality, orpower and a'Uthority. Subordinates are to

support and serve dominants. In this society, subordinates' respon-

siblities,are primarily to nurture the physical and emotional well-

jbeing of domin'ants. Their "privileges" are those of limited

.responsibility and reyative powerlessness.

T he particuiae experiences, inSights, fearS and hopes of those

in positions of doMinancd, struggling to maintain dominahce, or

struggling to gain fi, aie assumbd to be the right experiencs, insights;

fears and hopes and are assumed to be characteristic of all the people.

A dominant group, inevitabfy, has the great influence
in determining a culture's overall outlookits philosophy,
morality, social theory, a'nd even its' science. The

dominant group thus, legitimizes the unequal relation-

ship and incorporates it into society's guiding

concepts...

Inevitably, the dominant group is the model for

"normal human relationships."...dominant groups
generally do nbt like to be told about or even quietly
'reminded of the existence 1.4.T inequility. "Normally'

tliey ca6 avoid awareness because their expianation of the \

relationship becomes so well integrated in other
terms; they can even believe lhat both they and
the subordinate groups share the same interests and,

to come extent, a common experience.2

As It ts-hierarchical, so the ntional ethos iVtalso androcentrlc. It

reflects those values, beliefs, and the expected and acceptable ways of

beidg and doing that support and sanction the continuing dominance of

2261
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affluent, white, 'and indeed hetosexual males and, to a lesser extent,

of others who identify with and are willing to li.ve by those values, beliefs,

and patterns of behavior.

Since the American dream was about and for straight
white males, those who qualified as such could only be
-delighted about the propsects promised them. Because

' whiteness and maleness and heterosexual preference were

the primary qualification Of 'those who shaped and con-
* ' trolled collective social life, each straight white male

was led to believe,in the potential of his own future...
But tHis dream also functioned as a nightmare for those
whose persons,and destinies fell outside the dream's
promi.fiel. Blacks, women, and homosexuals were all
incorporated into this prevailing ideology, but in
destructive ways"

The national ethosi tha erroneously equates and values the male

and the "masculine"; it errOneously equates and devalues the female and

the ';feminine." We see this, for instance, in'the socialization of girls

and bdys, women and men. As 1 child, 'for a boy to be called a "sissy"

is much more devastating than for a girl to be called a "tomloy." To

40efuse to fight, to mediate, to'be 44illing to beliefenseless are suspect,

signs of "giving in," of "going soft," of "not being able to take it,"

whethee it is in, sports, in the classroom, in the business world, in

politics, or in responses /o conflict. Not only are boys and men -

expected to defend themselves, they are also expected to maintaip an

adversarial stance toward others. They are to be "on guard," they

are to "beat" the other out of the business deal or promotion, they are

to win at ;it cost'. Nearly every institution reflects this pattern of

dpectations. The legal institution is but one blatant example of this

stance. As Anne Strick says of the.law as an adversary system:

lt.is a method of dispute settlement that

requires all persons who go to law to settle

differences to behavo as enemies....Out of that
,

battle, adversary 'rationale' maintains that '

the eruth will be r4ealed... Yet each side

must present not all it knows, but only its own.

"best cpse"; must assail the oliposition; must

attack an d counterattack, "discover" and avoid

discovery.4
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'As proving one's manhood is valued, so what men do and the skills

developed for their doing Are.valued more than what women do and the

skills we have developed for our doing, Nursing is not valued as highly

as the doctoring, though it is more wholistic and humanistic than

medicine; the quality of teaching is got valued as highly as the "quality"

of weapons technology; turning to others in care and in need of support

is not valued as hiply as pretended self=sufficiencv and hidihg of

emotions; cooperation is not valued as highly as winning; the reasons

of the heart are not valued as highly as the reasons of the head. '

it is not that men do not have the potehtial for fulfilling these

responsibilities, for gaining the skills, and for expressing the traits we

Cali "feminine." What we consider"feminine" and "masculine" are not

limited, re44ctively, tc; either female or male, but maare Sfraid to

explore their"feminine" traits and claim them, because they have been

traditionally associated with being illooman and subordinate. It has

been relatively easier for women, tciclaim "masculine" traits, develop

those skillsy and fulfill those responsibilities traditionally associated
9

with men, because to be male is con sidered good.

Thus, _as menstruggle for dominance, they ieel they have to be

aggresive, apparently self-reliant, and confident. They feel as if

they cannot turn to others for support and,nurturance, since that is

what women do and since other men are not.to be trusted. They feel

they must compete and seize control of power and thereby manipulate

other people to do what they might not otherwise do. "

In this process, the characteristics that aredevelopedand valued

are considered virtues and assumed to be normative for all people. To

be human IS to be ever confident, self-reliant, autonodoUs, competitive.

It is precisely this pattern, thls way of valuing, reflected in this ethos,

that makes for violence an0 war. As we have said, what We consider the

"feminine" and the "masculine" are part of the repereSire of all human

beings; they are not sex-specific. Yet, in their devaluation of women,

men are forced to repress the "feminine" In themselves, to the dehumani-

zation of their own spirit and full potential.

This ethos also does violence to women as well, as of couret, to

others who arp subordinate, Pviolence that is reinforced by neery

aspect of American society:

e.

228
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Law has limited or excluded us; history has omitted

or distorted herstory; religion has manifested gross
misogyny, education has miseducated or partly edu-
cated us; legislatures have misrepresented and/or

nearly excluded us; no president has had a feminist
consciousness; justice, while symbolized by a

blindf*ed wqr.con, 84s been mostly men blind to
the justice of our humanity; economic systems

.

have sexploited us; marriage has robbed our
identity....Most of what we "think" we know

about the nature and potential of women is but the
consequence of thousands of years of virtual
powqrlessness in public life and accommodating,
limiting, and often manipulative power behavior
in women's private lives.5

Further, since women have had much less "opportunity" 'to'
'S

expresS the traits that*arekonsidered-virtues, when we do, we are per-

ceived al "deviant," as Inge Broverman,and others have documented.8

And then we are "treated" as deviont: we do not have what it takes to

'succeed' in this soc)ety and thus are often all too effectively barred

from pursuing many of the options open to men.

Physical violence is aiso generated-and sanctioned. Women and

chliBren are beaten and sexually abused. -Women fond children consti-

tute the great majority of poor in this country,'as well as around the
world.

5

Of.the 24.3 millian poor people in the U.St,
18.6 millich are women and cAildren. In 1576,
twice as many women age.I6 bnd over than men
lived below tbe poverty level.... One third of
singte female parent families were in the poverty
group, including 891,000 single female parent
families where the mothqr worked and earned iess
than,the poverty level./

-

Not only is violence.against subordinates gederated and

sanctio4ed, violence against the earth is equally justici4d. Mee contiue

to conquer nature (which is usmally-she), even though dominants them-,

ielves cannot live without clean air and water and food. And finally,

in a terrible and savage twist i)f irony, Violence against dominants

themselves is generated and sanctioned--total annihilation, not once

and forever, but-seveYal ttmes. The United States and Russia have the

desteuctive power to kill each permon twentytimes and"to destroy all

ilfe on the face of the earth for thousands of year--all in the name of

security ahd "peace."8

6
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This valuing the 'male and equating it with "masculine" anA,devaluing

the female and.equating it with "feminine" informs national reflection

about war and peace. Think of the connotations and images ot the words

peace and war, for instance. Peace is associated with a dove or a

woman with a laurel wreath around her head. Peace is a soft word; it

suggests peacefulness--calmness, hal:mony, rest. Robert McCan's .

description of peace kn the previous hearing (an excelleht description,

by the way,)

the positive face of humanity,'the harmonious balanc-

, ing of all forces, the at-homeness with ourselves and

with our world and with our conception of the ultimate.9

In contrast, war is associated with a 'hawk, II predator, or with. Mars,

the god of war. Wr is a hard word; war is loud, strident. There is

0 aggression and destruction--the clenched fist,tthe defiant pOsture.

n War suggests what is called heroism.--and cowardice; peace suggests

saintlInels.' Peace is a "feminine" word; wat is a "masculine" one.

Similarly, David Halberstam, in The Best and the Brightest,(sic)

".`descrebes President Johnson as being

haunted hy the idea that he would be judged as being
insufficienay manly for the job... He wanted,the
respect of men who were tough, real men, and they

would turn out to be the hawks... Hearing that one
-member,of his Administration was becoming a .dove

bn VietnaTA
"

Johnson said, "Hell, he has to squat

to piss."

Within the country, this connection between violence and what has

coMe to. A called 'Ithe masculine mystique" has been documented over

and over again." Whether it is in the itistory of the west or of

organized creme, whether et is in the street gangs of the ghetto or

fights in bars, whether it is James Bond or Ernest Hemingway, whether

it is among.tho Ku Klux Klan or the Black Panthers, Violence and mascu-

.a
lenity and male supremacy or longing for male supremacy are intrinsic-

ally intertwined companions. The twisted way in which that connection

tarms attitudes toriard war perhaps ls best symbolized in the following

quotation from Hemingway:, '

There are worse things than war; and,all of them come

°with defeat. The more you hate war,the more you

'know that once you are forced into it2 for whatever

,reason it may be, you have to 'win it.I2

r
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In such an ethos, it is to be expected that" there is little funding for

those,projects, institutions, and ideas that tend to reflect peace, or

traditional"feminiheloncerns and values. As Congresswoman Helen

Meyner has said, we can get billions of dollars for war-related concerns,

but hUmaneervice programs are constantly in jeopardy; andagain--

human services, interestingly enough, reflect extensions of what has

been done mostly by women in the home anil in the icommunity. Perhaps

a peace academy will not come about--one that is genuinely free of

governmental and particularly Pentagon influencel-until other humane

programs and institutions in this country are also valued and, therefore,

funded. Consider the following figures, which we shoeld tall welfare

for the recipients: As of 1973. $640 million for air traffic control and

akrport facilities construction for private airplanes (men's); $13.7 '

billion in tax reductions to those owning stocks and bonds (mostly men);

$3.8 billion to shipbuilders (all men)0114 billion for defense; Simi-

larly, $224 million were spent so three male U.S. astronauts could

shake hands in space with two Russian astrqnauts - a sum which does

not include the billions.of dollars of related activity that made the

handshake possible.

.,Compare those with these: In 1975, the United Atates appropriated

less than,5500,000 to finance American women's participation in the

International Women's Year conference in Mexico City, eponsored by the

U. N. It was the least ;mount this nation had provided for any U.N.-

sponsored conference; yet the conference was to address the critical

issues of equality, peace, and development. Similarly, in order to

meet the Defense budget, it was proposed that the government eliMinate

supplementary food for the poor and-for pregnant women, cut free

schbol lunch programs and milk for poor children, remove low-income

workers (mostly women) from food stamp eligibility.I3 *These are simply

a few examples of the differences in funding between thoe concerns that

have typically been men's concerns and those that are designed to

miorove the situation of women and children, much less ao'knowledge

the contributions that women can make to policy formation.14

in addition to valuing the male and devaluing the f;male, the

national ethos bifurcates men's experieNce in a way in which it does not:

women's. Repressing emotions, not being involved.in the day-to-day

nurturing of others, learning not to trust one's peers ahd not to look to

231
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them for support and sustenance, men actually lose touch with the

physical and emotional dimensions of themselves and of Me and are

unable to Integrate them into a wholistic pattern of living. Instead, the

emo'tions, the physical, and other people often become objects to be

manipulated, fearful forces to -be "mastered,"' or tasks to be done.

Life becomes a task, a job, a means to an end. And in alienation from

oneself and others, one's stance becomes even more strident, more

aggressive, more manipulative, more competitive.

Practicaliy everyone now bemoans Western
man's (sic) sense of alienation, lack of community,
and inability to find way'S of organizing society for
human ends. We have reached the end of the road
that is built on the set of tralp'geld out'for male
identity--advance at any cost, pay any price, drive
out all competitors, and kill them if necessary....

It may be that we had to arrive at a certain

stage of "mastery" over the physical environment or
a certain kind of technology, to see not only the limits
but the absolute danger of this kind of social' organiza-
tion. On the ofher hand, it may be that we need never
have come this iong route in the first place; perhaps,
it has been a vast, unnecessary detour. It now seems
clear we have arrived at a point from which we must

return to a basis of faith in affiliationand not only
faith but recognition that it is a requirement for the
existence of human BkiriglAtThe basis for what seems
the absolutely essentiai next steps in Western history
if we are to survive, is alYeady avaiiable.15

Finally, with the "masculine" alefeminine" so thoroughly separated

from each other and equated with being -a-Wan and being a woman, the

"masculine" has become demonic and the 4eminine" triviai. Betty and

Theodore ROszak put it this way:

He is playing masculine. She is playing feminine.

He is playing masculine because she Is playing feminine.
He is playing the kind of man that she thinks the kind of
woman she is playing out to admire.* She is playing the
kind of woman that he thinks the kind of man that he is
playing out to desire.*

If he were not piaying masculine, he might well be more

feminine than she is--except when she is playing very
feminine. If*she were not playing feminine she might
well be more masculine than he is -- except when he is
playing very masculine.

*Note: admlre'and desire are not equivalent conceOts.

232 16
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So he plays harder;and She plays softer.
'He wants to make sure that she could never be more
masculine than he.

Sbe wants to make sure that he conAd never be more
geminine than she.

He';therefore seeks to destroy the femininity in himself.
She therefore seeks to destoy the masculinity,in herself,'
She Is supposed to admire him for the masculinity, in him '
that she fears in herself. He is supposed to desire her
for the femininity in_her that he despises in himself.
He desires her,for her femininity which is his femininity
but which he can never lay claim to. She admires him for
his masculinity whICh Is her masculibity but-which she
can never lay'claim to. Since"he may only love his
own femininity in her, he envies her her femininity.

Since she may only.love her own masculinity in him,
she envies him his masculinity.

The envy poisoos 'their love.
He, coveting her unattainable femininity, decides to
punish her. She, coveting hiS unattainable masculinity,
decides to punish him. He denlgrates*(sic) her femi-
ninity which he is supposed to desire and.which he
really envies and becomes more aggressively mascu-
line.. She Teigns disgust at his masculinity which she
is supposed to admire and which she really envies'and
becomes more fastidiously feminine. He is becoming
less and less what he wants to be. She is.becoming
less and less what she wants to be. But now he,is
more manly than ever and she is more womanly than
ever. Her femininity, growing more dependently
supine,'becomes contemptible. His masculinity, grow-
ing more oppressively domineering, becomes intoler-
able. -At last she loathes what she has'helped hTs
masculinity to become.
So far, it has (almost) all been very symmetrical. But we have
left one thing out. The world belongs to what his manti-

s Unity has become. The reward for what his masculinity
has become is power. The reward for what her femi-
ninity has become is only the security which,his power
can bestow upon her. If he were to yieli to what her
femininity has become, he would be yiel og to contempt-
ible incompetence. If she were to yield to what his
masculinity has become she would participate in Intoler-
allie coerciveness. She is stifling under the triviality
of her fcminleity. The werld is groaning under the
terrors of his masculinity.

He is playing masculine. She Is playing feminine.
How do we call off the game'

*Rbte: a racist word.

,"11
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In case you haven't jloticed, feminists have called off "the game."

We must lead this country to realize that strength through peace is

more viable and dynamic than the time-worn and discredited "peace

Wough strength." 'Specifically, we must Cegin° immediately to value

girls and women as well as men and boys and must acknowledge and

express the positive dimensions of both "feminine" and "masculine"

behavior, traits and values as.natural and normal. We are putting.the

"feminine" (humane) qualities of gentleness, sensitivity to human needs,

compassion, intuition (which may be unarticulated percePtions),

receptivity to o6lers, honest emotionality in the ascendency and in

the human interest' for both sexes and ail social institutions and public

policies. While assertiveness as aJmatter of integrity, self-confi-

denceas a matter of effectiveness; boldness in imagination for

creativity are valuable for both sexes as well as Institutions and

polciies, other "masculine" characteristics of aggressiveness, compe-

titiveness, adversarial relations:and patterns of doMinatiop and

subordination require descendency.

To begin to accomplish this transformation, we proposq that

H. R. 8356 be'revised to ensure that the majority of the Commission

and Staff be women, especially feminists and of both sexes, of diverse-

racial and economic backgrounds. As Ft now stands, membership is

to be appointedthree each--by the Senate, the House, and the

President. Given the percentage of women in Congress and past...

practices, we can, at best, assuffe that there may be two yomen4 on

the Commission. Such tokenism simply will not do. The Senate,

House and President should make their selections after consultation

with feminist organizations and/or from a list of candidates'that are

acceptable tojeminist organizations as well as to otherskingefested

in change in the human interest.

Fuzlber, in the revision of the Biil, changes in language muSt

be made. The use of male language in a presumed "generic" sense

simply will not do. It is a spiritual violence to be totally igno'red.

It is also illegal and it, ineffect, excludes half the population from

Consciousness and consideration. if it is too awkward or cumber-

some for anyone to use,both female and male langu'age, then we

*actually only one woman and eight men

s
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suggest using s/he (which includes he) and woman (which includes

man), unlike the
reverse In both Vmstances, and use her in lieu of

his and him and reflective of the majority of.the population.

The rest of this Testimony is
an expioration of why women,

especially feminists, should
constitute the majority of the Commission.

First, to make the majority of
the Commission women, espe-

cially feminists,'Is an,act of
simple justice, something that ought to

be central to considerations of,peace.
At the National Women's

'

tonference in Houston, Texas, November 18-21, 1977, delegates

representing women of every state and territory, of all economic,
racial, rural and urban, and

age backgrounds, sent twenty-six reso-
lutions to the Posident and Congress. Among them was one on inter-
national affairs: which is preferable to "foreign" affairsan alienat-
ing term--apd which urged the President and Congress to:

....see tp it ihat many more women, of all
racial and ethnic backgrounds, participate in
the formulation and execution of all aspects Of
United States foreign (sic) policy....

build, in coOperation with other nations, an
international framework within which serious
disarmament negotiations can occur:...

.support peace education in schools will advanced
study in the field of,conflict

resolution and peace
keeping.17

Vbmen, especially feminists, can bring to these responsibilities a
Freedom from any need to defepd previous policy decisions and mis- '
takes. Our loyalty and investment

are not to the past so much as
they are to tht future.

Further, for women to be in such roles wiii
give men an opportunity

to learn to listen to women---for a change-- ...

ana authentic women
an opportunity to speak - a reversal of expecience

which, in itself, will help
to overcome thepresent division of society

into dominants' add subordinates.

Second, feminists bring
an invaluable perspective to the

Commiesion. It is important to beai in mind that there is no one
inclusive definition of feminism, for it is a process and is not a mono-
liihic movement or philosophy; it is also still in the process of

.

11
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development. ContoOporary feminism, as a specific movement, is
,

only a little over a decade old. What it includes and what it portends

for.the future of all is little known to the body politic, and to some

real extent remains to be seen. Nevertheless, a working definition,

is possible: feminism is a vaiues transformation, 1.e.,'in valuking women

and the positive of the "feminine" in women and men, incorporating those values we

call "feminine" in all social institutions and public policies, in our

peridnal becoming, in transcending some current definitions of

"feminine...and "masculine" in.a new, transcendent,'and more inclusive

definition of the human, 'and incorporatin0 these values into ali

social institutions and public policies, in our personal becoming, and

in our interpersonal and international relationships. In the process

of that re-valuation, we will de-hierarchlaiize human relations and

social structures toward a more interdependent society and world.

,Feminists are those,of both sexes, who are sensitive to the ways in

which sexism has skewed our relationships, our beliefs about the '

nature of reality, and our convictions about what is good an'd healthy

and desirable; and who are'able tb make the connections between

sexism, as possibly the original and basic 'modelAFof oppression and violence,

-And between Sexism and racism, ageism, classism, homophobia, and the

exploitation ofothe eanth. _Feminists are, therefore, those who can bring the

radical perspeCiive to bear that we so desperately need in this

exploration of a National Peace Academy.i8 Without feminists, the

critique of others not (yet) feminists will be, at best, incomplete.

Third, although, of course, there is no guarantee that women

will bring different perspectives and vaiues to bear (although feminist

consciousness portends such)--for women have learned as'well as

men what is generally valued in this culture--it is nevertheless the

case that women's experiences and ways of responding to the world

are different insignificant ways. As we alluded earlier, women have

traditionally been peacemakers in family and community, albeit,

without portfolio and recognition. Psychoanalyst Jean Baker Miler

writes that:

in the course of projecting into women's domain

some of Its most troublesome and problematic
necessities, male-led society may also have simul-
taneously, and unwittingly, delegated to women not

non
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humanity's "lowest needs" but its "highest necessi-
ties"---that is, the intense, emotionally connected

cooperation and creativity necessary for human life
and growth....

in many ways women have Mlied in" these essen-
tials all along. Precisely becaUse they have done so,
women have deVeloped the foundations of extremely

valuable psychological qualities, which we are only
beginning to understand.Ify

*Oen, perhaps uniquely, have been socialized in such a way that we

do have those insights and abilities and-V-alues that the world so

desperately needs and indeed yearns for. It is not that women are

innately morally suPperior to men. ' it is, however, that

All of the valuable qualities mentioned earlier--
like helping in the development of otherswill not
get you to the top at General Motors, were that path
open to women. They will not even provide you wilh
a self-determined, authentic,.successful iife.
Indeed, the point is that the characteristics most

'

highly developed in women and perhaps most essen-
tial to human being are the very characteristics that.

are specifically dysfunctional for success in the
world, as if is. That is obviously no accident. They
may, however, be.Ahe important ones for making the
world different.'"

Feminists, i.e., those who do value the positive aspects of the

"feminine thus do have a perspective to bring to the CoMmistion that
_

is-essential io the establishment of alternative and peaceful resolu-

tions of conflict.

Jean Baker Hiller draws on her own experience as a woman

and her counseling for her statements. Her insights are corrobOrated

independently by Carol. Gilligan's study of moral'judgment in women.21

in her research on moral development, she Observes that women do

follow a developmental model_that is different frem men, and not

simply deviant.from them, as Lawrence Kohlberg erroneously

suggested earlier. She writerthat developmedtal theories of moral

judgment, based on men subjects, gives lip-senvice

to the interdependence of intimacy and care but
constantly stress(es), at their expense, the impor-
tance and value of autonomous judgment and
action.22'
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lp the men i5ohlberg studied:

* .e
the toral imierative appeared....as an injunc-
tion to respect the rights of others and thus to
protect from interference-the right to life and

self-fulfillment.23

t:

I 4

For the women, however, the moral imperative (appeared as)

an injunction to care, a responsibility to discern and
alleviqe the "real and recognizable trouble" of this
World.2:1

Fourth, the experiences and perspectives of those who have

been powerless become the crucible for alternative interpretations of

power and of the connection between power and violence. PatriarAly

defines power as power over others, the capacity for getting others to

do w at one Wants. So long as that kind of power exists, there will

con ihue to be power struggles as the relatively less powerful seek

more power to protect themselves and to:control others and as the

relatively More powerful seek to maintain and even increase their

power.

. As we think about that understanding of power, however, we

can begin to see its inherent flawedness and weakness. 'Power"

that must-constantIy be strugglea (lid"r and backed up with force:

including violence, is not power. That is a contradiction in terms.

. Power is potency--the 'capacity .to act, to implement. In so fai- as

one's capacity to act must be supported by force, one is, to that

degree,powerless, not pcmerful. One is relying cin,something other
P

.
than power.

This distinction is similar to the one the late Hannah Arendt

makes.between power and violence.

Power correspOnds to the human ability..._
to act in concert. The moment the group, from
which the power originated to begin with...dis-
appears, "his (sic) power" also'vanishes...
Viblence appears wiere power is in jeopardy, but
left to its own course it ends in pbwer's disappear-
ance....Viplence can destroy power; it is utterly

incapable of creating it.25
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' Hannah Arendt failed to connect this analysis with one of sexism

and see the sexist roots of violence, as we have done; and that connec-

tion makes us radically question where and whether power even exists

in this.country. lf, Indeed, violence is intrinsic to male-dominated

society, then its "power" must lie in its myths and rhetoric rather

than its weapons and its weapons must be a reflection of its lack of

power and,of its cap'aCity for violence.

PoWer, both politically and personaily, is not an either-or

phenomenon, much less a'destructive one. In the personal realm,

one's power is potenti.al in the,process of actualization. As Jean

Baker Hiller writes:

the greater the development of each individual, ,the

more able, more effective, and less needy of limit-
ing or restricting others she or he will be.2°

This Is the human development model of power.

Similarly, power in the political sense is covenantal: it is

mutual co sent to a pluralism of action; it is also the willingness to

embrace/the ioterests,of others in one's own decisions. Feminists,

therefore, eschew control of others in favor of moving toward

sharing the space of gilbe and Lts resources, helpingto actualize

potency.
t.

From this perspective, we can begin to ask anew some )unda-

mental questions about national and international policy: What is a

powerful nation? 'What might ilappen if (whep?) the "leaderi" of

this country put aside the threats and bluffs and concerns with status

and begin to speak with one another and with people of other countries in

respect and as human beingst How milht we begin to think of the

money we spend on de ense (offiense?) of arms reductions, indeed of disarma-

ment as we see our resent policy stemming from and reinforcing

weakness rather than strength? Where is our power, and how can we

spend our money to transform that potency into actualization?

Fifth, women and feminist; are in a position to 4iscover other

ways in which file roots of violence arn connecte with sexism,

ways that have been generally ignored.' In their s dy of women and

world hunger, Lisa Leghorn and Mary Roodkowsky cite e idence after
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evidence that women and children are the real poor throughout the

world, not only in this country, and they are poorer than men because

of sexist patterns of culture. In most of the 'developing' countries,

fewer than 10 percent of the women are engaged in
the more remunerative occupations of industry and
trade, including clerical, administrative, and pro-

fessional work....

Inadequate financial compensation for their work
compels women to spend more time In whatever re-
munerative activity they can fin,d, exhausting many
of them, creating greater nutritional needs, deplet-
ing their reserves of strength and making them less
able to withstand the effects of disease and famine.

Menstruation, pregnancy, lactation and heavy
physical labor all Increase women's need for iron and

protein. Ye; in many countries, men receive nutri-
tional priority because they are the wage earners
(or just because they are men.) 27

Further, although women are primary food producers, gatherers,

processors and feeders In most of the world, when the Unitea States

seeks to,assist.development.in these countries, new techniques ire

taught to men primarily, and Whatever financial benefits do accrue

to development tend to go to men, perpetuating and indeed inereasing

cycles of poverty, hunger, and malnutrition. Also, as the United-
.

States brings technical assiStance, it also increases the invelvement

of transnational tprporations in those countries. The corporations

not only further deepen dependency, but also bring pragmatic and exploitive

values that put profit and success above human well-being. It is the

perpetuation of the same pattern of.hierarchical, western, andro-

centric values that, in turn, continue the cycle that ultimately leads

to way.

As we are'sensitive to such connectionl, we canthelp to redirect

U.S. polity toward more creative initiatives to end hunger, unrest '

and violence altogether - that which the U.S. engenders and that

which is fostered in response and that which exists in other patri-

archal cultures.
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In still other ways, feminist anall9sestn helP eliminate sources

of unrest and conflict. Functionai or7 absolute illiteracy in this

coUntry, where skill with the written word is virtually a sUrvival

requirement, is,twenty percent higher among girls and women than

it 'is among boys and men.28 in the rest of the world, as many as

twice the number of women as men are illiterate. 29 Illiteracy con-

tributes to poverty and to dependency and to being duped--as the

success of transnationals in selling prepared baby formula in the poor

countries of the world only too tragicaliy indicates."

In January, 1978, a umo-and-a-half"hour te)evision program on

alcoholism was aired. It bafely alluded to a major cauge of the

disease - efforts to escape the intolerable conscraints and/or pressures

of traditional sex-role-stereotyped expectations.

Unless women throughout the world have viable, operative, and

self-decided alternatives to motherhood as their chief adult occupa-

tion, wbmen will continue to be reproductively overemployed and

productively underemployed in leadership, art, literatU're, science

.and politics. Contraception and genuine life alternatives both_are

necessary, not only for-the intrinsic weliare of women and men, but

also for bringing population and resources into more of a balance than
-

they are at present.

Finally (for this testimony), it has beer; our observation and

experience that in the conflict anU dispute reduction process itself,

the more feminist (in reality) its dimensions and behaviors, the more

effective, )ikely of resolution, and lasting,are the consequences. This

means eschewing either/or adversarial, "hard line" ultimata and

linear thinking. The ability to accommodate gracefully without

`compromising principle and integrity; the ability to use wOrds like '

acknowledge in lieu of admit; the ability to move from win/lose to

benefits for the varying parties; the ability to eschew or never have
p.

the need to dominate people and process; the intuiting of real feelings,

,Jnd needs of other parties: all these ;nd more are "feminine" qolities.

The positive aspects of "masculine" qualities of firmness, assertive-

/ ness, of genuine self-confidence during Wipe pressure, of taking

97-958 0-84--16
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risks, of active ad9cacy, ate also valuable qualities of v;omen and

men. The feminlst model combines these thoughts and feelings and

ways of relating so that no parties need to prove their manhood or

their womanhOod, but only embody their transcending humanity.

Whether in homes, communities, nations and/or internationally,

huthankind litel:ally yearns for the justice and peace which feminism

A portends.

In summary, therefore, feminists of both sexes in more than

token numbers are necessary to the ComMnission to delineate a con-

ceptual context fOr thinking about the ways.eff peace, to provide

leadership, for exploring the institutional alternatives for moving

toward peace, for laeotifying those values and beliefs in our national

ethos Which are inimical to peace, for locating specific Institutional

proposals withinmthe larger context of a transformed ethos, and, if an

Academy seems an appropriate institutional geal, for exploring

appropriate,curricula anddesign of the Academy, Without our,s,

presence to claim and assert its value, the "feminine"--and, thus, in

this case, the humane--is not likely to e integrated into Alhe Commis-

sion's deliberations. Again, it's mot that men can't lear'n to value, '

express and share their "feminine" potential, but just that so few male

adults presently have that capacity ig any depth. And without that,

women and qhe crucial loositions women play in societies throughout

the world and the leadership we can and do make to the cause of peace

will be ignored, to the tragic detriptgt of the possibilities of real

peace in the world. Emmeline Pankhurst said it 68 years ago:

"In the late summer of 1914 when the armIes
of every great power in Europe were being mobil-

. Ized for savage, unsparing, barbarous warfare

against one another, agajnst small and unaggressive
nations, against helpless women and children,
against civilization itself. How mild, by compari-
son with the dispatches in the daily newspapers,
will seem thIS chronicle of's4omen'i militant (but
unarmed) struggle against political and sociai
injustice in one small corner of Europe. Yet, let it
stand as it was written, with peace - so-called and
civilization, and orderly government as the back-

ground for heroism`such as the world has seldom.
witnessed. The militancy of men, throUgh all the
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centuries, has drenched the world with biood, and
for these deeds of horror and destruction, men have
been rewarded with monuments, with great songs
and epics. The militancy of women has harmed no
Ihuman life save the lives of thoSe who fought the
battle of righteousness. Time alone will reveal '

what'reward will he allotted to the women. There
can be no ebal peace in the world until woman, the

mother half of the human family Is given (or, I

think, until we create our) liberty In the coUncils
of the world.31

To date, thisjsociety has taught women to care and men to be

brave, with narroionceptions of both caring.and bravery. -

Feminism in;Ists that for justice and peace to occur, women mist

a care enough, about ourselves and our world, to be brave and assert

ourselves and.our talents wherever we choose to be at home in the

world. Men must be brave enou,h to care about the quality and the

equality of their private and public lives with women. This depolati-

zation of the sexes and sex roles is IMperative if we are,serious

abdut the power of.genuine love exceeding the love of power over and

, Violence to others. We support the idea of a Peace Academy on the

terms we have delineated. We trust that the Congress, the President,

and those campaigning for the Academy will support the ideas we

share as ones whose times have come and are long overdue, as is

peaee itself.-

243.
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MMUS
Eleanor Humes Haney - Ph.D., Associate Professor of Ethics,
Concordia College, Moorhead, Minn.; currently on leave at Harvard
University, Cambridge, Mass., to do research on and teach a course

in feminist ethics as it has emerged in the life, thought, and action

of Wilma Scott Heide.

Wilma Scott Heide- Behavioral Research Scientist and
Consultant; Chair of the Boai.d and President of the National Organi-

za tion for Wbmen, Inc.% NOW, 4 1/2 years; CommiAtoner, Penn-

sylvania Human Rights Commission 2 1/2 years; appointed to

Community Dispute Services Panel,by American Arbitration

Associltion:

2 Jean Baker Mille?, Toward a New Psychology of Women

(Boston: Beacon Press, 1976), PP. 8-9.

'3 Glenn Boucher, Straight/White/Male (Philadelphia: Fortress,
.

1976), p. 16.

4 Anne Strick, "What's Wrong with the Adversary System:
Paranoia, Hatred, and Suspicion," Washington Monthly (Jan. 1977),

PP. 19-28, b. 19.

5 Wilma Scott Heide, "Feminism Means that She Is Risen to
Redefine and Reassign Power for Life," speech given at University
of Idaho Outlawry of.War Foundation, April 2-4, 1973.

6 Inge Broyerman, et al, "Sex Role Stereotypes and Clinical.
Judgments of Mental Health," Journal of Consulting and Clinical

Psychology,.Feb. 1970. _

7 Proposed gational Plan of Action, National Women's Confer-

ence, Houston, Texas, Nov. 18-21, 1977.

8 Women'S International League for Peace and Freedom, "Pax
et Libertas," Annual 1977, 1, Geneva, pp. 46-47.

9 Robert McCan, Hearing before the Subcommittee on Education
of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, U. S. .tenate, May 13,

1876, PP. 37-8.

10 Quoted in "Psycho-Sexuii Roots of Our Ecological Crisis," by

Elizabeth Dodson; Gray (unpublished), p. 17.

11 Lucy Komisar, "Violence and The Masculine Mystique,"
Wash011gton Monthly, July 1970, pp 39-48.

12 IkIt., p. 37.
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13' Dorothy Ste'ffens, "Women and Economics: Our Nation and
the Profit System," address,May 15; 1976. (Women's international
League for Peace and Freedom, 1213 Race-St:, Phila., PA 19107).

14 Much more evidence,of this same point is fully and equally
depressingly documented in "...To Form a More Perfect Union...."
Justice for American Women, National Commission on the Obser-
vance of International Women's Year, U.S. Gov't. Printing Office, 1976.

15 Hiller, 2E. cit., p. 88.

16 Betty and Theodore Roszak, Hasculine/Feminine (New York:
Harper 1. Rowe, 1969), pp. vii-vill.

17 Proposed National Plan of Action, 2E. cit., pp. 21-3.

18 By radical, we mean that which gets to root causes, which does not
dear.Wri-With symptoms. Radical is not to be identified with any
particular policy or proposal for the means of change.

19 Hiller, 22. cit., pp 25-6.

20 Ibid., p. 124.

21 Carol Gilligan, "In a Different Voice," Harvard Educational
Review, vol. 47, #4 (Nov., 1977).

22 Ibid., p. 509.

23 Ibid.,Va. 511.

24 Ibid.

25 Hannah Arendt, On Violence (New York: Harcourt, Brace,
Havest, 1969),,pp. 44, 56.

26 Hiller,92. cit., P. 116

27 . Lisa Leghorn and Nary Roodkowsky, Who Really Starves?

Women and World Hunger (New York: FrIendihip Press, 1977),
pp. 16-20.

28 Wilma Scott Heide, "Feminism Heans That She Is Risen to
Redefine and Reassibn Power for Life," m cit., p. 6

29 Lisa Leghorn and Mary Roodkowsky, Who Really 'Starves?
EIL. cit., p. 26.

30 ibid., pp. 27-8.

31 Emmtline Ppnkhurst, Mrs Pankhurst's Own Story (London:
Hurst's International Library Co.,), 1914.
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April 23, 1982

He. Tricia Faith ,*

U.S. Senate Subcommittee on'
Education, Arts and Humanities

4230 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hs. Faith,

I would like to make the following additions to the testimony that
I mule on behalf of the proposed U. S. Academy of Peace before the U.S.
Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities,on April 21st.

1. A letter from the Dwight D. Eisenhower Society supporting the
proposed Academy and endorsing the suggestion of Gettysburg as a posiible

location.

2. I was also empowered to say, but neglected to do so, that Governor,
Thornburgh of Pennsylvania would 4elcome the locating of the Academy at

Gettysburg.

3. The Board of Directors of the Lutheran Theological Seminary at
Gettysburg has also eommunicated to me verbally the following resolution
passed unrnimously at fheir Aptil 21 Boatd Heating: "'Me Board of Directors

of the Lutheran Theological Seminary at Gettysbur2 strongly supports United
States Senate bill 1889.to establish the UniterStates Academy of Peace.
Signed, Jack Hoffman, Secretary." The Board also directed that its actibn
in this regard be communicated to the three supporting synods of the Seminary

with the re4uest of tfieir assistance in publicizing the action.

I thank you for your attention to this matter.

Kat/tjh

Enclosure
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April 20, 1,S2

Chaplain Earl Mattson
Gettysburg College
Gettysburg, tA lTlES

Dear Chaplain Mettson:'

In your 'mony before the Senate Nearing of April 21,
1PS2, oi legislatiom to establish a United States Academy of
Peace, will you plea.. convey to the Committee the %dole-
beartst support of the Dvight D. Eisenhower Society toward
tho esrahlishment of an Academy of Peace, and the concept '

back ef this morliment.

114 are sure that if Gemmel Eisenhower were alive today
be would be in the forefront of the Peace Academy Horeeent.
"Toward a Golden Ago o4 Peace" address to the American Society
of Newspaper Editors on April 14, 053, Dwight D. Eiseabowit
spoke About armseents as follows: "This is not a vai of WO,
at all, La any true sense. Under the cloud of threatening war,
it is htlatiti%y lumen frau a Crate elf Laos". Generals neat dm
end Bradley shared his zeal and serious concert fpr peace.

The Dwight D. Eisenhower Society suggest* that an appto-
prier.* same far a peace academy would be "Eioenhower Academy of
Paseo", and a most appropriate location would be the Gettysburg
area where he lived out his g years and where his hose is
now open to the three million vieitors who annually cane to
Cettyeberg. Hie associations-with-this- oftmunity 4411 Gettysburg
Celle:* ad4 additiossl lustre to Abraham Uncoil" associations
with this town.

Al

The Dwight D. Eieenhower Society vas organized as a non-
profit corporation by a distiagdisted list of citizens, 04 we
call your attention to the list of honorary life webers shown
on this letterhead.

k (
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The Society frauds willing and able to do anything it
can in advancint the formation.of an Academy of Peace.

CSNI/jka

v."
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Since ely yours.

Charles W. Wolf
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The Honorable Robert T. Stafford
United States Senate

Chairman, Subcommittee on Education
Arts, and HUmanities

4230 Dirksen Building.

Washington, D.C. 20510'

4 ATTENTION: HA. Tricia Paith

Dear Senator Stafford:

Miro I Pavia,. *me poi
legE441f...44c1.4 WWI 0.4,4 Teesuref

M. beet f Amara SINNI Cled

ktem T Ne.44k4 14. ArocirrSereI0411
hUbed L Wager Awsunt UAW Clerk

April 27, 1982

In enticipation of the final report of the President's Commission on
Proposals for the National Academy,of.Peace and Conflict Resolution, the
193rd General Assembly.of the United Presbyterian Church,11.S.A. (1981)
adopted a resolution urging the establishment of a National Peace
Acadeliy. 'A copy of the resolution is enclosed.

We understand and affira the purposemq such an acadeay: to provide
education, training and research in peacemaking and conflict resolution.

Accordingly, (A believe that such an academy could help reduce the level
and incidence of international violence and Would be a demonstration to
all of our global neighbors of our national commitment to the peaceful
solution of conflict. Given the possibility that even the noblest of
ideas can,be politicized we also realize that a Peace Academy must be
established In a way that assures that its administration, its 'policy and
its daily operations reaain sympathetic to the goal of peace with
justice, and to non-violent methods of conflict management and resolu-
tion. Such a commitment Is essential given the complexities of today's,
international scene.

We hope that you will.give the Peace Academy your support.

Would you please share this with members of the U.S. Senate
Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities of the Committee on Labor
and Human Resources as you consider this matter? I will be grateful also
If you will enter it as part of the written record of your committee:

The United.Presbyterlan Church, U.S.A. would be prepared to have a
spokesperson give testimony If this would be helpful. Please inform me
if that is appropriate. Thank you for your consideration..

WPT/ea
Eocl:

Sincerely,

L-14
William P..Thoap.

. 4
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TEE NATIONAL ACADEHY OF PEACE AND COULICT RESOLUTION

The 193rd General Assembly (1981) of the United Presbyterian rch in the
U.S.A. meeting in Houston, Texas, May 20-28, 1981, voted to concu in the follow-

ing overture:
-

Whereas the Confession of 1967 states: "The church, in ifs own life, is

called to practice the forgiveness of enemies and to commend to the nations
as ptietical politics the search for coioperation and peace" (9.45); and

Whereas the fable, in Isaiah 2:4, looks forward to a time when nations
shall learn war no more, and the church wishes to contribute to the movement
toward that time: aci

Whereas the 192nd General Assembly (1980) recommended many peace activi-
ties, among them, offering "peace-international study programs.in colleges and
universities" and "encouraging expansion of peace studies and international
relations activities on college campuses"; and

Whereas President Carter appointed a commission to study the feasibility
of a'Peace Academy; and

Whereas the National Peace Academy board of Directors chairman, the Rev-
erend John P. Adams, Director of the Department oflay, Joatice, and Community
Relations of the United Methodist Church, has declared "the peaceful solution

of conflict has been developed, there are concepts which can be learned," and
there is need now for an academy dedicated and equipped to train persons in
the peaceful solution of conflict; and

Whereas Ohe committee report pz:e-sented to President Carter on September'll,

1980, recommended the enactment of legislation to establish a United States
Academy of Peace to provide education, training, and research in peacemaking

and confliattresolution; and

Whereas the committee findings indicate such an academy could be cost .
ffnctive rationslly hy savins ' tsr dnllsrs In.. vlsrl,. in Airect
and indirect conflict-related expenditures, scd.

4

Whereas a Peace Academy could reduce the level and incidence of interna-
tional violence; and

Whereas current efforts of federal and private institutions to "wage
peace" arc neither well-developed nor concentrated enough to sufficiently reT
duce the chases of conflicts erupting into lirge-scale violence and destruc-
tion; and

tih;eas the deskr peace is not sufficient. Peace must be more tha

an absence of conflict-..peace must be the praieriiCOne-sITerrltd

250
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4_, Page 2

THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF PEACE AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Whereas a National Peace Academy would be a demonstration to all our
global neighbors of our national commitMent to the peaceful solution of con
flict;

Now therefore the Presbytery of the Northern Plains in stated meeting
held at West Fargo, North Dakota, January 22-23, 1981, overtures the 193rd
General Assembly (1981) of The United Presbyterian Church in the United States
of America to request that both President Reagan and Congress;-with all pos
sible speed, set about to establish a National Academy of Peace and Conflict
Resolutioo,.

4
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FRIENDS COMMTTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION

245 Saw/ Snot fa.
%VIM" ma axce

goa Foico3
Senator Robert T. Stafford
Chairman
Subcommittee on Education, Arts ana Iumanities
enitel States Senate
Washington, D.C.

411110"

"ir-

Re: Bill S.1884

Dear Seoator Stafford:

We write to express our support for the caocept of a Uhited States Acade-4
of Peace aad Conflict Resolution. We =mend you for the hearings before
your subcommittee and the speedy action vhich your subcommittee is taking
on the bill saw.

We bare hag along tiro Interest Da this concept es evidenced in the testi-
mony I gave July 22, 1980 before the Congressionally Chartered Coolssloe
to study this conoept. We believe such asirdero can make a useful oon-
tribution to peace,especially if it:

(1) is ambled to make tuadszental exami.natioo of the root causes
of war and the requirements for lasting peace;

(2) is reasonably free from political pressures or the moment so it
can carry on its work in a spirit or independent loquirys and

(3) can is:crease awareness of the value of oonflict resolution tech-
niques and expand the amber of people vho can capably use such
methods. *

The bill before you attdimpts to nest these objectives. Section 8(b)(h) con-
teinkbroallauthority_TOr basic reseerchon peaces

lbe Aced's:, say conduct research end make studies, particularly

of an interdisciplinary or of a multidisciplinary nature. into
the causes of yes and other international conflicts and the
elements of peace among the nations and peoples of the world,
including peace theories, methods, techniques, programs. and
systems, sad into the experiences of the United States and other
nations Da resolving conflicts vith justice and digoity and with-
out violence as they pertain to the advancement of intertational
peace and conflict resolution;

?mot P folos Pot Omni Crystio hal CIA Csranlapo C lirpurd WInol Dm*/ +illy Onorts
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Senator Robert T. Stafford
-April 30, 1982
Page 2

Section 9 attempts to assure an independent status:

a*,
(a) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the Academy shall not

be considered a department, agency, or instrumentality of the
Federal Government. Nothing in this Act may be construed as
limiting the au0ority of the Office of Management and Budget to
review and submit comments on the Academy's budget request at the
time it is transmitted V3 the Congress.

,

(b) No political test or political qualification may be used in select-
ing, appointing, promoting, or-taking any other personnel action
with respect to any officer, employee, agent, or recipient of
Academy nuvis of services or in selecting or monitoring any grantee,A
contractor, person, or entity receiving financial assistance under
this Act.

4010.-
In addition, the Academy would be separately incorporated as a non -proftt,
corporation it the Diptrict of Columbia and could receive private as well
as public contributions.

4

In our original testimony ye emphasized the need to augment our nation's
resources already available in private colleges, university and other in-
stitutions. We are very glad to note Section 5(c) which provides:

The Academy may undertake extension and outreach aciivities under
this Act by making grants and entertdg into contracts vith institu;-
tions of postsecondary, cozmunity, secondary, and elementary educa-
tion including combinatiOns of such institutions, with public and
private educational, training, oresearch_institutions including
libraries, and with public departments and agencies including
State and territorial departments of education and of commerce,
No grant'may be made to an institution unless it is a nonprofit
or official public institution. A grant or contract may be used

(1) initiate . strengthen, and support basic and applied research
on international peace and conflict resolution;

(2) promote and advance the study of international /:eice and con-
'tlict resolution by educational, training, and research in-
stitutions, departments, and agencies;

(3).educate the Nation about and educate and train individuals
in Once and conflict resolution theories, methods, tech,-
niques, programs, and systens;
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(4) assist the Academy in its publication, c1earinghouse, and

other information services programs; and

(5) promote the other purposes of this Act.

In our opinion, a crucial question in the effective developmeut of the Acad-
emy will be the relatare allocation of resources as between the Washington
based public institution arid private institution referred to in 5(c). We

hope great emphasis will be placed on expanding the private institution to
help save administrative costs, to take advantage of existing expertise and

to help assure increased independence from specific governmental pressures.

We are impressed withthe scope of programs for.education and training on
peace and conflict resolution set forth throughout the bill.) Since the

thrust of this bill is so much refated to conflict resolutidni,we,regret
the deletion of those words from the title of the Agency. In this regard

we prefer the language of H.R.5088 which woul8 establish a "United States

Academy of Peace and Conflict Resolution."

We urge'speedy Senate approve/ of the proposed AcadeMy.

Sincerely yours,

a
Edward F. Snyder

EFS/rs
mr

P.S. We would apprciate your including a copy of this letter in the

hearing record. '

L-22
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Interaction Assodates InC,

TESTIMONY OF WILttIAM J. SPENCER
ON S. 1889, THE U.S. ACADEMY OF PEACE ACT

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ART AND HUMANITIES
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

=mil STATES SENATE

6226 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

April 21, 1982
MOO a.m.

Mr Chairman, Honorable Senators, Friends:

My name is William J. Spencer. I am Senior Associate In the San Franciscooffice of Interaction Associates, Inc. I had the honor of serving as Directorof the United States Commission on Proposals for the National Academy ofPeace ind Conf litt Resolution during its term of December 1979 'toFebruary 1981. The Bill you consider toclay, S.1889, is a direct result ofthework of our Commission and it is for this reason that I am especially pleasedto address the Subcommittee on this timely and serious topic.

I am personally indebted to the nine members of the -Commission - andespecially 'to its Chatrfnan the Honorable Sperk M. Matsunaga, for theopportimity and honor 'to 'guide the work, of the Commission, and theultimate recommendation or et similar Version of the legislation which isbefore you 'today. Likewise, I am grateful to the members ot the HumanResources Committee - wider whose vision - and previous hearings in May,1976 was born the Cominission and the bounty of its indepth deliberations:
For the record, I also wish to thank the fifty-four staff members,' andadvisors serving the Commission. For fifteen mon& my colleagues gave ofthemselves to diligently work to plan, resdliFch and execute theCongressional Mandate set out for the Commission by the 96th Congress.The final report of the Commission,To Establish the United States Academyof Peace stands as much of a tribute to their own committmept tonternational peace as that of the several thousand witnesses, citizenparticipants and experts who joined in our investigation.

185 Berry St., No. 2 China Basin Building, Suite
150, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 777-0590

Offices in San Francisco, New York, Richmond. Virginia
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I commend to you tor your most serious consideration, the final report of
the Commission and offer it in its entirety as part of the official record of
this hearing.

I Most fervently urge you to take to heart and favorably recommend to the
full Committee and Senate- the final recommendations of the Commission,
as included in S. 11189, to establish the United States Academy of Peace.

The work of the Commission - including over 250 hours of meetings, 7,000
pages of oral and written tesUmony, research findings, meeting notes and
the direct participation of thousands of citizem in 12 public seminara and
special meetings - lead the Commission to the conclusion that the United
Statee of Amelia' should create a new and vital institution to focus
American efforts in the cause of peace. t hope that you will weigh the work
and recommendation of the Gornmission appropriately in your own
deliberation.

That which is proposed in S. 111E9, is practical, patriotic and cost effective -
even in the difficult economic and political times in which we find our
country and world. No single action was seen by the Commission as more
relevant to Anierica's ability and willingness to understandl promote and
engage in international peace than the enactment of the legislation before
you.

I refer you to the final report of the Commission for tile greatest part of my
-testimony. I do wish however, to bdefly mention here, some of the More
personally significant upects of the Peace Academy concept, including my
concerns and hopes for the future of this new American Institution. In brief,
what are the primary features and benefits of the Peace Academy concept
which make It such a practical and Valuable idea?

:
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The Significance of the US. Academy of Peace

At a time when this administration is lookini for ways to save money and
return the power of citizen decision making to the people, the peace
academy proposal should come at a receptive point in American history. In
a world where the currentiadministration is trying to beat the Soviets to the
doors of opportunity whidi internal crisises provide around the world, it is in
the security interests of the US. to consider further developing and
supporting its already maturing expertise in mediation and concilitation
skills. The contribution of the -Peace Academy would be totally unique in
this regard among al/ other existing institutions.

The essence of the Peace Academy concept rests with the profound
potential of the Academy to sanction collaborative global prbblem solving at
the highest level. If we as Americans and members of the world community
never agree on the problems facing us, we will never agree on the solutions
to these complex problems. If we exclude eitizens and those affected by
change team participating in understanding and planning for that Change, we
are bound to cause further conflict.
One of the most practical benefits and features of the US. Academy of
Peace will be in its training and research designed to educate Americans
about the skills and techniques of conflict management.

One of the most practical benefits and features of the US. Academy of
Peace will be in its training and research designed to educate Americans
about the skills and teehniques of conflict management.

In the coming decades, Americans will be faced with more change than ever
in their history. The boundaries of our tradition, culture commerce and
way of life will be pressed severely by our growingpopullition, decreasing
resources and escalating reliance upon technology to solve our problems.
The forces of change in our society willqbe so incredible that . in order to
manage conflict within society and to preserve our American heritage, we
as a nation will have to adapt to change so profound that we will have no
way to predict the effects of 'such change. Those Amerieans who will be
challenged in international diplomacy, business and social affairs to-deal
with change must become managers of the process of change as much as
managers of the changes themselves.

0.

97-958 0-82--*17
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The major problem caused by change is how you proceed in dealing with it.
The thrust of the U.S. Academy-of fleece is to prepare ow leaders and
future leaders to understand the process of %huge. We can predict, respond
and manage the process of change, but we will never be able to predict the
changes themselves. Therefore, the hogs for international peace rests with
our efforts to manage the process. The peacemakers of the future will be
managers of process, more than Of the Cause of disputes.

Cost Savings

Throughout the work of the Commission, the question of the cost- ,
effectiveness of the U.S. Academy of Peace was raised, by the
Commissioners, participants, witnesses and staff alike.

Upon leaving my position a/ Director of the CommissiOn when it concluded
its work, I returned to tf15 private sector to engage in "hands-on" dispute
intervention with some of America's largest corporations. Touring this time,
I have learned much to further understand the coat-effective potential of
the U.S. Academy of Peace. My company, Interaction Associates, Inc. Li a
management consulting firm specializing in collaborative problem solving,
non-adversarial decision making and third party 'facilitation. The firm has
served the consulting and training needs of Fortune 500 corporations, state
and federal agencies and non-profit organizations for twelve years.
Interaction provides tools, strategies and road maps to assist individuals in '
organizations to make 'more effective decisions, thereby increasing
productivity, profitability, satisfactiOn and quality.

The company Ls internationally recognized as process experts in: group
decision making as it applies to meetings, and in dispute management
between internal divisions of companies. The company has made pioneering
contributions to the emerging fields of environmental dispute resolution,
productivity improvement, strategic planning and, alternative dispute
resolution of business conflicts. 1.

Much of oui work with companies 'is directly transferibie- te the
international level - in terms of dispute prevention, intervention and process
management. Recently, a study made by one of the largest corporations in
America indicated the potential for,a 64% return on their investment in the
same types of skills and techniques which would be central to the leirning at
the Academy of Peace. The study conservatively estimated the potential
savings to the company to be close to $50 million per year.

Savings for a nation would of courselso much greatert although actually the
cost of the Academy itself is relatively small.

Si'
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During the Commission's hekings in Boulder, Colorado, the eminent
economist Kenneth Boulding, put president of the American Asociation for
the Advancemene of Science, and the American Economic Association,
testified that the economic rate of return on even a moderately successful
Peace Academy would be 10,000 per cent per annum. Translated to
practical terms, that would mean that If Professor Boulding's estimates are
correct -a government and ceivate sector investment of 30 million dollars
would result in spectacularly high dividends. At first hard to believe, these
savings become more believable if one imagines the sgyings which might be
accrued in just one month if skilled third parties were ta place to facilitate
the Falkland Island dispute, rather then pay for the extended voyage of the
British Fleet into the South Atlantic.

.)

In these times, peace is the process of finding the most sensible form of
conflict resolution to fit a given dispute. I would like to commend the
members of the Committee for their own commitments to peace and refer
you all once again to the final report of the Commission just concluded.
Specifically, in closing, I would like to refer you to the Boston testimony of
Harvard professor Herbert C. Kelman who stated:

To establish and maintain peace under the conditions
of the contemporary global syslem requires a variety
of new approaches, both Within and outside the
framework of traditional diplomacy. Moreover, it
'requires active attention, not only to the day-to-day
issues of national and international politics, but also
to the larger social and psychological processes
within national and global societies on which the
creation of a peaceful and just world order depends in
the long run.

Kelman's "variety -of new approaches" encompasses the concept of a
continuum a range of options and is basic to the American experience
of conflict resolution. Our future and hope as a nation - and world - may
very well rest on our ability to see ourselves in this continuum, seeking
cooperation and involvement rather than adversity and isolation.

The Commission came to the conclusion that the U.S. Academy of Peace is
essential to America's continuing leadership among nations for justice and
peace. I support that hope.

Thank you.

, 59
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
2465 Campus Road, Campus Center 208

Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

A RESOLUTION

Senate.No. 28-82

TO SUPPORT THE NATIONAL LEGISLATION OF SENATOR SPARK M. MATSUNAGA CREATING A
UNITED STATES ACADEMY OF PEACE.

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT SENATE:

WHEREAS, The threat of regional and global conflict is at dangerously high
levels; and

WHEREAS, Students are among the victims of this'hostile global environment;
and

WHEREAS, Students continue to enjoy the freedom to pursue constructive
academic and career goals; and

WHEREAS, Some students pursue academic and career goals at one of four
U.S. military academies and one of five nationally funded war
colleges; and

WHEREAS, There presently exists no corresponding institution for students
to study, develop and improve conflict resolution skills; and

WHEREAS, U.S. Senator Spark M. Matsunaga has introduced legislation to
establish a United States Academy of Peace, which the other
members of the Hawaiian delegation to the United States Congress
have co-sponsored; and

WHEREAS, The legislation provides that the Academy should be an independent
institution to specifically train Americans and other persons in
the art of conflict resolution, undertake research, and initiate
information services affecting peace making; and \j

WHEREAS, The Board of Directors of the Academy of Peace is empowered to
develop an outreach program involving states and territories in its

. -
training, research and public informatidn activities; and

WHEREAS, The Hawaii State Senate and House have passed resolutions endorsing
this legislation; and

,

WHEREAS, The endorsement of the undergraduate student body of the-Onlversity
of Hawaii would lend significant momentum to this national movement;
now, therefore
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Resolution. No. 28-82

April 8, 1982
Page 2

BE IT RESOLVED THAI THE ASUH SENATE ENDORSE ANY MEASURES LEADING TO THE PASSAGE

AND IMPLEMENTATION OF LEGISLATION ESTABLISHING A UNITED STATES ACADEMY OF PEACE;
AND

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED THAT COPIES OF THIS RESOLUTION BE TRANSMITTED TO THE
HONORABLE RICHARD S. H. WONG', PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE OF THE HAWAII STATE

LEGISLATURE, THE HONORABLE HENRY PETERS, SPEAKER OF HAWAII STATE HOUSE
REPRESENTATIVES; RONALD REGAN, THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES; TH
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE; THE SPEAKER OF THE UNITED STATES HOUSE

OF REPRESENTATIVES; SENATOR ROBERT T. STAFFORD, CHAIRMAN OF THE UNITED STATES
SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES OF THE COMMITTEE ON
LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES; REPRESENTATIVE DANTE B. FASCELL, CHAIRMAN OF TH

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE UNITED STATES HOUSE COMMITTE
FOREIGN AFFAIRS; AND TO EACH MEMBER OF THE STATE F HAWAII'S DOEGATION
THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS.

ROLL CALL VOTE:

Ayes: . Sena1A.Bonilla, Browning, Conhleng, MickelsonMorrill,
Shimizu, Swissler, Tsuji, Unabia, G. Wong, R. Wong, C. Young,
Secretary,Suenaga (14)

Hayes: (0)

Abst.: Girimonti (1)

ADbPTED BY THE 1981-82 ASUH SENATE ON APRIL 8, 1982.

INTRODUCED BY SENATOR NICKELSON

CERTIFIED#AS TO ADOPTION AND FORM:

Presiding 9er

--1/LAAsa_

.12

;

ecretary
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NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTR
OF HONOLULU, INC. Ecei

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OP TWE PEACE ACADEMY

0'7
Testimony submitted E0 Robert Staffford

senate Subcommittee
Education, Arts and Humanities

of the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources

I 1538 Makild Street

Hopolulu. Hawaii 96822
I (888) 949-1017
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Re: S. 188,

Also, identical testimony is submitted to

Dante Pascell, Chairperson
International Operations

Subcommittee of the House
Committee gn foreign Affairs

Ro: H.R. 5088

This testimony is from the Neighborhood Justice Center

of Honolulu drafted by Vice President Bruce Barnes.

What is the Honolulu Neighborhood Justice Center?

The Honolulu Neighborhood Justice Canter at this time

is two years old, consisting of 120 volunteer mediators'

and five salaried staff. It is a center for dispute

resolution in Honolulu utilizing only mediation as

the method of solving disputes. The primary method has

been individual mediators, but panel mediation is also

being used. The Honolulu Justice Canter has close ties

with the whole judicial system in Hawaii. This testi-

mony is submitted on behalf of the Board of Directors of

the Justice Center of Honolulu, a non-profAt organization

organized under the laws of Hawaii. A brochure from the

Neighborhood Justice Center of.lioriblulu is attached.-

.
The purpose of this testimony is to relate to you our

experiences with mediatlon as a process Ln dispute

resolution and for peacemaking, and.to express

our support for the concept of //national

C.V. H NreAse,4 A.c.e. .e.1.

262.
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Peace Academy. We wish to support all Peace Academy efforts and

' emphasize mediation as a ma)or area for study and focus for the

Peace Academy. , I

Hawaii Experience

So far, theSeighborhood Justice Center of Honolulu has received

77-----4-----nearly 2,500 cases, brought 32 percent to mediation, and resolved

another 21 percent through conciliation. Eighty-five percent of

all cases reach agreements and 75 percent of those agreements hold

up. Every resolv4ed case is followed up within 0 days and the

disputants report high rates of satisfaction. The Center has

firm referral arrangements for 25 government and community

organizations, among them District Court, Family CoUrt, the

Prosecutor, Legal Aid Society, Honolulu Police Department, the

Consumer Protector, the Department of Regulatory Agencies, and

many other groups. Seventy percent of the Canter's cases are

teferred ly these agencies. The Center's cost per resolved Case

in fiscal year 1980-81 was $114 and the average time per case of

intake to disposition was 12,days. The Center currently has

tra'ined 126 volunteer mediators, each of whom has completed

41 hours of instruction. The Family Court gow rOutinely refers

alt'visitation disputes to the Justice Center and has entered

into a controlled experiment to evaluate the use of mediation,

in more,difficult custody cases. The Neighborhood Justice Center

of Hawaii (HJCH) is governed,by a board of 16 directors representing

a broad spectrum of community constituencies and agencies that

actually use the services. Since its inception, the Center has
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been evaluated by,the Institute of Social Analysis in Reston.

Virginia, and compared with other centers operating in Washington,

Dallas, Atlanta, iansas City and Los Angeles. Interim quarterly

reports since early'l,S0 indicate high rates of success. The

Center has been asked to provide technical assistance and training

for other programs in Hawaii and Canada.

The success of mediation in Hawaii say also be linked with the

multi-cultural base in Hawaii. it is noted by people working in

Hawaiian and Asian cultural settings, and also in many Polynesian

cultures, that dispute resolution methods such as mediation seem

to be very successful. Thus, we would project that international

disputes involving Asian and Polynesian cultures would also be

amenable to mediation, since those cultures include mediation

techniques historically.

Within international law, siiediation has been a procedure utilized

fairly extensively. Often, it has been confused with good offices

in the past and in the international context, mediation is often

dOscribed as the mediator actively participating in the settlement

itself. The mediator role at the international level might be-

carried out by a third stata, by a group of states, by an individual,

or by an agency of an international organization. Regardloss.of the

nature of the mediatort ho or sho is expected to oiler concrete

proposals for a settlement of substantive questions instead of merely

making the negotiations possible. Therefore, the mediator assists

the parties directly. The mediator might meet wiUz the parties

ither jointly or separately. The mediator's functions coma

to an end when the dispute is settled or when ono of the parties

2 6.1
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or the mediator decides that"the proposals made by the mediative

are not acceptable. It should be noted tkat the propoials submitted

by a mediator repre'sent nothing more than advice; under no condition

can they be tWcen to possess any binding force on either party to

the dispute. We can see that under this desscription, the type of

mediation done at the Honolulu Justice Center has a slightly

different aspect to it. Examples of international mediation

are numerous; includihg mediation by the Pope Leo XII4 of the

German-Spanish dispute over th4..Caroline Islands group in 1885,
,

mediation by the U.S. between Spain and Bolivia, Chile, Equador

and Peru in 1866, the request for mediation addressed to five

Latin American presidents by the president of Equador in 1938,

the mediation of Dr. Ralph Bunche in the negotiations ending the

, phase of active hostilities between Israel and Arab neighbors in

1,48, and the mediation by the United Nations in the Kashmir

dispute between India and Pakistan, as well as U.N. attempts to

Mediate between Israel and Israel's old enemies after 1967

conflict in tho Middle East. lp 1947, the 20 states represented

af the Inter-American Defense Conference meeting in Brazil

adopted unanimously a proposal fp joint mediation of the civil

waqilthen in progress in Paraguay. Of interest in the present

Falkland Island dispute might be the 1936 Buono; Aires conference

which drafted a treaty on good office and mediation, providing

for a singlc nudiator tq be chosen from a pinel of available

citizens 6f the Western hemisphere. An aspect of that treaty

is.a provision for lack of publicity in the settlemont,of disputes

97-9$8 0-82-18
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with completely confidential proceedings. Early invocation of such

a mechanism may well have helped to prevent the current Falkland

Islands dispute, and indeed an established mechanism might have

further lessened some of the problems of the Iran situation in

recent history.

We may perceive that mediation is somewhat under-utilized in

international law and the resolution of international disputes in

the modern context. Some qualities of mediation that are apparont

to us aro as follows:

A. mediation is a process that can be taught to most

people. /t is an art and is not a science.

E. It concerns the future behavior of the two parties

to the dispute, and need not involve fault-finding-

!for past behaviors.

C. The dispute is not handled indirectly through attorneys

or agents_put is more direct, involving the actual parties

to the dispute themselves.

D. Aspects of compromise and negotiation provide for face-

saving mechanisms for the parties involved and more

flexibility in resolution of the dispute.

E. The ituation is win-win in that both parties have an

opportunity to benefit and win and not a win-loss

situation as might be found in an inte5national court. ,

F. mediation, in our experience, has boon 1Dest suited for

certain typos of problems and disputes, but not

necessarily for all typos of disputes.

410
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Conclusions

Mediation is a rapidly-growing dispute resolution method whose

total...pole and scope in solving the world's problems only now

is being developed. Which types of disputes may best be

mediated at the international level and how international

mediators should be trained is a good area for the proposed

Peace Midway to take up. We strongly recommend this technique

and look forward to sharing information and learning about this

exciting tool together with a successful PeaceAcademy.

Sincereiy%

Neighborhood Justice Center of Honolulu

1

c

. a.
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IN SUPPORT OF THE PROPOSAL TO CREATE A NATIONAL PEACE ACADEMY

The Institute Against Violence, concerned with violence in its

many manifestations and variations, supports all proposals de-

signed to lessen conflicts and violence in world society. We

therefore support the creation of a National Peace Academy. I

do, however, disagree with the purposed composition o? the ap-

pointed officers. To be effective, the Academy must not have

any political orientation. Appointments ritade by the President

the Congress or political parties, will simply come to reflect

differing political views and alternately become as narrowed in

its aeliberations as the United Nations. The make-up of the

governing body must emanate fkom the associations of political

scientists, science, psychology, economics and also of the

various religious bodies.

To understand to any degree the immensitl; of achieving peace

in this world one must have some appreciation of the totality

of violence. The Institute Against Violence defines violence

as %ado injury to person or propertyeither physically,

economically, emotionally, mo4ylly, politically or spiritually."

Internatiorial warfare, as such, is but one facet of violence.

It's moreover, the most respected form of violence because it

is sanctioned by the State and rewards are given for proficiency

in killing. When you consider that in daily living parents abuse

children, children abuse parents, men rape women, people are

killed by other people for pennies or even pleasure, human

torture is a common practice, and masses cheer when political

opponents are publicli executed, you might have some comprehension
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that violence is inbred and a vital part of the human psyche.

Therefore, the hopes of achieving world peace without a broad

base of human understanding is to engage in an exercise of

futility. That is why I propose the kind of makeup of the

Governing Board of the Academy heretofore suggested.

As I interpret the concept of the National Peace Academy it

is in essence an instrument to explore and find alternatives to

war. In this regard the Institute Against Violence has been

engaged since early 1980 in seeking a resolution for an Inter-
a.

ft national Non-Violence Day in the name of Mahandas K. Uandhi and

Dr. Martin Luther King in the United Nations. Unfortunately,

bUt for the opposition of our government, this proclamation

'could weli be a 'reality.

In view of my experience in this direction, I somewhat deSpair

of hope for a favorable response from our government. What is,

however, important, in the proposal for a Peace Academy and for

an International Resolution honoring Gandhi and King is that it

stimulates thinking for alternatives to war. The Ganc-King

concept reminds the world - at least one day a year - that great

political, social and economic injustices were resolved by non-

violent action. The Peace Academy, on the other hand, will,ex-

pand upon this experience and teach potential leaders how this *

objective was reached. In this regard, and for the wholesome .

concept a National Peace Academy represents, we offer our full

support and encouragement.

The Institute Against Violence
Jules E. Bernfeld, Chairman
502 National Press Building
Washington, D.C. 20045
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NATIONAL PEACE EDUCATION FUND
A MOUINO AMUA1T Or TM NATIONAL MCI ACADINT CAMPA/ON

110 Maryletul Ave., N.E.
Suite 409

Washington, D.C. 20002
2024469500
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................... Thank you for your contribution to the National Puce
LI L. Education Fund Conflict Resolution Survey. You have helped to
O.. ILA..... better understand the process of cresting a positive environment
Is........... for the reeolution of minor and major disputes and for the promo-...h....4w tion of Collaborative Problem Solving in organizations and at all4 . Y. I*
C.*. Malwaol A... Pa levels of society. The ultimate goal is reduction of the cost of
141114.1,..... conflict, grader productivity and less violence.

44 44 1,17 Your reeponsi was one of 700 out of 3,300 requested. Eachto ......5.--
C. I.... V. respondent described a method and cue example which they had Used.
..44. Owl*

44 hew. \
or had sun used to rsolv. or manage differences between indivi-..C.. duals, groups, com.unitl.s, or nations. ,

o ao.
cs. o . 0 ........
------.4 diplomats, civil servants, police, military. attorneys, clergy,
M.o." MACTCAS

Completed surveys were returned by corporate managers,

I. Mt

C
Mat Km

I* Va. I.*1 0.1.1
11,

Moo. C 11
44.

44.
4m. 04, Do 5.A.

14. S.0
Nal. Dome. 41011,
!.aa 14.

C. LW.* OA.
I.. L..sr

Wee Rm.. S.*
C. Show,m

W.
C T..a
4.11,441 La.

t,hotisewivee, retirees. t)itsaahers, academics, community dispute
*practitioners, mediators arbitrators, social activists, point-
,t:ians. medical doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists, authors, and

rganization development practitioners. The survey's immediate
urpose was to prepare tesçlmony for Congress regarding the *stab-
hment of a National Aca say of Peace and Conflict Resolution.

gather, the Information1 submitted provides the most exciting
ever gathered on th1 important topic. It suggests that

w kable methods for Conflict Resolution, Collaborative Problem
g. and Peace Making' can be articulated and applied by

in rating' the knowlidge, skill and practice that airudy exist!.

The Federal Study Commission delivered its report to
Pr Went Riagan on September IC 1111. In November, two bills
wer introduced with 53 co-spbnaors in the Senate and SI in the
Hou of Representatives. This letter containt a brief !summary, of
major survey findings and a partial list of methods submitted. The
information presented is based on case examples from the survey and
does not reflect exhaustive Library Research of the Field.
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rive Intentions

Inch of the 700 methods submitted reflected one or more of five
intentions of the persons using them.

A.

13.

To win or get attention through hard bargaining.

To make substantial gain through ven exchanges (quid pro
gin).

C. To minimize losses through compromise.

D. To satisfy complementary needs by dovetailing interests.

I. To get maximum mutual advantage by seeking consensus.

These five intentions determined the attitudes (e.g., from,toopera-
tive to adversarial). roles (e.g.,, from enforcer to participant).. proce-
dures (e.g., from litigation to mediated consensus), and specific behaviors
(e.g.. threat to active listening) used in ths examples given. In effect,
these Intentions constituted the conflict resolution or 'peace-making"
strategy for the person or institution involved. Resulting outcomes varied
(from A to I above) in their impact on both substantive matters and rela-
tionships. degrees of invasion or ,!liolence to persons, and mutual enthusi-
ng' for outcomes.

Styles

In the methods and case exattples submitted, individuals showed
preference for one or store,of four styles. These are Procedural, Personal,
Political, and Spiritual. The first is a preferenc., for Procedural
gW6-ali; that is, methods thst bring logic, order, rational foctV-1, and
systematic action to a situation. Examples included regulation, analysis
of Issues, interests, costs, assumptions, etc., or procedures to assure
arbitration of issues at predefined points. A primary effect of these
procedural methods is to promote conclusions, results, and definitive out-
come.

The second is a preference for Personal methods; that is. methods
that increase interpersonal awareness by improving the way people listen
look, move, talk and acknowledge each others' presence. Examples included
informal meetings. rustic settings, counseling, close living quarters. and
controlled discuselons. The main effects of these personal methods were
'getting attention', persOnalising the situation, and fostering =opera-
tion.

Third wu a preference for Political methods; that is. methods for
influencing large numbers of people without deep personal involvement on
the part of the actor. Examples include speeches, symbolic visits. mons
events. theater. etc. A primary effect of these political methods werV an
increned loyalty from an audience and an increased inflitence over them by
the actor.

27.1_
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The fourth was preference for pictusi methods; that is, those
methods that evoked feelings of devotion to either God or other universal
velum; as a solvent to differences with others. Ism:spies include prayer
and religious meditation. A primary effect of these Spiritual methods was
to calm persons involved in dispute and reorient perceptions to "higher*
purposes.,

Style Ixamples If fonts

Procedural Assumption Analysis
Conflict Mapping
Currency Analysis

_

Logic
Rational Focus
Systematic Action

Personal Active Listening
V' Sentence*
Imotivnal Translation

Get Attention
Personalize Situation
Build Cooperation

Political Symbolic Abts
Speeches
Media Ivents

Peer Pressure
Create Awareness
Motivate

Spiritual Meditation
Prayer
Passive Resistance

Calm Fears .
Reorient to Higher

Purposes

Respondents showed strong preferences for either Procedural or
Personal or Political or Spiritual methods, with varying effects on
results, cooperation, their own power. and reorientation to higher
purposes. In some cases the four styles' were integrated and seemed to
itSitice the most wholeoome effects, i.e.. results, cooperation. influence

reorientation to higher purpose. In general, however, parsons with one
style of conflict reoolution, collaborative problem solving or peace
making, make those with another style uncomfortable. For example. a corpo-
rate manager concerned with procedures that produce results and a peace
activist concerned with calling attention to national survival will often
find each others language and methods inflamthatory. Similarly, psycholo-
gists concerned with interpersonal "relations" and 'empathy" and a
politician concerned with creating loyalties in a constituency will often
find each other's language and methods inappropriate end not "worthy."
However, each of these styles.' has An important perspective and a valid
technology that deals with certain aspects of Conflict Resolution.

4
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a

Collaborative Problem Solving, and Peace Raking, and not others. Thechallenge. then,' is to integrate these differences in terms of methods andpractical application.

CONCLUSION

The survey suggests that a method of conflict resolution. col-
laborative problem solving and peace making can be articulated;it would consist of ongoing efforts, roles, proceduree, andspecific behaviors for legttimizaticut.refinition, analysis.alternative generation, evaluation, decision making, education,and intervention.

The components of this mottled are scattered among people invery different occupations and with fundamentally differentvalues and preferred styles.

e The transfer of knowledge. skill. and prectice from one contek
to another, and the application of different °styles* to the gameconflict situationi promises important improvements in Conflict
Resolution. Collaborative Problem Solving, and puce atsking.

On the other nand. if methods can be better understood anddisseminated. a broad 'shift in context from adversarial tocooperative relations will be enhanced. The ultimate benefit is
in reducing the cost of conflict. greater productivity, and lessviolence. An accessible inventory of techniques also willimprove the chance that uch altçutxLves will be used and
adapted to individual styles, and fife complex personal, corpor-ate, community, and Ritornello situations involved.

A fourth conclusion is paraphrased from the submission ofWallace C. Parker of Pall Crook. Oregon. . . . While methods areimportent to the science or art of conflict resolution. colla-borative problem solving and peace making, they ue not them-selves the science or the art. No compendium of technology
predicates a conceptual context. A methodological approach risks
that conflict management will be co:VW by its own advocates,
who do not care enough for results. Justice, or change, and torcreativity in human affairs. The methods must be considered in
context and in their Intent.

As mntioned earlier, this information is to be presented in the
Congressional hesrings on the National Peace Academy, with an accompanyinglist of the submitters' names.

1
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1

Specifically. I would like to hear frdm you with critique. ways to
disseminate this inforteation, and suggestions for bringing interested
parties into association.

Tim following 'summary is representative of theOngoing Efforts,
Roles, Procedures. and Specific Bebe ViOrs described. In certain
instances, names may have been misspelled. Please let us know U this is
so.

Yours truly.

Alb

274

Charles Z. Smith
Chairman of the Board
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ONGOING WORTS

(Complex orchestration of roles. procedures and behaviors
ssrving a single "task objective.)

Ongoing Efforts 4 Source Context PrinciPal
Thrusti

Graduated Reciprocation
In Tension Reduitio.ia

Osgood
Itzioni

"
,

,

ligerroztlonal

*
'

Build Trust through '
Unilateral Posit.ive
Action

Negotiated Inverstrosnt
Stratogy

Y
ICusde

,
Drbark, Policy

i

* ,s
Resonated Troposal
Developcisrit -.
. *

United Nations' 4
Namibia Negotiltion

.

Sesszcs:
,

' International .
t *

eupport SomitGoal 'for
,Different Reasons

The National Coal
Policy Project If .

Hurray Industry-
Environmentalists

,
Conssnitit on National
Policy Issue. '

Cotner for Public
.Resources Legal Program

Henry
Headers&

Corporate
Litigation.

,i, s

BroilerAllirisaGves
to Litigaticin .

,
Interaction Nethod ' Doyle and

Straus
4

Organizational and
attsrnational '

.

Reliable Str&ture
for Collaboratlys
Problem Solving

'Camp David; Conference

,

Smith

-

International
Relations

Framsworks for ,
Cooperation

Bank of America
Container Relations Program

Dover
4 ,

Corpoiats
Banking ,,.

Factlitat Consumer .
I:Hsi:Tates %

Lew of the Sees
Conference

Fisher Infornational Negotiated
'Conssnsue

t,
*bus Process* lb
Catholic/ Church

f ,

, *
Kraals

S.

Religious
Organization

irednictabitsion

f

$-
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Ongoing Efforts

P 270,
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ONGOING EFFORTS IcontinuEl)

Sourcs Contszt Principal
Thrust

Critical Path.
Planning

Fuller Corporats '
Govsrnmsnt

Irdsgrated Complex
Planning and Action

Quality of Worki Life
Program

*a Mad Auto Industry Collaiorativs '
Planning

Consensus Process in
Commission on Causes and
Prsvention of Violence
in American Socisty

Eisenhower National

.
Unanimous Decisions

Glievance itschinsry Kehtsr
McGuirs

.

Labor-ilanagsment
Oommunity

..

Predictable Redrsse

International Pans
Acadsmy "Ssatinars

ROW intsrnational ?recant lict Planning

Iranian Hostage
Dsmonstrations

Adams International Crests Broad
Awarsnass

..

Bolas

lOIIS
(Formally given otf-taksn sets of

responsIbilitias and behaviors)

Source Context - Principal
Thr st

.v.

Nsgotiator Williams Giver:invent/
Industry

Rational Problem
Solving through
Equalization of Polar

antivitt Smith International
-

IntrOducs Pan'
Making

Enforcer . Ogilvy Community

,.

Enforcament of Law or
Policy on Individual
Transgrossors

4
a

fi

1
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Roles
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ROJAS (Ceatianad)

Source Context

..

Principal
Thrus

Educator
. Williams Mideast 131plomacy Seminars with Adver-

series who would
not normally meet

,

Arbitrator Grubbs Corporate Ind Deadlocks with
Iquity

Shuttle Diplomat Monture 7'Native Indian
Territorial
Disput s

Diacover intangible
issues in the way of
agreemint

Mediator , Neuman
Greenwald '

Conou ty/Labor
Racial '

Professional
Neutrality

,

PROCEDURKS

(Explicit methods for one or more of the following. (a) Jegithdiation of conflict reso-
lution. (b) problem definition, (c) conflict analysis, (d) alternative generation

(e) evaluation. (f) decision making, (g) education, (h) intervention.)..

Source ContextProcedu
Principal
Thrust

Princ4. -Establishment Wavle
4

Corporate
Engineering

Find Cooroon Goals

4
Imposed Silence Marquardt Social Service

44.

Improve Reflective
Thinking in Groups

Controlled Ventilation Zimmerman Organizational Facilitate Negotiation

Unstated Assumption
Analysis

Pout lad&
,

Southeast Asis
Diplomacy

Lessen Irrational
Fears

Theatre 4 Korai* ld
Save*

Community
Organization

Dramatise Factual
Information

91458 0-82 v

..

4 r

4
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PIOCIDUREE 'ICeattatiedi

Source Context Principal
Thrust

Contracting Burnsfie Id Family Therapy Coo Fulfill-
cis of N s. Wants

Ex tlona
_

Telephone Network Ball . Airport Inviron-
mental Relations

..:

Informal Unconstrained
Relations

Currency Analysis

,

Bar nes Research
Organization

Determine Alternate
Currencies for Meeting
Needs

Consensus Meetings

.

Carpenter
Ferrell
O'Donnell

Religious, g
Internation
Human Righ ,
International
Monetary Fund.
Water Resources
Policy/National
PolitiCal Organi-
nation

Synthesis of Ideas
and Values vs.
Vittory

Image Management

.e.

c 4

Ralls

.

Organizational

. ,

Emphasize Strengths
vs. Weaknesses in
Feeling. Thinking,
Doing

Alternatives to Violence
Workshop

FloTd PrisoS Increased Self-
Confidence *

Ego Analysis
. .

Klein
,

IL

-
Organizational Disengaging Self-

importance from being
'riga" ss prelude to
Conflict Analysis

Pattern Analysis Schroeder Marital Awareness of Inter-
Generational Patterns

.

arsm
11
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PIOCIDURZE (Centizaad)

Source Context Principal
Thrust

,,

Goal and Condition
Analysis Pease Military

Organizadon
Planning fluid on
Common Goals

Simulation Diagnosis

,

Olson
.

Ed ucatIon Demonstrate Problem
Patterns and Oppor-
tunnies

Assartion Training Smith Corporate Substitute Conviction
for Aggressive or
Weak Behavior

Work Together Toward
Common Goal

Bean Education Diffusion of Goodwill
Toward Diffsrences

Emotional Translation Landsman International Reduce Mistrust

Assumption Analysis Holman
Baum
Poullada

Pastoral Counsal-
!nig. Family Court,
Racial Utsputss

Find Common
Concerns

Single Text Negotiation Fisher Law of Seas '
Conference

Dovetail Interests

Problem Solving Workshop Kalman Middle East Shared Reality

Opera End Interview Roberts Inuit Corporate
Dispute

Sharsd Reality

Asklepision Came Lawrence P eral Prison
Inecatse

Awareness of Counter-
productive Patterns

5-Step Conflict
Resolution Brldanbagh Marital Conflict

t ,

Systematic Conflict
Resolution

d

a

%
.C.,

.
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PROCEDURES (Ceettamed)

Source Con'text Principal
Thrust

Role Negotiation Vo lint Manufacturing/
Marketing

Establish Clarity
and Flexibility

HO-Oponofte Henderson Fatally Disputes Surface Subtle
Motivations

Prior Attempts Analysts Smith Corporate Uncharacteristic
Behavior

Superordinate Goal Margolis Corporate F ind Common Concerns

Expectations Exchange Plimpton Organizational Shared Realit y

Videotape and Playback Steinmetz

'1

Community Pinpoint Inflammatory
Behavior

.,
Maintain Contact

.
Fox Prison Riot Take Advantage of

Breakdown in Internal
Cohesion

DemOnstration of
Cultural Identity

Freeman University Dispute Allow DIversit*Groups
to see each other as
Intriguing rather than
in conflict

Mock Awards and 111I
Other Nonviolent Actions

Sharp Communit y -
International

Foglia Attention on
on's cans:

Needs Assessment
.

Kaufman Educational
.,

Relate 'Cost of Con-
flict to Performance

Quality Circles Karp Corporate Harness Worker Imagi-
nation and Inganuity

4
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PlOCIDURIS (Gardened)

Source Context Principal
Thrust

Conflict Wapping Mohr Organizational Relate Conflict Ana-
lysis to Appropriate
Intervention

Realistic, Ixpectations
Formation

Plimpton Corporate Clarity Expectations
and Relations

Wapping DU faience.
and Agreements

ilasslko Corporate Analyse Possibility
of Resolution

Problem Purpose I:pensioni Volker& Organizational Broaden Perspectives
on Problem

Role Reversal Bourck Rducation Empathy for Others'
Perspective

World View Analysis Philpott Pastoral
Counseling

Understand Basis of
Conflict

Relationship Analysis Corrigan Sales
Administration

Clarif y Perteptions
of Relationship

Synectics Moore Organizational , Creative Problem
Solving

Actionable Decision
Making

Forbes Education Keep Focus on the
Possible

Impartial Working Group Krebs Community
Development

Diminish Power of
SEecial interests

Position Development Lincoln Invironmental Planning for
Negotiation

zi
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PREOCIDULLS (Centtaned)

Source Context Principal

Power Simulation Oshry Organizational

.......
Broaden Perspectives
on Problem

Group Sculpture Rayman Organizational Identify Power
Relationships

Reim:drag Dtirtl Psychiatry Shift Focus to One's
Own Responsibility

Benefit Enhancement Erdman Corporate Data
Processing

Provide Benefits of
Conflict without the
Conflict itself

Power Analysis Johnson

4
International Understand bow furthe

harm being done

Conflict Management Da luca

,

EduCational
Counseling

Systematic action on
Apparent and Actual
Conflict

.
Diplomacy Croke International Negotiation Advocacy

Community Board 4-Step
Conflict Resolution

Schunhols Community Combine peer pressure
with Systematic
Problem Solving

Conflict Resolution
Method Selection

Wickersham AU Leva Is Fitting Resolution
Model to Context

Objectives Management
Method

4

Jo Ile International

.

Redress Injustice
through managed pro-
cess of Definition
ClarificationPower
Ans/yals--Communica-
tion System Analysis
--Negotiation

i

a

'S

)
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. PROCEDURES (Continued)
v

Source Context
:' Principal .,

Expected Utility
Analysis

De Mesquite International Predict Chance of
Conflict .,

Urban Diplomacy Rivkin Community Assure Representation
of All Interests

ZST Training
\

KIM Community Focus on Win-Win
Dehavior

Controlled Communication
Workshap,

Burton

.
International

.
Shared Reality

. '
Crost Cultural
Facilitation

Wedge International De-e;calate Tension

Specific Behaviors

SPLCIFIC BIHAVIORS

XActs involving personal behavior of individuals)

-ApplicationSource Principal
Thrust

Positive Attitude Doyle
t

Corporate Generates Up Hallam

Non-Violent Action
c.

Hinshaw
Small

Racial .
International

Non-Cooperation coat-
Wiled with Request for
Fairness and Altruism

Withdrawal , Palls Marital Remove Debate Context

Retaxed Breathing Olson

1

Environmental
Law

Increased Acceptance
and Caring

lye (ontact/Meditation Schutt: Community
Organization

Dissolves Negative
Thought Patterns

a.
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SPECIAC BZHAVIORS (Ceatinsed)

Source Application Principal

,'Going with" Resistance Leon Family Reducing Resistance

Passive Resistance Diller Civil
Disobedience

Neutralize Hostility
through one's own
'calm

'Aa'petition
. ,

Sailer Cross Cultural
Coramunication

Incrused closeness
and cooperative
thinking

Sharing Risk
. .: Collins International

Relations
'

1
Compel Understandi4
and Empathy for
'Adversary'

"I" Sentence
.

4

Schenck

4

Organizational
0

Places Clear Responsi-
Why on Self and
Others

Distraction .. 'Frederick
Baldwin

Social Dispute
International

...
Hove Attention away
from Anger

.
Dreaming

.

.. .

Bryson :

.

International
Education.

.
Using intelligence
available in dreams
to look at old Prob-
Isms in hew ways

Symbolic Acts
,

Kalman . Mideast Conflict ,

.'
Reassurance and En-
hancement of Self-
Rimpoit

Yuma I. Proposition ; Fisher International Focus on the Possible.,'.

11 tation
, .

Sher:Ian
Mon

__.

International,.
Community

Calm and Harmony:

Active Listening
1 ,.:

Kennedy ,' Famify Relationship in In-
Ibtarsatory Satiation

2 8 4
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407 OUACKINIOS ST NW
WASHINGTON DC 20011

202/11290425

, 30 April 1982

TO. Senate Subcommittee on Education. Arts, and Humanities
of the Senate Committee on Laborand Human Resources

-.FH: lea Singer on behalf of John SouthGort0Honolulu

RE: National Academy of Peace anO Conflict Resolution Hearings

ROADWAY 0807
LW YORK NY 10034

212/11030S0

For the past two years Cr. Southworth has used the Electronic information
Exchange System (LIES) to exchange information on the NAPCN hearings.
LIES is operated by the New Jersey Institute of Technology. Newark, and
was originally funded by the National Science Foondaticn.

lilt
Attached Is the print-out from the computer conferencing system EIES

concerned the Peece Acadety. The print-out fs chronological. starthit

with June 1980, an4 ending with the'transcripi of the transoissico of .

the hearings on April 21, 1582. .A sUmmary can be found In itentc103004142

on Page IS of tffe attached.

I want to thank Alma Henderson of Senato Hatsunagais office for making
'the arrangeents that allowed me to be at the hearing with my computer

terminal to.transmit s.mmarles to Senator Hatsunaga's constituents in

Honolulu.
\.

enclosure

^
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t'
c1ee9 CCi HAt.1411 GOXR (HGROLP.121) 6/a9/ee 2:35 PM 050 (ORIG.)
eC//80 1142 AM 043 KETS:/NAPLIZ/EIMAHD PEACESAT IlitC111$0131T, A: 51

P
+pgAD C1029 CC52 roR Ponce AcrocRy Tiakcommorgrzats Demo

#r)+111:140 c1OZ,c5a
PEACE ACADEMY INTRODUCTION AND TELECOM DEMENSTRRTION

BY: SIO Roscu FRom: OWISSRCKDS
0.1zrles

Te IMR DINCIE OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF PEREE RNO CONn-ICT
PESOLUTION CANNOT BE EMPi4SIE.E0 ENOJGH. SHOLLO IT MATERIRLIZE, IT WILL BE
THE FIRST FATIMA. EDUCRTICNAL INSTITUTION /*VOTING ITSELF SOLELY TO
PESERRCH MO PRACTICE IN ornceruL ociAcos or CONFLICT RESOLU1I=4, BOTH Or
R COMESTIC FING INTERIATIC1R4 NRTURE. THE OTHER NRTIONPL ACAD.-GIES RAE
DIRECTED TOWARDS TRMINING MILITARY OR PARR-MILITARY PERSONNEL. THE PEACE
ACADEMY WILL PROVIDE R COUNTERVRILING FORCE.

Tpc SCOPE OF THE Paco ACADEMY, IT APPEARS, WILL REQUIRE rnR GREATER
EMPHASIS ON INTESNRTIONAL CONTRIEUTIOAS MNO PRATICIPRTION THRN THE
MILITRRY REMOEMIES. THE LRTTER SUGGEST MN INSULAR POSTURE SLPPORTED BY
THE CONCEPT Or IMMEDIRTE NRTICMPL SELC.INTEREST. THE PEACE ACADEMY, ON
THE OTFER HRM0, MOORESSIG NRTIONAL INTEREST IN COMPANY WITH THE INTERESTS
Er HUMANXIND AS A UNCLE, PhD, ED WILL REACH TO INEORPORMTE THE IDEAS THAT
OTHERS CFN CD/TRIBUTE AND UNIVERSMLLY OISPENSE IDERS RS LELL. THE PRYOrr
cores m,ai ourcnsmo KNOWLEDGE RS WIOELY AS POSSIBLE. R40 NOT rftcrt
WITHHOLDING IT For( ocrreRcIRL CR LARFARE PURPOSES. TFERE IS NOT NEED FCR

C-ESRICINFGE FERE.

TYE PEACE Acrocom AMY ALSO SUPPORT ITS STRUCTLRE, AS R PROTOTYPE, TO
OTHER NATICIAS, THEREBY CREATING RND BEING A PRRTY TO R NETWORK OF
INSTITUTIONS ENGAGED IN RESEARCH AND METHWOLOGICAL SHARING. WITH THIS IN
MIND, IT CERTAINLY IS IMPORTMNT THAT OTHER SCCIETIES "GET IN ON THE GRCUND
ruzok." A SENSE OF EMRLY CONTRIBUTION WILL SURELY HELP THEM FEEL THRT
THEY ARE PRAT Cr NE CREATION ANO THEREFORE ENHANCE RECEPTIVITY FIT A LRTER
ORTE.

PEACESAT RNO EIES RRe PARTICULRRLY WELLI.SUITED TO PROVIOING A SENSE
CC PARTICIARTICN NOT ONOy CURING THIS PERICO TartRERTION, Roy DO R
CONTINUING BRSIS AS WELL SHOU..0 THE ACADEMY COME INTO velum THEY COU-0
BE USED TO FRCILITRTE CQFLt1ICRT ION MENG OTHER SOCIFTIES AND THETICSDEMY
AS EVENTS LNFELD.

IT SEEMS TO ME THRT R DEMONSTRATION OF PEACESAT/EIES CAPRBII,ITIES
GORDO TH FEARINGS IN JULY WILL HAVE A DIOPRITIC IIIPMFT ON THE COMMISSICN
AND WILL PROVE COMPMTABIUITY BETWEEN NRME.RNO DEEDS.

, A HOOKUP OURING THE HERRINGS WILL ALLEUPEOPLE MT OTHER REMOTE
LOCATICNS TO arruncRTE OIREETLY WITH THE CCAMISSION, MNO TO SKOV TO DE
NEED FCR A PEACE ACADEMY. TFEIR INPUT MAY INOLUOE THE RO..ES THAT THEU SEE
roR THEMSELVES IN =SIGNING THE INSTITUTION AND ITS CURRICULUM, ROLES RS
MAINERS RNO STUOENTS IN THE AERDEMY, RNO THE CONTRIBUTIONS THAT
INTER -CULTLRAL COMMUNICRTICN CAN ARKE TOLARDS INCREASDG HARMONY AND
TRPHUJILITY.

.3
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NAPCR on EIES

clas. -53 HAWA11(10169) USIMG HAwAll 4e1Xy oicRoup,126 t.,:svea 6:4a
i.ersz4IFF1T4.EsuE CARTER, 1111POLOCT 1011/C-,R83.%0ADE, Az 51

THE FEV. LESLIE H.CRATER, DIRECTCR OF FIELD OPERATIONS FOR THE U.S.
Comxssxl on PRI:MERLE FOR THE :ATM"- AERCEITY Or REECE RWO LONFLICT
PrsoLuT: ( (21E0 11 ST.41.0., WssinnoTon, p.c., te,aal 453-5465/ PROVIDED Fr
STIMLLATIC INTRODOOTICRI TO THE LACOPIMC HERRINGS FOR A GROUP AT CHURCH OFTHE CROE OROS YESTERDRY MORNING.

FRO: THE =ISM: WHETHER TO RECO:IMO/0 THE ESTASLISHMENT OF A
44TIONAL Acmoirto or PEPCE sno Conn.mT FESCLUTION TO CCNGRESS WILL SE,FACE
AFTER THE HoNOLULU HEARINOS. WILL OTHERS AROUND THE NRTICS4PLAy A PART

EIES', FOR ACRE CORILE, +READ 0.029

rsRy or rwpcR INTRCOLCTION BY THE PEV. LESLIE H. CARTER
CHURCH or THE CPMEROPOS, OZWOLULW, E9 Atm 19E8

Do LC ucco RN ACADEMY TO TRAIN %CALE FOR PEA= RNO CONFLICTRESOLUTION'

* WHRT IS THE NRTIO.r. COMMITMENT TO PERCE"

* WILL THE FECERAL GOVERWENT PLLCU 17'

* IS AneRzcm PERCY TO ACCEPT IT' 1

THICEE ARE SOME or THE GUESTICNS THAT THE COMMISSICW WILL DEAL wITH IN'TRYING TO RERCH A CONSENSUS FOR THEIR
REPORT TO COICRESS THIS FRLL.

PERMIPS-SIGNIFICANT IS THE FACT THAT THE Henzuhos ARE SEIM HELD
ssot.ln THE COLUTRY (E.G. POULDER, PORTLAND UR,

COLUMBUS, Los ANGELES,ZIPLuRS, LOSTO4, NEW YORK CITY, ATLANTR, TALLRWISSEE, RND HONOLULU). THISEORT or SEARCHING CUT THE PUELIC FEELING SHOULD GIVE ROOM THIS SORT OFSEARCHING OUT THE PUBLIC FEELING SHOU-0
GIVE RODEO CRCORNCE TO RTTEMPT TO4.

PLLOU ROOTS:PAR. %Maul' vIA EIES man ssou4o THE CCRAITRY FrE, REROAO.

MP. CARTER cove ri moo OVERVIEW TO THE sPOKEROLNO SNO PL1*4S roR THE

c

HEARINGS IN HoHoLut.u. He SAIDLTHAT THERE HAVE BEEN 148 INITIRTIVES SIN=1945 DERLING WITH Pc IE (c.c. PEROE,DEPT,
PEACE COLLEGE, U or PcAcc, cm.)1*10 RL HAVE rsn.co, 1H 1978 CEPCPESS PLSLIe LAW 95-561 ?us PASSED AROCREPTED A COMMISSICS Ty STUDY PROPOSM-S,FOR
THE WATICNAL HERDEMY Or PEKEPVC CDTVLICT PESOLUTIOS. THE ACT SPELLS OUT THE SORT OF GUESTS:ft:5 THRTNEED TO se RNsucReo zr ELCH AN ACROEMY IS TO çmc nno SONG. THECOMMISSIEN IS risco UP or c. PERSONS. (SEE FD.Lb4IHO ITEM) THREE PERSONS. LOC SELECTED BY THE PRESIDENT Or THE SENRTE ey THE SPEAKER OF THEHouse, RNO .7.: BY PRESIOENT'CARTER.

. IT mRE COME TO SE EVIDENT THRT PERCE TAKING RM7 CCOkLICT RESOLUTICW
PS IT RELATES TO nnvoloLn}s IS Mi IMPORTANT

cLcricuT TO CONSIDER. WECRMEST WERK Ell SOLVING zrzTeRwTzetant. PEACE WHEN LC CONTINUE TO HAVE
PROBLEMS WITH COMI-ICY IN nprcE RNO COMMUNITIES..

INTEPPOTIVE ELECTRONIC PARTICIPATION wAS UTILIZED SY THE CARLE 71.1svsTer OF COLUMBUS, OHIO. A vOTE OF WU MUCH or THE MILITRRY SUMOEHOULO BE USED FOR PEACE WRI PERFORM= VIA THE "TALK -Brox" CABLE vOTTNGPvTnen. (WHRT ASOUT TRYING IT WITH E1ES'>)
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S.

Cc:mews BY UDIENCE

LAURA PICHARDSON...I SEE nordrune...tvenv CHURCH SHOULD HIRE A

PEACEMAKER WHO HAS GENE THROUGH THE Acnoeny. fAnT-Is OM WAY TO START.

ALL cr A SLECEN I AM GETTING EXCITED ABOUT T40 Waves FOR THE FUTURE:

AND
q. THE NEu TELECOMALINICATIONS LIKE JOHN SCLITHuORTH IS DEMONSTRATING

1

a. THIS PEACE Aenoenv =en.

STELLA IKEDA...IT SEEFa THAT THIS SHOULD MT BE JUST DOFESTIC BUT R

suo-nponaeo coresrm ANO INTERNATIONAL.

CARTER..JELL, THERE IS SOME DISCUISIEN RS TO HOW EXTENSIVE CAI AN'

' ACADEMY BE TO Reran.' EFFECTIVe. IT MIGHT LOSE EFFECTIVENESS IN DIVERSITY.

KIKLE HAIE BEEN R vocumreen AT OUR MFIKIK1 ItIC,KCIORKOCO

AJSTIEE ccpacR. TWIT wAS PATTERNED LIKE THE PR[GRAM IN ATLANTA. 1 SEE

THRT ns OE WRY SUCH PEACE MAKERS CCU_D HELP IN LOCRL CENFLICT RESES_UTIEN.

-C-FIRTER...I RAN R PREGRAm LIKE THAT BEFORE. CONGRESS mAy SEE THE

OCAmrly AS R FuNDING 2OLRCE FOA SUCH COLREILS. A STLey or HOMICIDES
:Nomura sums?' ALWAYS A HISTORY OF PAST CONFLICT. PERHAPS BETTER

REIGLUTICA OF THOSE conmlers 'JILL PROVICE SCCIAL BeNca-v4 TO SOCIETY IN

THE FORm OF rewcn DEATHS.

MU.TINATICAPIL BUSINESSES HAVE INDICATED nd INTEREST IN HIRING OR
TARINiNG PEACE mAKERS AT AN AcnoenY. THIS COLLO PROVIDE FOR INOIVIDUR-S TO

HELP CREATE "uIN-IJIN" SI/UNTO:WM FOR BUSINESSES IN RELATICN TO THOSE THEY

DEAL uITH COMESTICALLyteM OVERSEAS.

JOSEPHINE Huoson...We HAvE MVERAL PEACE CORPS GRADUATES IN THIS '

CHuRCH. 1404 WO4LD THE PEACE CEPAS RELATE TO MJCH AN'Acncery, Hou oub
THE WORK Cr PEACE CORPS FIT :14,

CARTER...THE LEGISLATIVE FANDATE INCLUDES EXAM1N1KC THE ROLE OF PEACE

00Res. IT HAS BEEN STATED THAT PEACE CCRPS WOULD BE AN "ESSENTIAL" PART
or THE Acnoeny In THAT THE ACADEMY CANNOT BE MERELY FN INTELLECTUAL'

INsTiTuTION. THERE IS NEED FOR EXPERIENTIAL PROCRAMS RNO PEACE CORPS

COuLD OFFER THRT. THAT wOuLD MAKE Pence CORPS'A MORE POLITICAL ENTITY.
How uOULD THE REST OF THE woFLD VIEW THAT MOVE, CAN IT BE RUN OUTSIDE Cr

cavrAfreirr on WITHIN TI4E BLREAuCRACY,' THERE IS SEEN THE NEED ron

Incerenoent manno.

Et.f.rt Ho...44nr ABOuT THE RELATIOHS WITH THE UNITED NATIONS,

CARTER...THERE HAS BEEN GOOD REACTION IN THRT THE AERDEMy CELLO
PRIWIDE IMPORTFNT SKILLS IN COWLICT RESOLUTION THAT WCULO IND AMBERS OF

THE ILI ITIELF. IT COMO 'HELP FILL R SERICuS vOID THAT E/ISTS AT PRESENT.

Finoneu LIhD...IS THERE ANY PEAL OPPOSITION TO THE CENCEPT OF PEACE,

WHICH SEERS 11:1 FOMOMENTAL. THE AMOUIT OF-MILITARy EXPENOITLRE SEEMS
TRAGIC BUT HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION"

STELLA IKE0A...I KIWI* THINK THE ACCEPTANCE Or PEACE IS A FOREGONE
CONCLUSIOL THE LARGER arrESIITY HRS STRONG movincrares TO THE THEORy THAT
tall, WILL ALiony5 0IST AND WE THEREFORE AlweNN NEED mILITARy STRENGTH TO
DEAL WITH IT. THIS IS THE wAR MENTALITY.
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CARTER...M.4EN LE 4NTERVICWED THe wow Cows= TMCY ACM= our Nor
urrmour ,:occmcc Azt. TmE NECO TO MAINTAIN A EAL.FO.0 TO THWART OFF THE
Ccrrtralsr NMERT.

W:rm THAT, :r LAS (.MICO THAT ALL D43.10 CONTINUO THE ozocusszcm ns
P ARTICIAATNTS AT TMC HEARINGS JULY 7 nmo

cli.C9J):t7.5 HAMII41010) USING N:zwAII GPOLS IMGMF,Ialo
L:56 4E%S;/*-4POR,IU4VISEICIET& Fa 52

EISLOWHIC SLITIMRIES OF WFLT COMIESIONS

n. tizeTSLIF.Q19 CHAIR. Sprmcm, ,D-mpun::) sxmcc MEMSCR,
mouse OF FORPCZENTATZvES, cnocm+ Ecmmrt Conrurriccs om ENERGY
ANO NATuRAL FWCURCCS, FINANCE, AND "ETLIMNS Arrn:ms. Um:mos:Ty or
hnuntz, Eo.p..; HANMVMD Low SCHOOL, J.L. DISTINGUISMCD MILITARY CAREER,
RETIRING rfen rmc IIRMY PESCRM WITH rmc RANK or LIcurolomr Caccia.
RITHons FliErAHCAS OF THE Housc, 1976 IREQUIRING REMOING IN POLITICAL
SCIENCE ANO ccosozeczir STUCV CCURSCS IN 43 PFERICAN UNNAREITIES.1

A,AMES M. LAE, uzcc-Olm:m. D:mccrom, CENTCA FOR WoTROPOLITAN
ZTLDICS, AND a$SCCIATC Frarcssam Cr iroCICLOGY, Ltd,ERLSZTY Cr MIIVJURI AT
T. LOUIS. IMITIONALLY NICOGNI=0 1.1.$134Cft Ire ZN mc rzcLo or cort.:cr

ocsimudr:cm. FuTHOR cr 1HIF./4 NEN IN WM FREW'S' IT atflACT, 1,7.70; FIRST
NATICte- 60,4,ZNOU COIMUNITy CRISIS INTERVENTION, 1971; AND MINCIFRU
Cf COM1JNITY CONFLICT INTERt104TION: THEOPY, FPNCTICE RID ETNIC:4.

JONU M. 6SHEFOO, ncrecm or Comcmcss, IP-Omxol szmcc I960Z Hcusc
Ecummcm ANO Lneco Ccerurrcc, JLOZCZRRY COMMITCE, ANC ScLccr
InrcLLzccucc Ccrinvircc ZONCRSIGHT or CIA, FM, tC41 nmo LErCNSC
INTELL:I.Z112441C:EZI. HIRRvAr0 CCPrr,, ; OHIO STATE SCI,COL OF LAU,
J.I.; P. Co..Lcmc, Hcramicrov L.L.D. FteutzPcs rpc 2,044STO..IN hccomcon
reo rpecc orocm conomi. O1.20 zczarnmcms. FCCIPICNT cr rmc Forczcn AURA°
frCri THE Cmocm ce Urn...erre :m 1:70 FOR "CUTSTANOING LEADERSHIP IN
COMEATTING WORLD COMPLNIZA."

ARTHUR H. IZ,FSCS, FRESIOCNT, :MCC 1?7, Ncu 6COS 1..*RSON COALITION, A
aRCLIP,ZER,ING PM R __CATMLYT:C. FCRCE IN ERINGUA THE REZSZLEZ or THE --
0RWATE ZECTOR TO ECM ON THE prooLcrs OF CIVROVRNTROE0 Mt:CRITICS ZN
.ORk CITY." FONICRLY "ICC FRESICCM, harm= rom ncomr:cm nmo OmmrLzcr
FESCLuTION, AN ORGANIZATION WHICH ACGIATCS ccrimum:rv 01.:PUTES AND TCACMCS
rEcmwmucs cr AL10IATI0RO HECOTZMIZON RN° ARSITRATTEN. FRCVICLaLY
msscaznrCO WITH Cl2onmuonrco It&40t..= CCCPPINICS FOR SI ..laws.

ELISE FAILDING, Focrcsscm AND CHM*, Icor. cr SoczcLocy, Unnrrourzi
CoLLEcc, FORINMUY PFCFCZSCR, EtuT. CF .:CCLOUJOY9 04:,citszry or CoLommoa.
nurmcniry :14 THE rZELO Cf PCMCC RESOWCH. iiwtestet. 03,1235:04 OR
k'NESatg 4tSMA4 AND SOCIAL rcycLcronorr FROMM, t. 44. UNIMCASITY
LEACERSMIA POLES IN SUCH OPIWNIZATIONS OS INTONATIONAL FORCE REMIARCH
ASSZEIATION, CONSORTIUM ON PC7CC ECUCATION AND Ic.,o:Lcerver,
finco:com .icczoLcc:cmL MEMO:AT:ON, INTERNATIONAL cCEIOLOOICRL ASA:GIRT:0m
nNo Ammull4 Ass:cznr:co4 role Pic Mcvmacrcmr or Zczcmcc. Purmzot cr c:cmr
Mai; APO MLR S't 00=0N RRTICLEZ, onnomLcrs mmo cmnorcmt zm armcm ocoo.s.
xm rmc AKERS cr roozcLow nmo,comrortar,mcmcc sruozcs.

CI
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COALITION+ WASHINGTON+ D.C. FORMERLY MEMBER cr CONGRESS FROM
-*MN I(1.1130A4CK. PRESIDENT,CHRISTIAN COLLEGE UNsCATIA=

DzmacTon or THe.U.S. Pcnoe.Comms, cow= mmorcssoi0 PRACTIC4E3 LAWYER+AND NAVAL orrzcom. Senves oH BOARD or TRUSTEES or Hamm UN VERSITY ANDLouts Foto CLARK COLLEGE. 1PLC UNIVERSITY+ KS., PH: Born Iipø ;
UNIVERSITY or MICHIGAN Lou SCHOOL+ J.D. HOLos mowatmerw ocoits mom DzoLn
CiaLLecc, FRIENDS UNIVERSITY+ NOW MANCH UNIVERSITY+ WARNEA zrzc CoLLroc,mHo LANE Connumw COLLcoc.

'Cart:Num Ha +READ C1029 CC56$
Priems4*/$0-S/LnsT m$'+mcmo c10e9cc56

tfPCP Commzsszomps, CcHT:Nueo

A. DLMFEY, FOLNOER AND PRESIDENT or THE DUNFEY NOELS
COKPCPATION+ OPERATING 23 HOTELS IN THC U.S. Iwo Eumorc; INCUSTRZAL
DEVELOPER+ Mnme AND NEU HAMPSHZAE. REPRESENTATIVE+ AMMAN Tmmoc
Vasslom U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT+ SerTemscm 1979; Itmecm, tinvoraL
COMMITTEE, "AMERICANS rcn SALT II,' TO ENGENDER PUOLIC SUPPORT FOR
PASSAGE, MEAGER+ NAT/ONIPL COMMITTEE TO RAISE REDS AND INCOURACE CITIZEN
SUPPORT ream SENATE newmpunL OF PAMPA CANA- TREATY.

DAN GLICKMAN, U.S. RomestorrmTwx, ID-KNNsms) SINCE 1976. Menem,
COMMITTEES ON AGRICULTURE two pH SCIENCC AND TECHNOLOGY.
Secwornmy-Tmensumem or THc 95TH Commess Menscns Cmucus AND A muscle or
nic CONGRESSIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE ON THE FUTURE. Roc:cm= J.D. DEGREE mom
AORGE kAsHINGTO1 UNIVERSITY+ WASHINGTIN+ D.C. Semvcs qpi THE NATIONALZ ALCOHOL FUELS CcnnuszoN, THE DEMOCRATIC Cnucus ETH:cs Commmee, THc
DcmoommT:c STUDy OROJA+ RED TNE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY CONFERENCE.

,

WILLIAM F. LING:lib CENTER ron CoLLrommtvc PLANNING AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES+ WATERTOUN, MASS.; ronmcmLy Demecton, Hem ENouvo Crrzcc or
COMMUNITY DISPUTE SERVICES OF THE AMERICR4 ARBITRATION ASSCCIATICN+BOSTON FRoTs3ZONTIL PRPCTITZONER IN PESOLVINt DISPUTES RELATED TO
PUBLIC SCHOOLS+ SPECIAL COLLATION+ STUDENT ocscomcomTvern RELLT
CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES, PUBLIC MOOING+ NATIVE A11E7+101'4 AFFAIRS,
ANTZ-DZSCRIMINATION AGENCIES MHO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, UMBER, HmmynnoUmucrusTy CRActrac ScHooL or DESIGN, DEPT. or CiTy AND RecroNnL Lresipot;
mcnocemc ccsrorimmx:Lcrocm Ftr HAMM/SAM STAIOCH LAW SCNDOLS.

THosc mut INowtounLs (mmus amc$ u:LL sc ATTEND:Nu rue HEARINGS ON
TmC NATZMAL Acnocncy or PEACE AND COVINCT FESOLUTIOM TO EC HELD JULY 7rewo e ZN HmoLuLu.

PERSONS wilTHINS TO :TEStIFY' OVER ETES smuLo moomoss EITHER OR OOTHOF

1. SHouLo AN Acmcmy se romrco; WHAT srLcnotresa ORGANIZATION'

2. How COULD TCLECDMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER .COIFERENCITE3 ec usco INTRE ACADEMY"
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C1e29 0259 AAli H. SOUTMORTH 7, 3zi.01 s:as pm L:47
KEYSirvFEAD FOR OUESTIOMS CII NAACP/HAWAII EARIMS, Ai 51

THE U.S. CONGRESS HMS ESTAOLISHEO M COMMISSION TO STUDY PROPOSALS roc
A HATIENft. ACADECN CC FORCE ANO COWL:CT Fr-SOLUTION; ITS PLAMOSE AND
GOALS; COST PNO SIZE; THE LOCATION; MO ITS &THE Ficmocny'si RELATICBVP4IP
TO EXISTING FECCRAL AGCNCIES PVC. IhsTITUTICNS or kitcm& EcucnrIcri.

+ READ CI029 CO59 FCR QUOSTI60 THAT !TIGHT BC WEED MS POINTS or
Rcmccrram AND COMMENT THAT COLLO SE INCORPORATED INTO TESTIMONY.

Ircrai*/$1-ittLmsr itiNvedso cl(eR3c5ii
OLIESTICIN ON A POSSIBLE PATICNAL Ponca"... cr Face

I. ICS vOU BELIEvE THAT HOU THE U.S. SEALS WITH CaMMLICTS BETWEEN
NATICNS IS:

M. 0.DJ AND pacrrtcriks
B . ADORESSED BY TRADITIONAL ACTODS CC CCM-MACY
C. IMPLICIT CR EMPLICT oN THE POSSIBLE uSE cr FORCE
D. AKEYEATIkE AND COUNTERS cscmirlor IWO YU:LOME

2. Do You ecLicvc THAT "ACMES nme,:ria" AND "PEACE 0TEANNG" HMS ADvANCED
TO A "STATE-Or-THE-ART" FOR SYSTEMATIC APALICATION lu:

R. TEACHING SvILLS IPj PEACE MAKING
a. ENARINATICN Or THE "CATTICAL MASS' or vaiouLs3:cc iimucivc ro
FESEARGH AND RIGOROLG ANALYSEs_
D. PADOLCA SOLvING AND PROGNOSIS
C. STANDARDIZATION or riccmmlaucs PN0 METHMELOGY iN PRACTICE

3. SHOULD THE U.2. ESTABLISH nu INSTSTdTION OR ACADEmy DEDICATED
n3 Pcmcc AHD THE PEACEFUL RESOLUTION OF coNFLIET

...YES ...NO
Ir YES, SHOULD IT 'CONGRESS) CONCENTRATE ON THE
, INTEMATIONAL LEvOL ...YES ,..NO

DEFESTIC LEVEL ...YES ...NO
DOTH LE!ELS. ...YES ...NO

4. IF AN SCADEmY FOR PEACE AND COWLICT PESOLuTICT) WEAL EsTABLISHODI
FL:HIDING IN WHOLE OR IN PART WOULD PROBABLy COME FROM THE FEDERAL CDRI/UNICHT
CuRFENTLy CONGRESS ALLOCATES $415 AILLIEN AEA EON. TO Dcrcatrc.
Do you MINH A PERCENTAGE EN THE DOM= ELICINCT TI.OULD ft ALLOCATED
FOR ALTERNATIVES, SuCH RS MN ACPC421y FOR Pcmcc AND CCBBAL1CT
PESOLUTICIP

Ir WS, WHAT PERCENTAGE ...I-5% ...woe C5:

2 9i
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C16.19 CC11 S Mil H. SCUTHWATH tmAisiI I 211 .1)16-1..0 1: :9 Pt1 L:
tz,s: 4LSO OM-59,11APCR,,tiriT9A folk. 24 riCk, 61/P1 1 Cf C,+FEAD 4.16Z9CC1 1 Z.'

: A?

a4 itm
mArsurfiGA WITH FIFTY-OHE CO-Stitt-YRS INTRODUCE

FILL TO.ESTADLISH V.S. ACADEMY if PEACE

WASMINGTCM, D.C. -- U.S. otrrroR SPARK MnrsuNnoe(D-Hnun:EI, WITH
SENRTORS .AD41-ANGS RANDOLPH OIRGINIRJ ANC, Mon« HnTrmuo CR-OREGON:
ns PRINCIPRL CO-SpOrzSORS RHO 49 OTHER ZENRTORS AS CM-SPOttGORS, TOORY ,

INTROOUCED LEZISLRTION PROVIDING FOR THE ESTRELLoweNT Cr A 0.4:TEo :rims
Fonoerro or Fact. THE PROPOSAL WOULD Emmy ouT THE REECIAICHORTIONS or THE

S. Coon:ss:cri on PPDINSPLS ron THE MATIONRL ACADEMY or PEACE AND
Cotal.:= RESOLUTION, un:cn suen:rreo :Ts rims. Romonr ro THE FAESIDOrf RND
To THE (kNORESS on Ocrosci 86, 1961.

IN roTRL. 5Z SENnToRs, INCLUDING THE !Immo:: LAWARKER JOINED zii
INTROOUCING THE BILL, MNO MATSU-MGR, WHO SERVED RS CARIPUTN OF THE STUDY
connissumN FINtiCLENCCO THAT srft:LRR 4..commxoN uns INTRODUCED IN THE HOUSE
or REPRESENTRTAX5 EY PEP. DRN GLICKMAN lII-KRNSAS), us.° SERvC0 ns n novae
Or THE CEMmISSION.

In.ft SPEECH on THE Scram mom TOMO, MRTAPACA SAID THRT THE
-PROMS= U.S. ACROOmy or Pen= AJCULD SCORN INTEROISCIPLINRRY INSTITUTION
gEvoreo,To .INTSANWPICCIPIL rem= IT wow) scRye :Ns:In:rows RHO

...I.ND/VIDUALS IN EOM THE nRwivc AND nuel.:C sEETuRs TN:town nucoRcsEnRon,
'toucnr:cm TRRINING fIND :Nonainr:oN sefty:ccs. Irs MPH WILL FOCUS ON THE
ELEncNrs or RERce, THE OPUSES or unit, RNO THE SKILLS NEEDED TO RESOLVE
INTERNATIONRL COHMLICTS WI.THC1AvIDLENcE. THE PORODAY romp "mama° r
concERNs nNo ncrw:T:es OF ocnecies OF LC/GRESS, THE ESECUTWE f AND
PERSONS IN PRIVATE ENTERPRISE FIND VOLUNTARY ASSOCIRTIONS. IT tar eC
R POLICYMRKING INSTITUTION RHO WOULD HOT INTOVOONE IN DISMITCS

.THE RC/DOW WOLD.ES m FEODUALLY-CRIATED, HON-PROFIT IKCPCNOCHT
COVERTTICtri. ITS CCM ELL-CCTLALIDcorcritunrcocF". OPRZATIONS, RUT
,IT.UOULD RLSO SOLICIT PRIVATE SUPPORT. ITS PRIMA...IL ryeZLZTZCS WOULD SC
LOCIRTED IN THE WRSHOATON, Rpm BUT IT WOULD cQDor ounTuomoN iu
EYTENSION PROGRAMS TV re= THC HCECS or PCXYMIS 1euxr THE COUNTRY. IT
uOULD PAW= GRADUATE AND POST-CRACUMTC EDUCATIONRL PROGRAMS, OCR uHICH
xruporrs'Orr mar:rut:Efts or HIGHER EOUCATION COULD RECEIVE CREDIT, AND
CR.CUCT LORMSHOPS RNO OTHER CONTINUING EDUCRTIC*4 SSAVICES FOR FUEL= RHO
pRIVATE SECTOR INDIVIOURLS AND ORGRNICATIONS MACY RT DEvELOPINO AND
STRENGTHENING THEIR CONFLICT RESOLLITION SKILLS; AND ST WOULD COMDuC
RESEARCH ANO DISSEMINATE :NrouinT:oN *moo oH :rs FINOINGS," 0-ALAIMO THE
NAwRIeLAWMPHER.

"IN NODITION, R CENTER ron INTERNATIONRL PcncE uouLo sc ESTROLISHED
WITHIN THE ACAOCAY TO WHICH LEnocms FROM THIS tinrsoN AND FORORD WOULD sc
npro:NTEG TO sruoy; nno THE Abnocry uomo EsTRsusA nt4 RWARD or n MEM.
or Fromm ro cc 'RESENTED ANHEORLLY EY THE PRESIDENT or THE Unitco STATES,'
SAID MATSUNSOR,
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-TNe ESTVATED COST Or SuCH RA READOMY IS vaty mODEST. OUR BILL
WOULD AUTHORIZE THE ESTABLISHmENT Or R $L5 ratU.ION FUND FOR THE PURCHASE
pr FACILITIES FOR THE U.S. ACADEMY oF PEACE, AND PRoVIDE A $6 PILLION
nuTHonmnrIcA rot THE Acyccon.os FIRST venom or OPERRTIOHS. &C rULLION
uOULD EE AUTHORIZED FOR THE SECDD-.CRR OPERRTICM Or THE Promo ACROMM4
(IRKING R TOWN.RUTHORIZATION OF £31 mILLICS0 uHiOK IS LEW THAN DC-TENTH
THE COST OF R gINGLE L-1 Emmen, MnTsurinon srmo.

'THIS Is A MODEST COST INDEED AMEN COMPAMED TO THE cosr or RERRIRING
THE RPNACCS OF wAR Aro MAU/MINING CONSTANT REMEINESS FOR wAR," sit=
TATSLNAGIA. "SIN= THE END Or WORLD TAR 110 THE UN:Tco Symms pots PROVIDED
OTHER NATIONS WITH MAE THAN :ZU IILLION IN MILITARY RSSISTANCE, MAW=
ano TECHNICAL RIO, MuCH OF IT TO REPAIR THE MADE OF WORLD Lbw 11 INEUROPE AND THE PACIFIC 1ASIN.

"THE U.S. ACADEMY OF Pen= wouLo HaT cLaimptc cum NEM ron n sitcom
rATIDIRt. DEFENSE AND FOREIGN ITIOr BUT By LI:PEN:NG TO CCPE IJITH
INTERNATIOTAL DISPUTES WITHOuT RESORT TO VIOLENCE, uE =JAI motorise DMreATIDAL SECLAITY C. REDUCE OUR RELIANCE ON COSTLY LCRoms.

THE U.S. CommIssIout ors PROPOSALS ran THE NATIONAL Acnocrr cr PEA=
AND CoNFLICT PEVD-UTION UtS CHAIRED BY MATSUTOGA AND COTCUCTED ITS STUDY
Or PROPWALS FOR R NRTMEIL PEACE AGOCY FOR R =ILE YEAR.

"PuRING THAT PERIOD 10.000 PROSPECTV.0 MTNESSES LCRE CONTACTED C.
UNITED TO TESTIFY AT PUBLIC HERRINGS HELD IN IE Anamonm CITIES. (SEE
CI029 CC52-59 Fat mocnrnt:om OA THE limn:: HEARINGS., GROUP DISCUSSIONS
RIND INDivIDUAL INTERVIEWS uERE RLSO HELD BY COMMISSIONERS RAD srnrr. THE
Com:Ss:pi rcto4 T)RT METHODS OR cotrocr ftcsaLunlom cc EXIST AND PPE IN
uSE RT THE Loot., stntc AND NATIONAL LEVED-S," rienytkOTOR AND.

"ItLEvER" NC ROCCO, "THIS EDDY Or WNOLUEDGC MO SKILLS HAS NoT BEEN
FuLLy RECOGNIZED OR EFFECTIVELY UTILIZED By THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT."

THE CoMmISSIONCONCLUCCD THRT THERE SHEULD BE n roam= meow_
vwcsTrmarr In nondc IN THE room or niu Acroonv WHERE NATIONAL LERCERS AND
ZTUDIATS FROM ALL WALKS Or L:rc UWLD LEMRH TO APPLY SUCH nalt.S.

"EsrneLLIHmENT or THE U.E.'ACROCAY OF Pon= wOULD ENABLE us ra SRY
TWIT PENCE REALLY IS THC RISTIONFIL O. Or RRTIONPL PA'S:RICANS, itst0tkOSLePGR. "IT WOULD csTABLTsw-neE UNITED STATES AS THE FIRST
INDUSTAIRLIZED COUNTRy IN THE wonLo TO TRKE ADSITIvE ACTION TCURAD
INSURING WORLD PCPCE IN THE rurunc BY TEACHING FUTuRE LEADERS Or THE WORLD
THE PRT Cr SETTLING INTERARTIOHAL CCEFLICTS wITHOUT RESORT TO QICLENCE."

ClOaS Ce116 :OM H. SOUTHWORTH tHAWA11,321) 1,10/e 5:15 PM L:15
tEye:/uHt-ICP41,IMMACAvCMSPOAN.,10 JAM Sa/ At 114

.SEommon So/mow MATSUNROR IS IN HomunIT om au.E.. 'THAL uca scram THE
STRRT Cr THE 97m CONGRESS.

e,

SUNDRY, 40 _AN ea HE WILL IICK or, THE rmesT or scilotni. nnocnrns ON
THE TOPIC or THE TATIONAL PEIRCE ACADEMY RT THE 10I:*41 IN5T)smAvtcE or
CHuRCH OrTNE CROSSROADS' 1212 UNIvERSITY AvENUC, AONOLULAJA HIS
ncrpnAs P(E ENTITLED:

97-951 0.42-.'
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via 217/The Alvka, Nostwork ROCA co EMS

"PEACE: A RATIONAL PURSUIT FOP RATIONAL AMERICANS"

Am !Rel (HST) mc WILL MEET WITH sone norieRs Cr NHE HMams: CCHLITION
role IR NATIONAL AcRocry or Pence AT Tme RELIGIOUS SOCIETY or FR:emoa
MEETING HOUSE IN HONCL.LCU THIS WILL SEWN THE PLANS PM. GREATER CITIZEN
PARTICIPATICN AND AWARENESS OF THC NEEDS TO ASSIST IN GETTING THE tilIPRC
LEGISLATICN PASSED.

Or C1029 Car ..taiN H. SOLITHWORTH (HAWAII,3211 1/11/82 1:46 AM L:22
KEYS:4FACP,MATSUNAGWORWSR0AIRREAD C10290:117/ A: 116

Sammy or Si:u. M:TStBAIDA'S CROSSROADS Hcrimpms

SUNDAY, 10 JRN 82, Num.( or Tme CRossRonas, HCCLU.0 -.- $EN.
MATMNAGA BEGAN BY REMINISCING ABOUT ATTENDING CROSSROADS WHEN MC LRS
STU:ENT AT THE NEWBY LWIVERSITY or Hmumn. He wiLuTco CROSSROADS FOR ITS
LONG HISTORY OF SUPPORT Cr PEACE moormrs.

He REVIEWED THE HISTORY or PEACE LECISLATICA IN GENERAL AND HIS
SENATE BILL le-69, WHICH IS PRESENTLY IN THE SENATE GOrrITTEE ON LAMA AND
HUFAN RESOURCES Ft Tmmus HERRINGS rpm THE SILL MAY et IN MARCH OF THIS
YEAR AND THAT A "MASSIQE GRA5S7PCOT5 EFFCAT ACROSS THE =AMY IS NEEDED.
Hc MIMES= INDIVIDUALS WRITING:

V FRIENCS TO crrpmcal FCR SUPPORT FROM THEIR OWN LEGISLATORS.

Menems or THEIPSOR AND Firm Restoeccs Comm:Tice.

* EDITORS OF NELSAAPERS

* CEMALNITY ORGANIZATIENS WITH nrrILIArcs AROUND THE EELNTRY.

MRTSUNAGA $AID, "Tmc THREAT OF NUCLEAR WAR IS CNC OF THE PRINCIPAL
ECNEERNS OF NOT ONLY THE AMERICAN PEOPLE OUT OF ESTI:ENS oveRsems." He
ammo RETIRED GENERAL OMAR BRADLEY, "WE KNM.I note ABOUT WAR rHm4 mei=

Oc 1.24m) mom AllEUT KILLING THAN ABOUT LIVH.G.'

-.JOHk F. kENNEDY STATED, IN HIS INAUGURATICR4 ADDRESS, THAT THE PURSUIT
OF PONCE SS NOT RS CAPARTIE AS THE AURSUIT Or WPR-SUT IS VITALLY
IMPORTANT.

FEACEMY cr AND THE PEOPLES OF THE LEEK TO Tmc U.S. rot
LEADERSHIP THAT REGARD.

HE reLT THE firERICM PEOPLE FOR A NATIONAL

WHILE m mmack:TY or Amenscroms 'mem To rm. uRR Is Incv:TRiLe,
MATO-0140R SAID, 'Now IS NOT THE TIRE FOR DARKNESS...IT ISA Tule TO LIGHT

__Eweft415.Lc roR pence." He cLoseo um THE ammc (me

_..-FSCrcSEDRRETNE PEREEMAKEAS
FOR THEY SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH.

2, 4
#

"`{.
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-10- PAPER on EIES

C10E9 OCIE0 CHAVA Cr THE CPOSSF0ADS OrCVINALU,3981 4,12/as 5:17 flm
Lls7 ms.:141-PCR,PC FEARIMCS)21 fff..46 1,

PEACE ACAMMY IS IDEA 1447SE TIME HAS COME
JUDY MANN, WASHINGTON POST SERvICE

UF6HIMJCW . STIPRINO, ZEN4 IT, THE SIGHT or Tsc LAZTZTH
. Airmen, STEAMING ACROSS THE OCEAN TO RETRIEVE M Two GROUP or ISLANDS THAT

PERCENT or Tmc WORLD MRS NEVER HEARD ar.

As STAMM; FROM 1:4LecAT two SuLt..v..nm RORY IN THE er.ormscami, we ARE
SORT OF HD-DIrM CUR BREATH AND TRYZN2 T7 rusure CuT IF THIS xs FLNNO,

nor= R TO ZELLOUS:s4.

IT'S PROliGLY ALL OF THE MOVE, AND, RS'SUCH IT ZS M SPLENDID
ILUJSTRATION OE WHY THE UNITED STATES COULD USE M Price AcnocnY.
F:rTy-Two 304ATORS R.0 104 mersors ar THE Houst . morve m-scrrov sancco To
SUPPORT PROPOM-D PEACE ACMDEMY THMT WOULD TPAIm.MEDIMTORS MHO CONFLICT
FANAGERS T7 HELP NATIONS INVOLVED IN DISPUTES.

IT "IT EXISED ALINTADY, THE U.S. ODULD snve MADE RVAILMSLET
nrecrerbenT or THE STMTE tr-PARTMEHM, n ran= OF E7PEAT ClorsZLET nnunacns
wmo ocuLo so HELPING THE U.41., Inzfuov smo M6E:WIWI RESOLVE THE ORISIS
PERU:FILLY DURING THE' Tu0 WEEr4 ITS TAKES THE Amnon TO GT TO THE
Forw. Lsmos.

MARK HorTrIcLo, R-Osc., Z ONE OF THE PRINCIPM. SPONSORS Er M SENATE
BILL Tsnr womo PROVIEC re* sem $60 nmr.xon OVER THREE %ROMS To TOT UP n
PEPCE Aorcroly. "1.1xTm Tras Fnueuvro ISLANDS Tmmo. 130721INO nLrraiT n
TRAGIC-COMEDY, THIS IS R Tv= von sum? n rano ro sc E\ERTEO am THE SCENE
or PIITENTIM. COHFUET," !Awl HnTrzcLo. "OmnT n LOT ar ocamc eam'T
scpt4.7c IS IT TAKES ONLY M SPARK CR IGNITION MATCH TO IIEGIN PH
tmcararsuam CIPANSION OF ViIMENCE eEMOING.TO CONFLAGRPITION.

'WE LIVE on Tmc sews or NUCLEAR UMW Enys HrTrxcLo,-"OruT TILL ONE
OF THE SUPERPEUERS OtiS W./0.WD. WITH THE CRFIZY RACETRACK WE'RE ON
mons. UHPT'S THE OTHER SUPERPOUDITO DO' IT'S GOT TO GET INVOLVEC. roo."

Zsm.GLIchonn, 0-11,,nrso Is Trio MUFF -.MPENSOR nr Tsc. Fon= Aorlocov
mt. nmo ocsonzscs IT ns SOMETHING -THRT COULD FINCTION LIKE MN
WrIERNATZENML FEEarrriCH AND CONCILIMTIDN SERvIOE, GENERRTING E,PORTISt RTD
RESEARCH INTO semen cerslAcTs." THE U.M. Is molsmo nOrc THMN PUCE TO
MIR GRIE,ANCES. THERE DOESN'T SEEM TO re MN HRROCORE INSTITUTIEN WITH
PEOPLE TRAINED TO RESOLVE CONFLICTS."

Tme loon or n Pen= Fonoemy wns FIRST rpOrOsE0,ow GEM= MnsrizmoTan,
SAYS OnTrzct.O. "IT's mar cm or mess &Imo, LIBERAL ottroowrs." Torts
MST rI.L, roChocralmi. coornssmi maim n rAVERASIX REPORT EN IT nrTen
HOLDING HERRINCS AROUND THE COUNTRY. TmO Mnrzorrs. Form ACADEMY CAPPAIGN,
HERCCUPATERED IN WRSHINGTON, HAS HAD ITS norscftsmas Gnu FREPI.3,000 str
JRNumrY 1981 TC "WELL PAST 30,000" MU, ACCORDING TO ITS crionirtvc
otnccroft, Mime WAPESI n Morm. ACADEMY asnounrc WHO SERVED UITH THE iTH
'FLEET CURING WenLo Wnt II-nmo KOREM.

29 5

)
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4.,ILE THE ncnoemY W0.t0 ALSO FOCUS 121 CEPALICT RESOLUTION IN

FAMILIES, OWINJIITIES AND LASEIR-MerfiCEFENT RELATIONs. THE CREWING SUPPERT
FOR THE CCACEPT IS A REFLECTION OF "TIC NEED rar ACROSS THE COLtaPty In co
mrcruolo PWCUT rue wooLo enms." Owes SFPOS.

THE SENATE HAS SCHECULED HEMINSS On THE PEACE ACADEny SILL FOR APRIL
al. GLIEMAN VAOS THE Meuse WILL PROSASLy HOLD HEFRUZS =RETIRE MARY.
IT HAS THE SUPPORT Cr LIBERALS "1,10 CONSERVATIVES. "IT PAS OCTTEN mORE
THAN A CURATER CF THE HD.IpC WITHZUT PCHEC OF A LCM Cr PUBLIC SUPAORT,"

SAYS GLIcynnm. "TH:s mmlo WE SOMETHING WE CAN TRULY FORCE A OIARATISAN,
nONICEOLCCUCAL CCALITIO4 WITH."

THE PencE Acnoemr AROACSAL DESERVES THE MPACAT OF THE AUSLIC. As
Mrpcg mrs. LIE wr4a0T DONE AtCH TO INSTITUTICAALI:E PEACE-SEEPING SINCE
THE UNITED tirmers wns ronmeo 36 rim WE,..0 LEARNED A LOT RIGOUT HMI

TO !WE WAR IN THE mrEnvEnoto YEARS, SAM Ut HAM ALSO LEARNED SOMETHING
ASCUT Haw TO MAKE PEACE.

oce9 EC121 CHURCH CC THE CPCGSPOADS 001CLULLWZ5i 4,1Zz$2 5:29 AM

L:11 1EY$1401PCP44 : HEARINGS/21 APP,PG 2, A: 120

THE Pen& ACREEMY ALSO DESERVES THE SLAPORT OF PRESIDENT PERGAn. IF
LE CAN sr's-m:4257 SILLION IN FISCAL +CAR 1se3 TO MAINTAIN MN ARSENAL rcn
Lon. we crl.ebernItay nrrono some S60 MILLION TO DEVELCA MN FRIVOL ran

PEACE. PRESIDENT FEAGAN CCULD DO A LOT UDRSE PEL.ITCALLY THAN EMORACE THE
PEACE ACADEAy. ND AS HE.HAS ILkUSTRATEDI HE CAN 00 A LOT WORSE

DIALMATICALLY.
THIKN HEW HELPFU- ST uOULD HAVE SEEN TO HAvE THE FCADEMY ALREADy In

ISTEiCE INSTEAD Cr GETTINO INTO HOT uATER SY STATinG THAT LC UERE
FAIE,C.S WITH SETH SIDES, REAGAN CCULD HPRE FRICUICED THAT TNE UNITED
1ZTATES WAS AWING AILAE4 A CADRE Cr THE BEST MEDIATERS IN THE WCRLD TO
HELP En:rnm fro ARGENTINFIREACH A PEACEFUL SOLUTIEU.

He rewL0 HALC sEcm SETTER orr. PE SD wCULD THE REST Cr US.

#

2 9 6

I
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via 2171111. "Aka re pork -12- 1U.PC.R. Ct CS

CH4PCH OF THE aRft..it-cem (feccuLusml
Ma:rut: HCOCUILI

TcLermamm iiOPli4?-2220
Logs' ACTSVE z 4.-1.04:2 11:42 PM,
EsIneLismec ft1
Lyme rtcuices,4112/.12 5:40 RH

Pocress:

1212 URIVCRSITY Avemuc HMICLULU, HAWAII
S6EZ6

Dcter:relcur
CHLACH or THE CREWACROS CARTED CHURCH

cr Cmr:se1 LOW MIMEO AMC taYEARS nap, Tmc eattmcnneet UPS AR EARLY PIENEER INTERRACIAL CHURCH INCRCSSACROS u ALWAYS SEER INVEUVED WITH ISSUES CA JICIAL/HUMON=MERIN 1SP:2 PR:CRITICS cr THE UCC ARE PEACE rNo F01111-Y LIFE, c1ee9IiIICCRATED SY CROSSRCROS. Tme Ftv. hammy Pus re Dm ts: .

T: H.,,10THOCRTH 4IRIT:321.1
therm:let HAWINI

ItLermeme: 1$001 94E-7*34t1401 OP 732-1647 (401.1E1
LIIST ncrIve : 4120,22 6:01 PH
EserstAsito : 4/".:0=79 10:13 AM
try! mccariccI11,2?,S1 2246 H4

.

. .

FOCRESS:

WARIGII-ISI Pest:grim prio Ieketornerre
LRCLIPtbu.cat cr Ecuerrull 1776

URIVEKSSTY Mk.CNUE UNIVERSXTY Cr Firm:: FirreLum. HAWAII9:1?aZ

DE=RIPT :Eta
'.

EcterrIcmm. AsiOc:Tre ma Lrs iGH0CL'TOACHER re U cr Hrum::/Mmtar CrmTue.Fcmacto eme EcumCcmsoccrre
mere.J5t3csereses.ut314TFC--APIMM-Cr------airm-roc-rUTOre MUMifierre. TECNIEOACY, TECHNOLOGY rat NANO:CAMEO

CAESS-CULYURAL ECAAURICATIEN, GOEAREOmmAmy MSc.), somcc TericH:fn,OWIRONMENTAL cpwra, Rio CRAFTS kEERAMICEI. , .
,

ORCUP Utneersmia:
Cicur: CPIE
Tent: 0:mum:rot RAMC INACRAMT:04 Evri-mr.c

CROUP: TiitISFOPH :241
T:eLe: lemagsram RETUIIRK - .

CACAO FUTOPES.FESEFFCH (301
Tttuct MUSES PESEFPCH

-

Cmu1 iPPLE USERS. 4 )

T rrt.c: FPPLE USERS C11 E IES

GAWP: VCOIT Ct 1F1. ram.. ran
T 001)1T1 E1-bit IL IT FIT IC4I CC' T IrE DISABLED

-
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via 117/The Rlvka Network -13- RAPER on LIES

.

UJIT'ELECTPCNIIC INFORMATION CkCHPIPAC SysTcn omomp

RusLIC Cocromcmc: TOM NEETIHO (1080)
You ARC THC ONLM ACF4CA FOCTIVC. -

145 ITEMS. CC 148 INWITTCN CH 4fal/82 laves, PK

Ha ITEms utuT1Ho.'

CONFERENCE CHaloclIo137-148

C1COO CC137 CHURCH Cc THE CROSSRORDS tHONCLULU.3982 4,21e8 10:17 41
L:17 tOR1G-1 4/20/8 11:37

,

1.117YEYS:MARCRi

:81029 CCIZa THC RIVKA HCRICRA (PIWAtal7) 4/E0/82 11:27 Pr: 612
(ORIG.) 4/20,82 9:58 pm um
12)1:/R1CCUICEI1CHTHARCR'PEOCE ACRODIY4CRICRESSIMAL HERRINCS/ RI, 120

TO,CELESRATE 3 WARS 04 EIESt
MARILmtio RIVKA,r *

a BRE'PROGO To mmtsom
THc Pcmcc'A:mocny

CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS

LIvp1
HERE tH c1030

ktos. $1 Ammu.1982 L.

18 fkr. 14:30 P.m. EST

-CliK8,4.-;CE3e Trot RtatottCrxmc. 1Rymu217T- 4721782 11124M L14
FENS:,EIES GOES To A CLURESSIOHPL FEARING/C103OCC137,

It APE LIVC AT THC PEACE ACAOCFM Himmlnos scams THC SOMA= EDUCATION
CCAMITTEC. WE LOST ROMA EUT ARC SAM. THE FIRST PANEL IS commo UP,
c1038=145 coomo um. RIt.ihm rote Hmumli

1-
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-IS- AMR on EIES

:C1029 0:123 CHUF4H (F THE
CKSSROADS (HCCOLULU,3901 4/at6e 11131 PHL:42 YXYS:erftFCP/CROSSMADS
TEZTIMOW/ At '22

CHURCH CF THE CR&SRORDS
. 1212 LW:massy. AMAX

HoNoLow, Hmmtx. %826
Tsc Pct.. AsTmorm ). Fusxmars MINISTER

TCLEPHONC Li.C10) q49S220
s,ArttsL 20. 1902,

TESTIHOHY FEGRLDIMITHE
PROPOSED tifiTIMIL AMOY CF Mkt

FF(41 THE MINISTER AHD
atC0TIVE COUNCIL, CHURCH CF THE CROSSROADS

Ltt THC Exccursvc COUNCIL
RNO MINISTCR or THC CHURCH OF THC.CROSSROPOSs WISH TO ChPRESS

OUR C4TINEwN0 STPON3 SUPPORT rot Lcatsummtto tsTrwicali n tOrrjoroL
Rioncern, og Pcmc n0a Corp=

PcscLurtm. t,

IT Is CoR tatmcnott
THRT THC WITCO STR1ES'Iftw5

OTHER NATIONS OF THEWORLD rtuss ems TO ssus strums AND PROLONDCD
MT,TENTION'TO THC Thtm ora:scout/4am RND tritoymo

NONVIOLCNT METHODS or CONFLICT RESDJarION,'GIVEN THc NURSCR cr CONOLICTIND'INTERESTS
IN OUR WKLO RNO TMC cosTukcss,tr ran= torrtatT ut storLy puss mixt

stmous ttran:TneNT To THCotveLowrcnT or rETHcos or
conrumT stsoLuTzto WHICNOIRC

14LTERNMTIVES TOTHE U1C or MILITRRY FORCC.
ESTRILISHRENT or tutu PIN Rcnotny LCULDOCRONSTMITC UNITED STK=

LC/EMI:SHIP IN THC SEARCH FOR rocs.,

.sLt AWARD IT AS CRITICR4 THRT SUCH i ACMCC.A.ERCUM.NPNCPCX=S-11I-TME=LUCA AMINO' PROCESS' 'WITHIN
lriwoRTwo InsTITUTIOFtS or THC GOVCRWIDO orTHc UNITED SYMMS Aro NOT

l AELEGArco To A PERIPHERRL POSITION,

CcuciL

SINCERELY,

(SIONEDI ANTNCHM B. Rosmom)
,

MINISTER AND EXCCUTIVC

THE CHeA64 or mc Cwasswat+os

to'
4
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vii 217/1h R1,44'Nethark -15- NAPCR on LIES

C102* CCIS, CHURCH ce THE CROGSROAIe tHROLLIJJ,3981 4.21.s2 lelez FO

KY5I/NAPOR,O10E9CCIE4/ A: I.38

:(10Z9 CC124 PARTICIPATION SYSTEMS 1P91,700) 441,R2 9:57 AN LII9
hEYS:IXMIENT FOR LEA SINGER FOR THE NATIONAL PEACE ACADEMY-HEARING/

LEA, IT SHOuL0 SC POINTEO.CUT IA THE HEARINGS THAT THE NATIONAL PERCY

Homccmy PLANNING INCLLOCS TELECOMMUNICATIONS, nrap aripuircat INFERMATIEN

STORAGE ANO ncromtveL. HLralA aarc REIM mantascluara Hwy*, CRISES ARE
TRANSCIENTI THE FAGNITLVE or THE rtmelyco CRISIS nriplOCPCNOS ON THE
SPEED WITH luilcH wrooulomora CAN SE BROUGHT TO SCAR. COMPUTER

CONFERErCING, SUCH RS IS ILL4STRATEO SY THIS PARTICIPATION, CAN ALLOU THE

ASSEMPLING Or THE THOUGHTS FRID RECORRETCATIONE OF MR4V.PEOPLE UN3 CELLO

HELP' REOUCE,THE Eta= OF CRISIS, ANO HELP ACHIEVECCAFLICT RESOLUTICN.

CLEARLY, THE WORLD TCOMy CAN HO UNGER mrrcE0 MILITARY SOLUTICMS, FOR
CIVILIZATION Ir AGT'AuCH OF huMAN LIFE COULD'RE OS-Vs/STATED SY n NUCLEAR

RESPONSE. THE NRTICNAL PEACE ACREcny IS A OEUINNING TO ASSEMBLE THE
SCHOLARS RAO RAKE THE TCOLS Or CRISIS RESO.UTICN ACRE EASILY AVAILMOLE.

rAy b RS A CITIZEN, URGE THE CONGRESS TO ESTFAL1SH A NATIONAL Pact
Acmccerm, MT LEAST MT THE LEVEL Or suPPOAT Of ONE OF THE TREE MILITARY

`0,kCROEMIt5. -CARL C. CLARK .

n.,

(PLEASE SENO ANY MESSAGE TO ME AT UES SiS).
,

OIOC*-CCI4a-'fac-Ri.voar4rnoovr4R:wAre171 44.1,12 12W1PMA.A10.
4/21/a.2'.10:39-AN L:0

kEY5:4H>M140.5ROLfill,

Fon taps or THE oanmsmou MEFAERS, +REPO c1Ae9=55-56
Fon ormakonourao ON THE SENATE SILL, +REPO cl529=113-114

THE ['MIDAS. AI-JAMS. VOA PEACE RAO CENFLICT PESOLUTION WOW) SE A

EAHOLUTTE LEVEL INSTITUTION. THE FaCuS IS PEACE LEARNINO. THE U.S. '

COMMISMEN CatFROPOSALS POP THE NATIONAL FCAOEMY OP PEACE IWO CDOLICT
FESELUTION SUSAITTE0 ITS REPORT TO 07.ZIORCSE LAST FALL. SENATE SILL I39

Is NOU SEPDRE THE SNSECAMITTEE DI EELCATICA, ARTS AND HUMANITIES OP.THE

COMMITTEE ots Lmeolt Reinta Remmers.

300
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vla 217/The Nivka Network

C1030 CC141 THE RIVKR MAIATUC (Rzynn,217)
tORI8.)
KEVS:/APPCR/HEARING7INTRODUCTCRY RENAME,

'NANtlt on MS

4/21/82 1:::7 -A L:$
4/4211ee 14'4..1 Act Lre

ABOUT 100 PEOPLE ARC PACKED IIMMBII4ormma ROOM. SEm ,TTAFFORD ISP NGRCSIDI. SEN. JENNINGS RAKDOLPH INTRODUCTORY nennmns sankozno
PREVIOUS EFFORTS TO ESTABLISH R CABINET LEVEL PEACE DEPARTMENT. 'IT IS
TIME TO nhcc pcnoc scersaosos JOS nno nor oust cycnYscroy"s susmEss."

Clone CC142 CRUPCH OF THE CRCGSPORIE (1ENOLULU$398) 4/21,82 10:42 AN
' L:37 I,ZYS:.NAPCE/C1029 IROOMOUWIhVITATION TO PpRTICIFATE, A: 138

THE FACKGROLND FOR EIES PARTICIPATION (IIIDERLYINCI.:THE SIGNIFICANCE)
or Cy's Ecnrcur. rs To sc room IN C1e29tEIES RM.= CONFERENCEON
'RELIGION RNO TE0447LOGV) rcccplynoo BY CHJFEN nr THC Cnosmuokos IN
HONOLLE.U.

THIS BEGAN IN 1980 WITH THE DECISION CY CROSSROROS TO UTILIZE EIES AIT
THE HAUMII STRTE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED-CHURCH OF CHRIST. AT THAT JUNE
19bN3 mccrma THE BODY UNANIMOUSLY PASSED n RESOLUTION IN FRVOR or THE .

. ,

IN JULY 191W1. CURING THE HONOLLLU hAPCR HERRINGS! CROSSROADSUTILIZED
ETES IC1029=0'60) FOR ftemorc MATICIMATION AND mt.nncucst or THE AKER
PROGRESS. CNC CC THE EVENTS THRT sccnoo TO IMPRESS THC tIAPCR
Connuszoncns uns n LI0c NAN (tlti-Tx-iimoc *cc) SYNCHRONOUS COWERETEE
USINS THEATS-1 EcnnunzEnTzEns SATELLITE TO SLEW PERSONS IN THE Pmcw:c
BASIN COJNTRIES To TREK LIVE WITH rmc Ctrimrssxmcms. Pomo ipnr scsszcni
n SUMMARY URS TYPO Iwo THE PLATO cceptarm NETLORK.

CROSSROADS mom r.ms.srat,:ra cHcoummac tms Cy EFTHASIZOD SO WELLPREVIOUSLY) THAT THENIO.TOOMELOGIES-SHILIEL 147-SERIOLEGLY--
WAo UTILIZED sy *THE NAM IN THEIR WORK To BOTH rnErLlTnrc

EcnELIET ftcsou.mon ns uELL ns TO DISSEMINATE INFORMATION ON SU>,
TECIWNIGOOS. -

WC MT CROSSROADS WISH YOU TOODIZZARECTINGS TO YOU ALL IN
WASHINGTON AM, TO THAN Len SINGER FOR HIER vircen/yer rmc:LITmr:cm max IN
MAKING.THIS pcsstsLc.

NE HOPE =HERE WILL 'Arm novricnCE cr THIs IMPORTANT OPPORTUNITY TO
comnumzenrc THEIR rert-mas NOT ONLY TO CUR MEMBERS OF CONGRESS PUT TO
THEIR FELLOW CITIZENS VIA. EIES CIOM -0

'4

bs SOUTHIARTIN. CNAIRPERSON

CKOSSR*S lIENtouvrotniats Comince

301
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yla 217/Tno lUvka Mlowork -17- 14.1,C11 on EMS

CI030 CC143 THE RIVKM MorrenK (Rxwn,217) 4/21482 1:03 PM L:20
(MG:) 4,21/82 11115 AM LIO
KEYS: 41FPCR,HEPRINCS4WSUMFGVHATF1ELXV-EPSEU,

N. MARK HnTrzcLot NEED To novo AHEAD AND sumo on STRUCTURE

SCN. MATSUNAGRI connusson MELD 12 nun.= HERRINGS; OVER 10,000
rcomc.ucae air:nom:4 TOOK UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY; HELD ova. 50 WETINGS
WITH OTHER ORGMNIZATTONS. Pence Aonecry WOULD HAVE 3 FUNCTIONSI RESEARCH
(MC SuPPORT OF RDSEARCH MT OTHER INSTITUTICNk), n3 PROVIDE GRREURTE PHD
postuRncumrc PROGRAMS, RNO TO PROIVOE CONTINUING EOUCATION SERVICES.

. ALSO, InrortnnTIon scnvsccs, TO GATHER AND DISSOUNATE INCORAMTION; RLSO To
CSTPS(.ISH AN nwnno, ntMeont. or Paco.

THE COMMISSION'S REPORT HRO ErFINDINOS; I) -.1CMCIS. WOULD MOVANCE THE
. NRTIONAL INTEREST, 23 SKIRL CRARCITY To PROVIDE PUCE, 3)s1ncta rarrionn-

SMOURITY, 41snnrocn rucc AMINO CAPACITY or tromm 5) nret.trY no.=
6), 7), 81

1-%

II
SEN. RIMER Jansen: REFERRED TOIROME; CARTnnoct Pasco Amu:my *cooler

sin 2 WARS :s.131 MILLION, WI: ran crekTpt. runomoi THAT ONE FIS FIGHTER
cosTs S30 hILLIon vino ir ;HEY HAVE TO, Plump oo WITH ONE Less FIS TO PRY
ftR PEACE ROM0014

C1030 CCI44 THE RUHR NETWORK (tivKm217) 421/ek 11122 AM 1.:12
KENS:01APCR/1ARINGSvDROWNALICKMAN,

Rom. Comp= DROWN (CALIF)I .50,000 spnnTunes moo m CALIFORNIR
YESTERDAY CRLLING ran n NUCLEAR moo-cc. REFERREO T JONVITHAN SCHELL SOCK.
SAYS THERE SHOULD so rt NETIARK-tco NATIONAL, pcmcc Amounts num DITHER
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5. le89
WRITTEN TESXIMORF FOR

TO ESTABLISH THE UNITED STATES ACADEMY OF

PEACE AND CRISIS INTERVENTION

PPOGRAMS OFFERED BY MAHAR/SHI
UNIVERSITY OF MaTURAL LAW

TO ESTABLISH WORLD PEACE

Maharishi University of Natural,Law,
England, congratulates the United

States Congress for its thought
to establish the United States Academy of

Peace,

We wish to offer you the
knowledge and experience of the full potential of

natural law, whiqh can establish
permanent peace in the family of nations

and thereby fulfill the laugable
goals of your U.S. Academy of Peace. The

ability of the group dynamics
of consciousness to neutralize turbulence in

world.consCiousnass and raise life everywhere
to be in alliance with natural

law has been verified by
extensive scientific research in tho fieldS of

physiology, psychology, sociologf, and ecology.

We ara fully confident and
equipped with the knowledge tO bring peace to

the world. We aro only lacking the
financial resources to implement our

program on a worldwide scale.
However, with the support of the Academy of

Peace, we could fulfill
flux long-cherished desire to implement the programs

whidharedascribed below.

1) To give a great momentum
to the rise of coherence and

positivity in.

world consciousness, we wish to.ostablish twelve
largo groups of students in

existing universities on five continents who will practice the group dynamics

5
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY FOR H.R. 5088, TO ESTABLISH THE UNITED STATES ACADEMY OF

PEACE AND CRISIS INTERVENTION

PROGRAMS OFFERED By MAHARISHI UNIVERSITY or NATURAL LAW

TO ESTABLISH WORLD ;MACE

- . ,

of conSciousness twice daily as sUpplement to their regular studies.

We want to create four groups of 6,000 students each in the largest countries

in the world--China, India, U.S.A., and the Soviet Union. In addition, we

want to create eight groups of 3,000 students'each in'the next largest eounilies

of the worldIndonesia, Japan, Brazil, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nigeria, Mexico,

and West Germany.

2) We wish to offer the courses of Maharishi University of Natural Law

in every city of the world with a population of 100,000 or more. All pf our

courses will be available on color video discs. The first course which

every student will participate in is tho Course on'InNincibillty to Every

Nation. This course has been designed to make enlightenment for every

individual and inelcrty for every nation a practical and liveli reality

My training people everYwhere to spontaneobsly think and act in accora with

natural law. Educational systems existing in the world so /ar have not

provided the knowledge and ewperience of the full potential of natural law

and therefore, with only partial knowledge of natural law, people everywhere

have been continually violating the laws of nature. Violation of the laws

Of nature by the whole population day after day has resulted in the

accumulation of stress and negative,trends in yorld consciousness. Now,

however, through ttiglourses of Maharishi University of Natural Lawmeryon

van direCtly experience the home of ail the lawl of nature in their

3 '0 6
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY FOR H.R. 5ci411 EsTABL40 MEP STATES

PEACE AND CRISIS INTERVENTION

ACADEMY OF

PROGRAMS. OFFERED BY mAlwasia utintiesny OP NATURAL LAW

TO ESTABLISH WORLD PEACE,

transcendental consciousness and stabilize it through the twice daily

practice of the Transcendentll Meditation and TM-Sidhi program and regular

activity Of daily life, so that all thoughts and actions ire spontaneously

supported by natural law. Through alhance with natUral law, life on earth,'

will be free frOm suffering, every nation will enjoy cultural integrity, self-

sufficiency, and invincibility, and there will be permanent peace in the-

family of nations.

iWe hopo that yarwill give your full support to the implementation of our

proposals in order to fulfill. the goals of your United States Academy of

Peace.

[Whereupon, at 3:42 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject tothe dill of the Chair.] .
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